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PREFACE

TO THE FOURTH EDITION. ^

The following work having become exceedingly scarce, T.

was requested, about two years ago, to prepare a new ^edition

for the press. Two reasons induced me willingly to undertake

this task, 1 . A conviction of the great utility of the work ; and

2. the possibility of improving it, so that it might better answer

its original design.

In reference to this intended improvement, I had already

made some considerable collections of additional materials, to

be arranged under the same heads ; and had corrected many

things in the former edition.

To make the work more worthy of the patronage by which it

had been honoured, I judged it necessary to make a new ar-

rangement of its materials ; for as the four volumes were pub-

lished at two different times, and the two last under the same

arrangement as the two former, giving additioiial'miovimXion on

the same subjects, I saw it necessary to amalgamate the^rs^

with the thirds and the second with the fourt//. This I found

an extremely difficult task, as multitudes of the Observations

had to be variously transposed to bring them into connexion with

those of a similar denomination, without which a heterogeneous

mixture must have been the consequence. With this, both the

Printer and myself were often puzzled ; and notwithstanding

all the care that has been taken, I have observed a few that have

got out of their proper places ; and probably the reader may find

Qut more.

Though the language of Mr, Harmer is generally plain and

sufficiently perspicuous, yet it must be allowed to be, upon the

* Tito editions were published by Mr. Harmer ; the third was printed

last year on nearly a similar plan witli the present, but the whole of it was

destroyed by a fire in tlie printing-ofllce. To this yb//r//i edition many val-

aable materials are added that were not in tlie pt I'ccrfing.

VOL. I. 2
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whole, rather inelegant. But as his materials were drawn from

a multitude of sources, and the accounts given in the words of

the authors quoted, this was inevitable, as much inequality in

the style, and manner of these different authors must necessarily

prevail. This could not have been remedied in the present

edition, unless the whole work had been rewritten. I have

however corrected the language and punctuation, I may safely

say, in some thousands of places ; which, however they may
minister to the greater correctness and perspicuity of the work
in general, will be utterly imperceptible to any reader who does

not compare, word for word, the former with the present edi-

tion ; a labour which no man who sets any value upon time, will

ever undertake.

About the time I began this work, fortunately the two first

volumes of the former edition, once the property of the late Dr,

Russell, fell into my hands. These I found to contain a great

number of valuable notes written in the margin with his own
hand, generally confirming and further elucidating the Obser-

vations of Mr. Harmer. Dr. Russell had read Mr. H's work
with great attention, had reconsidered not only the facts for which
he was quoted by Mr. H. but likev/ise the general tenor of the

work ; and from his long and extensive acquaintance with the

natural history, customs, manners. Sec. of the East, and his rev-

erence for the Sacred Writings, he was qualified beyond most,

to cast light upon every subject discussed in the Observations.

His invaluable, though short remarks, I have taken care to in-

troduce in their proper places, referring them always to their

author. For this part of my work, I doubt not, I shall have the

thanks of all my readers.

Besides what I have inserted from Dr. Russell's MS. notes,

I have introduced many important matters from Dr. Shaw,

which Mr. Harmer had professedly left untouched, from the

supposition that S/mw's Travels were in the hands of every

reader I However this might have been in Mr. H's time, I can-

not say ; but at present the work is venj scarce, andx;e?rz/ dear»

I have borrowed also, from a variety of authors, who are referred

to in the Notes, many of the materials with which I have en-

deavoured to enrich this edition. Much of the matter concern-

ing jEgy/it is entirely new ; as are many articles in the depart-

ment of Miscellaneous Matters. These have been chiefly fur-

nished by 'SY/aiy, Sonnini^ A?iquetil dn Perron^ Bruccy and Dr.
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Buchanan^ Travels in the Mysore. From Mr. Jacksc7i*s

Journey overlandfrom India^ I have also collected some valua-

ble materials.

Among Mr. Harmer's repeated references to the originals

ofthe Scriptures, it vv^as only in very rare instances that a word

of Hebretu or Greek was introduced : this intolerable deficien-

cy I have supplied by introducing the original words wherever

they are referred to ; and often adding further proofs and illus-

trations. To render this part of the work in some measure in-

teresting to the unleai'ned reader, I have taken care to put the

Hebrew word in italic characters, and have given the orthogra-

phy in general, according to the masoretic jioints.

In not a few place's I have given appropriate quotations from

Arabic and Persian authors, when the subjects discussed requir-

ed this kind of collateral evidence. Testimonies from such

writers in reference to the customs and manners of their own
times and country, must be considered of the first respectabili-

ty. Had I not been much straitened for time, through a great

variety of other avocations, such quotations would have been

jnuch more abundant ; but I could do but little comparatively

in this way, as I was obliged to compose^ from my own types?

every thing I introduced from these languages, as the printers

had no founts of Arabic letter during the time this work was

passing through the press.

As Mr. Harmer had referred in several places of his Obser-

vations on Egypt, to the famous Prenestine Pavement^ I thought

it proper to introduce a correct outline of this piece of antiquity,

with its description taken partly from Father Montfaucon^ and

partly from Hr. Shaw. This /date ^nd its description, form ^

valuable appendage to the present edition.

After the whole of this labour had been performed, and the

four volumes entirely printed off, the Index and one sheet ex-

cepted, every copy of the edition was consumed by a fire, which

totally destroyed the printing office, and left not one wreck be-

hind. I was obliged therefore to begin ^he work anew, and had

particularly to regret the loss of some important materials for

the concluding sheets, which were consumed with the rest, and

of which I h2id no dti/ilicates. I have now once more brought

the work to a close, and hope it will in some measure merit the

approbation, and meet with the patronage of the public. Of
the work itself, my opinion may be seen in the painful labour of
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arranging, correcting, improving, and editing, •U'hich I have so

long sustained. A deep conviction of its great importance and

%vorth, led me to undertake the task at first : and, when baffled

in my hopes by a wise, but inscrutable Providence, a continu-

ance of the same conviction led me to resume this task, and pa-

tiently plod once more to its end.

Of the delaij and the Jirc^ however prejudicial to the Editor

and Proprietor, the Public will have little cause to complain ;

as this last edition has been greatly improved, not only by further

corrections and numerous notes, but, 1. hy^. head of contents

to each observation ; 2. a short specimen of the advantage that

may be derived from the Greek and Roman Classics for the

explanation of various passages in the Sacred Writings ; and

3. a copious table of the contents of each observation, See.

Avhich are entirely original, and amount in the whole to several

additional sheets.

I need not say that every man who wishes to understand the

Scriptures as far as they relate to oriental customs and man-

ners, or w^ho professes to explain them to others, should not only

possess a copy of this work, but endeavour thoroughly to under-

stand its contents. Without snch a work, ninety-nine out of

every hundred of those who profess to teach the Church of God,

must remain, in many important respects, ignorant of the con-

tents of that book, which alone contains the science of salvation.

I have sometimes taken the liberty to dissent from Mr. Har-

mer, for which I have given my reasons in the proper places.

I thought it better to do this than to expunge what I deemed

wrong or incorrect : both opinions being thus brought before

the reader, he is left to judge for himself, and however he may

determine, cannot compkin that he is presented with a mutilat-

ed copy of the original.

To my own notcs^ I have subjoined the word Edit, to dis-

tinguish them from those of Mr. Harmer ; but the many addi-

tions I have made to the text^ and not unfrequently of -K^/io/e Ob-

servations^ I have, in general, left undistinguished.

I have endeavoured, as far as possible, to prevent mistakes :

those the candid reader may find, he is requested to excuse and

correct.

It will probably be gratifying to many readers of this work

to learn, that, tlirough the means of some very intelligent and

literary friends in India, I have instituted a number of inquiricB
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relative to the customs, manners, arts, and sciences, referred to

in the Sacred Writings, and still current in the East, as well as

to the other subjects treated of in this work, from which I may

reasonably expect much light, and much important matter for

at least one additional volume. The gentlemen to whom I re-

fer, are well qualified for the task they have undertaken, not

only from their extensive acquaintance with India, where they

have resided for many years, but also from their thorough knowl-

edge of the principal Asiatic tongues.

May the glorious Auth.or of that Divine Revelation, which

this work is designed to illustrate, accompany it with his bless-

ing to every reader 1

A, CLARKE.
London, ^«/y 1, 1808.



PREFACE
OF THE

ORIGINAL COMPILER TO THE FIRST EDITION OF THE

TWO FIRST VOLUMES.

Learned men have often employed themselves in noting

down places of the Greek classics, which they have thought ex-

planatory of passages of Scripture, and many volumes of obser-

vations of this kind have been published to the world, from

whence succeeding commentators have taken them, and placed

them in their writings; but modern books of travels and

voyages, which, if carefully perused, will afford as many obser-

vations, as curious, and as useful, have not, I think, been treated

after this manner. An attempt then of the kind, which ap-

pears in these papers, is, so far as I know, we^y, and as such will,

I hope, be received by the public with approbation, or at least

"with candour.

I do not mean in speaking this to say, that no one of the nu-

merous writers of travels into the East ever observed the con-

formity between some of their present customs, and certain cor-

responding passages of Scripture: it has been done most cer-

tainly, and the resemblance has been so striking, and the thing

so curious, that they could not in some cases well avoid taking

notice of it ; but what I mean is, that no one, that I know of, has

set himstiiJiurfiosely, and at large,* after the manner of those

that have published observations on the ancient Greek writers,

to remark these resemblances : an infinite number almost, of

very amusing and instructing particulars are taken no notice of;

and thosefeiv that are mentioned are, in a manner, lost amidst

a crowd of other matters.

• This was certainly done by Sir J. Chardin, and to his MS. collection,

•which fell into the hands of Mr. Ifarmer previous to the publication of the

second editioa of the two first Yolumes, the work is greatly indebted. Edit.
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Accounts of countries, very remote from those tliat Were the

scene ofthose transactions which are recorded in the Bible, may

pour some light over particular passages of Scripture, in the

«ame way, as Buchanan's relation of the manners of the ancient

inhabitants of Scotland may illustrate some circumstances re-

corded by Horaer, whose Iliad speaks of Greek and Asiatic he^

roes ; for there is a sameness in human nature every where, un^

^QV thG like degree ofuncultivatedne&si so we find there were

noprofessed surgeons in old Scotch armies, as well as none among

those of the Greek, but the great warriors themselves under-

stood the art of healing, and practised it ; and this skill was

reckoned a military accomplishment. The examining, howev-

er, the narratives oT what travellers have observed, in the Holy

Land itself is still more amusing, and, at the same time, may
justly be supposed to be more instructive ; since many of their

ancient customs remain unaltered, and references to those an-

cient customs appear every where in the Scriptures.

That their customs in general remain unaltered, on which

much depends in the following papers, is a fact that admits of

ilo doubt : indeed, it is so incontestable, that the Baron de Mon-

tesquieu, in his Spirit of Laws, has endeavoured to assign a nat-

ural cause for it ; and whether we admit his explanations, or

not, the fact cannot be denied. A multitude of writers have

mentioned it, and as a thing they were extremely struck with.

The traveller who has given us the greatest entertainment of

this kind, of any that I have met with, is the late Dr. Shaw, in

that curious and useful book of travels, which was first published

in folio in the year 1738, and reprinted nineteen years after in

quarto with some alterations. Yet there are many things which

he has omitted, as well as some that will not bear a close exami-

nation. Nor are his omissions at all to be wondered at, though

he was, as his profession obliged him to be, intimately acquaint-

ed with the Scriptures, and long lived in the East : for the hu-

man mind is naturally very much limited in its operations, and

cannot well pursue different things at once ; and consequently,

as his thoughts were very much taken up in illustrating the

classics, in adding to the treasures of natural knowledge, and in

forming dissertations on particular points, it is no wonder that he

did not observe, that many things that he saw, and some that he

has related, tended to illustrate passages of Scripture, which he

had no particular occasion to consider. A by-stander pays him-
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self no great compliment, in supposing he has remarked

some things of this sort, not altogether unworthy of notice,

which the Doctor is silent about, for a much less discerning eye

than that of such an author, that sets itself purposely, and re-

peatedly, to compare every occurrence related in a book of

travels, with what he can recollect of the Scriptures that may

be thought analogous, must be supposed to observe various

things that escaped the notice of the other, and which, for much
the same reasons, must escape the observation of those that read

such a book in the common way.

Dr. Shaw, however, has done so much of this kind, and so

happily illustrated such a number of Scriptures, that in the fol-

lowing papers I shall suppose all my readers are acquainted

with his writings, and shall therefore often refer to him without

such attending explanations as might be requisite in another

situation ; and, at the same time, I shall purposely avoid every

thing, that he has exfiressly remarked, of the nature of the en-

suing Observations.* I shall do the same as to what other wri-

ters of voyages have taken notice of in the same ivay^ as I am
limiting myself in these papers to things they have incidentally^

?Lr\6. undesignedly ii\tn\Xont6.; though a collection of their ob-

servations might be useful, as books of this kind are very ex-

pensive, and, at the same time, extremely numerous, and very

many want to ascertain the meaning of those places of Scrip-

ture they have illustrated, who may have no opportunity of pe-

rusing those authors, or leisure to collect together things that

are so thinly scattered. But however useful such a work might

be, it is not what I am here pursuing : the observations and

conjectures I propose to present to my readers have not been

made by the writers I have used, they only accidentally mention

the circumstances from whence I have deduced them ; nor has

any other author proposed the same thoughts to the world, so

far as I recollect ; no i they are supfiosed by me to be new^

otherwise I had not published them ; though amidst such a mul-

titude of books as are to be found in the libraries of the learned*

it is very difficult to say in manv points, with positiveness, what

is nenv. A man not unfrequently fancies himself a discoverei'

* la this edition, the editor has availed himself liberally of Dr. Shaw's

collections; first, because they are of great importance, and, secondly, be-

cause the book b so scarce and deary that very few persons can have the

opportunity of consulting it. Edit.
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of what was never known before, when it afterward appears

that more than one have said the same thing before him. The
same may happen to me, which, however, will be unhappy if it

does, as novelty is the chief thing to recommend these Observa-

tions ; they being rather of the curious and amusing kind, like

most of those made by critics on the Greek classics, than of any

great iinfiortance.

There is a vast number of books of travels, which might be

read over in pursuing such a design as that I have been fomi-

ing : it may not be improper then for me to give some account

of those /have run over, leaving it toothers, if they think fit, to

examine those that have not fallen in my way.

1. The earliest writers of this sort, which have furnished me
with materials, are those contained in that collection, entitled

Gesta dei fier Francos, printed at Hanover, in the year 1611.

The crusades, which began in the close of the eleventh centu-

ry, not only occasioned much greater numbers, of the inhabit-

ants of Europe, to visit Palestine than had been usual in former

times, but led several, that were present at those transactions,

to publish an account to the world of achievements which they

considered not only as heroic, but as sacred. These writers,

which are thirteen in number, in the first tome, besides some

other papers, and two in the second, had most of them visited

these countries, and some of them possessed places of great dis-

tinction in the East.

2. Rauiuolff, a German physician, though he lived several gen-

erations after the writers in the Gesta Dei per Francos, is the

next oldest traveller into the East that I have searched into.

He has mentioned several things designedly to illustrate the

Scriptures, and commentators have adopted some of his re-

marks ;* but besides these, he has mentioned other matters,

which my reader will see might have been applied to the same

use: but neither did Rauwolff put them to that use ; nor have

any of his numerous readers done it, that I know of. For this

reason they have not been taken any notice of by commentators,

though they give great clearness to some passages which they

had to explain : a circumstance that sets the firofirietij of

the present attempt in a very strong light. Rauwolff set out

from Augsburg, in his travels for the East, in May 1573; hi?

* See Patrick on (Jen. xviii. 6, kc,

VOL. I. 3
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Itinerary was, long- after it was published, translated from the

High Dutch, and makes the greatest figure in the collection of

curious travels and voyages, published by the celebrated Mr»

Ray : the second edition, printed in 1705, of this work of Mr,

Ray, is tliat which is made use of in these papers.

3. Sandys is the next in order of time ; he travelled over these

countries in the reign of James I. My citations are from the

sixth edition of his book, printed in 1 670.

4. The other voyagers which I have examined, are, Olea^

rius in French, translated and augmented by Wicquefort, print-

ed at Amsterdam, with further enlargements, in 1727. These

editions of Wicquefort, and of the later editor, are not distin-

guished from the original of Olearius ; by which means I

may possibly have ascribed to Olearius what does not properly

belong to him, of which I thought it was right to give my reader

this notice.

5. Thevenot^ published at London in English, 1687.

6. Sir John C/zarrfm, London, 1686.

7. Voyage dans la Palestine^fait fiar ordre du Roi Louis XIV.

taken from the papers of Mons. d'Arvieux, who was the person

sent to the camp of the Great Emir ofthe Arabs of Mount Car-

mel, and published by de la Rogue. A very curious perform-

ance, and full of circumstances that throv/- light on the Scrip-

tures. The edition I made use of was that of Amsterdam?

1718.

8. Voyage de Syrie and du mont Liban^a Faris^ 1722, by the

same de la Roque, a book much less curious than the last that

I mentioned.

9. Voyages de Corneille le Bruyn au Levant^ quarto.^ a la

J-Iaye^ 1732. The descrifition de I'Egyfite^ a Raris, 1735,

drawn up in the form of ktters by the Abbot Ic Mascrier,

from the Memoirs of 3Io7is. de Mailletj who resided in Egypt a

long time, as consul of France. A book drawn up with con-

siderable elegance, but by no means remarkable for its accura-

cy, notwithstanding the many insinuations it gives us of its au-

thenticity, derived from, the quality of the author of the Memoirs.

I have, however, given divers extracts from it, which have

been the longer, because it has never,, so far as I remember, ap-

peared in English, as the others have.

10. The Journal from Grand Cairo to Mount Sinai, and back

again^ translated from the manuscript, written by the Prefetta
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•of Egypt, in company with the missionaries de propaganda fide

at Grand Cairo, Sec. octavo.

11. Travels m Egyfit and Kahia^ by Frederick Lewis Nor-

den, F.R.S. captain of the Danish navy, published by the com-

mand of the King of Denmark, and translated by Dr. Tem-

pleman, in octavo, London, 1757. My reader will not find

many extracts from this work ; not however because I appre-

hend it has little value, for these travels are justly extremely

celebrated, but merely because they happen not to contain many

materials firofier for me.

1 2. To these are to be added Egmont's and Heyman*s Trav-

els through fiart of Eurofie^ Syria^ Palestine. Egypt^ and Mount

Sinaiy Sec. translated from the Low Dutch, and printed for

Davis and Reymers, printers to the Royal Society, 1759 : a

book from which I have quoted several particulars, as it is af-

firmed by the writer, that he mentioned nothing but what he had

himselfobserved ;* and these travellers were persons, it should

seem, of consideration. Van Egmont being Envoy Extraordinary

from the United Provinces to the court of Naples, and Heyman

professor of the Oriental languages in the University of Leyden.

The translator however is visibly full of faults, and the book itself

drawn up in a very strange manner. There is not so much as

the date of one year designedly given us, through the whole

work, in which they were at any of the places they have describ-

ed ; on the contrary, dates seem to be industriously avoided, and

instead of a proper preface, giving an account of the authors, and

of the times when they set out on these voyages, half of it is

taken up by a harangue ofno consequence at all, about the differ-

ent objects that catch the attention of different travellers, and the

other consists of as loose an account as can well be imagined of

the authors, and ofthe work. We are told indeed that these obser^

vations were made in two visits which they paid these countries ;

and that in the first tour they spent nine years, and in the second

four ;] but we are not told when either ofthem began or ended,

whether they made these voyages together or apart, or which of

the two drew up the account ; though the author expresses him-

self, perhaps, more than is common in writings of this kind, in

the first person singular. However we may, possibly, pretty

^vell supply these omissions, by laying circumstances together.

*Vol. i. p. 61. fPref. p. 6.
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When it is said in the Preface, that this work had long been de-

sired by many learned and respectable members of the Univer-

sity of Leyden^ and that these travellers u^ere well known by the

great figure they made, one would guess that these voyages were

made a co?isiderable time ago ; and that the account was drawn

up by him that was a ?nember of the University ;hY Heyman.

When we find an account of some cruelties exercised on the

religious of Mount Carmel, in the year 1716,* on the one hand

;

and on the other, that Antonio Magliabechi was about sixty,

when they, or one of them, were at Florence,! who is known

to have been born in October, in the year 1633 ; we find there

must have been a considerable interval betwixt the first of these

tours, of nine years, and the second of four. When that visit to

Magliabechi is supposed to have been soon after the first tour

was undertaken, and that the Good Friday, just before that visit,

fell on the ninth of Afiril^\ it appears that this tour must have

begun in the close of the year 1693, and that they landed at

Leghorn in the following April : Good Friday being on the

ninth of Ajiril^ N.S. that year, and in that year only, for a consid-

erable time before and after ; at which time Magliabechi was

sixty years old, and about six months. If we know when the

tour began, and that it took up nine years, we know what time

it must have ended. The second tour must have commenced
after the year 1711, when the Czar Peter the Great was in such

a disadvantageous situation at the river Pruth, for they visited at

Scio the Chan who commanded the Crim Tartars at that time,

and who had been in exile before this at Rhodes :|( on the other

hand, it could not have been above teri^ or twelve years-, one

would think, after that event, since they at the same time paid a

visit to a son of this Chan, who had commanded a flying camp
of twenty thousand Tartars, under his father, and yet was then

but about thirty years ofage.^ This seems to be confirmed by

the date of tiic Firman, or Imperial Order, which they obtained

at Constantinople, to enable them to make this tour with greater

advantage,which is dated the first of the moon Moharem, 1033 :**

for if we suppose an error only in the second figure, which cer-

tainly is ivj'ong, since the Turkish year 1033 answers the year

of our Lord 1623 ; then 1033 is printed by mistake for 1133,

which began in the close of our year 1720, about which time, iv

• Vol. 2. p.€. tVol.l. p. 43. i See p. 21, and 22.

II
Vol. 1. p. a56, 257. §P. 259. ** Vol. 1. p. 232.
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should seem by other* circumstances, this tour began, which
took four years, as we are told in the Preface. The writer or ed-
itor might have some particular views in involving his account
in all this confusipn ; but as the perplexity was very disagreea-
ble to me, I have been ready to imagine my reader, if ever he
should peruse those travels, will not be displeased with this en-
deavour to ascertain, with a tolerable exactness, the time of
these tours : and the rather, as there is an error in the only
date of a year which is given us in the whole book, and given,
I believe, without reflecting on it ; for a studied Ccire to con-
ceal the times of these voyages, seems to run through both the
volumes.

13. As to the later English travels, from which I have col-
lected observations, I made use ofthe fifth edition of Maundrell,
who has given us a justly admired relation of his journey, from
Aleppo to Jerusalem, at Easter, A.D. 1697 ; and,

14. The fourth edition of FUCs Account of the Religion and
Manners of the Mahometans, printed in 1738.

15. The history ofthe Piratical States of JSarbary, by a gen-
tleman that resided there many years in a public character,
which I made use of, was printed at London, in 1750.

16. My reader will also find that I have run over the two
volumes, in folio, ofa description of the East, by Dr, Richard
Pococke, afterward a Bishofi in Ireland, the first volume printed
in 1743, the second in 1758.

1 7. Dr. RusseWs Natural History of Alepfio, in quarto 1 756 ;t
and the accounts that are prefixed, by a gentleman of great
ingenuity, to those copper plates, which exhibit so noble a rep-
resentation of the ruins of Palmyra and Balbec, which were
given to the public within a few years past.

These are all the books of this kind which I have examined,
with any thing like a due attenuon, in pursuing the design
which appears in these papers : here and there a quotation
may be found from oM^r books of no great importance; and
one or two from Mr. Hanway's HistoHcal account of the British
Trade over the Casfiian Sea, which I ran over in a cursory man-

* These circumstances also show, that it was at Easter, 1721, that thcy
were at Jerusalem

; and the summer of the same year in Egypt.

t In almost every instance I have consulted Dr. Russell's work ; and from
the edition published by his brother, I7y4, 2 vols. 4to. the quotations in this
edition are taken. Edit.
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ner, before I thoroughly engaged in these disquisitions, and have

not since returned to the reading those volumes.

But besides those books of travels, of which I have been

giving a list, there is another of a different sort, of which I have

made a good deal of use, and which therefore ought to be sub-

joined to the rest, and that is, the collections of Mons.d'Her-

beiot from the Oriental authors, called Bibliotkeque Oriefi-

ra/e, printed at Paris, in 1697: a book too well known among

the learned to need any further account of it.

There are many observations, without doubt, besides those I

have made, that may be collected from other travellers, which I

have had no opportunity of perusing ; and even these 1 have

not examined with such accuracy, as to render a review of them

by others useless ; not to say, there are many other things that

have occurred to me in reading them, besides those I have set

down, which I have chosen to pass over in silence, for want of

sufficieT]t /irecision in those authors, and of the vieans of deter-

mining those matters with greater exactness from other writers,

or from conversation with those that have visited these coun=

tries.

An opportunity offrequently conversing with such, could not

fail, assuredly, offurnishing the curious inquirer with many fur-

ther particulars, and the want of such an aid may be found but

too sensibly in the following papers ; there is, however, on the

other hand, one advantage that arises from this want, and that is,

my readers are more effectually secured, than they might other-

wise be, from the danger of being imposed upon by a ijiisunder'

standing offacts, from an over-eagerness to accommodate them

to such interpretations of the Scriptures, as, on other accounts,

might appear probable. Here the illustrations that are propos-

ed, are given us without any design of this nature, so nothing of

this can produce any misrepresentations in these writers ; the

only difficulty to the collector is, not to overlook, in such a

multitude of particulars, those circumstances that may be hap-

pily applied to the giving light to obscure passages.

The making use of that -variety of authors, which I have giv-

en an account of, has occasioned what may a little perplex some

ofmy readers, and perhaps give disgust to more : I mean the

orthographical variations, which will be found in these papers,

such as Bashaw, Basha, Bassa, Pasha, Pacha, which are differ-

ent ways of spelling the title of a great Eastern officer, made
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Hse of by the different authors, of which I have been giving the

catalogue ; Sheck, S/iekh, Sheik^ Cheikh^ are in like manner the

words they make use ofto denote a person of eminence among

the Arabs ; the same may be observed in other cases.* I could

not avoid this in the extracts I have given from these travellers,

if I give them with exactness, which I endeavoured to do ; nor

in my after observations without, in a sort, taking upon me to

decide which was the most proper way of forming these, and

other Eastern names, into English words, which I by no means

think myself qualified to do, and for that reason I generally, if

not always, make use of those terms that the author I last cited

thought fit to employ ; my speculations relatmg to Eabtern

customs^ not Eastetn terms, and the manner oftransfusing them

with the greatest propriety into our language.

The perusing of travels, is, to most people, a very delightful

kind of reading- : but as gentlemen that publish accounts of this

kind to the world, seldoin think of illustrating the Scriptures ;

as those that have made observations of this nature content

themselves with proposing a very few ; as large collections of

these writers are very expensive j and, after all, numbers of

useful things will be found to have been passed over in silence

by them a//; and as most readers will not exercise patience

enough to make these discoveries in their reading authors of

this sort ; I have been led to imagine, that the publishing some

observations of this kind, and especially if formed into a regular

series, could not well fail of being acceptable to the public, if

executed in any tolerable manner. How far these papers an-

swer such an idea, I must leave to my candid and goodnatured

reader to determine. I have at least endeavoured to obey the

precept which a gentleman in elder life, to whose instructions I

paid great deference, gave me at my first setting out in a course

of studies ; Make every kind ofstudy pay its coiitribution to the

oracles of God.

Ifmy design succeeds, Commentators will not, I hope, for the

future, think they have extended their inquiries far enough, when
they examine a text with grammatical nicety ; they will, along

with that, pay an unbroken attention to the customs of the Eastern

people, and look upon this additional care as absolutely necessary

* In many places I have changed the orthography in the above words

the first should always be written Pasha, the second Sheekh. Many other

words I have also brought much nearer to their originals. Edit.
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to make a good commentator. A deplorable want of which

the judicious reader will, with indignation, find in many com-
mentaries of name, and that where their authors lived in these

very countries, who, by being on the spot, had the greatest op-

portunities to have made their interpretations much more com-
plete and accurate, by referring, ivith care, to the natural history

of those places, and their ancient customs. The following ob-

servations will show that St. Jeromis, unhappily, of the number
of these.
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CONCERNING THrs SECOND EDITION.^

The bookseller being desirous to reprint these papers, I

have communicated to him several additional observations^ of a

like kind with the others, which have occurred to me since the

publication of the fir«t edition: some of them derived from au-

thors before consulted, upon an after reviewing them ; but most

of them deduced from books of travels which I had not then

seen.

Some of these are mentioned in the Preface to the Outlines

of a new Commentary on Solomon's Song, published some years

after my Observations : Hasselqiii^t in particular, a celebrated

Swedish physician, whose travels were translated, and printed

in 1766; Busbequius^ an Imperial ambassador, who gave the

world an account of his journey into the East about two hun-

dred years ago, in several letters ; that edition that I made use

of was printed at Oxford, in 1660; and the Letters of Xat/z/

,

Mary Wortleij Montague^ third edition, printed in 1763.

Besides these, I have perused a Voyage to Mount Libanus,

by the Rev. Father Jerome Dandini^ a Nuncio of Pope Clement

VIII, who consequently travelled into the East about a hundred

and seventy years ago ; this Avas translated from the Italian, and

printed in 1698; Plaistead's Journal from Calcutta to Busse-

rah, and from thence across the great desert to Aleppo, Sec. in

the year 1750, second edition, 1753; a View of the Levant,

particularly of Constantinople, Syria, Egypt, and Greece, by

Charles Perry ^ M. D. 1743; and the Travels of Alexander

I>ru?mnond, Esq. the British Consul at Aleppo, through sev-

eral parts of Asia, as far as the banks of the Euphrates, London,

1754 ; and some others, which I need not distinctly mention.

The abovementioncd writers have furnished me with several

particulars: not only some notes of consequence, and some ad-

* i.e. of the txvojirst volumes.
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ditional clauses in the text, but some entire observations. But

the greatest advantage to this edition are those additions of all

the various ki?ids I have been mentioning, which have been fur-

nished by some MS. papers of the late Sir John Chardin, who

resided long in the East, was a very curious observer, and paid

a particular attention to such matters as might serve to illustrate

passages ofHoly Writ ; which led him to make many observa-

tions, very much resembling those that were heretofore pub-

lished in this work.

There are six small MS. volumes of Sir John, which are

still in being, and which I have perused on this occasion.

They are referred to in the Preface to his printed travels, in

which he mentions his design of other publications. They con-

sist chiefly of memorandums, written with the negligence and

brevity usual to papers of that kind. For this reason I have

frequently translated them in a looser manner than I have done

such authors as had finished their papers, and published them

to the world ; but I have been as careful as I could to retain his

senti?nents ivith exactness.

His observations sometimes give a new turn to the passages

of Scripture which he is endeavouring to elucidate ; but oftener

further illustrate and confirm the explanations that are to be

met with in other writers, and not unfrequently those formerly

published in this work. I have selected those that seemed at

all suited to the intention of this collection of mine ; and I hope

these additions will give a considerable degree of pleasure to

my readers.

If they should, the public ought to be informed, that they are

indebted for such instruction and pleasure to Sir Philip Mus-

grave. Baronet, a descendant of this eminent traveller, and the

proprietor of these MSS. to whom I some time ago returned

them. And I beg leave in this public manner to return my
thanks to that gentleman, for granting me the liberty of perus-

ing these papers, and for the permission he gave me of publish-

ing any parts of them that I should select, as proper to be in-

troduced into this work.

An ingenious and benevolent gentleman, with whom I was

totally unacquainted, but who approved of this manner of illus-

trating the Scriptures, was so obliging as to give me the first

notice that there were such papers in being ; and to direct me
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to a dignified clergyman, of very great distinction, both in the

church and the literary world, by whose means I might hope to

obtain a sight of them. This eminent personage accordingly,

though a perfect stranger to me, was so condescending as to

employ his interest with Sir Philip Musgrave, to procure me
these manuscripts. This favour, which I should in any circum-

stance have considered as very great, was extremely enhanced,

by the speedy and very complaisant manner in which he con-

ducted this affair ; but I am not allowed to mention his name,

whose favours I should have been glad to have distinctly ac-

knowledged with the deepest gratitude.

Some of my readers would have been pleased, very possibly,

with the publicatioiXof several particulaisof these MSS. con-

sidered merely as detached remarks from the papers of an emi-

nent traveller ; but as explaining or illustrating several passa-

ges of Scripture, the satisfaction, I persuade myself, as to manv,

will be considerably augmented. How happy would it be, if

gentlemen of figure and genius, that delight in travelling, would
more frequently direct their disquisitions to the same sacred and
elevated purpose !

The letters MS. and MSS. are well kno^vn to be abbreviations

of the words manuscrifit and manuscri/Us. My readers will

easily imagine, when they find these abbreviations with the let-

ter C joined to them, that they point out the papers of Sir

John Chardin.

The very incorrect manner in which the first edition of this

work was printed, has given me a great deal of uneasiness ; I

have taken considerable pains that this may be less faulty, as to

errors of the press.

The additional observations of course occasion many of the
others to be differently numbered from what they were in the
first edition; but, as the reader may possibly sometimes meet
with references to some of these observations, as they were num-
bered in the first edition, I have placed those numbers in the
margin, that no confusion or trouble might arise from these al-

terations, so far as I could prevent them. I have also included
the additional observations and notes in [], that those that only
chuse to examine these enlargements, may be able to separate
them, without trouble, from the rest.*

* None of these distinctions is preserved in llie present edition, it bein.?
entirely useless, as the double series used in JVlr. Harmer's editions, is
here brought under one. Edit.
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The purchasers of the first edition may perhaps be inclined

to be somewhat uneasy with so many additions ; but those that

are of a benevolent spirit will be willing, I persuade myself, to

forgive my endeavouring further to illustrate these matters, re-

ferred to by the Sacred Writers. Those, however, that pur-

cha.se this edition, may be assured I shall make no further ad-

ditions, if the candour of the public should make any future edi-

tion wanted. Should any thing of importance hereafter pre-

sent itself, I should rather chuse to throw such matters into a

separate publication, and, perhaps, into some different form.

I cannot help afresh expressing my wish, at the close of this

advertisement, that care might be taken to send proper persons

into these countries, with a direct view to illustrate matters of

this kind. I observed, at the end of the first edition, in an ad-

vertisement there, which it is unnecessary to reprint with the

rest, that the learned world is extremely indebted to the late

King of Denmark, for his readiness to gratify the curious Mi-

chaelis, by sending a number of academicians into the East for

this very purpose ? but the effort has not had all the success that

could be wished.

Distinguished by many other advantages, which it possesses,

I am ambitious that my native country should distinguish itself

also in such a truly laudable pursuit. Expeditions to the South

Seas, and even to Scotland, have furnished many objects of

great curiosity-, and may answer very valuable purposes, with

respect to matters o{ learning as well as civil life ; but what I am
now wishing for would be attended with beneficial consequences

of a SACRED nature.

Justice, however, requires me to observe, that Lieut. Niebuhr,

the only surviving Danish academician, who very laudably ex-

tended his cares beyond his proper department, and has done

all he could to retrieve matters, has published a volume, in con-

sequence of this expedition, which I have seen, and the reader

will meet with some remarks, in these papers, drawn from that

work.

A learned and very ingenious friend of mine,* who has resid-

ed many years in Holland, has also lately informed me, that

^"^iebuhr has published a second volume, which I never saw ;

and that a third is expected very soon, containing the Journal of

* The Rev. Mr. Sowden, of Rotterdam.
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this expedition. He, at the same time, obligingly added, that

my Observations have been so well relished by the literati of the

con^men^, that they have been translated into French, and some

other languages of those countries: this is throwing an honor

on these Observations which I had no expectation of, and which,

united with the kind reception these papers have met with at

home, abundantly recompense me for all the pains and expenses

the forming this collection at first, and the enlarging it since^

have cost me.

Thomas Harmes<>

TFatesfield, near Bury St. Edmund'9,

Suffolk, Ms* 22, 1775.
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riRST EDITION OF THE TWO ADDITIONAL VOLUMES.

The public received the two preceding volumes of

Observations in so candid a manner, that I have been in-

duced to publish a third and a fourth of a similar nature.

As the business of my life has been to study and en-

deavour to illustrate the Scriptures, as well as to press

the truths contained in them on the heart, many other

Observations have risen up to view, in looking again over

the books I had before examined, as well as in perusing

some I had never seen, when I made the Observations

before published.

Sir Philip Musgrave, after having favoured me with

the perusal of Sir John Chardin's manuscript notes on

many passages of Scripture, most obligingly sent me,

after the two first volumes of my Observations appeared,

the three tomes of his Travels, printed in French, at

Amsterdam, ITII, which furnished me with considerable

additions, inserted in the third and fourth volumes : and I

cannot but make my very grateful acknowledgments to

Sir Philip, for this fresh instance of goodness.

A very eminent member of the University of Cam^
bridge^ obtained for me Vinisauf's account of the expedi-

tion of King Richard I. to the Holy Land, out of the

University library ; to whom also I acknowledge myself

highly obliged, for this, as well as many other literary

favours. This account of Fintsaw/was published in the

second volume of the collection o{ old English historians,

printed at Oxford, in 168r.
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Several very agreeable remarks were communicated to

me by a very learned and ingenious clergyman of the

county of Suffolk, mostly indeed relating to what had

been published in the two first volumes ; but they have

furnished some materials for these two succeeding ones.

I would here return my very respectful thanks to this

gentleman, and am sorry I am not at liberty distinctly to

mention his name.

I also took a journey <o London some time ago, ex-

pressly for the purpose of conversing with two persons

on matters of this kind. The one was a very ingenious

and friendly gentleman, who visited the East in 1774:^

he very obligingly read over to me that part of his Jour-

nal which related to the Holy Land, and also communicat-

ed some other matters he recollected, about which I in-

quired, but which were not set down in his memorandums.

The other was Signior Liisignarif the author of the His-

tory of the revolt o^ All Bey, of which the second edition,

made use of»by me, was printed at London, 1784, who
not only had answered several queries I put to him by
letter, but had assured me of his readiness to communi-

cate any further eclaircissements I might want, in con-

versation, if I came to London, which he could not so

well commit to writing, being a foreigner. This prom-

ise he very kindly fulfilled ; and those communications

were very useful to settle some matters, of such a minute

nature as not to be met with in books of travels, but of

considerable use to accomplish what I had in view. It

gives me pleasure to think that my native country, the

land of liberty and generosity, has received this Eastern

refugee into her bosom, who appears to be not only a man

of ingenuity, and great information as to Oriental matters,

but has, I apprehend, the honour of being descended

from a family, of which one wore the crown of the Chris-

tian kingdom of Jerusalem some centuries ago, and

* W. Boylston, Esq. of Londoiv.
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others have suffered hardships on account of their

attachment to the faith of Jesus.*

Besides these sources of information, I have consulted

a variety of books, as I had opportunity, some printed

since my first Observations ; and others of an older datCj

but which I had no opportunity of consulting at that

time. It may not be disagreeable to set down a cata-

logue of them here, in the order in Which the travel*

wer« undertaken, or nearly so.

Itinerarium Benjaminis, in seculo 12mo, Ludg. Bat.

1633.

Itinerarium Sym. Simeonis, an. 1322, e cod. MS. in Bib-

liotheca Coll. Corp. Christi, Cantab, asservato. Cantab.

1778.

Voy. de Pietro delta Valie, an, 1614, &c. 8 torn, a Rouen,

U45.

Voy. into the Levant, by Henry Blunt, Lond. 1650.

Doubdan, Voy. de la Terre Sainte, Paris, 1661, 4to.

The present state of the Jews, more particularly those

in Barbary, by L. Addison, Lond. 1675.

Relation of a Voyage into Mauritania, by the Sieur

Roland Frejus, trans, from the French, Lond. 16ri,

Account of the Religion and Manners of the Mahometans,

by Jos. Pitts, 4th ed. Lond. ITSS.

Voy. de PArabic Heureuse, 1708, 1709, 1710, Amst.

1716.

Journey to Mequinez, under Com. Stewart, in 1721, by
Windus, Lond. 1725.

Travels in several parts of Turkey, Egypt, and the Holy

Land, by James Haynes, Lond. 1774.

Dr. Richard Chandler's Travels in Asia Minor, Oxford,

1775, 4to.

* his Travels in Greece, Oxford, 1776, 4to.

* So Moses, ** when he was come to years, refused to be called thfe son

of Pharaoh's daughter, esteeming the reproach of Christ greater riches

than the treasures of Egypt, for he had respect unto the recompense of

reward," Heb, xi.
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Niebubr, Descript. de TArabie, Arast. & Utrecht, 1774,

4to.

Voy. en Arable & en d'autres Pays circonvoisins,

tome Ke Amst. & Utr. 1776 ; tome 2de, 1780, 4to.

Irwin's Voy. up the Red Sea, &c. 2d ed. 1780.

Major Rooke's Travels to the Coast of Arabia Felix, 2d

ed. Lond. 1784.

Memoirs of the Baron de Tott, translated into English,

2 vols. Lond. 1785.

Besides these sources of information, I have consulted

a variety of booksy as I had opportunity, some printed

since my first Observations ; and others of an older date,

but which I had no opportunity of consulting at that time.

It may not be disagreeable to set down a catalogue of

them here, in the order in which the travels were under-

taken, or nearly so.

Besides some few others, which are seldom, if ever,

cited. To which might be added, Tales, translated from

the Persian of Inatulla of Delhi, 2 vols. London, 1768.

It is not to be expected, that these two volumes, I am
now publishing, should strike the reader as sensibly as

the two first: the charms of novelty must be much abat-

ed ; though not quite lost.

They relate, in general, to the same topics as the pre-

ceding, and are placed under the like chapters, though I

have numbered the Observations so as to make one series

only, for the sake of brevity in quoting them.^

But though these Observations are placed under the

same general heads, my reader will find they are not

merely the same as before, only further amplified, con-

firmed, or corrected ; they are most of them quite new,

if I do not miscalculate, and may not only be read, I

would hope, with some pleasure, but some considerable

degree of information, as to matters not before at all touch-

ed upon.

* These are all reduced into one body ia this edition, nnder their re-

spective heads. Edit.

VOL. I. 5
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In collecfiflg these remarks, I have, from time to time,

met with several things in books of travels, which seemed

verj much to ilhistrate certain passages of the classicSy

which were either passed over in silence, or verj un-

happily explained by modern commentators of the West,

and those of great reputation, and acknowledged learn-

ing. Several of these I set down in papers apart, and de-

signed to have placed them as an appendix, at the end

of the second of these volumes ; but as the Observations

on the Scriptures took up more room than I expected, I

have selected a part only as a specimen, to show how
agreeable it would be, for those that write notes on the

classics, to make use of this mode of illustrating them, as

I have done with regard to the sacred writings. This

Specimen I place at the close of this Preface, by which

means the two volumes will be of much the same size.^

What I ha>e said of the classics, may be applied also

to Josephns and St, Jerorn.

The paper relating to Hectares meeting with Achilles

was drawn up, pn the particular recommendation of that

Suffolk clergyman I was speaking of. Indeed, the notes

on that passage in Papers Homer demonstrate, of what

consequence the mode of explaining the classics I am

now recommending would be, on many occasions.

I will only add, that I would hope I have not made too

free with the indulgence of the public, in venturing these

two additional volumes to the press ; nor in adding this

little Specimen of Observations on the Classics,

Thomas Harmer,

Watesfield, near Bury St. Edmund's,

Suffolk, May 11, 1787.

* The same reason for this arrangement exists in the present, as in thk

tormer edition. Eoir.



ADVERTISEMENT

TO THE

FOLLOWING SHORT ACCOUNT OF MR. IIARMER.

Though the Editor endeavoured to procure some

more satisfactory accounts of the late Mr. Harmer, than

had hitherto appeared, yet he has to regret that his en-

deavours have been nearly fruitless. Nothing of real

importance was found, which could be added to the

character given of this worthy man by Dr. SymondSy

and the additional account by a correspondent in the

European Magazine, These two pieces are therefore

faithfully copied, and must, at present, supply the place

of that more minute information, which it was out of the

Editor's power to procure.

The zeal of Mr. Harmer for the respectability and^

honor of the Sacred Writings, demands the warmest

acknowledgments of all his readers : but the ministers

of the Gospel, of all sects and parlies, are under lasting

obligations to him, for striking out a new plan, on which,

an easy and luminous solution is given of a vast number

of Scriptures hitherto exceedingly obscure, and not

a few on the common mode of interpretation utterly inex-

plicable.



CHARACTER OF MR* HARMER.

DR. SYMONDS.

The reputation of Mr. Harmer, as a scholar and a divine, is,

I believe, fully and universally established. If, as a writer, he

may sometimes be thought inelegant in his style, and too minute

in his investigation of facts, yet these defects are amply com-

pensated by the general choice of his materials, and the clear-

ness of method vi^ith which he digested and arranged them.

Some books come into the world set off with all the ornaments

of language ; and with their authors are soon forgotten. They

resemble those meteors, which, by their luminous appearance,

attract our notice, and, in the same moment vanish from our

sight. The credit of Mr. Harmer's writings rests upon a foun-

dation strong and durable. He hath professedly treated a sub-

ject of the first importance, which had before been touched upon

incidentally ; and by showing at large the wonderful conformi-

ty between the ancient and modern customs in the East, hath

Hot only thrown a considerable light upon numberless passages

in the Bible, but hath opened new and fruitful sources of infor-

mation for the use of future expositors. But it would be doing

great injustice to Mr. H.to confine our attention to the fruits of

liis learning alone. As the whole purpose of his studies was

to illustrate the Scriptures, so it was his constant endeavour to

practise those duties which are therein declared to be essen-

tial to the forming of a true Christian. He was a man of unaf-

fected piety, equally kind as a master, parent, and husband ;

meek and modest in his deportment, and invariably averse from

«very degree of intemperance and excess. Superior to all those

narrow and illiberal prejudices which we are apt to imbibe from

education or habit, he was governed by a general principle of

benevolence ; and though he was commonly called the Father
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of the Dissenters, yet his good offices were so far from being

confined to his own communion, that he acknowledged and en-

couraged merit wherever he found it. " I will apply to Har-

mer," was the usual language of every injured person in the

neighbourhood ; and it seldom happened that the aggressor

was not soon induced, by his persuasion, to repair the injury

that he had done ; and I do not exaggerate, when I affirm, that

there is not probably a single instance of an individual to be

found, who, by a mild and seasonable interference, prevented

more lawsuits than Mr. H. When we reflect that all these

virtues which he so eminently possessed, were still heightened

by the character of a peacemaker, to which an evangelical

blessing is annexed,"we cannot but look upon his death as a

public loss ; much less can we be surprised, that it should deep-

ly affect all those who personally knew him and enjoyed his friend-

ship ; but by none is it more sincerely lamented, than by him
who offers this slender tribute of regard to his memory. Mr.

Harmer died at Watesfield, in Suffolk, Nov. 27, 1788. He was
the author of,

1. Observations on divers Passages in Scripture, placing

many of them in a light altogether new, ascertaining the mean-

ing of several, not determinable by the methods commonly

made use of by the learned, and proposing to consideration prob-

able conjectures on others different from what had been hither-

to recommended to the attention of the curious
; grounded on

circumstances incidentally mentioned in books of voyages and

travels in the East, 8vo. 1764.

This edition being very incorrectly printed, was republished

in 1777, with a second vol. and two more added in 1767.

2. The Outlines of a new Commentary on Solomon's Song,

drawn by the help of Instructions from the East ; containing 1^

Remarks on its general Nature ; 2. Observations on detached

Places of it ; 3. Queries concerning the rest of the Poem, 8vo.

1768, second edition, 1775.



May, 1792,

TO THE EDITOR OF THE EUROPEAN MAGAZINE.

Sir, In your Magazine for October, 1789, you have inserted Dr. Symond's

character of a very learned and respectable person, who deserved the

tribute of respect paid to him : believing that further particulars would

not be unacceptable to your readers, I send you soiiie

BRIEF MEMOIRS OF THE LIFE, CHARACTER, AND WRITINGS OF

THOMAS HARMER.

The Rev. Thomas Harmer was born in the city of Norwich,

in the year 1715, of parents, who manifested great care to train

him up in the knowledge and the fear of God, and to improve

those distinguished talents, of which he gave very early evi-

dence ; and they soon had the pleasure to see their pains re-

warded by his piety, diligence, and uncommon proficiency in

literature. The Christian ministry, among the protestant dis-

senters, was the object of his own choice ; and though his

friends were in a situation to provide advantageously for him>

could he have been prevailed on to engage in the manufactures

of their city : he would, on no consideration," relinquish it.

Having made considerable progress in Grammar learning, he

entered upon academical studies, under the direction of the

learned Mr. Eames, in London, with whom he continued till

his 20th year. At that time, the independent church, in the vil-

lage of Watesfield, in Suffolk, being without a pastor, Mr. Har-

mer was invited to preach to them. The very great zeal and ear-

nestness of his preaching, joined with the ability and knowledge

which he discovered, much beyond his years, induced them to

give him not only an unanimous, but a most affectionate and ur-

gent invitation, to take upon him the pastoral office among them.

The situation was certainly obscure for a person of his shining

talents, which promised to raise him to a station of distinguished

eminence among his brethren. But he listened to the call of

this society, wisely judging, that a connexion with such a plain
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and serious people, would be particularly favourable to his own

religious improvement, and that so retired a situation would af-

ford him much leisure for pursuing his favourite studies. Up-

on his settlement here, Mr. H. devoted a great part of his time

to his perfecting his knowledge of the Latin, Greek, and He-

brew languages, in each of which he became a critic. He ac-

quired likewise an extensive and accurate knowledge of history,

both ancient and modern, and no inconsiderable skill as an an-

tiquarian. But the favourite object of his pursuit was Oriental

science, which he applied for the illustration of the Sacred

Writings, observing a striking conformity between the present

customs of the Eastern nations, and those of the ancients, as

mentioned or alluded to in various parts of Scripture. He con-

ceived a design, at a very early period, of making extracts of

such passages in books of travels and voyages, as appeared to

him to furnish a key to many parts of Holy Writ. That he

might avail himself of the assistance of foreign publications of

this kind, he applied to the study of the French language, with

which he soon became perfectly acquainted. An account of

such foreign and other publications as he had read and digested,

with a view to this useful design, is given by himself in his Preface

to his " Observations on divers Passages of Scripture ;'* a work

which he executed with great labour and accuracy. It was first

published in one vol. 8vo. and met with a very favourable re-

ception, though it suffered greatly from the inaccurate manner
in which it was printed.

Mr. H. continuing the pursuit of this branch of knowledge,

was soon in the possession of various new observations ; and in

the year 1776, he published a second edition of tliis work, in two

8vo. vols. The late learned Dr. Lowth, Bishop of London, much
approved his undertaking, and not only honored the work by

quotations from it, in his translation of the prophecy of Isaiah^

but was pleased to correspond with the author on the subject of

it. By the interest of this eminent and amiable prelate, Mr. Ho

was favoured with the MS. papers of the celebrated Sir John

Chardin, which furnished him with a variety,of curious addi-

tions to his work. After the appearance of this second edition

^

IVIr. H. still continued indefatigable in further researches, till

he collected materials for two additional volumes, the publica-

tion of which he completed a little before his death. Beside*
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this, which was his principal work, he published a very learned

and ingenious performance, which he modestly entitled, "Out-

lines of a new Commentary on the Book of Solomon's Song."

The chief design of which, as well as many passages in it, he

places in a new and pleasing light : he also printed " An Ac-

count of the Jewish Doctrine of the Resurrection of the Dead ;"

" Remarks on the ancient and present State of the Churches of

Norfolk and Suffolk ;" An Address to those who are religious-

ly disposed, as a persuasion of church fellowship, drawn up at

the request of the associated ministers of Norfolk and Suffolk 5

likewise two or three single Sermons, of which one was preach-

ed on the death of Mr. Crabb, a worthy member of his church.

His literary knowledge honored him with the esteem and ac-

quaintance of the learned of all denominations ; and in Ireland,

as well as England, his correspondents were amongst men of

the highest dignity in the established church j for Mr. H,

though a zealous dissenter, was a man of such candour and

moderation, of such piety, learning and affability, that he con-

ciliated the esteem, and obtained the confidence of the worthiest ^;

men of all parties. But it is not easily conceived, how much re-

gard was paid to him by those of his own denomination. In

the counties of Norfolk and Suffolk, more especially, he obtain-

ed peculiar respect and influence. Mr. H. was generally con-

sidered, as that person, who was, of all others, best qualified to

advise his brethren, and the churches under their care, in cases

of weight and difficulty. Among his own people, he was truly

laborious, besides the ordinary services of the Lord's Day, for

which to the last he was indefatigable in his preparatory stu-

dies, he took great pains in visiting the sick, in catechising the

children, and instructing the youth of his flock, many of whom
he had the pleasure of receiving into the communion of his

church. It was, however, his constant practice to meet a num-

ber of his congregation, in the vestry, every Tuesday evening,

for prayer, when he used to read a sermon, from the French of

Saurin, Massillon, or some favourite author. He also preached

two monthly lectures in the neighbouring villages, and was

frequently engaged in other occasional services at a distance.

It might be truly said of him, that he was in labours more

abundant, and his reward was great. Beloved by all, and use-

ful to many, he passed his days in more comfort and happiness,
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thun is usually enjoyed by those who are placed in more public

situations.* '

His strain of preaching was practical and evangelical, though

he frequently entered into a critical examination of his text, and

in his expositions of Scripture, which made a considerable part

of his public work, he displayed great learning, yet he was not

content to leave the pulpit, till he had addressed the hearts and

consciences of his hearers, which he did with great plainness

and affection, frequently with many tears. His last sermon was

uncommonly affectionate, and the concluding expressions pe-

culiarly striking. Having exhorted his hearers to peace and

unanimity, he concluded with these remarkable words, " May
an attention be paid by all to these solemn counsels, that when

my eyes are sealed up in death, you may continue happy and

prosperous."

It was his earnest and frequent prayer, that he might not out-

live the affections of his people, nor his usefulness among them-

It is needless to say that his request was granted. On the fol-

lowing Tuesday he met his friends, as usual, in the vestry, and

having translated a sermon from the French, he commended his

flock to the care of Heaven : he passed the next day in perfect

health, and, after the devotions of his family, retired to rest ; he

slept well, till about four o'clock in the morning, and then

awoke, complaining of pain : but before any assistance could

be afforded, he expired without a struggle or a groan, on the

STth ofNov. 1788, aged 73 years.

* It Is remarkable, that during the space of 49 years, he was not once

prevented from the exercise of his ministry on Sunday, and afterward only

for a single day daring the rest of his life.

VOL. I.



SHORT SPECIMEN

OF THE ADVANTAGE THAT MAY BE DERIVED FROM BOOKS OF

TRAVELS INTO THE EAST,

FOR ILLUSTRATING THE GREEK AND ROMAN CLASSICS, AS ALSO
JOSEPH US AND JEROM.

OBSERVATION I.

MANNER IN WHICH THE BODY WAS PREPARED FOR INTER-

MENT.

Maillet, in his account of themanner of preparing

the body for interment in Egjpt,^^^ in these later days,

after having told us, that the embalming of antiquity is no

longer in use there, informs us, however, that something

very similar to it is still practised at times in that coun-

try, particularly with regard to rich persons. "When
such sort of people are dead, they wash the body several

times with rosewater ; they afterward perfume it with in-

cense, with aloes, and a quantity of other odoriferous sub-

stances, of which ihey are not at all sparing ; and they

are careful to stop its natural apertures with perfumed

cotton."

This repealed washing of the body with a very odorif-

erous liquid, for the Egyptian rosewater is much more

fragrant than our's, seems evidently to be made use of to

make the scent more rich and lasting; as is the adding

other rich perfumes to the rosewater, and that in consid-

erable quantities.

It is, in like manner, of a double anointing of the bones

af Patroclus, by order of Achilles, that we are, I should

* Lett. 10, p. 88,
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imagine, to understand a passage of the IJiad, which is thus

translated in Pope's Homer:

** These,* wrapt in double cauls of fat, prepare ;

And in tlie golden vase dispose with care ;

There let them rest, with decent honor laid,

'Till I shall follow to the infernal shade.

Meantime erect the tomb with pious hands,

A common structure on the humble sands
;

Hereafter Greece some nobler work may raise.

And late posteiity record our praise."!

I cannot conceive that the fat was designed for any-

other purpose than to render the bones more fragrant,

and as they, as it is- well knovrn, afterward were wont to

perfume them, it is natural to imagine, this fat substance

might be intended to convey some fragrancy to the bones.

Homer represents the body of Hector, in this same 23d

Iliad, as anointed with roseoil : by one of their deities

indeed; but this shows, however, that he was not a stran-

ger to the method of communicating fragrancy to unctu-

ous matters, by infusing sweetscented herbs or flowers

in them. Nor was it an operation of such difficulty, as

to require the interposition of a deily. The wrapping
them in cauls of fat would, on the contrary, have soon

rendered them nauseous and disgustful, to a very high de-

gree ; and it was foreknown, according to Homer, that

the bones of Achilles were, in a little time, to be mingled

with those of Patroclus: consequently, when these last

mentioned bones would be found enveloped in a sub-

stance, according to this translation, in a state of great

putrefaction. Nor can it be well conceived Avhy just two

cauls should be made use of, if they were the cauls of the

animals, whose other parts were burnt in the funeral pile.

But if we suppose, that oil, or animal fat, was so prepared

as to make an odoriferous omfme/i/; and I he bones to

* The bones,

e€/o]i*£v, &c. IK xxiii. 243, ^c.
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have been twice anointed with one and the same ointment^

as the modern Egyptians wash a dead body several times

with roscwater; or anointed with ^/i;o different sorts of

ointment, as the Egyptians perfume a dead body with in-

cense, and aloes, &c. as well as with rosewater, mingling

their different odours together : in either case Homer
might represent Achilles, as directing that a double coat-

ing of an unctuous nature might be given to the bones of

his friend, that they might be more richly scented, and

the perfume remain the longer; and this double coating

may very well be understood, in the language of poetry,

to have been termed cauls, covering those bones as cauls

of fat do the bowels. But it is hard to make out to what

end a double portion of mere melted fat should be put in-

to the urn, supposing it so purified, as to be in a manner
incorruptible, if unmingled with matters of an aromatic

kind. Cauls, however, which Pope mentions, are very

different things from fat purified with care, and are, I ap-

prehend, liable to great putrefaction in a little time.^

And now I am writing upon this subject, and having

shown, in another part of this work, that the people of

the East express their respect to bones long interred, by
mixing them with odoriferous matters, I should appre-

hend, that since the Jews were wont to bury their dead

with spices, when untouched by fire ; so when they used

fire to destroy the flesh, which might sometimes happen,

particularly in the case of Saul, and respect was after-

ward paid to such bones,f I should think it natural to

believe, they somehow perfumed them. At least, that

if the men of Jabesh Gilead did not pay that respect to

king Saul, David his successor did, when he translated

his bones from Gilead to the land of Benjamin,J along with

the bones of Jonathan, dear to David as Patroclus to

Achilles. The dying of those whose bones were buried

* The precautions prescribed by Dioscorides, lib. 11, cap. 8S, &c. to prtf-

pare animal fat for keeping for medical pui'poses, sufficiently show this.

t 1 Sam. xxxi. 12, 13. + 2 Sam. xxi. 12, 13, H.
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along \v\ih the bones of Saul and Jonathan was highly

disgraceful, for " cursed was every one that was hanged

on a tree ;" but it was expiatory, and after the atonement

was made, it might not be improper to pay some honor to

these victims ; their being buried in the sepulchre of

Kish seems to have been intended as an honor, as well as

the translation of the bones of Saul and Jonathan ; if it

was, it is by no means unnatural to suppose they were bu-

ried with perfumes, liquid or dry, since as the custom of

the Jews was so to bury in the time of our Lord, so sa-

cred history informs us, it was practised by them as early

as the days of kii>g Asa, 2 Chron. xvi. 13, 14, in the

fourth generation from David, nor can we well suppose

that this was the first beginning of the practice, which

Obtained among the Jews, of applying perfumes to the

dead.

OBSERVATION 11.

OF BLEEPING IN THE PORCH OF THE TENT.

As it is more than possible that some readers may find

it difficult to comprehend, how sleeping in the porch of a

tent should be more safe, for its concealment from the

eyes of visitors, than sleeping in the tent itself; I have

thought that the transcribing the Baron de Tott's account,

of the tent of the cham of the Crim Tartars, whom he at-

tended in one of his expeditions, might serve for a good

note on that passage of the 24th Iliad, in which Achilles di-

rects where king Priam should sleep, in order to be more

secure from discovery, after Achilles had agreed to ac-

cept a ransom for the body of Hector.

** With that, Achilles bad prepare the hed,

With purple soft, and shaggy carpets spread ;

Forth, by the flaming lights they bend their way.

And place the couches, and the coverings lay.

Then he : Now father sleep, but sleep not here,

Consult thy safety, and forgive my fear.

Lest any Argive, at this hour awake.
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To ask our counsel, or our orders take,

Approaching sudden to our open tent,

Perchance behold thee, and our grace prevent

;

Should such report thy honor'd person here,

The king of men the ransom might defer.

Then gave his hand at parting, to prevent

The old man's fears, and turn'd within the tent

Where fair Briseis, bright in blooming charms.

Expects her hero with desiring arms.

But in the porch the king * and herald rest.

Sad dreams of care yet wand'ring in their breast."

The Baron's account of the tent of the prince of the

Crim Tartars follows.

*' A light paling, which easily can be packed and un-

packed, forms a little circular wall of four feet and a half

high. Its two extremities kept near three quarters of a

yard distant, make the entrance into the tent, A score

of small rods, which join at the upper ends, and at the

lower have a leathern ring, by which they hook to the

paling, form the dome, and sustain the roof; which con-

sists of a cowl, or covering of felt, that descends, and

spreads over the walls, which are lined also with the same

stuff. A girdle includes the whole, and some earth, or

snow, thrown up round the bottom of the tent, prevents

the air from penetrating, and makes it perfectly solid

without mast or cordage. Others, of a nicer construction,

have the cones circularly open at the top, which aper-

tures give passage to the smoke, permit fires to be lighted

in the tents, and render them inaccessible to the intem-

perance of the most rigorous climate.

" The tent of the cham was of this kind, but so large,

that more than sixty people might commodiously sit round

a wood fire. It was lined with crimson stiifT, furnished

with some cushions, and had a circular carpet. Twelve

small tents, placed round that of a prince, for the use of his

officers and pages, were comprised within a circumference

of felt five feet high."t

* Priam.

t Memoirs, part ii. p. 153j 154.
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The Tartar princely tent is designed for a guard against

very severe cold, which was extremely sharp when de

Tott attended the cham; the tent of Achilles was de-

signed for a much more temperate climate. This last

was also not intended to be frequently moved. These

two circumstances undoubtedly occasioned some varia-

tions : the tent of Achilles appears to have been more

solidly constructed, without a covering of felt, but its

roof thatched, and probably no fire kindled within the

royal apartment. But it should seem, in other respects,

there was a great resemblance. The o<jco5", into which

Priam straight went, answered the cham's apartment,

which would hold sixty people. Both were surrounded

with a paling of considerable extent ; and that of the Greek

much the most solid. Both had a number of small distinct

apartments for the use of the attendants : those that slept

in them, were said by Homer to sleep iv U^o^^of^ca S'ofAn,

which Pope has rendered the porch. They were called

Ai^iicoit, which expresses their warmth^ whether in contra-

distinction from the situation of those that slept in the

open air, but within the enclosure, as many of them did,

or from some other cause, we need not inquire. The fire

for cooking, probably in the open air, in the enclosure.

Understood after this manner, the account in the original

Greek is sufficiently plain.

Nor is it only after this manner that the late cham of

Tartary had his own private tent formed, with its appur-

tenances ; but Thevenot gives us a similar account, of

the manner in which the bashaw of Egypt was en-

camped, when he was leaving his government ;^ and,

what is more, Egmont and Heyraan saw the Grand Sig-

nior encamped, in much the same manner in general, though

with more magnificence, on the shore of that very coun-

try where Achilles had his tent placed, and not very far

distant from the spot. " Behind his tent was another, but

"^ Trav. in the Levant, pai-t i. p. I'iS,
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very small, serving as a retreat,* and at a small distance

from it were four others, being, rs it were, the bed cham-

bers of the Grand Signior and his sons."t

OBSERVATION III.

ON THE MEANING OF THE EXPRESSION, TALKING ABOUT

AN OAK OR A ROCK, USED BY HOMER.

Having, in another place, endeavoured to illustrate

that passage in Ezekiel, in which mention is made of the

talking of the Jewish people about that Prophet, by the

walls, and in the doors of their houses ; a very learned

and ingenious friend has thought, the like considerations

may serve to elucidate a passage in Homer, and has wish-

ed I would not forget it in the present work.

The passage he has pointed out, is in the 22d Iliad,

and relates to the soliloquy of Hector, while waiting with

apprehension, for the coming of Achilles, which, accord-

ingly, terminated in Hector's death.J He deliberates

whether he should meet him unarmed, and make propo-

sals of restitution, &c. but concludes that such an attempt

would be in vain.

There is some deviation here from the literal sense of

the original, which has been thought considerably ob-

scure, as appears by the following note on the third and

fourth lines of the above citation. " The words are liter-

ally these, * There is no talking with Achilles, from an

oak, or from a rock, (or about an oak or a rock,) as a

young man and maiden talk together. It is thought an

* Such an one might have served for the lodging of Briseis.

t Vol. i. ch. 16. p. 212, 213.

^ <• What hope of mercy from this vengeful foe.

But woman-like to fall, and fall without a blow ?

We greet not here, as man conversing man,

Met at an oak, or journeying o'er a plain

;

No Season now for calm familiar talk,

Like youths and maidens in an evening walk."

Pope's Homer.
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obscure passage, Ihough I confess I am either too fond of

my own application in tlie above cited verses, or they

make it a very clear one. * There is no conversing with

this implacable eneniy in the rage of battle ; as when

sauntering people talk at leisure to one another on the

road, or when young men and women meet in afield.* I

think tJie exposition of Eustathius more farfetched,

though it be ingenious ; and therefore I must do him the

justice not to suppress it. * It was a common practice,'

says he, * with the heathens, to expose such children as

Ihey either could not, or would not educate. The places

where they deported them, were usually in the cavi-

ties of rocks, or the hollow of oaks : these children being

frequently found and preserved by strangers, were said

lo be the offspring of those oaks or rocks where they were

found. This gave occasion to the poets to feign that men

were born of oaks ; and there w^as a famous fable too of

Deucalion and Pyrrha's repairing mankind by casting

stones behind them. It grew at last into a proverb, to

signify idle tales; so that in the present passage it im-

ports, that Achilles will not listen to such idle tales, as

may pass with silly maids and fond lovers, &,c."

He adds, " Eustathius's explanation may be corrobo-

rated by a parallel place in the Odyssey ; w here the poet

says,

The meaning of which passage is plainly this, * Tell mc
of what race you are, for undoubtedly you had a father

and a mother; you are not, according to the old story,

descended from an oak or a rock.'

Here I would remark, that Hector was deliberating

about a matter of the highest consequence to himself, his

family, and his country, and could not naturally, I should

think, be supposed to refer to such an idle tale. The ex-

planation, however, by the celebrated modern translator,

is neither distinct enough, nor does it seem to give us the

exact thought. I should suppose Hector is not repre-^

VOL. I. 7
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seated as referring <o the sauntering conversation of lov-

ers, with little or no meaning; but to the friendly inter-

course of persons meeting under an oak or a rock, stran-

gers to each other, but with the most benevolent inten-

tions on both sides, and perhaps with mutu«al advantage

and benefit.

Shade is in common sought for by Oriental travellers

when they rest. They are wont to take their repasts,

and often to sleep in it, when fatigued with the heat of

the weather: and the shade of rocks and trees is mention-

ed on such occasions. So the fisherman, in whose barque

Monsieur Doubdan and his companion were passengers,

going to Tyre and Sidon, went ashore with them, between

those two cities, in a place "where there was a very

large and deep cavern, hollowed out of the rock by the

agitation of the waves of the sea ; there they cooked their

fish ; and there they found many Turks, Moors, and

x^rabs, people of all colours, of whom some were enjoying

their repose and the fresh air on the sand, others were

dressing their provisions among these rocks, others were

smoaking tobacco, notwithstanding the danger, which was

so apparent, by the falling of large masses of the rock from

time to time: but -they are wont frequently to assemble

there, on account of a spring of exceeding good water in

that place."*

So Dr. Richard Chandler, in his Travels in Greece^,

tells us, "a Turk is some times seeij squatting on his

hams, in the shade, by the door of his house; or in a

group, looking on his horses feeding in the season on the

green corn ;"t and in a succeeding page, p. 62, he says,

that "they repaired to a goatstand, where the peasants

killed and roasted a kid for his supper, after which he laid

down to sleep in the lee of an huge bare rock." J

And as they not only sit in the entrances of their

houses, but in the shade near their doors, and eat and

sleep under rocks, so they eat and sleep under trees too

that are thick and spreading. Dr. Chandler gives an ac-

* Vov. de la Terre Siaute, p. 541, 543. f P- ICI, 162. :^ P. 162.
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count, in the same volume, of taking his repast under an

olive tree in full blossom r^ in his eating of a roasted kid

under a spreading vine,f in the neighbourhood of the

place where Troy stood ; of people's sheltering under

plane trees after a scorching ride. J I do not recollect

that Dr. Chandler mentions oaks, in particular, but as

thej choose those trees that are most shadj, the thick

oaks, as they are called in Scripture,§ must have been

made use of, when they happened on them, as commonly
as any tree. Homer himself mentions the taking a re-

past, by the harvest men of a prince, under an oak.^ So

the ancient Jews are represented as sitting under oaks, in

theirjourneying.il

Doubdan complains of his meeting with some incivility,

fron some of those that were assembled under the oaks

between Tyre and Sidon ; but if that was not more in ap-

prehension, owing to his timidnsss, than in reality, it is

certain that they are not wont to be unsociable, when
they take their repose under the trees, and the rocks, but

very willingly admit or join the company of other travel-

lers. So Dr. Chandler tells us, in his Travels in Asia

Minor, that some families that were sitting beueath some

trees, by a rill of water, invited them to alight, and par-

take of their refreshments, saluting them when they met.'^'^'^

In another place he speaks of some Turks coming to

them, and joining their company, one of whom desired

some wine : when he took his turban from his head, kiss-

ed it, and laid it aside; and after drinking, replaced it

with the same ceremony.ff
Such intercourses were wont then to be friendly, and

might not unfrequently be beneficial : by the intelligence

they might communicate to one another; by an exchange

of provisions, to the advantage of both; or by making

* P. 164. t Trav. in Asia Minor, p. 31.

^ P. 21. § Ezek. vi. 13. ^ II. 18, 559.

II
1 Kings xiii. 14; to whith may be nikkd, Judges vi. 11.

** P. 250. f|P. 201.
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some other agreements which might be useful to both

parties. But Hector observes, that he could not expect

fo meet Avith Achilles in the like friendly manner, and to

settle any such beneficial arrangements with him, as peo-'

pie often did that met under a rock, or some shady tree,

to refresh themselves when heated with journeying.

The particle ^:to which is translated in this notefrom
and about : from an oak and from a rock ; or about an

oak and about a rock ; signifies, I should apprehend, on

account of, or something of that kind :
*« There is no room

to expect to talk with Achilles, in the like friendly man-

ner as when people meet each other on account of some

rock, or some tree, which they happen upon in travelling,

whose shade invites them to repose themselves some time

under them*"*

The same reasons that induce travellers to take their

refreshment, and to converse together under trees

and rocks, must have induced the Grecian lovers to

do the like, when they were allowed the liberty of

freely conversing together, as it seems they were in

the time of Homer, though such freedoms are not

now allowed in Greece, any more than in the rest of the

East. Accordingly, Dr. Shaw informs us, where the

Eastern youths can take the liberty with the other sex,

as they can with their concubines, they are wont to at-

tend them with wine and music in the fields, where we

are sure they sit not exposed to the sun, but in some place

of shade; just as he says, in the next paragraph, that the

Arab in those countries does nothing all the day long,

but loiter at home, smoke his pipe, and repose himself un-

der soifie neighbouring shade.f

* The preposition aro is used in this sense in the New Test. Matt. xiii.

41, ch. xviii. John xxi. 6, anil elsewhere.

fP. 234. ** There are several Turkish ami Moorish youths, and no

small part likcAvise of the unmarried soldiers, who attend their concubines,

vith wine and music, into the fieUis ; or else make themselves merry at

the tavern ; a practice, indeed, expressly pi'ohibited by their religion, but

what the necessity of the limes, and the unconlrolable passions of the

transgressors, oblige lliese governments to dispense wiih."
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OBSERVATION IV.

CRITICISM ON A REMARKABLE PASSAGE IN THE RUDENS

OF PLAUTU8.

Though a school boy might think there was no diffi-

culty in translating the words of Sceparnio, in the begin-

ning of the Riidens of Plautus, after having been told that

the wind he refers to was a very violent one :

** OranJs dc tccto deturbavit tegulas

;

Illustrioris fecit, fenestrasque indidit."*

So violent indeed the youth would say, " as that it

forced off all the tiles from the roof: made the windows

more lightsome, and even formed new ones :" yet one

more knowing, and habituated to compare one thing with

another, might have heard that the roofs of the Eastern

houses are wont now to be flat, and used for walking up-

on, &c. wer| so in the days of Plautus, and long before

his time ;f and for that purpose are made of strong mor-

tar, so prepared as quickly to assume the hardness of

stone,J or other very firm and solid materials ; 1 say, such

a one might be surprised that Plautus should represent

the covering of an Eastern house as blown off by the

wind, and should even suppose it was formed of reeds

:

*' Quin tu in paludem is, exsicasquc aruniUnes,

Qui pertegamus villara, dum sudum'st t"§

There is however a passage in Irwin's Travels up the

Red Sea, that perfectly removes the difficulty. It is that

in which he describes the House in which he and his

companions were lodged at Cosire. " One of the present

subjects of our apprehension is, that the house we live

in will not last our time, should the caravan meet with

further delays. The rafters are of the date tree, and in-

stead of plank or tiles, the floor is composed of rushes

* Acl. i. 1. V. 5, 6. 1 2, Sam. xi. 2. Neh. \iii. 16, &c.

i Shav's Travels, p. 206. § Act. i. 2. v. .'54, S5.
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laid close together. On this loose sand is placed, and

over all the coarse mats of the country. Materials of

this sort must have a wonderful elasticity in them ; and

every step we take is attended by an universal tremor

of the house. Neither would a stranger imagine that we

were better provided in regard to the roof. This is form-

ed of nothing stronger than rushes, on which stones are

heaped, to prevent their being scattered by the winds.

But in this settled climate the native requires no defence,

but against the rays of the sun; thunder and lightning

being almost unknown to him ; and even rain a very un-

common visitor. By the accounts of the inhabitants, no

rain has fallen at Cosire for these three years past ; nor

does it ever exceed a shower or two, when it fcomes.

Of this the structure of their remaining houses is an un-

questionable proof; for being rebuilt with mud, and half

thatched with rushes, one day of rain would mix them

with their mother earth."^

Cosire was a seaport town in Upper Bigypt, on the

coast of the Red Sea ; Plautus lays his scene on the sea-

coast of a country adjoining to Egypt, where it rains but

seldom, though perhaps somewhat oftener than at Cosire.

We may then reasonably believe that the house of Sce-

parnio's master, supposed to be a person indeed of some

figure, but in a state of exile, and consequently affliction,

was not much better, if at all more securely built, than

that at Cosire in which they were lodged, which we are

told was the best in the town, though little better than

an English barn.f

If built after the manner of this house at Cosire, it is

not surprising that the rushes, or reeds and stones which

covered it,J should be blown off and scattered, and that

it should become necessary to procure more. Being

built too of mud, or claj^, as Sceparnio describes it, it is

• P. 144. t P- 122.

i Tegul« here not signifying tiles exclusive])', but the things, wliatever

they were, that covered the house, which here were reedsi with something

heavy to keep them down.
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no wonder that not onlj the lattice work and shutters of

the windows were blown down, and by that means made

more lightsome ; but that holes should be made too in

the clay walls, which Sceparnio jocosely dignified with

the appellation of windows. His master even compares

them to the holes of a sieve,*

Though then Plautus painted with very strong and

coarse colours, his representation of the effects of a vio-

lent storm of wind on a house in Cyrene, on the seashore,

however ludicrous, is not at all unnatural, but perfectly

conformable to the description of Irwin's hotel at Cosire.

The editor of thC'Dauphin edition takes no notice of

this diflSculty, arising from the mention of reeds in the

case of an Eastern house, unless Patrick has curtailed his

notes ; and he makes the light thrown into the house to

refer to the blowing off the tiles, or covering of the, roof,f

instead of referring that expresgion to the carrying away
of the shutters, or perhaps the lattice work from the

windows, both of which, is very well known, are common-
ly used in the houses of those countries.

The making the windows more lightsome will appear

in a still stronger point of view, if it should be supposed

they were closed with some semitransparent substance.

This supposition is by no means necessary, but might,

possibly, be meant by Sceparnio. Thus Niebuhr, in th€

2d tome of his voyages in the countries near Arabia^

gives this account of the houses of Bombay, which he

visited in his Eastern tour. J "There the English make
nse of glass in their windows; where there is no glass

they use very thin shells, enchased in wood work, in rows,

which make those apartments very obscure. However
these windows are better in the time of rain, than lattices

of wood or iron, or shutters, as the first do not entirely

keep out the rain, and the last prevents the light entering

into the apartments."

* Act. i. 2. V. IG. t Illastiioria fecit ; Id est, fecit ledes clariores,

<iejectt3 tegulla. ' 1*. ?
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OBSERVATION Y.

CURIOUS ILLUSTRATION OF A PASSAGE IN TIBULLUS.

I HAD occasion, in a preceding volume, just to touch

on the vats used in the East for making their cheese. I

would here set down Dr. Shaw's account of them more

distinctly, as affording a proper coaiment on a passage of

Tibullus, of which the Doctor has taken no notice, though

he has frequently referred to classic writers in other cases.

The passage of Tibullus is in the third elegy of his 2d

book, ver. 15, &c.

** Ipse Deus solitus stabulis expellere vaccas,

Et potum fessas ducere fluminibus

;

Et miscere novo docuisse coagula lacte,

Lacteus & mistis obriguisse liquor.

Tunc Jlscella levi detexta est vimine junci,

Raraque pei' nexus est via facta sero.'*

Have any of the editors of Tibullus furnished so in-

structive a note on these lines, as the following paragraph

from Dr. Shaw's Travels ? ^' " Here the sheep and the

goats contribute also to the dairies, particularly in the

making of cheese. Instead of runnet, especially in the

summer season, they turn the milk with the flowers of

the great headed thistle, or wild artichoke : and putting

the curds afterward into small baskets made with rushes

,

or with the dwarf palm, they bind them up close, and

press them."

The cheese vats of Barbary, and that of Tibullus, seem

to be perfectly the same ; and Dr. Shaw at the same time

shows, that the Roman poet has very properly used the

plural, when he spoke of their way of coagulating milk,

since they use a greater variety than our dairy women do,

not only runnet, but the flowers of the wild artichoke,

to which may be added churn-milk, which, according to

de la Roque,f is used by the Bedouin Arabs.

* P. 168, quarto ed. t Voy. daus la Palestine, p. 200.
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OBSERVATION VI.

OF THE MUKRIN£ CUP3 USED BY THE ANCIENTS.

There was a sort of cups used by llie ancient Romans
called murrinCy which were reckoned extremely precious

by them : so much so, that the modesty of Augustus was

rendered indisputable, according to Suetonius,-^ by his

retaining only one murrine cup at the taking Alexandria

in Egypt, of all the royal utensils there, and his soon after

melting down all the vessels of gold, even those of most

common use.

The editor of the Dauphin edition of Suetonius, has

given us a note of considerable length upon this passage.

In it he tells us, that Pliny believed the murra, out of

which these cups were formed, was a stone, which he

ranked among the other precious stones : that Seneca and

Martial seem to have been of the same opinion : but that

Joseph Scaliger was induced, by a passage of Propertius,

to believe that the murra was the matter of which our por-

celain vessels are formed. The doubt seems to remain

still in the minds of the learned, who appear to be rather

inclined to the notion entertained by Pliny : for Ainsworth,

in his very accurate Dictionary, explains the word murra
in these terms : "A stone of divers colours, clear as crys-

tal, of which they made cups to drink in^ or, as some,

porcelain dishes.''

The passage in Propertius, which led Scaliger to be-

lieve porcelain was meant, is as follows

:

** Seu qu«palmifer» mittunt venalia Theb«
Murrhe^ue in Parthis pocula cocta focis."

Lib. iv. El. 5. v. 25, 26.

Four things are evidently supposed by Propertius in

the last line ; 1. that these murrine vessels were earthen-

7vare, or the production o^ the pottery ; 2. that they were

extremely precious; 3. that this valuable matter wa?

' Auguslug, sect. 71,

TOL. I. S
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generally, if not always, so far as he knew, formed into

cups; and 4. that he believed them, te have been made
in Parthia.

One thing that may have inclined many of the learned

to suppose these murrine cups were not porcelain, may
have been, its being much more commonly called china,

or china ware : being sensible that the knowledge that

the Romans had of the remote countries of the East did

not reach to China, or near that country ; and supposing

that, until very lately, the art of making porcelain was no

where known but in the Chinese empire.

Propertius however supposes, these murrine cups were

made by the potters of Parthia. Sir John Chardin has

informed us accordingly, that very fine porcelain was made
in Persia, in the last century ; and, as he elsewhere tells

us, the Persians are not very ready at adopting modern
arts,"^ we have reason to believe this was an ancient manu-

facture among them ; and from this passage of Propertius,

we may believe it was as old, at least, as the time of Au-
gustus.

The account this eminent traveller has given us of the

Persian porcelain, is in the 2d tome of his Travels in

French, p. 80 and 81, and is to this purpose. " Enamel-

led vessels, or porcelain, is one of their most beautiful

manufactures. It is not confined to one particular part of

Persia. The most beautiful of their porcelain is made at

Shiras, the capital of that province, which is distinguished

from the other provinces of that country by the name of

Persia, properly so called; at Metched, the capital of

Bactriana ; at^^ffsd, and at Kirman, in Caramania;

and in particular in a town of Caramania called Zo-

rende. The earth, of which these vessels are roade^

is a pure enamel, within as well as without, like the Chinese

porcelain. Its grain is ae fine, and it is as transparent : so

that of Persia, oftentimes, cannot be distinguished from

that of China. That of Persia even sometimes excels the

Chinese porcelain, its varnish is so exquisite. This, how.

<pver, is to be understood not of the old China, but the

* Voyages, tome 2, chap. 17.
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n€W. In the year 1666, an ambassador of the Dutch East

India Companj, having brought many things of value, to

present to the Persian court, and among the rest fiftysix

pieces of old Chinese porcelain, when the King saw them

he fell a laughing, asking with an air of conlempt what they

were. It is said that the Dutch frequently mix this Per-

sian porcelain wilh that of China in what they send to

Holland Able workmen, in this manufactory, at-

tribute the beauty of the colours, in this kind of ware, to

the water that is made use of, some kinds of water mak-

ing the paint run, while others do not produce such an

effect The Persian porcelain resists fire, so as not

only to admit the making water to boil in it, but vessels for

boiling are made of it. It is so hard, that mortars are

made of it for grinding colours, and pounding other things,

and moulds for making bullets. The materials of which

this beautiful porcelain is made, are glass and small peb-

bles, found in rivers^ ground very small, with a little mix-

ture of earth.

" Porcelain is not made in the Indies. What is con-

sumed there is all imported, either from Persia, or Japan,

or China, and the other kingdoms between China and

Pegu."

He adds to the account a story that is current in Per-

sia, and which, if true, is a strong proof of the abilities of

the potters of that country. It seems it was said there,

"that the potters of the city of Yesd, in Caramania, sent

one day to the potters of Ispahan, as it were in defiance, a

porcelain vessel, which would hold a dozen pounds, or

pints, of water, and wefghed only the eighth part of an

ounce."

Parthia and Persia mean the same, or nearly the same

empire ; they then that read this account of Chardin,

will not wonder, that precious vessels of this kind should

be brought to Egypt, and known among the Romans
;

and will see that Pliny was not misinformed, when he de-

scribes these vessels as brought from Caramania, for

though this ware is made now in other parts of that em-
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pire, yet most of the towns he distinctly mentions are in

Caramania, and the most curious workmen in that manu-

factory, it seems, reside there still.

How Pliny came to be less acquainted with the nature

of that substance, of which these precious vessels were

formed, than an elder writer, at the same time a poet, who
only mentions them occasionally, while Pliny was a pro-

fessed naturalist, whose business it was to inquire curi-

ously into matters of this sort, is extremely astonishing

;

and does no honor to his care, in making inquiries con-

cerning those matters about which he wrote.

The Dauphin editor of Suetonius, seems to have been

as unacquainted with any manufactory of this kind in the

East now, excepting in China, as Pliny himself.

We may, however, justly suppose, I apprehend, that

these pieces of ancient Parthian porcelain were not beau-

tified, as now, with curious paintings, representing flow-

ers, human figures, landscapes, &c. for then Pliny could

hardly have supposed these cups were made of natural

stone; no, though he might have seen those Mocha

stones, in which such curious ramifications, and odd fig-

ures appear, as sometimes seem to resemble landscapes ;

porcelain, like that of our times, must have appeared, to

him, to have been artificial.

It should seem then, that their beauty consisted in the

liveliness of the respective colours that appeared in each

cup, like those of our coloured vessels of glass ; or, at

most, in the curious streaks of (wo different colours in one

and the same cup, as there appear strata, or veins, of dif-

ferent colours in the onyx, black, or brown and white.

On account of which likeness, perhaps it is, that Pro-

pertius elsewhere calls the onyx murrine,

** Et erocir.o nares murrheus ungat onyx."

"

* Lib. 3, El. 10, V. 2S.
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OBSERVATION VIL

OPINION OF THE EXCEL

FLESH OF THOSE GOATS WHICH WERE FED ON VINES.

Horace supposes the flesh of goafs, fed tipon vines,

was the most delicious of any of that kind of food

:

** Vtnea submittit capreas non semper edules.'* •
Sat. lib. ii. sat. 4, v. 43.

**The vine-fed goats not always luscious fare."

Fbanots,

The Dauphin commentator only cites a passage here

from Virgil, in which he speaks of the fondness of goats,

sheep, neat cattle, &c. for the leaves and young shoots of

vines, which were therefore to be carefully fenced about.

But such short stolen repasts could not be supposed to

make any great alteration in the flavour of their flesh,

or to occasion their being chosen for slaughter on that ac-

count.

A passage from Dr. Richard Chandler's Travels, in

the Lesser Asia, would furnish a much better note on

this line of Horace, in which he speaks, with some sur-

prise, of his finding some vineyards still green, in the be-

ginning of October, belonging to a town situated on a hill

between Aissaluck and Scala Nova ; whereas he informs

us, about Smyrna, the leaves were decayed, or stripped

by the camels and herds of goats, which are admitted to

browse upon them after the vintage.*

The vineyards then, it seems, are the intended pas-

tures for goats in autumn, and might be supposed to af-

ford a sort of food that made their flesh more delicious

than the common herbage of the fields, but this method

of fattening them does not, it seems, always answer.

* P. 142.
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OBSERVATION VIII.

ON THE GREASY WATER MENTIONED BY HORACE, SAT.

LIB. 2, VER. 68, 69.

The greasy water, mentioned by Horace in the second

satire of his second book,^ as given by Nsex ius, a man of

the most parsimonious turn, to his guests, has not been

well explained by commentators, but is capable of a clear

explanation from books of travels.

The editor of the Dauphin edition explains this unc-

tam aquam, of water that was muddy, or mixed with

something filthy when taken up; but it is probable, that

it rather refers to an oiliness, that the water contracted,

from its being brought in foul leathern bottles.

The Persians, according to Sir John Chardin, use

leather bottles, and find them of service to keep water

fresh, especially if people are careful to moisten them,

when they travel wherever they meet with water. To
this he adds, " that the water does not taste of the leath-

er, for that they take that off, by causing Jt to imbibe

rosewater, when it is new, and before they make use

of any of these vessels. And that formerly the Persians,

according to report, when they journied, perfumed these

leather vessels, in which they carried their water, with

mastic, or with incense."

But though the polite Persians take such care of their

water vessels, all in the East are not so exact now ; and

we may believe, therefore, all among the old Romans were

not so very careful. Irwin, I remember, complains of

some water, which was fetched for him from the moun-

tains near Cosire, in the Upper Egypt, and on the shore

of the Red Sea, and which water was esteemed better

than that drank in common, by the people of that town,

* Nee sic ut simplex Naevius, unctam

Convivis prsebebit aquam. Vitium hoc quoque magnum. V, 68, 69>
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from a spring that was nearer them ; but this water, fetch-

ed from the mountains, he complains had an oily disagree-

able taste, from the skins having been newly soaked in

this disgustful liquid, to prevent their leaking. In the

succeeding page he observes, that the Arabs, whose busi-

ness it is to keep the skins in order, are too lazy to attend

to the cleanliness of the insidesof them.

That the ancient Romans were acquainted with goat

skin bottles, is evident from two lines of Virgil,"*

*' - Inter pocula Iseti

Mollibus in pratis unctos saliere per utres."

The circumstances clearly determine, that they were

leather bottles, which were oiled on the outside, to make

them more slippery, and more likely to cause those to

fall that hopped upon them. Whether these were in

general use among the old Romans, or the use of them

confined to their peasantry, we need not stay to inquire.

The same reason that makes it necessary to oil these

water vessels, among the Arabs, from time to time, must

in some degree have obliged the Romans to make use

of the same remedy ; which the parsimonious Naevius

might as little attend to, as the people of Cosire. This

clearly explains the meaning of the word unctam.

The usefulness of applying Eastern customs to the

Classics, as well as the Scriptures, is sufficiently proved

by a slip of this very ingenious translator of Horace, who
gives us this note on a passage of the second epistle of

his second book :
" the ancients carry their money in a

purse tied to their girdles, from whence we find in Plautus,

Sector Zonarius, a cut purse :" whereas, according to

Dr. Shaw, the present purses, in the Levant, are not tied

to their girdles, but a part of the girdle itself: "they are

made to fold several times about the body ; one end of

which being made to double back, and sewn along its

edges, serves them for a purse, agreeable to the accepta-

* Geor. ii. v. 383, 384.
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tion of the ^uvyiv in the Scriptures."^ He might have

added, and of the Roman writers.

OBSERVATION IX.

1 CURIOUS ILLUSTRATION OF A PASSAGE IN PERSIUS.

Observations made by travellers into the East, may

be thought to place a remarkable passage of Persius in a

better light, than has been done by all the notes upon it^

in the Variorum edition of that writer.

The passage I refer to is in the 5th satire of Persius :

**. At cum
Herodis venere dies, unctaque fenestra

Dispositce pinguem nebulam vomuere lucernes,

Portantes violas s rubrumque amplexa catinum

Cauda natat th^nni ; tumet albafidelia vino :

Labra moves tacitus, recutitaque sabbata palles"

Ver. 179—184.

The first remark I would make is, that as the lighting

up of many lamps is frequent in those countries, in times

of great rejoicing, so among the Jews it seems to have

been done with such profusion, when they celebrated the

feast of the dedication of the altar, of which we read in

the gospel of St. John, ch. x. 22, that from thence it

should seem to have derived its distinguishing appella-

tion, being called (pwT<jc, or \hefeast of lights.

That feast of dedication mentioned by St. John, or the

solemnity called (pcoroi>, was observed in consequence of an

appointment of Judas the Maccabee and of the body of

the Jews at that time, of which we have an account in

1 Mac. iv. 59. Moreover, Judas and his brethren, with

the whole congregation of Israel, ordained that the days

of the dedication of the altar should be kept in their

seasonfrom year to year, by the space of eight days,

from thefive and twentieth day of the month Casleu,with

mirth and gladness,

* p. S27,
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Josephus, indeed,^ when he gives an account of this

festival, and tells us it was called cpwrc*, would suppose it

derived its name from the darkness of afiliction's being

turned into joj.f But this is considered as an unnatural re-

finement by the learned ; more especially as it is well

known, and appears by the Talmud, that through the

eight days of this solemnity many lights were wont to be

set up in or about their houses. J From whence it was

natural to denominate the festival (pcoTXy lights, in the plu-

ral ; whereas, if the explanation of Josephus had been

just, it should rather have been called cpw?, lighiy in the

singular.

§

2. This festival of the Jews, distinguished from others

among them by the name o( the feast of lights, and there-

fore it is to be supposed,, by much the most remarkable

for its illuminations, was observed in the latter end of the

month Casleu, which answers to the first part of our De-

cember, and by their intercalations might be considerably

later, which, in that country, is not too early for violets,

which Juvenal supposes were used as an additional orna-

ment. For Dr. Russell, speaking of Aleppo, which lies

more to the north than Jerusalem ; and, as I have elsewhere

shown, its productions not eaj'lier, tells us, that the severity

of the winter there lasts but forty days, which they call Ma-

arbanie, beginning from the 12th of December, and end-

ing the 20th of January. Narcissusses, he adds, are in

flower during the whole of this weather, and hyacinths

and violets, at the latest, appear before it is quite over.^

Their lamps, then, at the feast of Dedication, though it

was celebrated in the depth of winter, might, at Jerusa-

lem, be adorned with violets ; though I should apprehend

the violet makes not its appearance about Rome until

some weeks after, in which country Persius wrote.

* Antiq. Jud. lib. 12, cap. 7, § 7, Ed. ilaverc.

f Vide DOt. in loc. i Yide not. in loc.

§ So on a similar occasion, when that mighty revolution happened irjv

their favour in the tirae of Mordecai, it is said in the Septnsgint, Tc/? ii

laS'ctici! i-yntlo 4»n2 «:«<£:/ ^/ico-yyx.

^ Vol. i. p. 69.

VOL. I. 9
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This then shows Per^ius is speaking of this Jewish

feast as celebrated in Judea, not at Rome, nor in any

place near to that city.

3. It is very possible, that the Maccabee festival of

the Dedication of the Altar, and the commemorating the

inauguration of Herod the Great, might be blended to-

gether, at the time to which Persius refers; nor are we

without an instance of a similar nature, in later times, ia

the East.

Sir John Chardin tells us, "that the Persians observe

only three religious seasons with great solemnity, and one

civil festival, which is that of New Year's day. But if

they observe but one, they do it very solemnly. The
celebration of it holds three days, and in some places,

particularly at court, eight, beginning exactly at that

point of time that the sun enters Aries. They call this

festival Nooroos Sultani^j that is, the Royal or Imperial

New Year, distinguishing it from their ecclesiastical New
Year's day. The ancient Persians observed very solemn-

ly the days when the sun came to each of the two solsti-

ces, and two equinoxes ; but more particularly that of the

spring equinox, because of its bringing on pleasant wea-

ther. The festival held eight days. Its observance con-

tinued until the time that the Mohammedans became mas-

ters of Persia, who introducing a new epocha, and a new

way of computing time, the ancient custom of solemnizing

the first day of the year sensibly declined, and at length

totally ceased : people being disinclined to the observa-

tion, from a dislike to the old religion of the country,

which they supposed made a religious festival of the first

day of the year, in honor of the Sun, which appeared

therefore an idolatrous practice to the followers of Mo>

hammed, who abhorred all sorts of rejoicing therefore on

that day. Things remained in this state till the year

475,^ when Jelaleddinf coming to the crown on the day

* Of the Mohammedan compulation, and about the year of our Lord

1082.

\ D'Merbelot would have caiicd him Cialaleddin. Bib. Orientale, ait.

^curouz.
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of the vernal equinox, the astronomers of the country took

that occasion to represent to him, that it was an interposi-

tion of Providence, directing that his coming to empire

should happen on the first day of the year, according to

the ancient form of computation, that so he might re-estab-

lish a custom that had been observed for many ages in that

country. The astronomers added, that if he should re-es-

tablish this festival of the Solar New Year's day, it would

be something particular, as according to an ancient custom

of the Persians, who reckoned the years by the reign of

their kings, the beginning of his reign would be the first

day of the solar year. This prince was pleased with the

proposal, and re-established the ancient festival of the

Royal New Year's day, w^hich has been solemnized ever

since with pomp and acclamations. "^

Here we see, the coinciding of the time of a prince's

coming to the crown with a remarkable day in the year,

was sufficient not merely to add great splendour to an old

observance, but to revive it after it had been quite extin-

guished, and give it a permanent establishment. In like

manner, if the day in which the Romans conferred royal-

ty on Herod, and settled it so that it long continued in

his family, happened at the time that the Jews celebrated

their Feast of Lights, it is no wonder that in the time of

Persius, the illuminations in Judea, and particularly at

Jerusalem, were of the most splendid kind. Herod af-

fected, it is well known, great pomp, and engaged in great

expenses, to make the nations round conceive a high no-

tion of his magnificence. Accordingly, he obtained the

surname of Great.

In this view, it can be no wonder, that Persius supposes,

that many old Romans, who sat sunning themselves, and

talking over the sights they had seen in their younger

years, should mention, with rapture, the Jewish illumina-

tions, at which they had been present, when travelling in

Judea, or serving in the army there, for such seems to rae

to be the spirit of the passage :

* Voy. tome 1, p. 171, 172.
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Nostra ut Floi'alia possint

Aprici meminisse se«es.- quid pulchrius ? at cum
Herodis venere dies,

Labra moves tacitiis, recutitaque sabbata/jfl/Zes."*

While one of those old gentlemen the poet speaks of

was admiring the feasts of Flora, and saying what could

be more beautiful; another reminded him of Herod's il-

luminations, when your lips, said he ^ moved with silent

admiration, and you were pale with astonishment y at

those festivals of the circumcised.

The commentators indeed understand this passage in a

very different manner. Lubin supposes the noiseless mo-

tion of their lips, was upon the occasion of a silent offering

up the prayers of superstition; and the learned Casau-

bon himself apprehends, the words mean the frequenting

the Jewish Proseuchas, and their praying each by himself

with a low voice. Can this be the meaning of Persius 1

I do not know, that any of the learned have been able

to determine precisely the day of Herod's inauguration,

or the day when he was declared kingof Judea; but, in

general, it has been understood to have been in the

winter time,f at which time the Feast of Lights was cele-

brated. They might then, very probably, coincide, as I

have been supposing; and if they did, no one will wonder

that this double festival was observed with the greatest

splendour, in the time of such a prince as Herod.

The words may possibly signify nothing more than

when the days came, in which the Jews, the subjects of

Herod, were wont to rejoice with making illuminations ;

but certainly there will be found much greater energy in

the words, if we consider them, as Casaubon has done,

as signifying the days, as they annually returned, when

Herod was made king of Judea, and which were celebrat-

ed from time to lime, by his admirers, with great rejoic-

* Pcrs Satyr, v. 178, &c.

t Vide Jos. Antiq. Jud.lib. 14, cap. U, § 5, not. r. Ed. Haverc.
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ing.'^' Some, we know, were so warmly attached to him

as to be from thence called Herodians.

4. The manner in which these illuminations were made,

and to which the word disposilcE in this passage refers,

inaj be illustrated, probably, by the modern usages of the

East.

Chardin informs us,f as to the "Persian illuminations,

that the grand houses of a particular place at Ispahan^,

when illuminated, have a slender scaffolding of small poles,

for the reception of small earthen lamps. The houses are

quite covered with them, from the first story to the top.

They are about six 'score to each arch. These lamps

are so small as not to be minded, except by very exact

observers ; but when they are lighted they make the most

brilliant illumination in the world, for these lamps, in all,

are reckoned at 50,000. Abas the great was very fond

of this pompous show, and often gave himself this pleas-

ure."

In another place he speaks of their illuminations as made
at the doors of their houses, and in their principal Bazars,

or streets of shops. J
Small earthen lamps, but in great numbers, are now

made use of in Persia ; and probably were used in the

days of Herod. By means of slender frames of wood-

work they are placed in an agreeable order; and the word
dispositce^ supposes that the Jews were curious too in

placing their lamps.

Chardin gives no account of mixing verdure and flowers

with the lamps; but we find, in de Tott's Memoirs, that

the Feast of Tulips is held among the Turks in the night,

and lamps and flowers mixed together then. In the Jew-

ish festival they were violets that were mingled with the

lamps, which fixes the time of year when that was cele-

brated.

* The word dies, in the plural, seems to show, it M'as not merely the

day of Herod's being made king ; bat the rejoicing, on that account, might
be blended with the solemnizing a festival of eight days.

I Voy. tome 3, p. 17. t P. 140.
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It may not be disagreeable, to transcribe de Tolt's ac-

count of the Turkish Feasts of Tulips. "It is so call-

ed," he tells us in a note in p. 78, of his first tome, " be-

cause it consists in illuminating a garden, and this flower

is what the Turks admire most." And in the text of the

same page, he tells us, " that the garden of the Harem,

is the place in which these nocturnal entertainments are

given. Vases of every kind, filled with natural and ar-

tificial flowers, are brought for the occasion, and add to

the splendour of an illumination caused by an infinite num-

ber of lanterns, coloured lamps, and wax candles, in glass

tubes, reflected on every side by mirrors disposed for

that purpose."

How pompous modern as well as ancient Eastern illu-

minations ! Did the Roman Floralia excel them in mag-

nificence? of which, it should seem from Persius, some

of the older Romans were wont to boast.

OBSERVATION X.

OF THE EARTHENWARE BOATS, WHICH JUVENAL IS SUP-

POSED TO ASCRIBE TO THE EGYPTIANS.

Juvenal describes the boats of the Egyptians as if

they were earthenware ; and not one of the Variorum

notes explains this, though it may be easily done from

modern travellers.

" Hac ssevit rabie imbelle &; inutile vulgus,

VsiTVulaJictilibus solitutn dare vela phaselis,

Et brevibus picta remis incunibere testa."

Sat. XV. ver. 126—128.

This is the description. The sum of the notes upon

it is as follows : That the old scholiast tells us, such

earthenware ships were used on the Nile. That Lubin

cited Strabo, who remarked, that in the Delta,^ naviga-

tion was so easy, that some used boats of baked earth.

* The lower part of Egypt.
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He adds, in another note, that such were used in some of

the other canals of Egjpt : and that they are called ;?ic-

tcE, painted, because these boats of baked earth were

marked with various colours.

Now all this appears very strange. That earlhenware

may be so made as to swim in water is easily apprehended

:

the experiment may be made at any tea table, by putting

one of the cups into a basin of water. But that a boat,

of a size to be of any use to the Egyptians, should be

made of such materials, and commonly to be seen in the

Delta, and other canals of Egypt, may appear incredible,

since they may be oC earth baked or burnt in the fire,

which must be done with difficulty ; and when effected,

what a trifle would demolish them, and how unsafe must

be such a navigation !

But all this is decyphered by modern travellers : for

all that is meant, I presume, is, that sometimes the Egyp-
tians make use of rafts, which are made to float, by empty
vessels of earthenware fastened underneath them.

" In order to cross the Nile," Norden tells us,^ " the

inhabitants have recourse to the contrivance of a float,

made of large earthen pitchers, tied close together, and

covered with leaves of palm trees. The man that con-

ducts it, has commonly in his mouth a cord, with which

he fishes as he passes on." These are undoubtedly the

Egyptian earthenware boats of Juvenal.

Egmont and Heyman saw some small floats, used by the

Egyptian fishermen, which consisted of bundles of reeds,

floated by calabashes.f

The sails of such floats, when they used any, must of

course have been very small, as Juvenal describes them,

perhaps nothing more than their garment spread out ; and

their oars being very short, used merely to paddle along,

* Trav. part I, p. SI.

f Trav. vol. 2, p. 112. So, in like manner, Norden observed, on the 10th

of December, a float of straw, supported by gourds, and governed by two

men, as he has remarked in his Journal.
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or steer the float, of which Norden observed one instance,

in a float of straw, on which two men were sitting, and

which was draggled across the Nile by a cow, he that sat

behind steering with "a little o^r," by means of which,

at the same time, he kept the balance.""^ Indeed, the

one and the other could be of no great use but in the main

river, as these floats must owe their chief motion to the

stream ; the paddles might be useful in those canals where

the water was stagnant.

The word pictfe, or painted, is not to be understood, I

apprehend, as signifying their being beautified with a va-

riety of colours ; but means, I should suppose, their

being rubbed with some substance that might fill up the

pores, so much as to prevent the water's penetrating into

the cavity of the pitchers, which, if it did in a consider-

able degree, might occasion the sinking of this kind of

vessel, for the Egyptian earthenware is said to be very

porous.

" The ewer, though made very clumsy, is one of the

best pieces of earthenware that they have in Egypt : for

all that art in this country, consists in making some vile

pots or dishes ; and as they do not know the use of var-

nish, they are, of consequence, incapable of making any

work of that kind, that does not leak.'* This is Norden's

account.f Consequently, some of them at least, particu-

larly those of the lower tier, must have been rubbed over

with some substance, of such a nature as to prevent the

water's penetrating into the hollow of the pitchers, in any

great degree.

I have read an account of the Eastern people's rubbing

those great jars, in which they keep their wines with

mutton suet,J and I should think, the word pictae does

not oblige us to suppose the lower pitchers in their floats,

are rendered water tight, by means of a more beautiful

and costly material. Though certainly they might, if

* Trav. part 2, p. 145. f Part 1, p. 82.

+ Voy. Chardin, tome 2, p. 67.
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tliej pleased, have made use of some of the same sub-

stance with which they painted their hieroglyphics, and

with which Norden was so charmed. " This sort of paint-

ing has neither shade nor degradation. The figures are

incrustated like the cyphers on the dial plates of watches,

with this difference, that they cannot be detached. I must

own, that this incrustated matter surpasses, in strength,

all that I have seen of this kind. It is superior to the al-

fresco and the Mosaic work ; and indeed it has the ad-

vantage of lasting a longer time. It is something surpris-

ing to see how gold, ultramarine, and divers other colours,

have preserved their lustre to the present age. Perhaps

I shall be asked, how all these lively colours could soften

together ; but 1 own it a question that I am unable to de-

cide."#

To close, it may be proper to observe, that these floats

are not constructed to pass up and down the Nile like

boats, or properly designed to carry goods upon them, if

they may sometimes occasionally be put a little to that

use; it is only an easy way they have found out, of con-

veying their earthenware from Upper Egypt, where it is

made, to the lower parts of that country, where, when
they arrive at the designed place, the float is taken to

pieces, and sold to the inhabitants.

OBSERVATION XL

OF THE EAGLE WHICH APPEARED, ACCORDING TO SUE-

TONIUS, IN THE ARMY OF THE EMPEROR VITELLIUS.

Suetonius fells us, in his life of the Emperor Vitellius,

that a lucky omen presented itself to that part of his ar-

my that he sent forward before his own was ready to

march :
" An eagle op the sudden came flying on the

• Part Q, p. 75, 76.
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right hand, and having \^ heeled round Ihe ensigns, leis-

urely flew before them, along the way in which they were
to inarch."^

The Baron de Tott gives an accountf of something very

much like this, which happened to himself, in his journey

to Crim Tartary, thocigh it was a different kind of bird.

" Our conversation was frequently interrupted by a cir-

cumstance which would not deserve notice, had it not

served as a means to establish me in the good opinion of

the superstitious Tartars,

" Just as we arrived at the frontiers, and at the moment
the escort came up with me, a stork, a kind of bird which

feeds on serpents, builds its nest on the houses, and is re-

vered by the Orientals as a species o^penates, or house-

hold god, secQied, likewise to come and welcome me. It

passed rapidly to the left, very near my carriage, flew

round it, repassed to the right, then seemed to lead the

way, alighted two hundred fathoms before the foremost

horseman. As they came up it rose again, made the like

tour, flew forward, and repeated this kind of manoeuvre

until we arrived at Kishela.'^J

Events of this kind, though not incredible, nor prophet-

ic, yet have something in them that cannot but engage at-

tention. The Baron, who was by no means of a super-

stitious turn, as appears sufficiently by the account he

gives of his visiting the Holy Land, could not but re-

mark it as something extraordinary ; the Tartars, accord-

ing to him, considered it with superstition, as the old Ro-

mans would have done.

* Prxmisso agmini Isetuni evenit auspicium ; siquidem a parte dex(ra re-

pente aquHaadvolavit ; lustratisque siguis, ingrossos viam sensira antecessit

'^^^^' ^'

t Mem. tome 2, p. 42, 43-

i- TKe chief town of Bessarabia, to which the Barou was going.
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OBSERVATION XII.

WARRIORS SLEPT IN THEIR TENTS, WITH A SPEAR STUCK

IN THE GROUND AT THEIR HEAD.

I HAVE remarked in another part of this work, that as

the carrying a long pike before a company of Arabs is a

token that an Arab sheekh, or prince is there, so the fix-

ing it near a person of authority points out his dignity ;

and that these circumstances may be applied to the

illustration of some -passages of Scripture ; but here I

would observe, that it is quite necessary to explain a

passage of Josephus, united with some other consider-

ations.

That celebrated historian, giving an account of David*s

entering the camp of Saul, when that prince and his peo-

ple were fast asleep, informs us, that notwithstanding the

opportunity he did no hurt to Saul, though he well knew

where he slept, by the spear, which was fixed near him,

and adds, that he suffered not Abishah to slay him then,

though he would fain have done it.^

English readers,! ^ apprehend, generally suppose every

man had his spear stuck into the ground, at his head ; but

Josephus supposes that circumstance distinguished the

royal sleeping place from that of every body else, which

it would not have done, if it had not been something pe-

culiar to Saul, distinguishing him from his ofiicers and

people. It was, it should seem then, a customary dis-

tinction in the time Josephus ; and he thought it also an

usage as ancient as the time of Saul.

Perhaps too, this describing Saul as known by the spear

stuck by him may intimate, that he slept with his face

covered, being laid on the ground in the open air. Thus

de la Roque describes the Bedouin Arabs of the Holy

Land, though in general they live under tents, yetsome-

* Antiq. lib. 6, cap. 13, § 9, Ed. Harerc. f Of 1 Sam. xxvi. 7.
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limes, he sajs, they sleep in their clothes, in summer time^

on the ground, only covering their body and face with
their aba, or outer garment.*

Josephus then, in all probability, supposes this expedi-

tion was undertaken in the time of summer ; and that Saul's

face was muffled up, so as rather to be known by the

spear, than by his countenance, in a night sufficiently

light to have distinguished him, had he not been so cov-

ered.

It seems indeed to be the common practice of the Eas-
tern people to sleep with their faces covered, according

to Niebuhr, and he supposes Europeans would find the

benefit of it, if they would adopt the same usage, the dews
and some winds being found to be very hurtful.f

OBSERVATION XIII.

ILLUSTRATION OF A PASSAGE IN THE BOOK OF JUDGES,

TAKEN FROM JOSEPHUS, AND DOUBDAn's TRAVELS.

Our translation of the book of Judges, from the He-
brew, represents Zebul as saying to Gaal, upon his being

alarmed at seeing troops of men making to him. Thou

seesl the shadows of the mountains as if they were men;X
whereas, Josephus represents him as telling him, he mis-

took the shadow of the rocks for men.||

A commentator might be at a loss to account for this

change, that had not read Doubdan's representation of

some part of the Holy Land, in which he tells us, that in

those places there are many detached rocks scattered up

and down, some growing out of the ground,§ and others

are fragments, broken oflf from rocky precipices,^ the

shadow of which, it appears Josephus thought might be

most naturally imagined to look like troops of men at a dis-

tance, rather than the shadow of the mountains.

* Voy. dans la Pal. chap. 12, p. 176. f Descript de 1'Arable, p. 9.

t C!i. ix. 36.
II
Antiq. lib. 5, cap. 7, sect. 4, Ed. Haverc.

§Voy. p. 98. fllbid. p. 455.
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OBSERVATION XIV.

OF THE CLOTHING OF THE WILD ARABS, FROM ST. JEROM.

In St. Jerom's History of the life of Malchus, we have

an account of some particulars that are new, in the cloth-

ing of those wild Arabs, or Ishmaelites, as he terms them.

They are said to be half naked ; but, however, to have

worn cloaks and broad coverings for their legs ;
" Semi-

nudo corpore, pallia & latas caligas trahentes."

Cloaks, kept fasti)y a button, on the upper part of the

breast, are still worn by the Arab horsemen, according

both to the description and the copper plate de la Roque

has given us of them.^ This, he says, is properly their

riding dress.

f

The description de la Roque gives of the vestments is

to this purpose : " Doubling a piece of cloth, they sew

the edges together, as if they were going to make a sack,

leaving a hole at each of the corners to put their arms

through ; that then they cut open the forepart, to put it

on their shoulders, cutting away a round place for the

neck ; and this is properly the dress for wearing on horse-

back.

This is what de la Roque calls an abas, St. Jerom a

pallium. But the account de la Roque gives of the cov-

ering of the feet, when they ride, does not so well agree

with the term lalas caligas, or broad caligas. The word
caliga is used by St. Jerora, to express that covering

for the feet which Christ forbad his disciples to wear,{

when he sent them to preach the gospel in his lifetime,

and which are opposed to sandals, Markvi. 9; though

St. Jerom, in the impetuosity of his zeal, supposes the

apostles were to walk at times absolutely barefoot. These
caligas then seem to mean buskins, or rather short boots,

* Voy. dans la Pal. p. 3, 4. f P. 208,

i Ad Eustochium, de Custodia Virg. torn. 1, p. 1 40.
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designed to cover the feet so entirely, as to guard them,

as well as the lower part of the leg, from injury from

stones, thorns, &c. whereas, sandals consisted merely of

soles at the bottom of the feet, fastened by leather thongs,

which left the foot very much uncovered, and open to in-

juries. But what the term broad has to do with these

boots, is very difficult to say.

It will not be improper, on this occasion, to give de la

Roque's account of the Arab riding boots. " They never

carry a sabre, but when they go out upon an expedi-

tion ; they mount on horseback with small boots, of yel-

low morocco, without stockings, very light and sewed

within, with which they can march on foot, and even run,

without any penetration of water through them.'**

As the motions of these Arabs are known to be very

rapid, and their horses and every thing about them fitted

for speed, there is the utmost difficulty in conceiving, for

what reason they should make their boots so broad as to

be one part of their description ; at the same time we find,

that they are now very small, and light. They are, how-

ever, still described as being of yellow leather, as a re-

markable circumstance ; it would be then, I should ap-

prehend, as natural to suppose there is a corruption in the

present reading, and that it ought to be luieas, yellow,

instead of latas, broad, as to admit some guesses of the

critics. Whether the traces of such a reading may be

found in any of the manuscript copies of St. Jerom, I am

not able to say : I have no opportunity of consulting

them.f

* Voy. dans la Pal. p. 209.

f So Catullus describes Hymen, in his Epithalamium on the marriage of

Julia and Manlius, as wearing ^e//ow shoes, and makes use of the term lu-

teum to describe that circumstance :

*' Cinge tcmpora floribus

Suave-olentis amaraci

:

Flammeura cape : lajtus hue,

Hue veni, riiveo gerens

Luteum pede soccum,"
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The colour of the leather of the shoes of the Roman
nobility themselves was, in the time of Juvenal, black as

with us, as appears from verses 191, 192, of his 7th sa-

tire :

"Felix, h sapiens, & nobiUst generosus

Adpositam nigra lunam subtexit alulae.**

And though they might afterward use red leather, yet

very probably those of the lower class did not, which

must have made the colour of the Arab boots remarka-

ble ; suflSciendy so to have this circumstance mentioned,

in the description of the surprise Malchus was thrown in-

to, when he saw them coming in so unusual a dress. For

though the pallium or cloak was worn by other people,

particularly by the philosophers, and after them by the

Christians, it would seem not to have been worn common-

ly on horseback, since it is mentioned here, as something

striking in the appearance of these Arabs.

The word trahentes, drawing forward what seems in-

clined to hang back, expresses, in a lively manner, the

flying back of the abas of the Arab horsemen, and the

position of their feet, held back while pursuing their prey

with eagerness.

OBSERVATION XV.

OF THE MILLET BREAD USED IN THE EAST.

St. Jerom supposed, that millet was used, in the time

of the prophet Ezekiel, for the food of the meanest sort of

people, and for the fattening of cattle or fowls ;=^ which

shows, it was probably used for those purposes io Judea,

in his time. It is certain it is now used there.

.For we find millet continues to be sown in the Holy

Land. Dr. Rauwolff found Indian millet, along with corn,

and cotton, in the fruitful and well tilled fields about Ra-

ma.f Niebuhr complains of the bread made of millet by

* Millium rusticorum & agrestinum fcc altilium cibus ett, Cora, in Eze-

Vielem, cap. 4.

t Ray's Travels, p. 229.
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the Arabs, who, he tells us, eat scarcely any thing else

but bad new made millet bread, kneaded with camel's

milk, or with oil, with butter or fat. He found it so disa-

greeable and bad, that he would very willingly have ex-

changed it for barley bread ; but those people, who are

accustomed to it from their infancy, seem to eat it with

pleasure ; sometimes they even prefer it to bread made of

wheat, which is too light for their stomachs-^

As for its use in fattening cattle, &c. Dr. Shaw tells us,

that the inhabitants of Barbary very particularly culti-

vate " a white sort of millet called drah, which they pre-

fer to barley in fattening their cattle. The sparrows,

which in the open country build upon trees only, the lin-

nets, goldfinches, and other little birds, are so fond of

this grain, that when it grows ripe, they are obliged to

watch it, and hinder them from settling upon it, by mak-

ing all the day long, a perpetual screaming and noise."f

* Descript. de TArabic, p. 45. f Travels, p. 138.
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FROM

THE GREEK AND ROMAN CLASSICS.
FOR THE

EXPLANATION OF VARIOUS PASSAGES Ilf THE SACRED WRITINGS

OBSERVATION I.

HEROD's jealousy, mentioned matt. II. 3, ACCOUNTED FOR

BY QUOTATIONS FROM bUETONIUS AND TACITUS.

The Greek and Roman Classics may not only be illus-

trated by Eastern customs and manners, bnt these Clas-

sics may in their turn illustrate matters of great import-

ance in the Sacred Writings. The consternation into

which Herod was thrown on the report of the Eastern

Magi, as mentioned Matt. ii. 3, was probably occasioned

by the agreement of their report with an opinion pre-

dominant in the East, and especially in Judea, that some

great personage should soon appear, to whom universal

empire should be given. The Jeivs of course expected

this person in their promised Messiah : the Romans ap-

plied it to one of their ewij^frors. Suetonius and Tacitus,

both eminent Roman historians, mention this general per-

suasion. Their words are very remarkable. Percrehue-

rat, says Suetonius, Orientetoto velus 8c constans opinio

^

esse infatis, lit eo tempore Judeci profedi rerum potiren-

iiir. Id de Imperatorc Romano quantum eventu posted

predidum patent, Jud aiad se frahenteS) rehalld runt.

In vit. Vespas.
Tor,, 1. II
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" An ancient and settled persuasion prevailed through-

out the East, that the Fates had decreed that some
should come from Judea who should attain universal em-
pire. This persuasion, which the event proved to respect

the Roman emperor, the Jews applied to themselves, and
therefore rebelled."

The words of Tacitus are nearly similar : Phirihns
persuasio iiieraf, sajs he, dntiquis Sacerdotum Uteris

contineri, eo ipso temporefore ut valesceret Oriens, pro-

fectique Jud(za rerum potirentur, QucE ambages Ves-

pasianum ac Titum predixerant.

" Many were persuaded that it was contained in the an-

cient books cf the priests, that at that very time the East
should prevail, and that some should proceed from Judea
and possess the dominion. It was Vespasian and Titus

that were predicted by these ambiguous prophecies."^'

The prevalence of this opinion at once accounts for the

perturbation, jealousy, and cruelty of Herod.

OBSERVATION II.

THE PROPHECY RELATIVE TO JOHN BAPTIST, ISA. XL.

3, FULFILLED MATT. III. 3, ILLUSTRATED BY A QUO-
TATION FROM DlODORUS SICULUS.

The description which Isaiah gives of the Harbinger
of Christ, is as follows : The voice of him that crieth in

the wilderness, Prepare ye the way of the Lord, make
straight in the desert a high way for our God. Every
valley shall he exalted, and every mountain and hill shall

he made low ; and the crooked shall he made straight,

and the rough places plain, ch. xl. 3, 4.

The idea here, is evidently taken from the practice of
Eastern monarchs, who, whenever they entered upon an

* By the ancient books of the Priests, Tacitus probably meant, not the
writings of the Jewish prophets, but the Sybilline oracles, so long famous
'm the Roman world.
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cxpedilion, or took a journey through a desert country,

sent Harbingers before them to prepare all things for

their reception ; and Pioneers to open the passes, to lev-

el the ways, and to remove all impediments. The oflS-

cers appointed to superintend such preparations, the

Latins called Slratores,

The account given by Diodorus Siculus of the March
of Semiramis into Media and Persia will give us a clear

notion of the preparations of the way for a royal expedi-

tion. MsTflfr ^i rxvroo i7r 'EkQoctocvcov Try Tto^noiv 7roivj(TcifMv>jy

TTX^iyiviro TT^o^ o^og TO Zcc^KXiov icocKovfj^ivov. a. T. A. *' From
thence she marched' toward Ecbatane, and came to the

mountain called Zarkeum, which, extending many fur-

longs, and being full of craggy precipices and deep hol-

lows, could not be passed without making a long circui-

tous route. Being desirous therefore of leaving an im-

mortal monument of herself, as well as to make a shorter

way, S'lOTTi^ Tovg n jc^ijpou? KO(>roi>Ko^]yoi<raii Tcai rovg jco/Aou? roTTovg

^(atrcica, cvvrofj^ov iC Tro^vnAy] nccricazvocciv o^ov, y; f^^x^^
"^^^

vuv ocTT iuivyig Xifj^^i^ocfAiS'ogKockitroci, she ordered the precii

pices to he cut down, and the hollow places to hefilled up

with earth, and at a great expense she made a plain open

road, which to this day is called the road of Semiramis.

Afterward she made a progress through Persia, and all

her other dominions in Asia, and wherever she came

TTMroe^XJ^u ^i rci> fji^iv o^vj ^^ rccg ocTTo^^cayoc^ Tti-r^ocg i^iocaoTrrovcot^

Tiocriff^vcvxtriv o^ovg 7roK\jriXitg. jc. t. A. she ordered the moun-

tains and craggy rocks to he cut down, and at a vast ex-

pense, made the ways level and plain. On the other

hand, in low or champaign places she raised mounds, on

which she built monuments for her deceased generals

;

and sometimes whole cities. Many of these still remain,

and are called the works of Semiramis,^' Diodor. Bib.

lib, ii. p. 44, 47. Edito Bipont. This account shows a

beauty in the prophetic declaration, which must be lost

to all readers who are not acquainted with the allusion.
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OBSERVATION III.

MATT. VI. r, ILLUSTRATED BV QUOTATIONS FROM SUI-

DAS AND TERENCE.

In teaching his disciples how to pray, our Lord cau-

tions them against using vain repetitions like the heathen :

jw>; ^UTToAoyi^c-iri, axTTTi^ oi gOvoto/. Suidas explains this

word bj TToAvAoyix, " much speaking, and says, the orig-

inal word came from one BattuSy a very indifferent poet,

who made very prolix hymns, in which the same idea fre-

quently recurred.'' On this subject the late Mr. Wake-
field has made the following judicious note: A frequent

repetition of awful and striking words may often be the

result of earnestness and fervour ; see Dan. ix. 3—20, but

great length of prayer, which will of course involve much

sameness and idle repetition, naturally creates fatigue and

carelessness in the worshipper; and seems to suppose

ignorance or inattention in the Deity ; a fault against

which our Lord more particularly wishes to secure them,

ver. 8. The heathens themselves, among whom the prac-

tice was frequent, sometimes saw the impropriety of it.

Terence ridicules it in his Heaiitontimoreiimenos, or

Self-tormentor, thus

:

Olie ! jam desinc Ueos, uxor, gratulahtlo obtitndere

Tuam esse inventam gnatani : nisi illos ex tiio /w_^em'o judicas,

Ut nihil credas intelligeret nisi idem dictum sit centits.

"Pray thee, wife, cease from shinning the gods with

thanksgivings, because thy daughter is in safety ; unless

thou judgest of them from thyself, that they cannot loi-

derstand a thing unless they are told of it a hundred

timesy
The Mohammedans are peculiarly remarkable for vain

repetitions in their devotions. The following is the com-

mencement of one of their prayers, in a form now before

me

:
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^jk ^j^. ^jh ^j^. ^-^'k idifi^ML dSjL

f^^^^csr^^. f^^^-cpU p^A3b^5C^L |.>N^b^

OGod! OGod! O God ! OGod! O Lord! O Lord

!

Lord! O Lord! O thou living! O thou immortal! O
thou living! O thou immortal! O thou living! O thou

immortal ! O thou living ! O thou immortal ! O Creator

of the heavens and the earth, &c.

Such praying, or i)aitologising, can neither comport
with the seriousness of devotion, nor with the dignitj of

the Divine Nature.

OBSERVATION IV.

A BEAUTIFUL ILLUSTRATION OF MATT, XIII. 12, AND
LUKE VIII. 18, TAKEN FROM DIFFERENT GREEK AND
LATIN WRITERS.

Perhaps few passages of Scripture have been so much
misunderstood, and so often perverted, as that in Matt,

siii. 12. For whosoever hath, to him shall be given :

but whosoever hath not, from him shall be taken away,

even that he hath. The principal difficulty here is in the

words he that hath, and he that hath not ; or as the latter

clause stands in Luke viii. 18, what he seemeth to have.

That oTtg i^ih he who hath, means the rich man ; and

c<3ig ovy. i^u, who hath not^ means the poor, is well known

to all those who have critically examined the New Tes-

tament, and are acquainted with the Greek writers. In

1 Cor. xi. 22, rovg y,v\ g;^ovr^g' those who have not, evident-

ly means the poor, as tov? £;:^ovTfl&? those who have, means

the RICH. It was an ancient law that, tou? /wsv g;^ovTflt? Movcci

those who have, i.e. are rich, shall through respect, give

gifts to the king J but those who have not, i.e. 'die poor>
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shall receive from the king. Xenoph. Exped. Cyri. I.

Tii. So Euripedes in Phseniss. v. 408 ; kukov to
f^yj

g;^giv

it is a miserable thing not to have, i.e. to be poor.

Habeo, to have or possess, is used in the same sense in

Roman Poets. Thus Virgil, georg. iv. v. 177

»

innatus—amor urget hahendi

Munere quamque suo.

The innate love of havin^t »-e. oigain, prompts each to discharge the du-

ties of his office.

There is one example in Juvenal, Sat. iii. v. 208, 209,

that expresses the whole of our Lord's meaning, and will

illustrate both clauses of this apparently difficult verse.

Nil habuif Codrus : quis enim negat, et tamen illud

Perdidit infelix totum nil.

The sense of which is pretty well expressed by Mr.

Dryden.

'Tis true, poor Codros nothing' had to boast.

And yet poor Codros all that nothing lost.

Now what was that nothing which the Poet says Codros

had and lost? The five preceding lines tell us ;

Lectus erat Codro, Procula minor, urceoli sex,

Ornamentum abaci ; necnon et parvulus infra

Cantharus, & recubans sub eodem marmore Chiron ;

Jamque vetus grsecos servabat cista libellos

Et divina Opici rodebant carmina mures.

He had one little bed, six small pitchers, the ornament

of a sideboard, a smaW jug, or tankard, the image of a

Centaur, and an old chest, with some Greek books in it,

which the mice, for lack of better fare, consumed. This

nothing he had, i.e. these few things constituted his all

of earthly property; and all this nothing he lost, proba-

bly by endeavouring, in spite of his destiny, to be a poet*

So, those who devote not the light and power which God
has given, to the purposes for which he has granted these

gifts, from them shall be taken away these unemployed ©r

prostituted blessings.
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But another difficulty presents itself in the parallel

place, Luke viii. 18. Whosoever hath not, from him

shall be taken even that which he seemeth to have. Our

Lord speaks here of the improvement of blessings receiv-

ed ; and both i^uv^ and habere, among the Greeks and

Latins, signify not only to have and possess, but also to

use, improve, and profit by. So he who is not a worker

together with God, receives his Maker's blessings in vain,

whether they be of a spiritual or temporal nature.

But what is implied in seeming to have a thing! It

must be granted, 1. That to seem to have a thing, is only

to have it in appearance, and not in reality : but what is

possessed in appearance only, can only be lost in appear-

ance ; therefore, on the one side there is no gain, and on

the other side no loss. On this ground the text speaks

just nothing. 2. But it is evident that o ^oau ^x^iv, which

is rendered by our common version what he seemeth to

have, is equivalent to o ix^i what he hath, in the parallel

places, Mark iv. 25. Matt. xiii. 12, xxv.29, and in Luke

xix. 26. 3. It is evident these persons had something

that might be taken away from them ; for 1. the Word of

God, the divine seed, was planted, in their hearts ; and 2,

it had already produced good effects, but they permitted

the devil, the cares of the world, and the love of riches,

&c. to destroy its produce. 4. The verb ^onnv is often

an expletive. So Xenophon in Hellen. vi. on i^oKUTuroiT^iKos

(piKog ;
" because he seemed to be, was, their father's

friend." And in CEcon. " Among the cities that seemed

to be, ^oKova-oii?, that were, at war." 5. It often strength-

ens the sense, and is used for this purpose by the very

best of the Greek writers. Ulpian, in one of his notes

on Demosthenes' Orations, Olinth. i. quoted by Bishop
Pearse, says expressly, to ^okuv ou Trocvrug iTTi oe>ix<piQoAov

rxrovtriv qi tto(,Ko(>iqi, ot^KKcc 7ffoKK(X>\ng x^< g^ri tou oiKrfiivuv.

" The word S'okuv is used by the ancients to express, not

always only what is doubtful, but oftentimes what is true

and certain." And this is manifestly its meaning in

Matt. iil. 9, Luke xxii. 24, John v. 39, 1 Cor. vii. 40,
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X. 12, xi. 16, Gal. ii. 9, Phil. iii. 4. The words in the

text should therefore be translated, from him shall be

taken, even that which he hath, or assuredly hath. It

seems to have been a proverbial mode of speech which

our Lord here adopts, the more forcibly to teach his dis-

ciples, that he who does not improve the first operations

of grace, however small, is in danger of losing, not only all

the possible product, but even the |?rindpantself; for

God delights to heap benefits on those who properly use

them.

OBSERVATION V.

THE NATURE OF THE ROMAN CENSUS, REFERRED TO BY

LUKE, ii. 1 5, FROM DIONYSIUS HALICARNASSENSIS.

The Evangelist St. Luke in referring to the circum-

stances of our Lord's nativity, shows that it took place at

the time when Augustus ordered a census to be made

through the whole Roman empire, called in the ie-sit

7ta(Toe,^ tvy otaovfAiv^Vy and the census or enrolment itself

The Roman census, was an institution of Servius TuU
lius, sixth king of Rome ; and from the account given of

it by Dionysius Halicarnassensis, we may at once see it«

nature.

" He ordered," says the historian, "all the citizens of

Rome to register their estates according to their value in

money ; taking an oath in a form he prescribed, to deliv-

er a faithful account, according to the best of their

knowledge, specifying the names of their parents, their

own age, the names of their wives and children, adding

also what quarter of the city, or what town in the coun-

try they lived in." Ant. Rom, 1. iv. c. 15, p. 212. Edit,

Huds.

A Roman census appears to have consisted of two

parts; 1. The account the people were obliged to give
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in, of their names, qualitj, employments, wives, children,

servants, and estates ; and 2. The value set upon the es-

tates by the censors, and the proportion in which they

adjudged them to contribute to the defence and support

of the state either in men or money, or both ; and this

seems to have been the design of the census, or enrolment

mentioned in the text, which was almost similar to that

made in England, by William the conqueror, and still ex-

tant in the work commonly called Doom's day Book.

OBSERVATION VI.

CASE OF THE DEMONIAC, MENTIONED LUKE IX. 39, IL-

LUSTRATED BY QUOTATIONS FROM HE-

RODOTUS AND VIRGIL.

I SHALL not meddle with the controversy concerning

the case of the demoniacs of the New Testament ; but

merely show that the sacred and profane writers be-

lieving the reality of the thing, use exactly the same lan-

guage, and apply the same terms in precisely the same

sense.

An afflicted father brings his wretched son to our bless-

ed Lord ; and thus in accosting him, describes the case of

the child ; Master, I beseech thee look upon my son, for

he is my only child ; and lo, a spirit taketh him, TrvivfAot,

A»[AQuvit otuTov, and he suddenly crieth out : and it teareth

him till he foameth again ; and bruising him, hardly

departethfrom him. Luke ix. 38, 39.

That the same form of speech is used by heathen wri-

ters, and the same effects described when they speak of

supernatural influence, the following account from Hero-

dotus will make sufficiently evident.

Speaking o( Scyles, king of the Scythians, who having

received a Grecian education, was more attached to the

customs of the Greeks, than to those of his own country-

men, and who desired to be privately initiated into the

Bacchic mysteries, he adds 5 " Now because the Scythians

vox.. I. 12
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reproach the Greeks on account of these Bacchanals, and

say, that to imagine a god driving men into paroxysms of

madness is not agreeable to reason; a certain Borysthe-

nian, while the king was privately performing the ceremo-

nies, went out and discovered the matter to the Scythian

army, in these words : Ye Scythians ridicule us because

we celebrate the mysteries of Bacchus ^ koci r,fA.ioig o Geo?

AAMBANEI, and the god possesseth us ; but vuv outo? o AAl-

MflN Xflt/ Tov vyLiTi^QV ^us-iKicc AEAABHKEj 'Aoci ^a}c;^?u£*, y.qci vttq

rov Ggou fjLoiivirotif now this same demon possesseth your

king, and he performs the part of a Bacchanalianf and

is filled withfury by the god. Herodot, lib. vi. p. 250.

Edit, Gale,

This passage is exceedingly remarkable. The very

expressions which Luke uses, are used by Herodotus.

A demon, ^oiifji,m or spirit, is the agent in the Greek his-

torian, and in the case mentioned in the text. In both

cases it is said the demon takes or possesses the persons,

and the very same word hocfxfBxvn is used to express this

circumstance in both historians. Both historians repre-

sent these possessions as real, by the effects produced in

^^the persons : the heathen king rages with fury through

the influence of the demon, called the god Bacchus ; vtto

rov ko\j ]Uot/v2T^/, the person in the text screams out K^oc^it,

is greatly convulsed, and foams at the mouth, c7roi>^occffit

Avrov [AiT» cc(pQQ\j. The case in the sacred text was cer-

tainly a real possession, and therefore, when the Jews saw-

that by the superior power of Christ, the demon was ex-

pelled, i^iTThiccovro ^i TTJtvTS? iTTt rvi ixiyocAuoryjTi tou $gov;,

they were all astonished at the majesty of God.

Virgil has left us a description of a demoniacal posses-

sion of this kind, which were doubtless frequent among

demon worshippers, where the effects are nearly similar

:

———— ait, deus, ecce, deus r cui talia fanti

Ante fores, subito non voltus, non color unus,

Non comptce mansere comx ; sed pectus anhelum,

Et rabiefera corda tument : majorque videri.

Nee mortale sonans, adftata est numine quando

Jam propiore Dei. Ene i d. vi. v. 46, &c.
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At Phoebi nondum patiens immanis in antro

Jiacchatiir vates, magnum si pectore possit

Excussisse deum. Tanto majus ille fatigat

Os rabidum, fera corda domans, fingitque premendo.

Ibid. V. 77. y

Ifeel the god, the rushing god ! she cries ;

While thus she spoke enlarged her features grew,

Her colour changed, her locks dishevelled flew.

The heavenly tumxdt reigns in every part,

Pants in her breast, and swells her rising heart;

Still spreading to the sight, the priestess gloio'd,

And heaved impatient of the incumbent god.

Then, to her inmost soul, by Phcehuajired,

In more than human sounds she spoke inspired.

Pitt
Struggling in vain, impatient of her load.

And labouring underneath the ponderous god,

The more she strove to shake him from her breast.

With more, and far superior weight he press'd ;

Commands his entrance, and without eontroul

Usurps her organs, and inspires her soul.

Dryden.

These are remarkable instances, and mutually reflect

light on each olher : the sacred history explaining the

profane ; and the profane illustrating the sacred.

OBSERVATION VII.

MATT. VII. 3, ILLUSTRATED BY A QUOTATION FROM
HORACE.

It were to be wished that all who read the following

expostulation, would lay it deeply to heart ; JfHiy behold-

est thou the mote that is in thy brother^s eye, but consid-

erest not the beam that is in thine own eye ? Matt. vii. 3.

There is a cutting question very similar to this of our

Lord, proposed by a heathen.

Cum tua pnevideas oculis mala lippus inunctis.

Cur in amicorum viiiis tarn cernis acutum,

Quam autaquila aut serpens Epidaurius ?

Ilor. Sat. Lib. i. Sat. 3. v. 25—27.
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"When you can so readily overlook your own wicked-

ness, why are you more clear sighted than the eagle or

serpent of Epidaurus in spying out the /«//mgs of your

friends ?'* This propensity of man to forget his own

faults, and to look with the most criminal accuracy into

those of his neighbour which he often magnifies, distorts

and caricatures, is not only reprehended in the sacred

Scriptures, but also by many of the Greek and Roman
writers.

OBSERVATION VIII.

AN IMPORTANT SAYING OF OUR BLESSED LORD, MATT. X. 39,

ILLUSTRATED BY A PASSAGE IN JUVENAL.

He that findeth his life shall lose it. Matt. x. 39, i.e.

he who for the sake of his temporal interest, abandons his

spiritual concerns, shall lose his soul ; and he who in or-

der to avoid martyrdom, abjures the pure religion of

Christ, shall lose his soul, and perhaps his life too.

There is a fine piece nearly on this subject, in Juvenal^

Sat. viii. 1, 80, which deserves to be recorded here

:

•Arabiguse si quando citabere testis

Incertjcque rei, Phalaris licet imperetut sis

Falsus et admoto dictet perjuria tauro,

Summum crede 72efas animam prseferre pudori
Et propter vitam vivendi perdere causas.

And if a witness in a doubtful cause,

"Where a brib'd judge means to elude the laws ;

Though Phalaris's brazen bull were there,

And he would dictate what he'd have you swear.

Be not so profligate, but rather choose

To guard your honors and your life to lose.

Rather than let your -civiue be betray\l,

A'irtuc, the noble cause for which you're made.
Drydpj
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OBSERVATION IX.

AN ILLUSTRATION OF THE TERM BOSOM USED BY LUKE
VI. 38, WITH A CURIOUS STORY FROM HERODOTUS.

Almost all ancient nations and particularly those of the

East, wore long, wide, and loose garments ; and when

about to carry any thing away that their hands could not

contain, they used a fold in the bosom of their robe, near-

ly in the same way that women in England use their

aprons. To this custom our Lord alludes when he says.

Luke-vi. 38, Good Measure shall men give into your

BOSOM. The word xoAttov, bosom or lap, frequently oc-

curs in this sense in the best and purest Greek writers.

The following example from Herodotus will at once both

illustrate this use of the term, and show the extrava-

gant and ridiculous nature of covetousness.

"When Croesus had promised to Alcmeon as much
gold as he could carry about his body at once ; in order

to improve the king's liberality to the best advantage, he

put on a very wide tunic, iv^vgm^ovoc fxiyotv^ leaving a great

space in the bosom, kq^ttov /3^6uv nocroihiTrofAivo?, and drew

on the widest buskins he could procure. Being conducted

into the treasury, he sat down upon a great heap of ingots?

and having first stuffed the buskins round his legs with

as much gold as they could contain, he afterward filled

his whole bosom, xoA^ov ttxvtoc ;rA>j(r<^^£vo?, and loaded his

hair with ingots, and put as many as it could contain into his

mouth, and then w^addled out of the treasury, dragging his

heavy laden buskins along, having scarcely any thing re-

maining in his appearance indicative of the human form !"

Herodot. Erato, p. 375. Edit, Gale,
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OBSERVATION X.

A JDIFFICULT PASSAGE IN THE GOSPEL OF ST. JOHN, EX-

PLAINED BY A QUOTATION FROM HERODOTUS.

Him hath God the Father sealed. John vi. 2>. This

saying is difficult, and has been variously understood.

Among the different explanations given of it, the follow-

ing has certainly a right to show itself; and I hope it may
do so without offending any, whatever his peculiar creed

may be. Most christians believe that our blessed Lord
laid down his life as an atonement for the sin of the world :

and to this he seems to allude ver. 51, and the bread

that I will give is my flesh, which I will givefor the life

of the world ; and to this circumstance the saying above,

Him hath God the Father sealed, seems evidently to

refer.

It certainly was a custom among nations contiguous to

Judea, to set a seal upon the victim that was deemed

proper for sacrifice. The following account of the meth-

od of providing white buliSf among the Egyptians, for

sacrifices to the god Apis, Herodot, Euterp. p. 104,

Edit. Gale, will cast some light on this subject. " If they

find even one black hair on him, they deem him unclean.

That they may know this with certainty, the priest ap-

pointed for this purpose, examines the whole animal both

standing up and lying down ; afterward he draws out his

tongue to see by certain signs whether it be clean: and,

lastly, looks on the hairs of his tail to see if they be all in

their natural state. If, after this search, the animal is

found without blemish, he signifies it by binding a label

to his horns, then applying wax, seals it with his ring,

jcoti i7tin» yyjv c'yjfj(>ocvr^iS'<x> i7ri7r\o(>iroi>g, iitiQaKKii tov S'ocvjvvKov,

and the beast is led away : for to sacrifice one, not thus

sealed, is punished with death. a^fTyif/^avrov h ^vtrocvri Qocvoi'

TO? ij ^i^fAiyj imuiroit* And these are the rites of this
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sacrifice : ciyocyovng to (Tiffi^iAOLtry^ivov ktsvos". jc. t. A. the beast

THUS SEALED is brought to the altar, afterward the head

is cut off, and brought to the market and sold to the

Greeks; but if it be not the market day, they throw the

head into the river wilh the execration, that ifthere he any
evil hanging over them or over the land of Egypt, it may
be poured out upon that head,^^ &c.

The Jews could not be unacquainted with the rites and

ceremonies of the Egyptian worship ; and it is possible

that such precautions as these were in use among them-
selves ; especially as they were so strictly enjoined to

have their sacrifices without spot and without blemish,

God, infinite in holiness and justice, found Jesus Christ

to be a lamb without spot or imperfection, and therefore

SEALED fti'm; pointed out and accepted him as a proper sac-

rifice for the sins of mankind. Collate this passage with

Heb. vii. 26, 27, 28. Eph. v. 27. 2 Pet. iii. 14. and es-

pecially withHeb.ix.13, 14. For if the blood o/ bulls,

and of goats, and the ashes of a heifer, sprinkling the

tinclean sanctifieth ; how much more shall the blood of

Christ, who through the eternal Spirit, offered himself

WITHOUT spot to God, purgc your consciences from
dead works ?





OBSERVATIONS

DIVERS PASSAGES OF HOLY SCRIPTURE

' CHAP. I.

CONCERNING THE WEATHER IN THE HOLY LAND.

The design of these papers is rather to illustrate the

customs that are mentioned, or alluded to, in the Sacred

Writings, than the references there to natural philosophy I

some account, however, of the weather of this country

will, I imagine, be acceptable, since the references to it

are so very numerous, and nothing like a particular de-

scription of it is any where, that I know of, to be met

with.

The accurate account given by Dr. Russell of the

weather at Aleppo, would make one regret that noauthor^

among the numerous describers of the Holy Land, has

given us such a history of the weather of that country.

And this is the more to be wondered at, as these obser-

vations might have been made without danger or offence.

Geographical surveys of it, among so jealous a people,,

might cost a virtuoso his life ; the wild Arabs, it is com-

plained,^ render even searches after plants, and other nat-

ural curiosities extremely dangerous ; but observations

on the weather might be made with perfect safety, as an

European can reside in any place there, and they might

be made without stirring out of u conveiit.

* Sliaw'^ Preface, p. 9.

TOL. I. 13
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Nor is great nicety required in observations of this

kind. It may be left to those that live in more commo-

dious countries, to endeavour to give an account of the

weather which shall be philosophically complete. The
Sat roof of any building that has but one spout for carry-

ing off the water, might be a measurer of the different

quantities of the falling rain sufQciently accurate; as the

setting down the times in w^hich they fall, together with

the direction of the wind, the consequences of its blowing

from different quarters, and a few other things, which the

senses might judge of without the help of any curious

philosophical instruments, might be sufficient for illustrat-

ing the Scriptures which relate to the weather ; for they

speak of these matters in a popular way only. But I do

not know that this has been done with any degree of co-

piousness and particularity, much less for any number of

years. Hereafter, perhaps, the Royal or the Antiquarian

Society may procure those observatiens to be made ; or

even some private gentleman, whose curiosity has a de-

vout turn : in the mean time, I would beg leave to lay be-

fore the public a collection of remarks of this kind, such

as I have been able to draw together from those books

which have fallen into my hands. This, I hope, may not

be altogether unentertaining, nor indeed wholly useless,

though I am sensible it is very incomplete, notwithstand-

ing I have adopted the accounts which are given us of

some other countries, where, the weather, there is reason

to apprehend, is much the same as in Judea.

I will only take the liberty further to remark, now I

am speaking on this subject, and looking forward with ex-

pectation and hope to what may hereafter be done by the

curious, that it may be proper not to forget, that the

weather differs considerably in different parts of the Ho-

ly Land. Not to mention the observation of Dr. Shaw,

who affirms,* that the country from Tripoli to Sidon

is much colder than the rest of the coast further North*

* P. 335.
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as well as further South ; and has a less regular change

of the seasons; since these places are hardly wilhin the

Jewish limits, I would observe that Reland assures us,^

on the authority of some who had been in that country,

that the air and soil of the mountainous parts of Judea are

much colder than that of the seacoast; and the vegetable

productions much later there than in the neighbourhood

of Gaza. Egmont and Heyman, in like manner, tell us,f

that the air of Saphet in Galilee is from its high situation

so fresh and cool, that the heats, which during the sum-

mer are very great in the adjacent country, are here hard-

ly felt. Josephus took notice of such differences ancient-

ly, and tells us that it was warm near Jericho, when it

snowed in other places of Judea ;J an account which

will not appear hard to be believed by those who have

read in Egmont and Heyman,§ that they found the air

about Jericho extremely troublesome on account of its

great heat, which some years is quite insupportable: and

actually proved fatal^ to several the year before they

were there ; though Easter, at which time these pilgrim-

ages are made, then happened in the month of March.

They who would make their services of this kind quite

* Palest, p. 387. f Vol. ii. p. 47.

i De Bell. Jud. 1, 4. cap. viii. Ed. Havcrcamp. § Vol. i. p. 333.

% The heat also proved deadly to several people in the army of K. Bahhvia

IV. upon fighting a battle, not far from Tiberias in Galilee, and coiise.

quently in a situation considerably more to the North than Jericho. But

this appears, by vhat the Archbishop of Tyre says, to have been in the

middle of summer, perhaps the end of June, or beginning of July ; for he

does not mention the time exactly. *' It ought not to be passed over in si-

lence," says this writer, Gesta Dei, &c. p. 1028, ' that the heat i^t that

time was so unusually great, that as many died, in both armies, by the heat

as by the sword." He adds, that after the battle, in their return to their

former encampment, *' a certain ecclesiastic, of some distinction in the

ehurch and in the army, not being able to bear the vehemence of the heat,

was carried in a litter, yet expired under Mount Tabor, near the river Ki-

shon." Reland, in his Palestina, p. 992, shows that Shunem was in the

neighbourhood of Mount Tabor ; and at Shunem, it should seem, the heat

proved deadly to a child in the days of the prophet ElisUa, in the time of

harvest. 2 Kings vi. 18—20.
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Siifis factory, should furnish the learned world with obser-

vations on the weather, as it is at Jerusalem, at Jericho,

at Gaza, or some neighbouring place on that shore; in

different phices of Galilee, and, perhaps, I might add, at

Canobin. What I have been able to do, will appear in

the following particulars.

OBSERVATION I.

AAIjr, THUNDER, LIGHTNING, SUMMER's DROUGHT, &Cc

IN THE HOLY LAND.

In England and its neighbouring countries, it is common
for rain to fall in all months of the year ; but it is not so

in the Levant. Every one knows, Egypt has scarcely

any rain at all ; and Dr. Shaw affirms, that it is as uncom-

mon in most parts of what they call at Algiers, the Desert,

which is the most southern part of that country. But

these are particular cases. Rain indiscriminately in the

winter months, and none at all in the summer, is what is

most common in the East : so it is at Aleppo,^^ and about

Algiers ; f and so Jacobus de Vitriaco assures us J it is

in Judea, for he observes, that " lightning and thunder

are wont, in the western countries, to be in the summer,

but happen in the Holy Land in winter. That in the

summer it seldom or never rains there; but in winter,

though the returns of the rain are not so frequent, after

they begin to fall they pour down for three or four days

end nights together, as vehemently as if they would drown

the country."

This is one of the most distinct accounts I have any

where met with of the weather of Judea; and it is the

more valuable, as he was not a mere titular Bishop of St.

John d'Acre, but spent some time in that country, and

wrote his history of Jerusalem in the East, after being en«

* See Russell, vol. i. p. 65. t Shaw.

4 Vide Gesta Dei per Francos, \ol. i, pp. 1097, 1098.
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gaged in many transactions (here, as appears by his book.

I shall have occasion hereafter to take notice of all these

particulars ; relative to the weather, at present I only ob-

serve, that, conformably to what happens in other coun-

tries thereabouts, the summers of Judea are usually per-

fectly dry. Josephus confirms this as to Galilee^ de

Bell. Jud. lib. iii. c. r.

Bishop Patrick, therefore, when he paraphrases those

words of the Psalmist, my moisture is turned into the

drought of summer, " My body was consumed and parch-

ed like the grass of the earth, in the midst of the driest

summer," seems rather to write like a mere Englishman,

than to design to express the exact thought of David.

All their summers are dry, and the withered appearance

of an eastern summer, in common, is doubtless what the

Psalmist refers to, without thinking of any particular year

of drought. Dr. Russell's account of a Syrian summer,

"which the reader will meet with by and by, is the most

beautiful comment that can be met with on this passage.

It was owing, probably, to a like cause, that Tacitus,

the Roman historian, speaks ^ of Judea as a country that

had not many showers ; whereas, a contemporary histori-

an,f who perfectly knew its nature, affirms that agreat deal

of rain fell there. Tacitus lived here in the West, and

comparing, it may be imagined, a summer in Judea with

•what happens in Germany and France, he calls it a coun-

try of little rain.

This representation of a Jewish summer forbids our

admitting the interpretation the learned and ingenious

Dr. Delany has given us of this verse, in his history of the

life of David. J He supposes the words, mi/ moisture is

turned into the drought of summer, signify that the

change was "as if he had been removed at once from the

depth of winter into midsummer ; as if all the storms, and

rain, and clouds, of that gloomy season, the finest emblem

* Lib. V. cap. 6. Hist. f Josephus dc Bell. Jud. lib. iii. eap. 3.

i^ Vol. iii, pp. 26, 27.
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of grief, were changed, at once, into serenity and sunshine ;

the heavens clear, unclouded, and smiling upon him."

But the moisture David speaks of has not been usually

understood to refer to winter, and to mean tears of grief j

it may also undoubtedly, full as well at least, be consider-

ed as an image derived from the spring, which is agreea-

bly moist in those countries. And on the other hand,

midsummer there, though clear and unclouded, is no just

representation of a state of pleasantness : for this we have

not only the decisive authority of natural historians, but

even grammarians derive the word yy which signifies

summer, from a root which points out the troublesome-

ness of its heats.^

OBSERVATION IL

TIME OP THE FIRST RAINS IN JCDEA.

The learned and ingenious Dr. Shaw has given us, in

his book of travels, one chapter entitled, "Physical Ob-

servations, &c. or, an Essay toward the Natural Histo-

ry of Syria, Phoenice, and the Holy Land ;"f in which he

tells us, the first rains, in these countries usually fall

about the beginning of November, O.S.J But as it appears,

he did not arrive in Syria or Phoenice until December
;|}

that from thence, after travelling several weeks in those

countries, he went by sea to Joppa, in order to go to Je-

rusalem the beginning of March ;§ that from Jerusalem

he went northward to the river Kishon, where he was

the middleof April 5 ^ and that, consequently, it is not to

* Kutz, tsedio affici, ft^k quod turn homines nonnihil moleslia aflSciantur

ob Calorem Solis, says Bythner in his Lyra, p. 175.

It seems more consistent with the nature of the time, and the genius of

the Hebrew language, to deduce it from |*p'i/aA7a?5, to awake, to recover

from a state of inactivity ; in opposition to ^"^H chereph, the winter, or

time of stripping, because nature seems then to put off its gay clothing

which is reassumed in the spring and summer, when the vegetative priuei*

pie is awakened by the genial heat of the sun. Edit.

t P. 329, &c. % P. Z2>o.
II
P. 340. § 51 P. 271.
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be supposed he was in the Holy Land in autumn: on

these accounts, he cannot be admitted to speak from his

own knowledge, concerning the time of the descent of the

first rains. Further, as he does not tell us whence he de-

rived his information, and that we know he sometimes

draws his accounts from what he apprehends is said in the

Scriptures, instead of illustrating those ancient represeli-

tations by modern observations, as he does, in particular,

as to the quarter from which the wind is wont to blow

when rain falls,^ and sometimes implicitly adopts the mis-

takes of our translators ; I have been desirous to obtain a

more satisfactory account of the weather in the Holy

Land, as to this point, in autumn and the beginning of

the winter, than Dr. Shaw's, which was, indeed,very prob-

able, but not decisive.

I consulted for this purpose several books, but in vain,

as to any direct and positive testimony concerning the de-

scent of the first rains of the winter part of the year ; but

at length was so happy as to obtain, in a great measure,

the information I wanted, from the manuscript journal of a

gentleman, who was in these countries in the latter part

of the year 1774, "From Cyprus he went to Tripoli,

where he landed Oct. 11. On the 22d of that month he

landed at Acre, which he considered as his entrance into

the Holy Land, and meeting with many hindrances from

the exactions of the Arabs, and the difficulty of procuring

protection, he did not reach Jerusalem till the 4th of No-

vember. The first rains that are taken notice of in his jour-

nal, after the summer drought, or which he could remem-

ber, fell on the 2d and the 4th of November. On the first

of those days he found some rain between Joppa and Ra-

mah ; and on the fourth of that month," his journal re-

marks, that "they were nine hours and a half in the rain 5

which fell not constantly, but in heavy showers." He
added, " that the day after his arrival at Jerusalem, No-

* P. 329.

#
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vember 5, he was prevented from going out by rain, and

that it continued unsettled weather until the 19th of that

month, when he left that city, but which in the climate of

Britain would have been deemed very good, as the rain

did not fall in large quantities, or without intermission,

through the day."

This traveller found that the rain fell in the Holy Land

sooner than the beginning of November, O.S. for he found

it descended on the second of November, N.S. which an-

swers 'o the twenty-second of October of the style used

by Dr. Shaw.

It is not unlikely that it might begin to fall still sooner

in Judea, since he found the peasants ploughing up their

stubbles for wheat, as he passed through the vale of Es-

draelon, which appeared to him to be probably, the best

and most extensive spot of arable land in Palestine, as,

by what remained, the crop must have been very great

;

and what was the more remarkable, had never received

the least manure, or the soil been turned more than six

inches in depth ; for, according to Dr. Shaw,* the Arabs

do not begin to break up the ground to sow wheat, and

plant beans, until after the falling of the ifirst rains. He
found them also ploughing between Joppa and Jerusalem,

with a guard attending them, to prevent their being rob-

bed of the grain they were about to sow.

Agreeably to this supposition, of the still earlier fall of

the rain of Palestine than the 22d of October, O.S. Rau-

wolflf tells us he found the hemerocallis near Joppa, where

he arrived the 13th of September, 1575, which Dr. Rus-

sell describes as a plant that makes not its appearance

till after the first fall of the autumnal rain ; and which town

RauwolfF seems to have quitted the same day, before

which, therefore, the rain must have fallen.

f

But, be this as it may, it is indisputable that in 1774 it

was found that the rain, in the Holy Land, fell several

• P. 137. t Ray's Travels, p. 228.
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days sooner than Shaw assigns for its first appearance,

namely, November 2, N.S. or October 22, O.S. in like

manner I have been assured by the author of the History

of the revolt of Ali Bejy whom I consulted upon this

matter, and who lived some years in Palestine, though

born in another part of the East, that the rains begin to

fall in the Holy Land about the latter end of Sep-

tember, O.S. to which he added, that in the year in

which Ali Bey encamped at Joppa,* the rain began to

fall before the middle of September, O.S. he thought

about the 7ih,

This affords an additional ground of believing, that

Russell's account of the weather at Aleppo may be con-

sidered as descriptive of that at Jerusalem, or very near-

ly so.f Indeed, as to this point, the time of the first de-

scent of the autumnal rain, the lying'of one place to the

South more than another, seems to make no great differ-

ence, if any at all ; thus Niebuhr informs us, that he

found August and September almost entirely serene at

Basra, when he was there; that on the 7th of October

clouds began to appear, and increased until the 27tb,

when the rainy season began with the storm.J But to

return to the journal of 1774: The gentleman that wrote

it was told, that the rain, at that time, was more than usual

at that season of the year, the rain generally preceding

the frost, which was then seldom earlier than Christmas,

and then not to any excess. This information seems to

amount to this. That daily rain was not usual so early in

the year as the beginning of November, but that, in com-

mon, great wet was wont to be delayed until the approach

* A.D, 1772.
'

'

fP. 49. "After the first rains in the autumo, the fields every where

throw out the autumnal lily dafibdil, and the few plants which had stood the

summer now grow with fresh vigour." HemerscaiUs is, I think, the latia

name for the autumnal lily dafibdil.

4 Voy.en. Arjdie & en d'autres pays circonvoisins, torn. 2, p. ISS,

VOL. I. 14

I
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of Christmas, at which time frosty weather was common,
but usually with no great severity.

It may not be much amiss to add, that travellers have

found the like copious rains in Galilee, about Christmas,

that the people of Jerusalem spoke of. So Haynes, who
visited several places in Galilee, in the year 1767, and ar-

rived at Tiberias, on the sea of Gennesaret, on the 29th

of December of that year, found, that a few days before

he arrived, there had fallen very heavy rains, which ren-

dered the streets exceedingly muddy, so much so, that in

some places it was as high as their horses' knees.

^

I would finish this article with observing, that accord-

ing to Josephusjf copious rain descended about Jerusa-

lem before the Feast of Tabernacles, in the year that

Antiochus Pius besieged that city, S^vofA^ivrig ^AgiflteTa?,} the

Pleiades being near sitting.

OBSERVATION III.

ORIGIN^ OF THE CUSTOM OF POURING OUT WATER AT THE

FEAST OF TABERNACLES.

The Jews seem to be at a great loss, when they would

explain the ground of that ceremony of pouring out wa-

ter with solemnity at the Feast of Tabernacles ; of which

ceremony Moses says nothing in the law, but to which

our Lord is supposed to allude in the 7th of John, when

in the last day, that great day of the feast, Jesus stood,

and cried, saying, If any man thirst, let him come unto

me and drink. He that helieveth on me, as the Scrip-

ture hath said, out of his belly shallflow rivers of living

water* But this spake he of the Spirit, which they that

believe on him should receive.]] It seemsr to be of late

observance, and is not well accounted for.

* p. 125, 1^6.

I Antiq. lib. iii. cap. 8. sect. 2. p. 657, Ed, Havercamp»

4: That constellatioa actually sets the beginning of November, \\ V. 37—39-
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That festival is described by Moses as a memorial of

the dwelling of Israel in lenls, in the wilderness:^' and

also, as being a time of rejoicing, on account of the in-

gathering of all the fruits of the earth at the end of the

yearrf but no mention is made of its connexion with the

rains that were then soon expected to follow, until after

the return of the Jews from their captivity in Babylon.

Then indeed the prophet Zechariah said, It shall come

to pass, that every one that is left of all the nations which

came against Jerusalem, shall even go up, from year to

year, to worship the King, the Lord of Hosts, and to

keep tliefeast of Tabernacles, And it shall be that who-

so will not come up of all the families of the earth, unto

Jerusalem to worship the King, the Lord of Hosts, even

upon tliem shall be no rain,% Hei-e it seems, that the

attending the feast of Tabernacles is connected with the

obtaining the rains of autumn, which are of such conse-

quence after the drought of a Syrian summer ; and there-

fore probably this rite then obtained, and the pouring

out water in the temple, with solemnitj^, as before God,

was understood to be a religious prognostic of the ap-

proach of rain, or a morally instrumental and procuring

cause of its speedy coming.

Rabbi Akibah, according to Dr. LIghtfoot,j| gives this

reason for the pouring out the water at this time : The

law saith, Bring an omer of barley at the Passover,

for that is the season of barley, that the corn may be

blessed. Bring wheat and the first fruits at Pente-

cost, which was the season of trees, that the fruit of trees

may be blessed unto thee. Bring the libation of water

at the feast of Tabernacles, that the showers may be

blessed to thee. And accordingly it is said, that who-

ever will not come to the Feast of Tabernacles shall have

710 rahu

* Lev. xxin.43. f Deut. xvi. 13—16. t Ch. xiv. 16, 17.

}| Works, vol. ii. p. 978.
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There is something pleasing in this account, but it will

hardly bear examination. Pentecost was the time of

presenting the first fruits of the wheat, as the Passover

was of the barley, but not of the trees, at least not of the

most important of them ; for the vine, the olive, the fig,

and the pomegranate, had not then produced their

fruit.^ The first fruits, however, of these trees were

presented,! perhaps at this Feast of Tabernacles, but the

water could not be considered in a similar light, for the

water that was presented was not the first of the rainwater

of that autumn, but what remained of the rains of the pre-

ceding season. Rabbi Akibah then should not have

classed the water of this libation, with other things that

were the first fruits of the mercies they had received from

God. Akibah's account, however, is far preferable to

that of Maimonides, which follows immediately after in

Lightfoot.

The truest account perhaps is, that this rite was deriv-

ed from the Persians, and other neighbouring nations,

among whom they dwelt in the time of their captivity,

but more properly applied.

Abris, according to d'Herbelot,J signifies in Persian

a vessel proper for the pouring out of water, from whence

is formed the word Ahrizan, or Abrizghicm, which is

the name of a feast, that the old Persians solemnized on

the 13(h day of the month Tir, which nearly corresponds

with our month of September,!) with abundance of idola-

* Dr. Chandler found that the -wheat harvest, and almonds so far ripened

as to be pleasant to eat, were coincident things in Greece. Trav. p. 20r

—211.
fDeut. xxvi. i Page 17.

Jj
The fourth month in the ancient Persian year was called jj^y Teev^

answering to our Jtnic. Tcer Avas an angel, who was supposed to preside

over Cattle. The 13th of this month was solemnized by the festival call-

ed f^U^^wSi«'?iree7§an, during which all sorts of people sprinkled each

other with water, the higher rank using water of roses, of orange flowers,

and of other odoriferous plants. But tlie ceremony of sprinkling with wa-

ter was not confined to this festival, as it is not only made part of the enter-

tainment of the J\i'oQroQZ, or new year's day, but also of the Mihrgan, a

festival which was celebrated on the 16th of the month JUihr, which an-

swers to our September, Edit.
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ti'ous superstitions : but the Persians of our times, who

are become Mohammedans, have retained nothing more

of this festival than the aspersion of rose or orange flower

water, with which thej regale one another, in the visits

they make each other that day, which commonly falls

out about the autumnal equinox.

This ancient heathenish festival, whose name signifies

the pouring out of water, and was apparently preparato-

ry to the descent of the rain in those countries, being

about the time of the autumnal equinox, has been adopted

by the Mohammedans in part, who are as zealous against

every thing of an idolatrous nature as the Jews could ever

have been. Might not the returning Jews then think of

adding some memorial of Jehovah's being the Giver of

Rain, to that ancient national solemnity that had been en-

joined by Moses, to be observed just about the same time

of the year with that of the Persian festival, which that

people with solemnity ascribed to some deity they wor-

shipped, but which the Jews knew was the gift of Jeho-

vah ?^

We all know how readily the Christians, of the coun-

tries that lie West of the meridian of Jerusalem, adopted

many of the religious practices of their unconverted coun-

trymen ; and though we may not have been equally ap-

prized of it, the Mohammedans of the more eastern parts

of the world have frequently done the same. Might not

the Jews be influenced by some of the same motives?

Human nature is much the same in all parts of the world.

The Mohammedans of Persia, in like manner, now ob-

serve the first day of every new year, according to the

reckoning of their ancient heathen countrymen, namely, the

precise day in which the sun enters into Aries, which is

in March. This is a way of computation of the year quite

diff*erent from that which their religion has taught them,

according to which their new year's day is moveable, and

falls out in length of lime in all seasons, autumn as well as

* Sec Note, p. 108.
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spring, summer as well as winter. For some time, we

arc fold by Sir John Chardin,* the Mohammedans of this

counfry would not observe the first day of the solar year,

out of opposition to those that persisted in their old coun-

try worship of fire, considering it as consecrated by

them to the sun, which they thought was idolatrous, and

therefore abhorred all public rejoicing that day. But at

length, the lucky circumstance of one of their princes

happening to succeed to the crown that day, revived the

observation, and it is now celebrated with great splen-

dour; the exact time of the entering of the sun into this

sign of the zodiac being observed by their astronomers

with great care. And with the greatest joy an old cus-

tom is revived, of presenting one another with painted and

gilded eggs, some of them being so curiously done as to

cost three ducats apiece.f This it seems was a very an-

cient custom in Persia, an egg being expressive of the

origin and beginning of things.

Nor is this the only instance that this ingenious travel-

ler remarked ; for he tells us in another page,J that the

first of October was a festival, called by the Persians the

Ltuminous Night, in which God is disposed in a special

manner to attend to their prayers, and is accordingly spent

by their devout people in reading and in prayer. He
adds, that it is believed to have been instituted in lieu of

another, very much like it, which was observed by the

old Persians the I6th of the month Bahmen, which was

called the Festival of Lights, the solemnity consisting

principally of illuminations and bonfires, kept up, accord-

ing to their circumstances, through the whole night.

An attention to what has happened of late times in Per-

sia, may probably dispose us to imagine, that the like

might happen to the Jewish captives, and that they might

be disposed, at their return, to join the Persian custom

of pouring out water with solemnity about the time of the

* Veyages, tome 1, p. 171. f Seven or eight and twenty shillings.

^ Tom© 3, p. 191.
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autumnal equinox, a little before the rains were expected

to fall, to the Mosaic Feast of Tabernacles, which was

solemnized about the same time of the year.

I will only add, that if they presented water at all to

God, it was to be done according to the spirit of their law,

by solemnly pouring it out before him ; so, according to

the institutions of Moses, blood, which was sacred to God,

was poured out before him : and by presenting things to

God, they were taught to acknowledge they received

them from him. Consequently, though it was not com-

manded, the pouring out water before God, when they

implored the descent of rains, was- not abhorrent from

their other usages.

After all, it is very possible that the occasional pour-

ing out water before God, with a view to the obtaining

rain from him, in times of drought, by such a solemn ac-

knowledgment that they considered it as his gift, might

be practised long before the captivity in Babylon, and be-

fore its becoming an annual ceremony. Thus we find,

when Israel assembled at Mizpeh, bewailing their preced-

ing idolatries, they drew water, and poured it out before

the Lord, and fasted on that day, and said there, We
have sinned against the Lord. 1 Sam. vii. 6.

^ I do not know that any of the commentators have sup-

posed, that this pouring out water at Mizpeh before the

Lord was supplicatory, and expressive of their praying

for rain ; but if it is admitted, that the pouring out water

afterward, at the Feast of Tabernacles, had a relation to

rain, I think it can be no improbable conjecture, that it

had a like signification in the time of the Prophet Samuel.

We know, by undoubted evidence, that Judea was liable

to suffer by drought,* and that God threatened to punish

them for their sins by the want of rain ;f on the other

hand, something particular, we may suppose, was the oc-

casion of rousing them from a stupor that had lasted twen-

' 1 Kings xvii. 1. Amos iv. 7, &o. f ^eut xi. 17. 1 Kicgs viii. 3».
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ty years,^^ and no fresh distress from the Philistines, pre-

vious to the meeting at Mizpeh, is insinuated. Thunder,

which was granted in consequence of the prayers of Sam-

ueljf is represented by Russell as frequently the forerun-

ner of rain in those countries ;J and Jehovah had claim-

ed the sole power of giving rain, in contradistinction from

idoIs,(| and had directed them to pray with solemnity for

that mercy, when they were brought to repent of their

idolatries,^ which might naturally be supposed to induce

them, on the expostulations of Samuel, to gather together

for humiliation and prayer before God at Mizpeh, and to

pour out water before him, in acknowledgment that they

admitted it was his gift alone, and that all their hopes were

derived from his mercy.

OBSERVATION IV.

OF THUNDER SHOWERS IN JUDEA, WITH AN ILLUSTRA-

TION OF FIRST SAM. XII. 16 18.

But though commonly there is no rain at Aleppo

through the whole summer, yet sometimes there is such

a thing as a smart thunder shower.

So Dr. Russell tells us,^ that in the night betwixt the

first and second of July, 1743, some severe thunder show-

ers fell ; but adds, that it was a thing very extraordinary

at that season. Possibly it may be more uncommon still at

Jerusalem, for St. Jerom, who lived long in the Holy Land,

* 1 Sam. vii. 2. t V". 9, 10. ^ Vol. i. p. 72, and Vol. ii. p. 285—6.

I)
Job V. 8, 9, 10. Deut. xi. 14, 17, and how these passages were under-

stood and explained to the Jewish people, appears from Jer. xiv, 22. ^re

there any among the vanities of the Gentiles that can cause rain P or can

the heavens give showers ?

§ So God afterward explained to Solomon, 2 Chron. vii. 12—14, the

less strictly expressed precept given by Moses, and the promise of forgive-

aess upon their repentance, Lev. xxvi. 19, 20, 40, 41, 42.

^ Vol. ii. p. 289.
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denies, in his coraraentary on Amos, his having ever seen

rain in those provinces, and especially in Judea, in the

end of June, or in the month of July ; but if it should be

found to be otherwise, and that, though St. Jerom had

never seen it, such a thing may now and then happen

there, as it did at Aleppo while Dr. Russell resided in

that city, the fact recorded 1 Samuel xii. 16—18, might

nevertheless be an authentic proof of what Samuel affirm-

ed : since a very rare and unusual event, immediately

happening, without any preceding appearance of such a

thing, upon the prediction of a person professing himself

to be a prophet, and giving this as an attestation of his

being a messenger of God, is a sufficient proof of a divine

mission, as is also its happening at any after time, dis-

tinctly marked out, though a like event has sometimes

happened without any such declared interposition of God,

and therefore understood, on all hands, to be casual and

without design. Bp. Warburton has sufficiently argued

this point in his Julian, where he supposes those fiery

eruptions, crosses, &c. which happened upon that empe-

ror's attempt to build the Jewish temple at Jerusalem,

were such as have happened at other times, without any

particular meaning, and yef, as they were then circum-

stanced, were an authentic attestation to the truth of

Christianity. It should not be forgotten that this thun-

der and rain of Samuel seem to have been in the day
time, and while Samuel and the Israelites continued to-

gether, solemnizing Saul's inauguration, which circum-

stance added considerably to the energy of this event,

Dr. Russell informing us,* that the rains in those

countries usually fall in the night, as did those uncommon

thunder showers of July, 1743.

* Vol. ii. p. 282.

VOL. I. 15
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OBSERVATION V.

METHOD OF WATERING THEIR GROUNDS IN THE EAST.

This drought in summer occasions frequent waterings

in Judea.

Dr. Pococke, in his journey from Acre to Nazareth,^

observed a well, from whence water, drawn up by oxen,

was carried by women, in earthen jars, up a hill, to water

plantations of tobacco. He mentions another well pres-

ently after? whose water was drawn up by boys, in leather

buckets, and carried off in jars, by women, as before.

If it should be asked now, how does this agree with

those passages of Scripturef that distinguish the Holy
Land from Egypt, by its drinking the rainfrom heaven,

while Egypt was watered with the foot ? The answer, I

imagine, that should be returned is this : Those passages

themselves suppose gardens of herbs, and consequently

such plantations as these, were to be watered by art in the

Jewish country, and the difference designed to be pointed

out, was the necessity the Egyptians were under of wa-

tering their corn lands in the same manner, to prepare

them for sowing ; whereas the lands of Judea are prepared

by the descent of rain. These lands of Egypt, indeed,

are watered by the overflowing of the Nile, and are by

that so saturated with moisture, that Maillet assures us,J

they want no more watering for the producing of corn,

and several other things, though the gardens require fresh

supplies of moisture every three or four days; but then

it is to be remembered, that immense labour was requisite

to conduct the waters of the Nile to many of their lands :

Maillet himself celebrates § those works of the ancient

kings of Egypt, by which they distributed the waters of

the Nile through their whole country, as the greatest, the

*V.2. p. Gl. t Deut. xi. 10, 11.

F Descr. de rEgypte. Lei- ix. p. o. § Let. 2. p. 45.
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most magnificenf, and the most admirable of all their

works; and these labours which thej caused their sub-

jects to undergo, doubtless were designed to prevent

much heavier, which they must otherwise have submitted

to.* And, perhaps, there might be an emphasis in those

words of Moses, which has not of late been at all under-

stood : for Maillet tells us,t that he was assured that the

large canal which filled the cisterns of Alexandria, and

which is at least fifteen leagues long, was entirely paved,

and its sides lined and supported by walls of brick, which

were as perfect as they were in the times of the Ro-

mans : if bricks were^sed in the construction of their

more ancient canals, and those made by the Israelites in

Eq;ypt designed for purposes of this kind, they must

have heard with great pleasure the words of Moses, assur-

ing them the country to which they were going would

want no canals to be dug, no bricks to be prepared for

paving and lining them, in order to water it, which la-

bours had been so bitter to them in Egypt. Exod. i. 14,

favours this account : hard bondage, in mortar and brick,

is joined there with other services of the field. Philo

understandsj those services of the field, of digging canals

and cleansing them; and the mortar and the brick,

are, in this view, very naturally joined with them.

* The MS. C, in a note on Prov. xvii. 14, informs us, that great brawl-

ings frequently attend tlie opening these watering canals in the East ; and

he supposes that interpi'eters have not well understood that text, which he
imagined referred to these brawling-s. According to this, tlie sense of the

Royal Preacher is, leave off contention, before it be meddled with, foi-

strife will be like the brawlings at opening a watering canal ; but is not thi?

saying, strife will be like strife ? The Jews certainly, whether they had, or

had uot, instances of that kind in their own country, were not unacquaint-

ed with the terrible effects of inundations, which sometimes, destructive as

they are, arise from small breaches, 2 Sam. v. 20, and Lam. ii. 13. Thy
breach is great like the sea, or rather " like a sea," some mighty lake, ivho

can heal thee ? plainly prove this. And to destructive events of this kind

Solomon, I suppose, refers, and compares the beginning of strife to these

small outlets, which are every moment enlarging, until the inundation proves

irretrievably destructive.

t Let. iv. p. 144. Let. ix. p. 5, 6. % See Patrick on the place.
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Dr. Sliaw has explaiiied"^ the term watering with the

foot in the following important observation :

" Such vegetable productions as require more moisture

than what is occasioned by the inundation, of the Nile?

are refreshed by water drawn out of the river by instru-

ments, and lodged afterward in capacious cisterns. When,
therefore, their various sorts ofpulse, melons, sugar canes,

&c. all which are commonly ploughed in rills, require

to be refreshed, they strike out the plugs that are fixed

in the bottom of the cisterns; and then the water gush-

ing out is conducted from one rill to another by the gar-

dener; who is always ready, as occasion requires to stop

and divert the torrent, hy turning the earth against it, by

his foot, and opening, at the same time, with his mattock,

a new trench to receive it. This method of converting

moisture and nourishment to a land rarely or ever re-

freshed with rain, is often alluded to in the Holy Scrip-

tures ; where also it is made the distinguishing quality

betwixt Egypt and the land of Canaan. For the land,

says Bloses, Deut. xi. 10, 11, whither thou goest into

possess it, is not as the land of Egypt, from whence ye

came out, where thou sowedst thy seed, and wateredst it

with thyfoot, as a garden of herbs : but the land whith-

er ye go to possess it, is a land of hills and valleys, and

drinketh water of the rain of heaven.

May I take the liberty of adding io this account, that

this way of watering, by conveying a little stream to the

root of plants, is so universal, that though the Mishna for-

bids all watering of plants, in the seventh year, as con-

trary to their law, R. Eleazar allows the watering the leaf

of a plant, though not the root If A stranger to the Eas-

tern management would hardly know what to make of

this indulgence.

* p. 40S. fin tit. Shebiith.
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OBSERVATION VI.

TIME OF PLOUGHING AND SOWING IN BARBARY AND IN

JUDEA.

Dr. Shaw seems to suppose, that the Arabs of Barbary

do not begin to break up their grounds until the first rains

of autumn fall ;"^ but as the Journal of 1774 makes men-

tion of ploughing the ground, before it mentions the fall

of the autumnal rains, so the author of the History of Ali

Bey's Revolt, in his conversation with me on that subject,

supposed they sometimes plough the land before the de-

scent of rain, the soil being light and capable of being stir-

red without difficulty.

There is nothing incredible in this: grain will He long

in the earth unhurt, and spring up upon the coming of

rain, as is often experienced in England. The like plough-

ing and sowing may be practised in the East in expecta^

tion of rain, and indeed seems to be referred to by Solo-

mon, Eccl. xi. 4, He that observeth the wind shall not

sow ; and he that regardeth the clouds shall not reap.

If the earth was always moistened with rain when they

sowed their grain, there would be no occasion to observe

the wind, whether it was from a quarter that was wont to

produce rain, or such as usually brought fair weather ; but

if grain was sown previous to the coming of the rain, but

in expectation of it, they might naturally enough be

induced to wait until they saw the signs of its ap-

proach, particularly the blowing of the wind that was

wont to bring rain, and not sow until those signs at least

appeared.

OBSERVATION VII.

OF THE WINDS AT ALEPPO, AND IN THE HOLT LAND.

The same obliging gentleman, who favoured me with

the preceding account of the rainy nature of the weather,

• p. 137.
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when he was at Jerusalem, in the month of November,

1774f informed me, at the same time, that " the wind

that usually brings rain there is <he North East." This,

I apprehend, is to be understood of the rainy weather of

the beginningof the winter, not ofthatof the spring, which

probably comes from another quarter.

I was somewhat surprised, I own, when I first received

this account, since our Lord says, Luke xii. 54, Whenye

see a cloud rise out of the West, straightway ye say, there

Cometh a shower ; and so it is : and especially as this

very late visitant of the Holy Land appears to me, to have

been careful in making his observations, and accurate in

communicating them.

But upon consulting Dr. Russell, on the weather at

Aleppo, 1 find that the winds there are variable in No-

vember, seldom strong, but more inclined to the North

and East than any of the other quarters.^ He gi^esthe

same account of the direction of the winds in Decemberf
and January.J Concerning February, he says, "the

winds are much as in the preceding month, until toward

the end, and then it sometimes blows hard westerly ."|}

As to March, that "the winds are stronger than in the

preceding months, and blow much oftener westerly."§
April is, "in general, fair, clear weather; seldom dark or

cloudy, except when it rains, which it does in hard thun-

der showers, as in the last month, but not so often. There

are commonly a few close, hazy days; these happen

when there are light breezes northerly, or easterly, but

the winds in general are fresh westerly."^ In May the

wind is sometimes northerly or easterly, but " for much

the greater part is fresh and westerly."^"^

The observations therefore which this gentleman lately

made himself at Jerusalem, and which, from his way of

writing, seem to have been conformable to what had beeu

• Vol. ii. p. 286. t P- 287. i P. 282.

p. 282. § P. 283. f| P. 287. ** P. 287.
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usually observed by those that resided in that country,

concerning the direction of the wind there in fhe time of

the beginning of the winter's rain, perfectly agree with

Dr. Russell's account of the weather at Aleppo at that

season.

But at Aleppo the wind alters in the rainy season, and

begins to blow from the West in February, and continues

to do so till May, after which seldom any more rain falls

at Aleppo until the autumn, when the wind is commonly

north-easterly.

This very fresh account from Jerusalem then confirms

the supposition, that the weather is much the same in

Judea as at Aleppo, and serves to determine that our

Lord made this observation to the people in the spring,

his words being a description of the weather, the wind and

the rain, as they are in the spring, not as they are in the

close of autumn, or the beginning of winter.

The lilies, then, which are mentioned in the 27th verse

of this chapter of St. Luke, might be growing, at that

very time, before the eyes of his auditors. How far this

observation may be useful to those that endeavour nicely

to determine the time of our Lord's ministry upon the

whole, or the particular seasons when any of the events

happened which the Evangelists have recorded, I leave

to the examination of niy readers.

OBSERVATION VIIL

VERY SMALL CLOUDS, THE FORERUNNERS OF VIOLENT
STORMS AND HURRICANES.

Ingenious travellers have supposed the kind of cloud

which the servant of Elijah saw, 1 Kings, xviii. 44, like

a man's hand, is a natural prognostic of rain, and observ-

ed as such in the East at this day ; perhaps it may be

80 in the West too.

So Sir J. Chardin in his MS. tells us, great storms are

wont to begin with such a sort of cloud; and that it is the
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sign of them at sea ; and he proposed to illustrate this

passage by what he had observed in going from Ormus

to Basra, with Captain Nicholas Vidal.

I am sorry we have only this memorandum, and that I

cannot find a complete account of the observations he

made on this point, in these papers.

A very learned, ingenious, and observing clergyman,

in Suffolk, made this memorandum, on reading the para-

graph I have referred to : "I saw a cloud like a man^s

hand, on an high hill at Beachborough in Kent, and im-

mediately followed by a violent shower, then fair again."

Yet I believe the figure of the cloud seen at Mount

Carmel, is commonly considered as an unmeaning circum-

stance in the prophetic history, for want of due observa-

tion.^

OBSERVATION IX.

TIME OP THE VINTAGE AND OLIVE GATHERING,

St. Jerom has appeared to be so careless and inaccu-

rate, in his accounts relating to the natural history of Ju-

dea, that 1 have expressed myself with some doubt, as to

the time he assigns for the vintage of that country; but

it appears from this late account, of 1774, that he was suf-

ficiently exact upon this subject, and that the vintage of

Judea is not earlier than at Aleppo.

St. Jerom placed it in the end of September or begin-

ning of October. This gentleman accordingly found, that

in the year 1774 it did not begin till the middle of Octo-

ber, N.S.

* I have noticed this often ut sea, and have seen it repeated several timea

on the same day in the English Channel. A cloud, about the size of a

man's hand, first appeai'ed ; this gradually increased till the whole heavenc

were robed in black, and a dreadful storm was the consequence. When

the storm had discharged itself, and all was comparatively clear, the reap-

pearance of the hand-like c/ouc? was the undoubted evidence, as it was the

forerunner, of another storm

.

Ep i t.
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The vintage and olive gathering are probably coinci-

dent, or nearly so, for Sig. Lusignan told me, the last, in

the Holy Land, is wont to be in the latter end of Septem-

ber, O. S.

Consequently, there could be but just time, in common,

to gather in all the fruits of the earth, and for the Isra-

elites to have returned home (o their several countries,

from celebrating the Feast of Tabernacles at Jerusalem,

before the rain began to descend.

As the Jews were frequently obliged to intercalate

their years, on account of the backwardness of the spring,

with regard to their barley, their lambs, and their pig-

eons,^ so I think I have somewhere found it affirmed,

that they were cautious, not unnecessarily, to admit of an

intercalation, lest their people should not be able to get

home from the Feast of Tabernacles before the rains fell.f

This implies two things : that the rain might be ex-

pected to fall soon after the Feast of Tabernacles; and

that the autumnal rain w^ould incommode them in journey-

ing.

It might be supposed, from the account Dr. Russell

gives of the extreme pleasantness of the season, after the

first rains of autumn have fallen,J that this would have

been no disagreeable circumstance to those Jews that had

far to travel : but I would remark, that Rauwolff com-

plains of being retarded in his journey by the autumnal

rains ; and others have mentioned their frequently lodg-

ing, during their journies, under trees, without any other

defence against rain which might fall, as it often does

there in the night, and in very heavy showers.§ To
this is to be added, the consideration that the autumnal

rains are generally preceded by a squall, in the nature of

* See Lightfoot on Matt. xii. 1. vol. ii, p. 185.

f Though not mentioned by Reland, in his account of their cautiousneaft

U) intercalating their years, in his Antiq. Sacrx, p. 4, cap. 1.

it Descript. of Aleppo, Vol. i.p. C8, r,9. ^ Vol. il. p. C89.

TOL. I. 16
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a whirlwind, a daj or two before the first rains fall,"^ which

must make travelling extremely disagreeable, in coun-

tries where the soil is so often very light and sandy.

The complaint of Rauwolflf, which I was mentioning,

is in the beginning of his 5th ch. part i. where he tells usj

that he and his companions set out for Aleppo, from

Tripolis, the 9th of November. *' By the way, we met

with a great deal of rain, which commonly begins at that

time of the year, and continues almost all the winter long.

This kept us so much back, that we reached not to Da-

mant, which is in the midway from Tripolis to Aleppo,

before the fourth day." Tripolis lies in the common
way from Jerusalem to Aleppo and to Antioch, and other

places to the North : many Jews had to travel South-

westward, through the Deserts, to Egypt ; but perhaps

the most of them Eastward and North-eastward to Baby-

lon, to Mesopotamia, to Media, and elsewhere that way,

where they dwelt in great numbers, and had very flour-

ishing settlements.

If the first rains did not fall in the road from Tripolis

to Aleppo until the 9th of November, 1573, O. S. it cer-

tainly began a fortnight sooner in Judea itself, in the

yearirr4; and Niebuhr found the rainy season began

with a storm, on the 27th of October, at Basra.

f

Rain certainly falls, from time to time, in the Desert

between Judea and Egypt ;J but how early it begins to

fall there in autumn, I do not remember to have seen

mentioned in any traveller; but if a preceding remark 1

have made be true, namely, that the being situated more

or less toward the South, in those countries that seldom

have any rain all summer, and expect none until autumn,

makes very little, if any difference as to the time of the

falling of those rains, the rain might overtake the Egyp-

tian Jews in passing over that Desert, as well as those

that lived in other countries, if the Feast of Tabernacles

* Vol. i. p. 68, 69. t Voy. tome ii. p. 186.

tGestaDei, pp. 1010, 1011.
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was too long delayed : for in all these different countries

the rain appears to fall much about the same time.

In con6rmation of which, I would add to the observa-

tions of Russell at Aleppo, and of Niebuhr at Basra, near

six degrees more to the South, the account of what Pietro

della Valle found in the Desert, by the Euphrates, in his

way to Bagdad. Departing from Anna, October 11th,

1616, they pursued their voyage on the Mesopotamian

side of the river, and found rain, for the first time in this

their journey, the evening of that day, which was attend-

ed with a wind so violent and furious as that it overturned

all their tents; but that storm did not continue long, be-

ing over in less than an hour.^

Through this Desert great numbers of Jews must have

had to pass, in their way to Babylon, and many other

towns in the southern part of Mesopotamia, and on the

Tigris; and such storms of wind as should overturn their

tents, in the midst of a heavy shower, must have been

very inconvenient.

OBSERVATION X.

NATURE OF THE SUMMERS AND WINTERS IN THE HO
hY LAND.

As the summers of the Holy Land are perfectly dry,

its winters are wet.

At Palmyra,! »"^ Mount Sinai,J it seldom rains but at

the equinoxes; and Lighlfoot seems to have imagined

there was nearly the same limitation on the rain in Judea,

for he supposes that, excepting the rains of Marhesh-

van and Nisan, there was generally no rain in that country.

§

But Lightfoot was mistaken, its weather is very different

from what it is at Palmyra and Mount Sinai, and more re-

sembles the weather at Aleppo and Algiers, according to

* Let. 17. t Ruins of Falmyra, p. ST. t Shaw, p. 438.

§ V. ii. p. 409.
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the descriptions of Russell and Shaw : that is, the winter

months are indiscriminately more or less wet. This suf-

ficiently appears by what 1 have cited out of Jacobus de

Vitriaco,^and is confirmed by other authors in that col=

lection, entitled Gesia dei j^er Francos, So the Arch-

bishop of Tyre,f giving us an account of the Prince of

Antioch's journey to Jerusalem, soon after it was taken,

tells us, that many of his company, through want of food,

intenseness of the cold, and heaviness of the rains, per-

ished ; adding, for it was winter, the month of December.

That month then, is often a rainv one. Fulcherius Car-

liotensis, who was in this journey, and saw many of both

sexes die, besides numbers of their beasts, says, they

were kept wet for four or five days together, by the con-

tinual rains.J In like manner this William of Tyre also

tells us, that K. Baldwin IV. of Jerusalem, returned to

Ascalon, after having gained a great victory in its neigh-

bourhood over the troops of Saladine, on the 25tb of No-

vember, 1175, or 1176, in order to give time for his forces,

who were scattered in pursuing the enemy, to reassemble,

ivhich they did in four days; this, he remarks, was a very

lucky circumstance, because on the following day, and so

on for ten days successively, such was the quantity of

rain that fell, and such the severity of the cold, that the

elements seemed to conspire the ruin of such troops as

were unsheltered, obliging those of Saladine to surrender

themselves. Judea then is not one of those places where

it only rains at the equinoxes, these severe showers being

in December. Fulcherius Carnotensis likewise, in giving

an account of another expedition, tells us, it was under-

taken in the showery month of February,j| that then is al-

so a wet month ; and consequently, the winter months are

rainy, indiscriminately.

And accordingly, the Hebrew word, ^^r\ chorephf which

we translate winter, seems rather precisely to mean the wet

* Under the first Observation. t P- ^ri. i P. 1010, 1011.

|j
P. 421. Diim raeusis Februus adhuc imbribus liybernis terras cohiberet.
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season. O that I were as in months past, says Job, ch.

xxix. 2, 4, as in the days when God preserved me ; as I

was in the days ofmy winter ! In the days of his moist

time, that is, when, as he expresses it in the 19th and 20th

verses. My root was spread out by the waters, and the dew
lay all night upon my branch; my glory was fresh in

me. Not in the days of his disgrace then, the days in

which he was stripped of his ornaments, as an herb of

its leaves and flowers in the winter, but like a plant in

the latter part of the rainy season, before the violent

heats and drought come on, which scorch and burn up ev-

ery thing.*

Buxtorf, in his Epitome, supposes, indeed, that this

word, which is derived from a root, signifying dishonor

and reproach, is made use of to express the time of win-

ter, because it dishonors the trees or shrubs by taking

away their greenness and splendour; but may it not be

as well occasioned by the disagreeableness that, in one

Tiew of things, attend the rainy season ; when, as a polite

writer expresses it, " the heavens are filled with clouds,

when the earth swims in rain, and all nature wears a low-

ering countenance."! A description which, by its force,

almost induces that melancholy on the mind, which those

uncomfortable scenes, those dark disconsolate seasons, so

often bring upon it,

OBSERVATION XI.

SEVERITY OF THE COLD IN WINTER.

That the frost and cold are, in some winters, very se-

vere in Jerusalem, and even in some of the lower parts of

Judea, appears from Vinisauf, who confirms the account,

* Rather, •* in the days of his autumn," when the heats of summer were
abated, and the trees and fields being stripped oi their fruits, plenty was

heaped upon his board. Edit.
t Spect. No. 83.
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that rain or snow are not uncommon in Ihe middle of win-

ter at Jerusalem ; that they are sometimes in very great

quantities ; and the cold very severe.

For speaking of a consultation among the crusaders a

few days after Epiphany, January 6th, 1192,^ whether

they should make an attempt on Jerusalem, or postpone

its recovery to a more advantageous time, he tells us, the

Turks, who had shut themselves up in Jerusalem, were,

at that time, in a very distressed state, oppressed by ex-

cessive snow and hail, which melting, occasioned great

torrents from the mountains, sweeping away their horses

and cattle in droves, and killing others wilh the violence

of the cold.f

It appears from hence, that a bridge over the brook Ke-

dron may be \ery requisite, though its bed should be

found to be often dry in winter as well as summer, since if

the torrent was, at the time Vinisauf speaks of, so very de-

structive, it must be supposed to be often so considerable

as to make a bridge very necessary.

A few days after, it appears by the succeeding page,

the cold was so severe at Ramula, whose situation is lower,

and less exposed to the severity of the weather, that the

waters were so frozen as to make the travelling of beasts

of burden very troublesome. It was not, however, so great

as to prevent their sinking in muddy places.

It appears in the next chapter, but same page, that soon

after, in removing from thence. King Richard found the

ways so dirty as to be extremely fatiguing. But the next

morning's journey made them forget the difficulties of the

preceding day : " for the frozen snow driving in their faces,

* In the printed copy it is by mistake MCXXII> but it is certain that

MCXCII, is the year meant.

f Turci quippe, qui intra Jerusalem civitatera se cohibebant, perniciosis-

simis angustiabantur suppliciis multimodis ; nivium enim et grandium

(grandinum) opprimebantur nimietate, ex quarum nihilominus resolutioni-

busaquarum diluvium a montanisdeflucDS, equoseorum etjutnenta caterv*-

lim involvit, vel certe frigoris asperitas necavit. P. 37S.
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^liick storms of hail descended with so much force as to

rebound with violence, the rains occasioned such torrents,

as that there seemed to be a concurrence of every circum-

stance that tended to overwhelm them, the boggj ground

at the same time giving way so much as to occasion the

horses to fall, and many of them to perish.""^ At length

after much distress, they arrived at Ascalon, the 20th of

January. This sharp weather then was in the low lands,

at Ramula, and the road from thence to Ascalon, and hap-

pened between the 6th and 20th of January.

It appears from circumstances, for the times are not

distinctly marked, that the following descriptions relate

to the preceding month of December, or at furthest the

last days of November. The first of them occurs in p.

369, where he tells us, that the army under King Richard

being encamped between St. George'sf and Ramula, ex-

pecting more troops as well as provisions, they continued

there twenty two days, exposed not only to frequent at-

tacks, but to the rains, which became so heavy as to

force them to retire, some to St, George's, some to Ra-

mula.

Proceeding in this account, and describincr their going fo

the foot of the hilly part of the country, toward Jerusa-

lem, he informs us, that at that time most heavy rains fell,

and the air was very severe, so that very many of their

beasts perished; that the rains, storms of hail, and winds,

were so vehement, that the stakes of their tents were torn

up, and carried to a distance ; that by the extremity of

the cold and wet their horses perished, and the greatest

part of their victuals were spoiled ; their biscuit being

soaked through, and their bacon decayed ; their arms

* Festi nimirum dum proficiscerentur, gelidse nives impluunt vultibus,

grandinum densitates ^e^erbcrant, pluvise torrentes involvunt, ut tanquam
ad examinandam omne cxlum deputaretur affligendis, scd et terra pedibus

oedebat ambulantium ccEnulenta, locis palustribus decidunt veredarii equi

et homines, qui, dum solicitius toto coiiamine elaborant emcrgere, despera*

bilius revolvuntur in praaceps, quamplunmi non aiuplius evasuri. O quia

astimarct illius araaritudinem diei ?

t Or Lydda,
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dreadfully rusted, and their clothes greatly damaged.*'^

p.3ri.

Such is the description this writer gives us of the De-
cember of the year 1191, and of the following January, as

they found the weather in that country ; and as no inti-

mation is given to the contrary, we are to suppose Vini-

sauf believed there was nothing very unusual in it, but

that he apprehended such were the winters, very frequent-

ly of that country.

So this writer describes the preceding winter as be-

ing very wet, which was the cause of great sickness among
the pilgrims, "unheard of rains pouring down very fre-

quently, nay continually, and causing inundations.f

How desirable would it be, that some accurate observ-

ers would examine, by means of exact Imbrometers, the

quantity of rain wont to fall in the Holy Land, of which

this ancient writer makes such heavy complaints!

The vehemence of the wind is, we see, often mention-

ed in these accounts of the heaviness of the rains. This

circumstance is also mentioned by this writer, or some

other, whose account of the taking Damiata, in the year

1219, is subjoined to the history of the expedition of Rich-

ard I.

There we are told, that in a preceding excursionJ into

the Holy Land, when the Patriarch and the Cross were

not present, they suffered many difficulties and hardships,

partly from robbers, and partly from the disagreeable-

ness of the winter season, particularly in their travel-

* Tunc nobis Ingruebant "pluvise g^avisslmse, et aeris iatemperies saevissi-

ma; unde jumentorum nostrorum periere quamplurima, tanta quippe ex-

orta est tempestas pluviarum, grandinura, venlorumque vehementium ir-

ruebant fragores,ut papilionum palos avellerent, etiongius dejicerent ; et,

equi, frigoris magnitudine, et nimietate aquarum perirent, etpars maxima
victualium panis biscoctus distemperabatur in dissolutiouem, et carnes su-

illse, Tulgariter bacones, computrescebant* &c.

f P. 249. Prjeterea, ex niraia imbrium inundatione, qusedara nimium ve-

hemens excrevit in hominibus infirmitas ; inauditoe ([mdem pluvise assidue,

iimo continue, exercitum tanta affecit injuria, &c.

^ la the year 1217.
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ling on Christmas Eve, and in the succeeding sacied

night, in which they had to go through an heavy land-

tempest of wind and rain. This, it seems, happened when

they were in the borders of Tyre and Sidon, near to Sa-

repta.*

Vinisauf, however, admits that the summers of that

country are wont to be dry ; for, toward the end of his

history, he observes, that by the advice of the most ju-

dicious of those whoQi they consulted, they were obliged

to give over the design of besieging Jerusalem in the sum-

mer of the year 11 9*2, because, he tells us, <' The festival

of St. Johnf was at hand, when all things were naturally

dry, the heat increasing, especially about Jerusalem,

which is seated in the mountainous part of the country •

and that the Turks had stopped up all the cisterns on ev-

ery side of the cily, so that no water that was drinkable

could be come at within two miles."J
It has been confiruied too by those that have lived in

these countries, notwithstanding the severe cold that is

sometimes felt there, that unless particular winds blow,

it is perfectly pleasant sitting with the chamber windows

open, in the Christmas holidays, as I have been assured

by a very curious, inquisitive, and learned clerg^'man,

who had the account of this circumstance from Dr.

Shaw, from a Turkey merchant who had lived at Smyr-

na or Aleppo, and from an English chaplain eveo at Leg-

horn.

OBSERVATION XII.

THE SUBJECT CONTINUED, WITH A FURTHER ACCOUNT

OP THE RAINS IN THE EAST.

FuLCHERius Carnotensis saw the cold prove deadly

to many. Jacobus de Vitriaco§ informs us, that the same

* p. 437. t Midsummer. = P. 40S.

§ Gesta Dei per Francos, p. 11:30.

VOL. I. 17
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thing happened to many of the poorer people, engaged in

an expedition in which he himself was concerned, against

Mount Tabor: they had suffered severely the preceding

days by cold, but on the 24th of December it was so

sharp, that many of the poor people, and of the beasts of

burden, actually died. Albertus Aquensis tells us,* the

same thing happened to thirty of the people that attend-

ed King Baldwin I. in the mountainous districts of Arabia

by the Dead Sea, where they had to conflict with horri-

ble hail, with ice, and unheard of snow and rain. We
have sometimes, it may be, wondered that an eastern

author, in an hymn composed for the use of those warmer

climates, should say of God, He giveth his snow like

wooljf he scattereth the hoarfrost like ashes, he casteth

forth his ice like morsels : who can stand before his cold!

Psalm cxlvii. 16, 17. The preceding citations may re-

move that wonder.

But how do these accounts agree with Jerom's descrip-

tion of the Holy Land, in a letter to Marcella ? Vol. iv.

p. 553. " If it is summer, the shade of the trees will af-

ford a place of retirement : if autumn, the leaves under

the trees, united with the temperateness of the air.

will point out a place where you may enjoy your-

self in quiet. In the spring the ground is painted with

flowers, and the singing of psalms will be more sweet

when joined with the music of birds. If it be the time

of wintry cold and snow, I will buy no wood, and yet

be warmer, than you at Rome, whether sleeping or

* P. 307.

f If the snow in Judea v/as like what falls in some countries of the East,

there is a greater energy in these words than we are aware of in common,

as Sir JohnChardin, in his MS. note on this passage, tells us, that toward

the Black Sea, in Iberia and Armenia, and he should imagine therefore ia

some other countries, the snow falls in flakes as big as walnuts, but not

being either hard, or very compact, it does no other hurt than presently

covering and overwhelming a person. This is to us Englishmen a curiosi-

ty belonging to natural history ; and if David was acquainted with such

snow, he might well say, He giveth his s7i07a like -wool : Certainly a flake

of snow as big as a walnut, would to a British eye, at a distaace, appear

more like a small lock ofwool thun what it really was.
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waking. At least, I am sure, I shall guard myself from

cold with less fuel."* This father lived long in that

country, and, from what other travellers have observed,

his testimony will appear to be worthy of credit. But I

shall give here the substance of Dr. Russell's account

of the weather at Aleppo which very much resembles that

of Jadea, by which account further light may be thrown

on some preceding remarks, and I shall be enabled to

propose many things yet to come, on this subject, much
more advantageously than otherwise I can do.

The substance then of the Doctor's account is, "that

the seasons at Aleppo are very regular. That the first

rains fall about the middle of September, and greatly re-

fresh the air, which was before extremely hot, and if the

rains have been at all plentiful, though of few hours du-

ration, they give a new face to the country, which looked

before extremely barren and parched. That from the

first rains to the second, the interval is at least between

twenty and thirty days, and that time, the weather is tem-

perate, serene, and extremely delightful. That after the

second rains the weather is variable till May, from the

end of which, if not sooner, not so much as one refreshing

shower falls, and scarcely a friendly cloud appears to

shelter from the excessive heat of the sun, till about the

middle of September. That the verdure of the spring

fades before the middle of May, and before the end of

that month the whole country puts on so parched and bar-

ren an aspect, that one would scarcely think it capable of

producing any thing, there being but very few plants

which have vigour enough to resist the extreme heat.

That the more delicate never make fires till about the

end of November, and some few pass the whole winter

* Si vestas est secretum arboris umbra proebebit ; si .^ntumnust »pse aeris

temperies, et strata subter folia, locum quietis ostendnnt. Veve ajyer flori-

bus piugitur, et intei- querulas aves psalmi dulcius cantabuntur. Si frigus

f uerit etbrumales nives, ligna non coemara, et calidius vigilabo, vel dormi-
am. Cert6 quod sciam villus non alj^cbo.
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without them. That the frees begin to lose their leaves

before the luiddle of that month, and the generality of

thera begin to be stripped then. That the natives reckon

the severity of the winter, which they call Murbania, to

last but forty days, beginning from the 12th of December,
and ending the 20th of January ; and that this computation

comes in fact very near the truth. That the air during

this time is excessively piercing, even to them that are

but just come from a cold climate; however, that in the

depth of winter, when the sun is out, and there is no wind,

it is warm, nay sometimes almost hot, in the open air.-

That in the thirteen j^ears that he resided there, the ice

was not above three times of sufficient strength to bear a

man, and this only in the shade and with using caution;

and that snow, excepting three years, never laid above a

day. That the narcissus is in flower during the whole of

ihh weather, and hyacinths and violets at the latest ap-

pear before it is quite over. That as February advances,

the fields, \thich were partly green before, now, by the

springing up of the latter grain, become entirely covered

with a pleasing verdure : and though the trees continue

in a leafless state till the end of this month, or beginning

of March, yet the almond when latest being in blossom

before the middle of February, and quickly succeeded by
the apricot and peach, &c. give the gardens a delightful

appearance, and the spring becomes exceedingly pleas-

ant." To this account the Doctor, in the close of the

book, added a distinct description of the weather of the

several months, and a still more minute history of the

weather of the years 1752 and 1753, which the more curi-

ous will do well to consult. Dcscrlpt. of Aleppo, vol. i.

p. 63, &c.

St. Jerom then is not all rhetoric. In the depth of

winter it is freqnenlly warm, nay ahnost hot, in the open
air ; and consequently, iu the interval, betwixt the fall of

the leaf in November, and the coming on of the depth of

winter, a recluse might enjoy himself xevy comfortably in
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his meditations abroad. On the other hand, it is often

piercingly cold frofu the 12th of December to the 20lh of

January, even to those that are lately come out of a cold

climate, and this joined with great labours and fastings

might easily prove fatal to those that had no tents, and

were without other accommodations, as J. de Vitriaco, in

the Gesta Dei per Francos, affirms it did to many. Nor

is it at all strange that a continual wet, and the cold on the

top of mountains, should produce the same effect earlier in

the year, as it seems they did, from what Fulcherius Carno-

tensis and Albertus Aquensis have told us ; for Egmont

and Heyman complain of the severity of the cold on the

top of Mount Sinai,^ in July or the beginning of August,

the hottest time of the year.f Agreeably to this San-

dys assures us, that when he was at Sidon, a Moor,

who was returning with an English merchant from Da-

mascus, perished with cold on the top of Antilibanus,

while the heat was excessive in the vallies on each side.

If the rains of December are sometimes so extremely

cold in the Holy Land, we shall not at all wonder when
we recollect this circumstance, notwithstanding what St.

Jeromhas said, that the people in a public assembly held

in the open air, on the 20th of the 9th month, that is some

time in December, and which proved a wet time, should

shudder with cold. All the people sat in the street of the

house of God, says the sacred historian, trembling he-

eause of this matter, and for the great rain, Ezra x. 9.

St. Jerom himself, elsewhere, supposes the cold of that

country to be frequently too severe to be borne by those

that might be glad to secrete themselves for fear of their

lives, for so in his letter to AlgasiaJ he understands, as to

the literal sense, the direction of our Lord to his disciples,

to pray that their flight might not be in winter, the sever-

ity of the cold being such as would not permit them to

conceal themselves in the deserts. Agreeably to this,

* Vol. ii. p . 1C9. f As appears from other places of that work.

^ Vol. iii. p. 160.
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and at the same time a lively comment on these words of

our Lord, is that account William of Tjre gives*" of the

state of Saladine's troops, after their defeat in the neigh-

bourhood of Ascalon, which I took some notice of under

the last observation, but which ought here to be more par-

ticularly set down. " They for haste threw away their

armour and clothes,f but so sunk under the cold, with

want of food, tediousness of the ways, and greatness of

the fatigue, that they were daily taken captives in the

woods, mountains, and wilderness, and sometimes threw

themselves in the way of their enemies, rather than per-

ish with cold and want." Pray ye that your flight be

not in the winter.

OBSERVATION XIII.

MANNER IN WHICH THE COPTS SPEND THEIR LEISURE

TIME, AFFORDING AN ILLUSTRATION OF EZEK.

XXXIII. 30.

Severe however as sometimes the cold weather is in

these countries. Dr. Russell observes, that even in the

depth of that season when the sun is out, and there is no

wind, it is warm, nay sometimes almost hot, in the open

air; and Dr. Pococke informs us that the people there

enjoy it, for the Coptics spend their holy days in saun-

tering about, and sitting under their walls in winter, and

under shady trees in summer.J

This doubtless is to be understood of those of the poorer

sort, W'ho have no places more proper for conversation

with their friends ; the better sort of houses in the East

having porches, or gateways, according to Dr. Shaw,

* Gesta Dei per Francos, p. 1 101.

•j- Vcstium genera qujclibet, not all their clothing absolutely, but their

hykes and burnooes, according to Dr. Shaw's remark, page 226, which

they found entangled them, and retarded their flight.

^ Travels into the East, v. i. p. 175.
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with benches on each side, where the master of the family

receives visits, and despatches business, few persons, not

even the nearest relations, having further admission, ex-

cept upon extraordinary occasions.^

Will not these two circumstances greatly illustrate

those words of Ezekiel,f Also thou son ofmatiy the chil-

dren ofthy people still are talking against thee^ or rather

concerning thee, p, by the walls, and in the doors of

the houseSf and speak one to another, every one to his

brother, saying, come, I pray you, and hear what is the

word that comethforthfrom the Lord?
It is somewhat strange that our translators should have ren-

dered the words talking against thee, when the Septuagint

rendered them TTi^t a-ov, of, or concerning thee ; when it

is the same Hebrew particle that is used Ps. Ixxxvii. 3.

Glorious things are spoken of thee, O city of God ! and

when the following words incontestably show, they were

speaking honorably of Ezekiel, and indeed assuming the

appearance of those Malachi mentions, in a passage where

the same conjugation of the verb is used as in this of

Ezekiel, Then they thatfeared the Lord, spake often one

to another, and the hoRV hearkened, and heard it, and a

book of remembrance was written before him,for them

that feared the hoRV, and that thought upon his name^

Mai. iii. 16.

It was winter, the tenth month, answering to the latter

end of December, or first part of January, when these

things were transacted,J therefore they sat under the

walls for the benefit of the sun, rather than under the

trees to avoid its heat, while they talked concerning Eze-

kiel ; while persons among them in better circumstances

sat in their porches or gateways.

That they use their porches or gateways in winter as

well as in summer, appears from Dr. Pococke's wailing

on a person of distinction in Upper Egypt, an Aga of the

Janizaries, whom he found sitting, according to their cus-

* p. 207. - t Ch. xxxiii. SO. - Bzek. xxxiii. 21-
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toms, under the gateway of his house, when he made him

this visit on the 29th or 30lh of December."^

The explanation of those commentators then must ap-

pear improper, who make their talking of Ezekiel by the

walls and in the doors of their houses, signify the same

thing with their talking of him in their public places of

concourse, and in their private meetings.

As this sitting and talking under the walls is particularly

practised by the Copts in their holy days, may not these

words of Ezekiel be supposed also to refer to such times?

and if so, will they not show that the Israelites observed

their Sabbaths in the captivity ? and that so early as the

time of the first destruction of Jerusalem they used to as-

semble to the Prophets on those days, to hear if they had

received any messages from the Lord in that week, and

to receive those advices their calamitous circumstances

made peculiarly seasonable ? Those assemblies might be

more ancient, but of this antiquity at least, the passage

here seems to make them. Such another assembly, it

may be, was that mentioned ch. viii. 1.

OBSERVATION XIV.

TIME OF LIGHTING AND DISCONTINUING FIRES IN THE
EAST.

Dr. Russell says, the most delicate at Aleppo make

no fires till the end of November, but he gives no account

of the time in which they are wont to leave off the use of

them : it gave me pleasure then, when I observed an ar-

ticle in d'Herbelot, which represented the close of the

month of February as putting an end, in common, to the

lighting their fires for the purpose of warming themselves.

This article of the Bibliotheque Orientale is that on

the word Schabath, which is in short as follows, Scha-

bath is the name of a month of the calendar of the Syre

* Vol. i. p. 83.
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Macedonians, which corresponds to our month of Febru-

ary. In this calendar the 2d day of the month is mark-

ed, as the feast called by the Arabs Aid Schma, which is

Candlemas day. The 7ih day of the month is called

there Socouth gioumrat aoiiel, or the first pitting out of

the firebrand. The 14th is its second extinction ; and

the third falls on the 21st of the same month, and is reck-

oned the end of winter.

He adds, that the 26th of the same month of Scha-

bath is the first of the seven days that the Arabs call

Aiara agiouz, the days of the Old Man, which solemnity

takes in the first days pf their month of Adhar, which is

our month of March.

I have in another article taken some notice of the last

mentioned solemnity, and the manner in which winter is

represented on that occasion; what I would observe here

is, that fires for warming themselves were, according to

this Syrian calendar, to be laid aside, in common, some

time in this month, and, at latest, by the close of it.

This account of d'Herbelot agrees with that of the au-

thor of the history of the revolt of Ali Bey, who is a

Greek, and who, in conversation, casually observed that

spring is reckoned to begin February 17, O. S.

It gave me the more pleasure when I found this en-

larged account of Schabath in d'Herbelot, as many of the

other months of the Syro Macedonian calendar are bare-

ly mentioned by him, without any distinctive notes of a

philosophical or economical nature.

OBSERVATION XV.

BOLDNESS OF SPRING AND SUMMER NIGHTS, WITH AN ACCOUNT

OF THE CLOTHING OF THE EASTERN PEOPLE.

King Jehoiakim is described as sitting in his winter

house, in the ninth month, which answers to the latter

end of November and part of December, with afire binn-

ing upon the hearth before him, Jer. Tixxvi. 22. This

VOL. I. 18
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answers (o Russell's account, who sajs, the most deli-

cate make no fires till the end of November.

How long Ihej continue the use of them he does not

saj, but we know, from other hands, that they continue

to use Ihem in Judea far into the spring :^ Bp. Pococke,

set outf for Jerusalem on the ITth of March in the even-

ing, and was conducted by an Arab guide to his tent,

which was two or three miles off; there he was treated

with bread and coffee, he, the Arab's wife, and some eth-

er people, he tells us, sitting by a fire. He goes further,

for he sajs,J that in the night of the 8th of May the

Sheikh of Sephoury, a place in Galilee, made them afire,

in a ruined little building, and sent them boiled milk,

eggs, and coffee: the fire therefore was not designed for

the preparing their food, but for the warming them. No
wonder then that the people who went to Gethsemane, to

apprehend our Lord, thought a fire of coals a considera-

ble refreshment at the time of the Passover,§ which must

have been earlier in the year than the 8th of May, though

it might be considerably later than the 17th of March.

^

It may not be amiss to add, that as they use fires

against the cold of their winters, they also use furred gar-

ments very frequently, in these countries, on account of

the cold, which is a circumstance that, I believe, must

occasion a good deal of surprise to many of my readers.

So Dr. Russell informs us, that the vests that are worn

by well dressed people, in the spring or autumn, are not

* On this passage, I found the following note In a copy of this work in

the ha7id 'ivritiu^ of the late Dr. Russell

:

Generally in Jilavch, that is, the Europeans. The people of the coun-

try seldom longer than February ,• hut fires are occasionally made in the

wef seasonn, not only in JUarch, but in ^pril also ; and would be accepta-

ble at the gardens sometimes even in JMoy. Edit.

t Vol. li. p. 5

.

t P. 62. § John xviii. 18.

f[ Dr. Russell, MS. note, s.iys, the nights In that season are often very

cold, and of this, people arc rendered more sensible by the heats of the

day. In ^lay, June, and even July, travtllers \ery often put on furs in the

j^vening. .Edit.
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iinfrequeiitly lined with short haired furs, as sable, ermin,

squirrel, &c. and that the robe which constitutes a full

dress in the winter, is lined with long haired fur, such as

is taken from the ounce, foxes of different kinds, &c.^

Some of them also sleep in winter in their furs.f

As in collecting their prey, the Israelites were wont to

gather together what w^as most valuabloand magnificent,;]:

it is not impossible that things made of skins, mentioned

Numb. xxxi. 20, might mean such kind of dresses ; but I

cannot by any means persuade myself, with Sir J. Char-

din in his MS. that when Solomon says, the lambs are for

thy clothing, Prov. xxvii. 26, he had any reference to

those furs that are sometimes taken from lambs in the

East, and which are greatly esteemed :
'* In cold countries?

says that writer, furs are greatly made use of, the richest

of the country, and the most precious are those of lambs :

some of them are small frizzled skins, very rich, of which

the most beautiful are valued as high as fifteen francs, and

are taken from lambs not above two months old at most."

The account is amusing, but has no relation, I think,

to this passage of Solomon, or any other place of Holy

Writ. Lambs were the clothing of Israel, as they fur-

nished them with woolj, to be manufactured into cloth for

their wearing.

OBSERVATION XVI.

SEVERITY OF THE EASTERN WINTERS, FROST, RAIN, &C.

COMMENT ON CANT. II. 11, 12, 13.

It appears therefore that one part of the winter is dis-

tinguished from the rest of it by the people of the L^evant,

on account of the severity of the cold, and which we may

call the depth of their winters.

* Vol. i. p. 102, note. Which description is followed by an inatructivt

copperplate, relating to dresses.

f P. GO. t See Josh. vii. 21,.
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Frosts in Egjpt, according to Egmont and Heyuian^^^

are chieflj between the seventh and fourteenth of Febru-

ary, those seven days constituting, they say, the whole

winter in Egypt, and it might be imagined the depth of

winter elsewhere is at the same time ; but this is not the

account of Dr. Russell, for he tells us that the severity of

the cold begins at^ Aleppo about the 12th of December,

It seems to do the same in the Holy Land, for Albertus

Aquensis says, that Godfrey of Jerusalem, after having

besieged the city of Assur some time, upon the beginning

of the severity of the winter, despaired of taking it, and

returned to Jerusalem, in the middle of the month of De-

cember.f At Aleppo it lasts about 40 days, and is call-

ed by the natives murbania. I do not know how long it

lasts in Judea. St. Jerom I find,J speaks of February

as part of the sharpest time of winter, but whether with

the accuracy of a natural philosopher, may be much ques-

tioned, as he is giving a mystical turn to the name of the

month in that place, and persons of that complexion are

ordinarily more solicitous to complete an allegory, than to

deliver facts with precision. However it appears, that

at Aleppo one part of the winter is distinguished from the

rest of it by the severity of the cold, and has among the

natives a distinct name; the Gesta Dei per Francos

speaks of the like difference in Judea; may we not be-

lieve it had a distinct name among the Jews too? And 1

would propose it to the consideration of the learned*

whether the word inDH hassetav, which is used Cant, ii,

11, and translated there winter, may not be understood to

mean what the inhabitants of Aleppo express by the term

murbania? It occurs no where else in the Old Testament,

and another word is used for the rainy part of the year

in general.

* Vol. ii. p. 'J14, 215.

t Gesta Dei per Francos, p. 295. E6 quod civitas Assur, hoc tempore

gravissimce hyemis incohante, prie frigore et nive insuperabilis haberetur*

Jerusalem Decembri mense metliato redit.

it Iti Com. in Zach. Est in acerrimo tempore hyeiaitf.
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If this thought be admitted, it will greatly illustrate

the words'of the Bridegroom, Lo, the jvinter is passed,

the rain is over and gone : for then the last clause will

rot be explanatory of the first, and signify that the moist

part of the year was entirely past, along with which, Dr.

Russell assures us, all pleasantness withdraws from Alep-

po; but the words will import, the murbaniaispast and

over, and the weather become agreeably warm, the rain too

is just ceased, and consequently hath left us the prospect

of several days of serenity and undisturbed pleasantness,

the weather of Judea in this respect being, I presume,

like that at Algiers, where, after two or three days of

rain, there is usually, according to Dr. Shaw, a week, a

fortnight, or more, of fair and good weather. Of such a

sort of cessation of rain alone the Bridegroom, niethinks,

is here to be understood, not of the absolute termination

of the rainy season, and the summer's drought being come

on : and if so, what can that time that was past mean but

the murhania ?

And indeed Dr. Russell, in giving us an account of the

excursions of the English merchants at Aleppo, &c. has

undesignedly furnished us with a good comment on this

and the two following verses.=^ These gentlemen, it

seems, dine abroad under a tent in spring and autumn on

Saturdays and Wednesdays, They do the same during

the good weather in winter; but they live at the gardens

in April and part of May. In the heat of summer they

dine at the gardens, instead of under the tent ; that is, I

suppose, once or twice a week they dine under a tent in

autumn and spring. The cold weather is not supposed

by Solomon to have been long over, since it is distinctly

mentioned, and the inhabitants of Aleppo make their ex-

cursions very early. The narcissus flowers during the

whole of the murbania; hyacinths and violets at latest be-

fore it is quite over;t the appearing of flowers then does

not mean the appearing of the first and earliest flowers,

* Vol. i. p. 49. Vol. ii. p. 17. t V«l, i. p. rO.
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but must rather be understood of the earth's being cover-

ed with them, which at Aleppo is not till after the mi-d-

die of February, a small crane's bill appearing on the

banks of the river there about the middle of February,

quickly after which comes a profusion of flowers. And
in another place=^ he tells us, that the nightingales, which

are there in abundance, not only afford much pleasure by
their songs in the gardens, but are also kept tame in the

houses, and let out at a small rate to divert such as choose

it in the city, so that no entertainments are made in

the spring without a consort of these birds ;+ no won-

der then that Solomon makes the Bridegroom speak of

the singing of birds, and it teaches us what these birds are,

which are expressly distinguished from turtle doves.

OBSERVATION XVII.

DAYS INTENSELY HOT, SUCCEEDED DY EXCESSIVELY

COLD NIGHTS.

I HAVE in the preceding Observations shown, that

those that dwell at present in the Holy Land, continue

the use of fires to warm them, far on in the year ; I would

now make it appear, that it is not without reason that they

practise this.

In the 1st chapter, I produced some citations from Bp.

Pococke's Travels, which showed that an Arab had a fire

in the tent, in which he was entertained, the night of the

17th of March; and that a fire was made for his use by

one of the Sheikhs of Galilee, so late as the 8th of May.

This may appear to us surprising, but it is confirmed ia

part by Doubdan ; and the reason of it is clearly explain-

ed by him, as to the whole of it.

* Vol, ii. p. 206.

f Thevcnot going to Jordoii, April 16, found the little woods on the

bankaofthe river, filled with nightingales in full song. This, says Dr.

Russell, MS. note, is rather earlier than at Aleppo where they do not come

tin nearly the end of the month. Edit.
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Doubdan travelling in the evening of the 28th of March,

N.S. from Jaffa, or Joppa, to Rama, tells us he passed

near two or three companies of Arabs, " who were watch-

ing their flocks, making a great noise, singing and rejoicing

about many fires which they had made in the plain, and a

number of dogs, who, perceiving our being near to them,

did not cease from growling, barking, and giving us appre-

hension of being discovered, and falling into the hands of

these robbers."^

Perhaps it may be thought that these fires, and all this

noise, might be made to intimidate beasts of prey, which

they might be apprehensive were about, and watching an

opportunity of making depredations on their flocks; it is

possible it might be so. The warmth however of these

fires must have been comfortable to themselves, who

were watching in the open air, since Doubdan complains

of his lodging that night at Rama, where the procurator

of the Holy Land did not treat them with the greatest

tenderness, "but contented himself with putting us into

a miserable room, where there were only the four wal]^,

giving us nothing but a mat to lie upon, a stone for a pil-

low, and no coverlid but the broken ceiling, which expos-

ed us to the weather, which was not the most favourable

at that season, as the nights are always extremely cooL"f

Yet the heat of the preceding day was so great, that it

was assigned as one reason why they waited some hours

at Joppa, in a poor Greek hovel, before they set out for

Rama.J

But the account he gives of his situation at Tyre, is

much stronger still. On the 16th of May they found the

heat near Tyre so great, that though it seems they took

their repast on the grass, under a large tree, by the side

of a small river,§ yet he complains of their being burnt up
alive, and they were obliged to continue in that situation

until six or seven in the afternoon, when they returned to

* Voy. de la Terre Sainte, p. 42.

1 1'- -43. * P. 4^. « P. 531.
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their bark ; but the wind failing, and the seamen not to

be persuaded to row, thej could get no further than the

rocks and ruins of Tyre, when night overtook them.^

Near those ruins they were obliged to pass a considera-

ble part of the night, not without suffering greatly from

the cold, which was as violent and sharp as the heat of

the day had been burning. He goes on, " I am sure I

shook as in the depth of winter, more than two or three

full hours ;" to which he adds, their being quite wetted with

a rime extremely thick and cold, which fell upon them

all night. To this he subjoins,f that the worst was, that

they were in the hands of four or five fishermen, who did

nothing but throw their nets into the sea, often with no

success, in the meanwhile roasting us in the day time in the

sun, and almost making us to perish with cold in the

night, without at all getting forward.

This was at Tyre, which, if not to be reckoned in the

limits of the Holy Land, is but just out of them ;J and was

jn the night between the 16th and iTth of May. A fire

in the night then, in the middle of May, might be very

requisite, and highly acceptable. The complaint made
by Jacob, relating to Mesopotamia, being equally applica-

ble to the Holy Land : In the day the drought consumed

me, and thefrost by night.

§

The very different managements, occasioned by the

great difference in the temperature of the air in the day

and in the night season, may occasion some perplexity in

the minds of common readers undoubtedly, since it has

done so in the thoughts of some of the learned, and is

therefore a circumstance that ought to be well fixed in the

memory.

Thus Mr. Biddulph, chaplain to the English factory at

Aleppo, expresses his surprise at finding the weather so

warm at Jerusalem, at that same time of the year that he

was there, when those that had been out in the night to

' P. 532. t !*• 540, and 541. ^ See Josh. xix. 22.

§ Gea. »xi. 40.
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seize our Lord, wanted a fire. " We being there at the

same season of the year, found it exceeding hot, and hot-

ter than it is usually at Midsummer in England. It seem-

ed strange to me, how it should then be so cold that Peter

should creep to the fire, and now, at the same season, so

hot that we could not endure the heat of the sun ; but af-

ter we had been there a few days, the very place resolved

the doubt."'^

The extinction then of fires in the month Schabatb,

mentioned in a preceding article, is to be understood only

to relate to the day time, not to those that sit up all night,

or far into the night, they may in that country itself want

a fire in the middle of May, while, in common, fires may

be left off by the end of February, it growing warm in the

day time by the end of that month, generally speaking,

but the nights being very cold, at least in some places in

or near the Holy Land, for some months after.

OBSERVATION XVIIL

EASTERN SPRINGS MUCH EARLIER THAN THOSE IN

THE WEST.

It appears also, from a circumstance mentioned by San-

dys, that severe as the winters about Jerusalem sometimes

are, yet it is certainly true that they are forwarder there

than we are in England, about two months in the spring.

For Sandys, it seems, found roses growing wild, and in

plenty, in the close of March, O.S.f as he was travelling

in that part of Judea, where it is supposed John the Bap-

tist lived, not far from Jerusalem ; whereas, June is the

common time with us for the blossoming of the rose, and

* For he found it cold, by experience, when he slept in the fields all

night. Collect, of Voy. and Trav. from the Library of the Earl of Oxferd,

p. 821, vol. i.

f Two or three days, it should seem, before the month ended, and con-

sequently about the 8th of April, N.S. he mentions iiis passiuj *' tluougb

vallies, of their roses voluntarily plentiful."

TOL. I. 19
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particularly of those that grow wild in our hedges, which

coaie into flower about the same time those species do

that are cultivated in our gardens.

What is nearly a confirmation of this, may be found in

Doubdan's Journey to the Holy Land ; for, speaking of

his coming out of the church of the Holy Sepulchre, at

Jerusalem, on the 21st of April, N.S. or lOih, O.S. he says,

''Many Turks and Moors were in the courtyard, of

whom some presented them with nosegays of small flow-

ers, others with roses fresh gathered; others who had

bottles of rosewater, sprinkled their faces and clothes

with it : all to get some maidins from them."^ These

roses continued to blow in su^h plenty in April, that he

tells us, that on the 28th of that month, when the eastern

christians made one of their processions in that church,

which lasted at least two hours, many men attended it

with sacks full of leaves of roses, which they threw by

great handsful on the people, and indeed in such prodig-

ious quantities, as that many were quite covered with

them, and the pavement all strewed over. There were

also others with bottles of rosewater^ which they threw

every where upon people's faces and clothes, with inex-

pressible rejoicing.

f

It may be remarked, that as roses were so extremely

plentiful, they could not be the earliest of that country^

but had been some time in blossom. Accordingly, he ob-

serves, that on the 15lh of April he found in an old nun-

nery at Jerusalem, now converted into a mosque, a num-

ber of small odoriferous shrubs, such as rosemary, rose-

bushes, laurels, jasmines, and other flowers extremely

pleasant.J This implies that the rosebushes were in

flower, and also the jasmine, which, though its flowers are

contemporary with roses, yet does not, I think, begin to

blossom quite so soon as the rosebush.

So then both the rosebush and the jasmine furnish ad-

ditional proofs, that at Jerusalem they are six weeks or

two months earlier, as to the spring, than we are.

* p. 264, tP'351. iP.225.
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May we suppose, that as roseleaves now are the things

that are made use of, to strew the pavement about the sepul-

chre of our Lord, they were used in that procession that

almost immediately preceded his death, of which the evan-

gelists have given an account, particularly St. Mark and

St. Matthew ? Many spread their garments in the way .

and others cut down branches off the trees, and strawed,

them, in the way :^^ If rosebushes grew there, on Mount

Olivet, they might very naturally cut off branches full

of roses, and shaking them, strew the path of our Lord

Avith the beautiful, but untenacious leaves of those

flowers. The word thtm, in our version, which seems

to refer to the branches themselves, it is to be remember-

ed, is not in the original, but a supplement of our trans-

lators.

OBSERVATION XIX.

VIOLENT INUNDATIONS FREQUENT IN THE EAST.

One of the particulars of Jacobus de Vitriaco's de-

scription of the weather of the Holy Land, which ap-

pears under the first of these Observations is, that though

the returns of rain in the winter are not extremely fre-

quent, yet that when it does rain, the water is wont to

pour down with great violence three or four days and

nights together, enough to drown the whole country.

f

Such violent rains, in an hilly country especially, as

Judea is known to be, must occasion inundations very

dangerous to buildings that happen to be placed within

their reach, by washing away the soil from under them,

and occasioning their fall ; to some such events our Lord

must certainly be understood to refer, in Luke vi. 48. J

* Mark xi. 8. Mattli. xxi. 8. f Vide Gesta Dei, p. 1098.

4: The Tiolent vains, says Dr. Russell, MS. note, often wash down sto7ie

'ivalls at Aleppo ; and a remarkable instance happened in tlie Castravau

Mountains, A.D. of a hamlet with fi^ garden, &c. beiiig removed suddeTily

to a great distance. Edit.
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The time that those that have published their travels

into this country have stayed in it, has been so short, and

their opportunities for observing so limited, that it is no

vronder we meet with no accounts of such inundations in

their wriiings ; but we may easily learn, from ^^hatha3

fallen out in other countries, what must have happened in

this, especially in those times in which it was fully inhab-

ited, when the houses must have been frequently built in

places not so well chosen, as well as in those that were

more commodious.

An account of an inundation from a violent shower of

rain in Yorkshire, published in the sixth volume of the

Abridgment of the Philosophical Transactions,* may
readily be believed to give a very true account of w^hat

must have happened, from time to tiuie in Judeae A
beck, it seems, in that hilly country, was suddenly raised

two yards at least, in a perpendicular height, above what

was usual. Several houses, mills, and bridges, were

thrown down, and several people drowned. Seven out

of eight in one house were either slain by the fall of it, or

drowned. The rapidness of the torrent was so violent,

that it took down the side of a chapel, tore up the dead

out of their graves, and swept away all the corn land, as

deep as the plough had gone.f Thus we find that the

fall of a house by the beating of the stream against it, men-

tioned in the sixth of Luke, when floods were up, occa-

sioned by rain,J is strongly illustrated by what happened

in our own country, as related in these Transactions.

To this may be added, that Maundrell actually saw the

tracts of several torrents, down the side of the hills of the

Holy Land.§ He also describes that country as extreme-

ly rocky, but covered frequently with a thin coat of

earth :^ circumstances which complete the illustration of

* Second part, pp. 58, 59«

f See the preceding note from Dr. Russell. Edit.

4 See Matt vii. 25—27. § P. 57. ^ P. 65.
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this allusion of our Lord, and teach us how to understand

building on the sand, or loose soil; and the wise man's

digging down to the rock, before he laid the foundation of

his building.

Other writers* have taken notice of the rockiness of

this countr}^, and of its being frequently covered with a

shallow coat of earth.

It is more than possible our Lord might have some vil-

lage in view, when he spoke these words, which was known

to have suffered a calamity of this kind : but if not, such

events were too frequent among them, we may believe,

not to make them feel great energy in his words.

The account Sir John Chardin gives of these countries

in a note in one of his manuscripts on Luke vii. 48, con-

firms what has been said above with great energy : there

he tells us, that floods are uncommon in the East, there

being (ew rivers, but that there are great inundations here

and there, for want of channels to receive the water.

OBSERVATION XX.

TIME OF THE EARLY AND LATTER RAINS.

Where the rain falls indiscriminately through the

whole year, as it does with us, there is no notion of former

and latter rains ; but nothing is more natural than this

distinction in such a country as Palestine.

The summer's drought at Aleppo usually terminates,

according to Dr. Russell, in September, by some heavy

showers, which continue sometimes, as appears, by his

more particular description of the weather, some days

;

after which, there is an interval of fine weather of between

twenty and thirty days, when showers again fall, which

he calls the second rains. It is natural to suppose those

first showers should be called the former rain, and accord-

ingly all sorts of authors concur in this, the Targumists

• Egmont and Heyman, Vol. i. p. SSa, kc.
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anciently, the later Talmudical doctors, and Christian

writers. Lightfoot, however, it seems,^ has found out one

Rabhi, who supposes the rain of the spring is the former

rain, and the autumnal the latter rain, and he himself ex-

presses great uncertainty about it in that passage ; and in

another tractf he directly aflSrms that the Feast of Tab-

ernacles was about the time of the latter rains. Lightfoot

cites Joel ii. 23, in support of this opinion, than which

nothing could be more inconclusive, as it is well known

that the month next after the vernal equinox is as often,

at least, called in the Scriptures the first month, as that

next after the autumnal. I shall have occasion to show,

in a few lines, that this same passage of Joel is very un-

happily cited by an author,J much n^ore accurate in these

matters than Lightfoot. It is, however, less to be won-

dered at that Lightfoot should look upon the rains of au-

tumn as the latter rain, since he supposed, as I have else-

where remarked, that it rained in Judea only at the equi-

noxes ; and consequently, about as many months of drought

preceded the spring rains, according to him, as those of

autumn. He wanted, therefore, an important datum to

determine this point. But as this is certainly a mistake,

and all the winter is more or less wet, the rains of autumn

must be those that are called the former rain, being the

first that come after a long suspension of showers.

The time when these first rains fall in Judea is the next

thing to be considered. At Aleppo it is usually between

the 15th and 25th of September, O. S. It is later in Ju-

dea, according to Dr. Shaw, who must have ascertained

this point by inquiring of the inhabitants of that country

about it, since there is no Scripture from whence he at-

tempts to deduce it, as he does the time of the latter rain,

though very untowardly : the beginning of November, ac-

cording to him,§ is the time of the first descent of rain in

the Holy Land.

* Vol. ii. p. 409. t Vol. i. p. 978. ^ Dr. Shaw.

§ P. 335.
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The seasons are exceedingly regular in the East, as

Dr. Russell observes, but it is not to be imagined that the

rains of autumn come to a day : he tells us, on the con-

trary, that sometimes all September, in which month the

first rains usually fall at Aleppo, is dry and sultry. Dr.

Shaw in like manner informs us, that the first rains of

Barbary fall, in some years, in September; in others, a

month later. The accounts of these gentlemen are much
more -credible than those of the Jewish doctors cited by
Lightfoot,^^ who represent the first rains as falling on the

irth day of the month Marheshvan, the second rains on

the 23d, and the third in the beginning of the month Chis-

leu; and of those Rabbles mentioned by him elsewhere,f

of whom one affirmed, the first rain began on the 3d of

Marheshvao, the middle rain on the fth, the last on the

irth ; and the other, that they fell out on the 7th, the

irth, and the 21st of that month. No wonder they dif-

fer in their accounts, since this precision must be imag-

inary.

These Rabbles are the only writers I ever observed,

who speak of the third rains ; but Dr. Russell mentions

the first and the second so currently, that one would im-

agine it an ancient distinction; and it is natural to pause

and consider, whether these are the former and latter

rains so often mentioned in the Scriptures,

It is certain the former and latter rains have not com-

monly been so understood ; nor were they so by St. Jer-

om, who lived long in that country. On the other hand,

they that have written concerning the natural history of

these countries, make no particular distinction betwixt any

rains but these, the rest falling undistinguished in the winter

months, without any thing of order, or remarkableness, so

far as I have been able to make out.

In order to settle this point, it may be proper to ob-

serve, that rain in the spring is represented as of great ad-

vantage. "The more wet the spring," says Russell?

' Vol. ii. p. 185. tP«391.
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" the later the harvest, and the more plentiful the crop 5"

and in Barbary it may be even necessary. The words of

Dr. Shaw seem to me to imply this, " If the latter rains

fall as usual, in the middle of April ; the crop is reckoned

secure :" for is not this in other terms saying, they think

it in danger, if they have not these late rains ? The late

raini, then, are of great consequence, as well as the au-

tumnal, and, consequently, might be represented, Prov,

xvi. 15, as extremely precious. =^ To this.it is to be add-

ed, that the words translated the /on??erflnc? latter rains,

are not words expressive of first and second, or such

words as are used Dan. xi. 29, to express the former and

the latter coming of the king of Syria against the king of

Egypt: they do not, then, appear to be equivalent to first

and second rains, but to mark out two important sorts of

rain, and as the spring rains are undoubtedly of great con-

sequence to make a plentiful harvest, and the latter rains

have been almost universally understood to mean them, it

seems requisite to acquiesce in that interpretation.

An argument, however, that is commonly made use of

in proof that the latter rain means that of the spring, and

which may appear to many to be decisive, is of no validi-

ty at all : I mean the words of the prophet Joel, He will

cause to come down for you the rain, the former rain,

and the latter rain in the first month, ch. ii. 23, for this

passage is no ways to the purpose, if the translation of

the Seventy be admitted, who instead of rendering the

words the former rain and the latter rain in the first month,

suppose the words signify he will rain upon you the former

and the latter rain as aforetime, as at first. St. Jerom

understands the passage in the same sense, though he be-

lieved the latter rains were those of the spring. Nor is

the word month in the original.

* The early and latter rain tyip'701 niV yoreh u malkosh, is mcntioneil

Deut. xi. 1 4, and Hos. >i. 3. The word yoreh may signify the rain which

falls ia Judea about the middle of October, their seed time ; and malkosh,

that which fulls about the middle of April, a little before their harvest.
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Nevertheless, our version has had that effect upon (he

very ingenious Dr. Shaw, that having spoken^" of the fall-

ing rains in Barbary in the middle of April, he says, ''In

the Holy Land we find they were a month sooner,'* and

immediately cites Joel ii. 23, in confirmation of it. This

is a strange slip in the Doctor. In the first place, there is

no dependence on this text at all, the Septuagint and Sto

Jerom understand it otherwise, and he himself elsewheref

affirms they fall sometimes in the middle, sometimes to-

ward the latter end of April. And secondly, admitting

our translation, it does not follow that the rains of Barba-

ry hold longer than those of the Holy Land, since the

middle of April falls almost perpetually within the Jew-

ish month Abib or Nisan, even without those extraordi-

nary intercalations the Doctor speaks of, andj with them

must do it always. That the rains there do hold till af-

ter the middle of April at least, appears from Thevenot,

who speaks of rain on the 16th of April, and says, the

morning of the Ifth was very wet, as he journeyed from

Jordan to Jerusalem.

Scriptures of this sort are therefore to be explained by

facts ; and it is very wrong when on the contrary we pre-

tend to determine facts by our conjectural interpretations

of Scripture. Mr. Lowth agrees with the substance of

this observation, but we have reason to think he is not

perfectly accurate ; when he supposes§ the former rain

came just after sowing time, to make the seed take root,

as the latter rain did just before harvest, to plump and

fin the ears. The Arabs of Barbary breaking up their

grounds after^ the first rains in order to sow wheat, and (he

sowing barley and planting lentils, is a fortnight, three

weeks, and sometimes more than a month later; and the

first rains falling at Aleppo in the middle of September,

whereas their ploughing does not begin until the latter

end of that month. >

•P. 137. t P. 33.1. ilbid.

§ In his Com. on Jer. vi. 24. f[ Shav, p. 137.

VOL. T. 20
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OBSERVATION XXI.

TIME OF HARVEST, AND NECESSITY OF THE LATTER

RAINS TO BRING IT TO MATURITY.

St. Jerom's explaDation of Amos iv. 7, 8, is to be

added, I am afraid, to the foregoing instances of mistake

which I have mentioned. Also I have wlthholden the

rainfrom you, rvheu there were yet three months to the

harvest, and I caused it to rainupon one city, and caus-

ed it not to rain upon another city ; one piece was rain-

ed upon, and the piece whereupon it rained not, withered*

So trvo or three cities wandered unto one city to drink

vjater, hut they were not satisfied, Src That is, accord-

ing to Jerom, God withheld the rain commonly called the

latter rain, which is extremely necessary to the thirsty

fields of Palestine, for the corn when it begins to be ready

to disclose the ear, lest it should wither; he withheld the

rain of the latter end of April, from which to wheat har-

vest there are three months, May, June, and July.

I allow the rains of April were of consequence to the

corn. " If the latter rains fall in the middle of April, the

crop is reckoned secure," says Shaw ; but the Prophet

has before, in the 6th v. taken notice of the failing of

corn, these verses then apparently refer to the withhold-

ing those rains that filled their reservoirs of water for

drinking, and our translators should have used the term

dried up, I presume, or something of that sort, instead of

withered/^ Jerom mistook the case, then, in this ex-

planation. Nor can I easily believe that their wheat har-

vest was delayed to the close of July; at present, at

Aleppo, barley harvest commences about the beginning

of May ; and the wheat, as well as that, is generally over

by the 20th.t In Barbary it comes at the latter end of

* As they did in translating the same word, Job xiv. II, 1 Kings xvii. 7, &c,

f Russell, vol. i. p. 74. On this place Dr. Russell remarks in a MS
note, Uiat the liarvest in Judea is earlier than at Aleppo. Edit.
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May, or beginning of June, according to the quality of

the preceding seasons.^ Agreeably to this, Rainiond de

Agilesf informs us, that a great part of their harvest at

Ramula was gathered in before the 6th of June in the

year 1099, for on that day, he and the Christian armyar-

rived before Jerusalem, having passed through Ramula

in their way, where they found most of their harvest over.

This father talks of a case quite different from what the

Prophet refers to; and I am afraid contradicts facts be-

sides, in his explanation.

It is somewhat hard, I acknowledge, not to admit the

authority of St. Jeromjj, who lived so long in those coun-

tries, as to the time of harvest; but he himself in this

very passage, gives us the liberty of supposing great men

may be guilty of oscitancy in matters of this sort, for he

tells us, the translators of the Septuagint, who were as

well acquainted with these countries, we may believe, as

he, put the vintage here in their version, instead of harvest,

which, he says, if admitted, would suppose such a state of

things as is unwonted, yea, impossible, in the countries of

the East ; for never have we seen rain in these Provinces,

continues he, and especially in Judea, in the end of June,

or in the month of July ; and to no purpose would God
threaten drought in a season in which he had never given

rain.

He goes on, and says that God suspended the rain, not

only to punish them with want of bread, but with thirstj

for that in those countries, in which he then resided, ex-

cepting a few fountains, they had only cistern water, so

that if the divine anger suspended the rains, there was

more danger of perishing by thirst than byfamine.^ This

* Shaw, p. 137. f Gesta Dei per Francos, p. 173.

+ Prolubui a Tobis imbrem, quum adhuc superessent trcs menses usque

t\i\ niessem, quoe appellatur pluvia serotina ; et agris Paltcstinoe arvisque

sitientibus vel maxim6 necessaria est : utqua:ulo hcrba turgerct in messem,

et triticum pai'turirct, nimia siccitate aresceret. Significat autem vernum
tempus extremi mensis Aprilis, a quo usque ad messem frumenti tres

weusessupersnnt : Maius, Junins, Julius. PioTVp id est, messc, Seplua-
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is coming to (he point, and is the thing to which alone the

Prophet refers in these two verses, and might have clear-

ed the whole. The Prophet, i( is allowed bj St. Jerom

himself, does speak of the filling the cisterns of that

country wilh water, and when is that usually done ? If the

authority of Dr. Shaw may be admitted, it is in the month

of February. " It is an observation," says the Doctor,

**at or near Jerusalem, that provided a moderate quantity

of snow falls in the beginning of February, wheieby the

fountains are made to overflow a little afterward, there is

the prospect of a fruitful and plentiful year: the inhabit-

ants making, upon these occasions, the like rejoicings

with the Egyptians upon the cutting of the Nile," p. 335.

They are the snow and the rains then of the beginning of

February that fill their reservoirs of water, and make them

overflow ; these are particularly remarked, and their de-

scent occasions great rejoicings; and February is just

three months before the harvest begins at Aleppo. I

must think therefore that the expostulation of God, by
Amos, must refer to his withholding the rains of February,

not of the latter end of April ; and as St Jerom has cor-

rected the Septuagint, we may venture to correct St.

Jerom. The interpretation of the Septuagint implies the

frequency of rain in June or July, contrary to fact ; St.

Jerom's that harvest did not come on till the end ofJuly,

which equally contradicts experience and Scripture; and

what adds to the strangeness of the mistake is, that Jer-

om applies chiefly to the harvest, what apparently refers

solely to the filling their reservoirs of water, and under-

ginta suo more T^vynrov, id est, vindemiam transtu'erunt : quod si recipi-

mu9, omnino juxta orientis omnes regiones et insolitum et impossibile est.

Nunquam enim in fine mensis Junii, sive in mense Julio, in his provinciis,

maximeque in Judiea, pluvias vidimus—Et superfluum erat nunc comraina-

ri mensis Julii siccitatum, in quonuraquam pluvias dederat. Prohibuit au-

tem imbrem ut non solum indigentinm panura, sed et sitis ardorem et bi-

bendi penuriam sustinerent. In his enim locis, in quibus nunc degimus,

prseter parvos fontes, omnes cisternarum aquse sunt; et si imbres divina

ira suspenderit, majus sitis quam famis periculuni est. Hieron. Opera,

vol. iii. col. 1400, Edit. Martinay.
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stands the rains of the Prophet of those that have noth-

ing to do with filling their cisterns, though those rains of

the Prophet must have been as celebrated as those of

April, and probably more so, for however useful the rains

of April maJ be, it is from those of February that they

derive their hopes of a fruitful year.

No one ought, I apprehend, to make any difficulty of

Dr. Shaw's describing snow as the cause of the overflow-

ing of their fountains, whereas the Prophet speaks of fill-

ing their cisterns with rain, since the temperature of the

air is so very different in different places of this country ;

that will be snow in a cold place which would be rain in a

warmer ; snow at Jerusalem which is very cold, while it

was rain that filled their cisterns elsewhere. So Josephus

speaks*" of rain as filling their reservoirs.

Egmont and Heyman mentionf those rejoicings that

Dr. Shaw speaks of, but they do not take notice of the

time of them. " When we were there," at Nehemiah's

pit, or well, " the water in it was very low ; though

sometimes it overflows in such a manner as to lay the vale

under water, which occasions great rejoicings among the

Turks and Arabians, as being a certain prognostic of a

very plentiful year."

OBSERVATION XXII.

TIMES OF drought; CURIOUS PROCESSION OF THE
CHRISTIANS AT SIDON, TO OBTAIN RAIN.

By a passage of la Roque,J it appears, that if the

usual rains have failed in the spring, it is ofgreat benefit

to have a copious shower, though very late: for he tells

us, that when he arrived at Sidon, in the end of June, it

had not rained there for many months, and that the earth

was so extremely dry, that the cotton plants, and the

* Vide Antiq, Jud. 1. xiv. c. 14. De Bell. Jud. I. i. c. 7.

t Vol. i. p. 378. t VoY. de Sjiie, Sec. tome 1, p. 8, &c.
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mulberry trees, which make the principal riches of that

Country, were in a sad condition, and all other things suf-

fered in proportion, so that a famine was feared, which is

generally followed with a pestilence. He then tells us,

that all the sects of religion which lived there had,

in their various ways, put up public prayers for rain,

and that at length on the very day that the Mohammedans

made a solemn procession out of the city, in the way of

supplicating for mercy, all on a sudden the air thickened,

and all the marks of an approaching storm appeared, and

the rain descended in such abundance, that all those

that attended the procession got back to the city with

considerable difficulty, and in disorder. He adds, that the

rain continued all that day, and part of the night, which

perfected the revival of the plants, and the saving of the

productions of the earth.

La Roque is evidently embarrassed with this fall of the

rain just at the time the Mohammedans were presenting

their supplications, when neither the solemn prayers of the

Greek Bishop, nor those of the Latin Monks, nor even

the exposing of the Host for many days, had been thus

honored : " At last," said he, " Heaven, which bestows

its favours, when and how it pleases, and who causes it

to rain on the unjust and the infidel, permitted so great

an abundance of rain to fall," &c. But there certainly

was no occasion for any such disquietude, there was no

dispute which religion was most excellent involved in this

transaction, nor does any thing more appear in it than this,

that God, the universal parent, having at length been

sought to by all, showered down his mercies upon all.

But the intention of these papers leads me to remarks of

a different kind.

This author does not tell us when this rain fell, which

is to be regretted, and the more so, as he is often

exact in less important matters. However, it could not

be before the end of June, N.S. for he did not arrive at
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Sidon until then ;^ and it could not be so late as the usual

time of the descent of the autumnal rains, for the cotton

is ripe in Sepleraber,f until the middle of which month

those rains seldom fall, often later, and this rain is suppos-

ed to have been of great service to the growing cotton

;

consequently, these general prayers for rain could not re-

fer to autumnal showers, but a late spring rain, which

probably happened soon after his arrival, or about the

time that Dr. Russell tells us those severe thunder show-

ers fell at Aleppo, which I have before taken notice of,

that is, about the beginning of July, O.S. And though

the harvest must have been over at Sidon by the time

this gentleman arrived there, and they had, therefore,

nothing then to hope or to fear for as to that, yet as the

people of those countries depend so much on garden stuff,

the inspissated juice of grapes, figs, olives, &;c. they might

be apprehensive of a scarcity as to these too, which they

might hope to prevent by this late rain.

For the like reason such a rain must have been ex-

tremely acceptable in the days of. David.J And it must

have been more so, if it came a good deal earlier, though

we must believe it to have been after all expectations of

it in the common way were over: and such an one, I sup-

pose, was granted. Dr. Delany indeed, in his Life of

David, tells us, that the Rabbins suppose the descendants

of Saul hanged from March, from the first days of the

barley harvest, to the following October, and he seems

to approve their sentiments. Dr. Shaw^ mentions^ this

affair only cursorily ; however, he appears to have imag-

ined that they hanged until the rainy season came in

course. But surely we may much better suppose it was
such a rain as la Roque speaks of, or one rather earlier*

The ground Delany goes upon is a supposition, that the

bodies that were hanged up before the Lord, hung until

* P. 5. I See Pocccke's Desc. of the East, v.ii p. 61.

i: 2 Sam. XX 1. 10. §P. 13$.
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the flesh was wasted from the bones, which he thinks is

affirmed in the 13lh verse of that chapter; but, I must

confess, no such thing appears to be affirmed there ; the

bodies of Saul and his sons, it is certain, hanged but a very

little while on the wall of Bethshan before the men of Ja-

besh Gilead removed them, which yet are called bones,

They took their bones and buried theniy I Sam. xxxi. 13,

the seven sons of Saul then might hang a very little time

in the days of King David. And if it should be imagined

that the flesh of Saul was consumed by fire, verse 12, and

so the word bones came to be used in the account of their

interment, can any reason be assigned why we should not

suppose these bodies were treated after the same manner?

But it appears that the word bones frequently means the

same thing with corpse, which circumstance also totally

invalidates this way of reasoning : so the embalmed body

of Joseph is called his bones. Gen. 1. 25, 26, and Exod,

xiii. 19 ; so the lying prophet terms his body, just become

breathless, his bones. When I am dead, then bury me in

the sepulchre wherein the man of God is buried, lay my
bones beside his bones, 1 Kings xiii. 31. So Josephus*

tells us that Simon removed the bones of his brother Jon-

athan the high priest, who was slain by Tryphon when he

was departing out of that country, though Simon seems to

have removed the body as soon .^s might be after Try-

phon's retirement.

Such a late spring rain Would have been attended, as

the rain at Sidon was, with many advantages ; and com-

ing after all hope of common rain was over, and presently

following the death of these persons on the other hand,

would be a much more merciful management of Provi-

dence, and a much nobler proof that the execution was

the appointment of God, and not a political stratagem of

David, than the passing of six months over without any

rain at all, and then its falling only in the common track of

things.

* Antiq. xiii. 6.
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This explanation also throws light on the closing part

of this story, And after that Gob was entreated for the

land. Dr. Delany seems to suppose that the performing

these funeral rites was requisite to the appeasing God : but

could that be the meaning of the clause? Were the igno-

miny of a death the law of Moses pronounced accursed, and

the honor of a royal funeral, both necessary mediums of

appeasing the Almighty? Is it not a much easier interpre-

tation of this clause, The rain that dropped on these

bodies was a great mercy to the country, and the return

of the rains in due quantities afterward, in their season,

proved that God had been entreated for the land ?

OBSERVATION XXIII.

SCARCELY ANY RAIN IN EGYPT. FAMINE IN THE DAYS

OP ARAB.

The famine in the time of Ahab might, it is possible,

be more severe than this in the days of David ; neverthe-

less, I do not apprehend the threatening, that there should

be no dew nor rain, meant that there should not be a

single drop of rain for three years.

William, Archbishop of Tyre, in the 12th centurj,

tspeaks* of a drought in the country about Damascus in

his time, which continued for five years ; but the Arch*

bishop does not suppose there had been no rain at all

about Damascus for five years^ but only not the usual,

not the necessary quantities of it, ariditas nimia and

pluviarum inopia he'm^Xhe terms he makes use of: and

this, I apprehend, is all that is necessary for us to sup-

pose is meant, when we read there was no rain nor dew for

three years.

Philo tells us, there is no winter in Egypt.f His fol-

lowing words show that he meant no rains, no hail, n©

* Gesta Dei per Francos, p. 1017. f Dc Vitvi Mosis.

VOL. I. 21
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thunder, iio violent storms of wind, which constitutes aE

eastern winter. In like manner Maiilet^ quotes Plinj as

affirming there were no rains, no thunder, no earthquakes,

in that country ; Maillet however affirms that he had seen

it rain there several times, and that there were two earth-

quakes in Egypt during his residence in it. He supposes

therefore that the non tremit of Pliny signifies it seldom

feels earthquakes, and when it does, is not damaged by

them ; the non pliiit, non tonat, that it seldom rains, sel-

dom thunders there, though as to the seacoast the rains

and thunderings are often very violent, but it does not

rain there as in other countries. Pitts,f an eyewitness,

confirms Maillet's account of the rain of Egypt, assuring

us that when he was at Cairo, which is at a considerable

distance from the seacost* it rained to that degree, that

having no kennels in the streets to carry oflf the water, it

was ankle deep, and in some places halfway up the leg.

And Bishop Pococke assures us, that even in the Upper

Egypt itself, it hailed and rained almost all one morning,

when he was there in the month of February, and that it

rained very hard the night following ; and that on the 18th

of that month it rained at Gava Kieber in the night, and

again after it was day, and again in the evening.

We may understand by these accounts what the sacred

writer means when he says, Egypt has no rain, Zech.

xiv. 18. He must be understood in the same qualified

sense that Maillet, or rather the Abbot Mascrier, puts

upon Pliny ; in the same qualified sense we must under-

stand Philo ; and consequently, all that is necessary to

understand by the expressions, " There shall be no dew
iior rain,'* is, that they should not be in the usual, in

the necessary quantities. Such a suspension of rain and

dew was sufficient to answer the chastising purposes of

God ; and an absolute drought of three years' continu-

ance must surely have destroyed all the trees of the

* Let. 1. p. 19. 1 1*' 95.
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country, as well as occasioned a temporary famine ;
but no

such destruction is intimated in the Scriptures.

Those prodigious long droughts that have happened in

Cyprus, one of seventeen years, and another of thirtysix,

must have been, one would think, of the same kind, not

such favourable seasons of rain as they often enjoj, when

they have a prodigious plenty of corn, but, however, not

a total suspension. Yet a late traveller, speaking of ihese

celebrated droughts says, no rain fell in the space of sev-

enteen years p^ had this been, strictly speaking, the fact,

one would imagine that not only the inhabitants must have

quitted the island, wbich he tells us they did, but almost

every vegetable must have perished.

This suspension of rain in the time of Elijah, was for

three years and six months, according to the Apostle

James, ch. v. 17. If the rain was only withheld three

winters, it would, in the common course of things, have

been a withholding rain for about six months more than

the three years strictly speaking, because the summers of

the East are dry ; it would, however, have been more nat-

ural to have expressed it by a drought of three years ;

but if the usual rains were withheld four winters, and first

appeared late in the spring afler their suspension, there

would be a great energy in this form of speech, three years

and six months.

Sir J. Chardin seems to have supposed the rain first

returned in the spring. For proposing this as a diflSculfy,

in one of his MS. notes, the Prophet said. The barrel of

meal shall not rvaste, neither shall the cruise of oilfail,

until the day that the Lord sendeth rain vpon the earth ;

but from the day of the coming of the rain unto that of

having corn, must there not be a considerable time ? He
answers. No, not in the East ; as soon as there is rain

there are herbs, and other things for food. This, though

not clearly expressed, supposes the first rain was a lute

spring one, like that at Sidon, which came time enough

* Egmontand Heyman, v. i. p. CS7.
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to produce many kind of fruits and esculent berbs, and to

deliver from the severity of famine. Further, I confess,

I do not see any necessity of supposing the miracle ceas-

ed the moment the rain descended, the words might mean

no more, than that the miraculous increase of the meal

and oi! should be continued until the wants of this widow

of Sarepta should be otherwise supplied, the means of

which the fall of rains was the beginning.

The solicitude of Ahab to find grass for his horses and

mules, seems to be a stronger proof that the first rain was

in spring, because that is the time of the year in which

they are wont to put their horses to grass ; though

this is not a proof that is absolutely conclusive, since

jn such a time of scarcity, the want of barley and straw

might oblige them to look for moist food at an unusual time*

Before I quit this subject, it may not be improper fur-

ther to observe, that Ahab's directing Obadiah to search

for grass, by the brooks and fountains of water, agrees

with Dr. Kussell's account of a common Syrian summer,

at which time the country is all quite parched up, except=

ing in those places where there is water. "^

Sir J. Chardin^s is perfectly similar, for his remark on

1 Kings xviii, 5, is, " in every place where there is water

there is always grass and verdure, for water makes every

thing grow in the East."

OBSERVATION XXIV.

WHIRLWINDS OFTE?r PRECEDE RAIN, AND RAISE IM-

j« MENSE CLOUDS OF SAND.

When rain does fall in those countries it is often preced-

ed by a squall of wind. So the ingenious Editor of the ac-

count of the Ruins of Palmyra, which city is situated in a

vast desert, and from thence called Tadmor in the Desert,f

tells us they seldom have rain there, except at the equi-

noxes; that nothing could be more serene than the sky

» p. 10. j Tadraor in the Wilderness, in 2 Chron. viii. •!.
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all the time that they were there, which was about a

fortnight in March, except one afternoon that there was a

small shower, preceded by a whirlwind, which took up

such quantities of sand from the desert as quite darkened

the sky."^

Agreeably to this the Prophet Elisha, when in the

Deserts with the king of Israel, who was marching with

his army against Moab, and which was ready to perish

for want of water, told him, Thus saith the Lord, make

this valley full of ditches. For this saith the Lord,

ye shall not see wind, neither shall ye see rain; yet

that valley shall be filled with water, that ye may drink,

both ye, and your cattle, and your beasts, 2 Kings iii.

16, 17, It was natural for a squall to precede this rain,

therefore he said, ye shall not See wind* )

The circumstance of the winds taking up such quanti-

ties of sand as to darken the sky, may serve to explain

that passage of the sacred historian, which describes the

heaven as black with winds as well as clouds, 1 Kings^

xviii. 45, for neither of these circumstances, a squall pre«^

ceding the rain, or its raising great quantities of dust, is

peculiar to deserts. Dr. Russell speaks of both as com-

mon at Aleppo,f which is at a considerable distance from

a iJesert properly speaking, though the country to the

eastward wears that name.J The winds prognosticating

rain is also referred to Prov. xxv. 14, Whoso boastetk-

himself of a false gift, or pretends he will give a valuable

gift, and disappoints the expectation, is like clouds and'

winds without rain.

OBSERVATION XXV.

WHIRLWINDS USUALLY COME FROM THE SOUTH. OF
THE PESTILENTIAL WIND CALLED SAMMIEL.

The South seems to be the quarter from whence the

Scriptures suppose whirlwinds usually arose, but we are

* P- 37. t Vol. i. Appendix, p. 13. + Ibid, p. tCk
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not to imagine they invariably came from that point of the

compass.

As Palmyra was seated in a vast desert, it is not cer-

tain whence the whirlwind came, mentioned under the

last Observation, since it only speaks of its taking up vast

quantities of sand from the desert. It might do that from

whatever quarter it came, since a desert surrounds Pal-

myra. One would, however, be inclined to suppose the

East is meant, since that is the side which is described as

a vast waste,^

Ezekiel speaks of a whirlwind that came from the North,

ch. i. 4, but this was what appeared to him in vision, and

therefore might not be according to the course of nature;

;

however, historians inform us they sometimes really arise

from thence. So the Archbishop of Tyre, speaking of a

battle between the Prince of Antioch, and Doldequin,

King of Damascus, attended by some powerful Turcoman

and Arab warriors, tells us, " that in the heat of the fight,

a most terrible whirlwind, arising from the North, appear-

ed in the field of battle,f exerting its violence on the

ground in the sight of all, and in passing further on,

brought with it such a quantity of dust, which it had ta-

ken up, that it so filled the eyes of the troops on both

sides as to incapacitate them from fighting; and at length

raising itself up, with a circular motion, mounted high up

into the air."J
This, however, is mentioned as a memorable and extra-

ordinary thing, the more southern countries being, I ap-

prehend, much more liable to them, where, according to

Maillet, they are wont to come from the South. Forgiv-

ing an account of the dangers attending the caravans that

pass between Egypt and Nubia, he mentions the risk

they run of losing their way in those thirsty deserts ; and

then adds, "The danger is infinitely greater, when the

South wind happens to blow in these deserts. The least

mischief that it produces is the making dry their leather

* P. 33. t SomewUere not far from Aleppo. ^ Gesta Dei, p. 8i2l.
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bottles, or goat skins filled with water, which they are

obliged to cairj with them in these journies, and by this

means depriving both man and beast of the only relief

they have against its violent heats. This wind, which the

Arabs call poisonous, stifles on the spot those that are un-

fortunate enough to breathe in it : so that to guard against

its pernicious effects, they are obliged to throw them-

selves speedily on the ground, with their face close to

these burning sands, with which they are surrounded, and

to cover their heads wilh some cloth or carpet, lest in

respiration they should suck in that deadly quality which

every where attends it. People ought even to think

themselves very happy when this wind, which is always

besides very violent, does not raise up large quantities of

sand with a whirling motion, which darkening the air, ren-

der the guides incapable of discerning their way. Some-

limes whole caravans have been buried by this means un-

der the sand, with which this wind is frequently charg-

ed."*

* Let. dern. p. 218. A Turk, who had twice performed the pilgrimage

of Mecca, told me that he had witnessed more than once the direful effects

of this hot pestilential wind in the Desert; he has known all the water

dried out of their Girbahs in an instant, by its influence. The camels alone

he said, gave notice of its approach, by making a noise, and burying their

mouths and nostrils in the sand. When this was observed, it was an infal-

lible token that this desolation was at hand ; and those who imitated the

camels escaped suffocation.

The intelligent Mr. Jackson, who performed what is called the journey

overland from the East Indies to Europe, in the year 1797, and published

his Journal in 1799, 8vo. Cadell and Davies, has given the following partic-

ular account of this extraordinary wind. When on the river Tigris, about

five days' journey from Bagdad, on Jane 10, he remarks, * I had here aa
opportunity of observing the progress of the hot winds, called by the natives

Sammiel, which sometimes prove very destructive, particularly at this

season. They are most dangerous between twelve and three o'clock, when
the atmosphere is at its greatest degree of heat. Their force entirely de-

pends on the surface over which they pass. If it be over a Deaert^ where
there is no vegetation, they extend their dimensions with amazing veloci-

ty, and then their progress is sometimes to windward. If over grass or
any other vegetatiou, they soon diminish and lose much of their force. If

over -watery they lose all their electrical force, and ascend ; yet I have

sometimes felt th«ir effects across the rivir Avhere it was at least a mile
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This passage shows with how much propriety whirl-

winds of the South are mentioned : they are chiefly felt

in the countries of the South; and they commonly arise

from that quarter, but not always ; being sometimes found

in countries more to the North than Judea, and not rising

from the South. They show also what is meant hy de-

strucHon coming as a whirlwind. Prov. i. 27,

OBSERVATION XXVI.

EFFECTS OF VIOLENT RAINS ON THE MUD BUILDINGS

OF THE EAST.

Dr. Russell informs us that the rains of Aleppo gen-

erally fall in the night, and in very heavy showers.^

Probably the same observation might be made in Judea,

and that the Prophet refers to it, when he speaks of a

Tabernacle for a shadow in the day limefrom the heat ;

and for a 'place of refuge, and for a covert from storm

andfrom rain : Isai. iv. 6, for a refuge and a covert from

storm and from rain in the night, I suppose, if we express

the thought at large.

But it is only generally, not universally so, and there-

fore Josephus might justly mentionf it as a strange,

broad. An instance of this happened here. Mr. Stephens, a fellow travel-

ler, was bathingiu the river, having on a pair of Turkish drawers. On his

return from the water, there came a hot wind across the river which made

his dra-wers a7id himselfperfectly dry in an instant Had such a circum-

stance been related to him by another person, he declared he could not

have believed it. I was present, and felt the force of the hot wind ; but

should otherwise have been as incredulous as Mr. Stephens' P. 81. This

corroborates the relation I received from the Turk.

I have no doubt that the destruction of the Assyrian host mentioned Isai.

Scxxvii. 36, was occasioned by such a pestilential blast. It is there said, that

the Jlngel^ messenger or agent, of the Lord -went forth ^ and smote in the

tamp of the JlssyriaJis one hundred andfourscore andfive thousand. Now
this An^el of the Lord is expressly called v. 7. nn ruach, a blast ovtuind,

which in my opinion can leave no doubt of the maimer in which this pas-

sage is to be understood. Edit.

* Vol. i. Appendix, p. 9, &c. t Antiq. 1. xy. cap. 11,
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though not an incredible circumstance, which tradition

affirmed to be true, that no rain fell in the day time, to

beaf offthe workmen, while the Temple was repairing in

the time of Herod, but all in the night, though the doing

it took up a year and a half.

Of some effects that frequently follow the violence of

the rains,'^ and are explanatory of some passages of

Scripture, Dr. Shaw has given tlie following account :f

" When I was at Tozer, A. D. 1727 ^ we had a small

drizzling shower, that continued for the space of two

hours ; and so little provision was made against accidents

of this kind, that several of the houses, which are built

only wilh palm. branches, mud, and tiles baked in the sun,

corresponding perhaps to, and explanatory of the untem-

pered mortar, Ezek. xiii. 11, fell down by imbibing the

moisture of the shower. Nay, provided the drops had

been either larger, or the shower of a longer continuance,

or overflowing, in the Prophet's expression, the whole

city would have undoubtedly dissolved and dropt to

pieces. The like also, to compare great things with

small, might have happened on the same occasion, even

to such of the Egyptian Pyramids as are made of brick

:

the composition whereof, being only a mixture of clay,

mud, and straw, Exod, v. 7, slightly blended and knead-

ed together, and afterward baked in the sun, would have

made as little resistance. The straw which keeps these

bricks together, and still preserves its original colour,

seems to be a proof that these bricks were never burnt or

made in kilns."

OBSERVATION XXVIl.

OP COLD AND HOT WINDii.

Our translators were at a loss how to render Prov.

XXV. 23: they could not tell whether Solomon spoke of

• The washing dowa their buiMings. t T*. 1 '^•^^

VOL. I. 22
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the North wind as driving awaj rain, or bringing it

forth, and therefore put one sense in the text, and the

other in the margin. I have observed nothing decisive as

to this point in the books of travels which 1 have perused,

and indeed very little more relating to the winds, except-

ing the violent heat they sometimes bring with them in

these countries*

At Aleppo, " the coldest winds in the winter are those

that blow from between the North-west and the East, and

ihe nearer they approach to the last mentioned point, the

colder they are during the winter, and part of the spring.

But from the beginning of May to the end of September,

the winds blowing from the very same points, bring with

them a degree and kind of heat which one would imagine

came out of an oven, and which, when it blows hard, will

affect metals within the houses, such as locks of room

doors, nearly as much as if they had been exposed to the

rays of the sun ; yet it is remarkable that water kept in

jars is much cooler at this time, than when a cool wester-

ly wind blows. In these seasons, the only remedy is to

shut all the doors and windows, for though these winds do

not kill as the Samraiel, which are much of the same na-

ture, do in the desert, yeX they are extremely troublesome,

causing a languor and difficulty of respiration to most peo-

ple,''-^ &c.

There is a visible opposition between this account of

the hot winds, as to their direction, and those words of

our LoRD,f When ye seethe South wind blow, ye say,

there will be heat, and it cometh to pass : they are both,

however, just ; for Cornelius le BruynJ tells us that when

he was at Rama, there was, on the 9th of October, a south-

east wind, which, coming from the desert beyond Jordan,

caused a great heat, and that this continued some days.

The niceness of Russell's observations will not allow us

* Russell, vol.i. pp. 60, 67. A gentleman who lived long in the East,

gives rather a diflerent account. "I was at Madras many years where

?his -wind prevails in the hot season, and tlie cftcct it always had on me,

WAS estreraely pleasant. J was always better in health.** Edit.

^ T-iV-^x" 55, ^ Tome2, p. 153.
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TO doubt the truth of what he says of the direction of the

hot winds at Aleppo ; nor can we doubt of their direction

being from the South in Judea; this is owing, wilhoU|-

doubt, to the different situations of these places. In com-

mon, the direction of the wind which brings these great

heats is the same as le Bruyn observed it in Judea.

They are southerly winds in Barbary^^' and Egyptf that

bring heat.

This observation of Russell, to indulge myself in some-

thing of a digression from the great design of these pa-

pers, which is to illustrate the Scriptures, concerning the

great coolness of water kept in jars when these hot winds

blow, than in the time of a cool westerly wind, very much

takes off from the seeming incredibility of the account

Josephus gives us of the water of Jericho,J which drawn,

he says, before sunrise, grows colder upon being expos-

ed to the sun, and assumes the contrary quality to that

of the circumambient air; and on the other hand, is com-

fortably warm in winter. The Editors of Josephus have

mentioned nothing of this kind in their notes on that no-

ble author. Dr. Russell's account possibly may be of

use to his future publishers.

§

I cannot help adding, though it is a sfill greater digres-

sion, that surely this phenomenon at Aleppo deserves a

very nice inquiry. A temporary thermometer may be

made with water, as well as spirit of wine or quicksilver,

and metalline instruments have been made to measure the

degrees of heat and cold : if, then, water is colder at the

time these hot winds blow than when there is a cool west-

* Dr. Sha\f, p. 134. t Maillet Let. 11, p. UO-

i De Bello Jud. 1. 4. c. 8.

§This coolness of the water, in tins extraordinary prevalence of heat, is

-without difficulty accounted for on the principle ef evaporation. Edit-
On the same principle, says Dr. Pat. Russell, Notes to his brother'a

History of Aleppo, vol. i. p. 360, wine is cooled by wrapping a wet cloth

round the bottle, and then hanging it up at the tent door in the summer.

Provided the cloth be kept constantly wet, the operation will be morr

»pcedily completed by suspending the bottle m the sun. Fdit.
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erij wind, and consequently is lessened in its bulk, and

metal is more heated, and consequently more expanded |

a very great difference must appear between a water and
a metalline measurer of the degrees of heat and cold : and

the ascertaining these differences, and the drawing proper

consequences from these observations, may agreeably

employ a virtuoso, and lead to valuable discoveries.

OBSERVATION XXYIII.

FURTHER PARTICULARS OF THE HOT SUFFOCATING WINDS.

These hot winds are not deadly at Aleppo, as they

are in the desert, but Dr. Eussell gives us to understand

they are troublesome enough, and oblige people to shut

themselves up. They are very incommoding and suffo-

cating in Barbary and Egypt too. ^' Le Bruyn is as un-

happily reserved as to his observations on the weal her

of Judea, as he is tediously exact in things of that kind

elsewhere, which is more to be regretted, as he spent a

much longer time there than most travellers do, and that

experience must settle the sense of many passages of

Scripture of this sort, criticising being very unequal to the

task : however, he sufficiently gives us to understand that

the heat was violent^ and consequently disagreeable.

What a different interpretation from that of many crit-

ics will this oblige us to put upon Cant. iv. 16? Many of

them, among whom is the very learned Bochart, suppose

the meaning of the first part of the verse to be, Depart,

O North ivind, and come thou South ! {D'n "Nm pay n^;;

nree tsaphon oo hoee tternan* Jeromf was anciently of

the same opinion, and calls the North wind, Ventus dur-

rissimus, the most nipping, pinching, unpleasant wind.

Some modern critics say this, and much more, to support

* See Shaw and Maillet in the pages referred to under the last observa-

tions, and Egmont and Heyman, v. ii. p. 62.

t In Com. in Ezech. c. 40.
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their interpretation. Sanctius,^ in particular, affirms that

the Soulh wind is warm and humid, which by its gentle

heat clothes the trees with leaves ; and supposing that it

might be objected to him, that Virgil speaks of the South

wind as destructive to flowers, he gravely answers, that

the South wind may be destructive in Italy and Spain,

and stormy in Africa, yet placid and healthful in Pales-

tine, because it blows from the sea, from whence it ac-

quires an humid warmth and softness. Winds of the same

direction, in different countries, may undoubtedly pro-

duce different, nay, contrary effects, but there is not the

least ground for the notion of Sanctius. The South wind

in Judea can hardly be said to blow from the sea ; in Ita-

ly it certainly does, yet is destructive. Le Bruyn de-

scribes it from experience as producing great heat, not

the gentle warmth of Sanctius. If then the South winds

of that country were as troublesome as they are in Barba-

ry and Egypt, and as the winds from the Desert are at

Aleppo, which it seems are of the same nature as the

South winds of Judea ; or if they were only very hot,

as le Bruyn certainly found them to be in October,

would the Spouse have desired the North wind to depart,

and the South wind to blow in the time of fruit, that is, in

the heat of summer, as these authors imagine ? It cannot

be. The contrary, I make no doubt, is the true meaning

of her words, though I do not know that any critic has

understood them so, all acquiescing in the preceding in-

terpretation ; or the notion that both are desired, which

is, in one view, still more insupportable ; desiring a sul-

try, suffocating wind to blow, and this after having, with

the same breath, wished for a wind from the opposite

quarter.

None, I presume, will deny the first verb, '^i;; ?we^

may signify, awake, or arise, O North wind ! all the hes-

itation must be about the second, and come 'HO boee,

thou South ! which, I suppose, signifies enter into thy

repositories. That «r yatsa and «3 bo, with their deri-

* Vide Poll Syn. in loc.
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vatives, are directly opposed to each other, we may learn

from 2 Sam. iii. 25 ; yatsa is frequently applied to the

causing the wind to blow, Ps. cxxxv. 7, Jer. x. 13, ch. li.

16, consequently the word ho should signify the direct

contrary, that is, its ceasing to blow, or its entering into

its repository ;
just as yatsa is used to express the rising

of the sun, its coming out of its chamber, Ps. xix. and ho,

its setting or entering into it, Deut. xi. 30, Josh. i. 4.

And so the true explanation of these words will be,

Arise, O North wind ! and retire, thou South ! hlow up-

on my garden, let the spices thereof flow forth, that my
Beloved may come into his garden, invited hy the cool-

ness and fragrance of the air, and may eat his pleasant

fruits ; for if the South wind hlows, the excessive heat

Tvillforhid his taking the air, and oblige him to shut

close the doors and windows of his apartments,^

OBSERVATION XXIX.

FREQUENT LIGHTNINGS IN AUTUMN AT ALEPPO.

Dr. Kussell, in his description of the weather at Alep-

po in September tells us,f that seldom a night passes

without much lightning in the Northwest quarter, but

not attended with thunder, and when this lightning ap-

pears in the West or South-west points, it is a sure sign

of the approaching rain, which is often followed with

thunder. This last clause, which is not perfectly clear,

is afterward explained in his more enlarged account

of the weather of the year 1746, when he tells us, that

though it began to be cloudy on the 4th of September,

and continued so for a iew days, and even thundered, yet

no rain fell until the 11th, which shows that his meaning

was, that the lightning in the West or South-west points,

• After having added the words of the original text, I leave this criti-

cism as I found it, without pretending to believe that it has very fair pre-

tensions to credit. Edit.

t Vol. ii. p. 285.
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which is often followed with thunder, is a sure sign of

the approach of rain. I have before mentioned, that a

squall of wind, and clouds of dust, are the usual forerun-

ners of these first rains. Most of these things are taken

notice ofinPs. cxxxv. 7, Jer. x. 13, ch. li. 16, and serve

to illustrate them. Russell's account determines, I think,

that the 'nij^; nesiim, which our translators render va-

pours, must mean, as they elsewhere translate the word,

clouds. It shows that God maketh lightnings for the

rain, they, in the West and South-west points, being at

Aleppo the sure prognostics of rain. The squalls of

wind bring on these refreshing showers, and are therefore

precious things of the treasuries of God, and when he

thunders, it is the noise of waters in the heavens. How
graphically do the Prophets describe the autumnal rains,

which God brings on the earth after the drought of sum-

mer, and how much greater energy appears in these words,

after we have gained an acquaintance with the weather in

the East, than before

!

OBSERVATION XXX.

.EXTRACTS PROM CURIOUS CALENDARS, SHOWING THE
TIMES WHEN DIFFERENT FRUITS RIPEN.

Upon the whole, though the country about Jerusalem

is several degrees to the South of Aleppo and Algiers,

and a diflference not much greater, in point of latitude, has

sometimes made a surprising difference as to the ripening

of vegetable productions,* yet they seem to pass through

their respective gradations at much the same time in all

these three places, as appears by comparing the accounts

* " I could not help being surprised at finding so great difference be-

tween the climates of Spain and Italy; for those vegetable productions we
had some time ago seen ripe in Spain, about Cadiz, as pease and beans;

for instance, were here, about liCghorn, now in .blossom. We were, in.

deed, told that this was something extraordinary, and owing to the severity

of the last winter." EgmoRt and Heysaaa's Trav. vol. i. p. 4«>.
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that are given us of Aleppo and Algiers, with the follow-

ing specimen relating to the Holy Land.

The trees are represented by Albertus Aquensis, as

but just grown green at Jerusalem in March. Gesta Dei

per Fr. 309.

And at Aleppo, according to Russell, their leafless

state continues no longer than the end of February or be-

ginning of March.

According to Raimond de Agiles, though a considera-

ble part of the harvest was got in at Ramula, or Ramah,

as it is now called, yet not at all, when the Crusade army,

in which he was, arrived there in the end of May, or

beginning of June, Gesta Dei, &c. p. 173. In like

manner Fulcherius Carnotensis gives us to understand

that the harvest at Ramula was ripe, but not gathered in^,

about the middle of May, A,D. 1102, pp. 413, 101 f.^

And in Barbary, Shaw tells us, harvest time is in like

manner in the end of May and beginning of June, p, 1S7

;

but at Aleppo it appears to be rather sooner, being gener-

ally over by the 20th of May, Russell, p. 65.

The middle of March was found to be the earliest time

for beans near Tripoli, about half way from Aleppo to Je-

rusalem. Gesta Dei, &c. p. 2Q,if

And beans are usually full podded in the latter end of

February, or the beginning of March, in Barbary. Shaw,

p. 140.

If St. Jerom may be believed, the vintage in Judea h
not till the end of September, or beginning of October.

Com. in Amos, c. 4.

* It is supposed in the Scripture, that the barley harvest was earlier than

the wheat ; it is so, it seems, at this day ; for Hasselquist found the people

carrying home barley the second of May, N S. in the country betweea

Acra and Nazareth, it ripening there about that time, p. 153 ; but he

found the wheat was not ripe the fourteenth of May ; for travelling

that day in the road from Acra to Seide, he saw a shepherd eating lor his

dinner half ripe ears of wheat, after they were roasted, with which Hassel-

quist himself was also treated by him, p. 160. The wheat, then, is several

dftys later thaa the bai^ley.

t"This,» says Dr. Russell, in a MS. note, "isear/iVvthan at Aleppo.'*
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The vintage at Aleppo begins as soon, lasting from

the 15th of September to the same day of Novem-

ber, according to Egmont and Hejman, v. ii. p. 848. So

Shaw says, the grape begins to ripen in Barbary the lat-

ter end of July,^ and is ready for the vintage in Septem-

ber, p. 146.

And we must be content to make our estimate accord*

ingly, and consider the accounts of Aleppo and Algiers as

nearly descriptive of what happens in the Holy Land, un-

til a more particular and accurate description of it shall

be given us by some curious observer.

f

* The account of AlbertuS Aquensls, Gesta Dei, p. 176, may be under-

stood so as not to contradict this representation. The siege of Jerusalem

by the Crusade army, in 1099, is said to have been begun June the 7tl), atd

to have ended July the 15lh, Gesta Dei, p. 750, and 7.12, consequently be-

fore grapes ripen, according to what happens in Barbary ; yet Albertus

Aquensis, complaining of the great want of water among the besiegers iu

the abovementioned page, observes, there was always there a great plenty

of grapes and of wine among the chiefs, and those that had money. But

then those grapes might not be such as grew in that country ; in a suc-

ceeding place, p. 285, the same writer tells us, that pomegranates, wine,

and other refreshments were sent to this siege from Cyprus by way of

present, and ifby way of present, they might be carried from thence for

sale too. Now, according to Dr. Shaw, pomegranates ripen not in Barbary

till August, p. 145, Avhich is later than the time grapes begin to be fit to

be eat there ; const-quently the country that could send ripe pomegranates

to that siege could send ripe grapes, though the grapes about Jerusalem

might not be at that tiine sufficiently ripe. And, indeed, had these ripe

grapes been the produce of the Holy Land, the common soldiers would

have seized them for their own use : tliey would not have been tasted onl}"

by the wealthy.

•j- From a MS calendar, kept at Sheeraz by an European gentleman, it

may not be improper to extrnct the followitig short tiotes :

"June 1, 1787. .apricots, cherries, apples^ gvetn gagesy and plums

Came into season. Do. 19 jllusk melons came into season. July Gth.

Black grapes came into season. 9th. Pears came into season. 13th. White

grapes and water melons came into season. 18th. The Jlrline plum came

into season. 20tb. ^ipricots, apples, and cherries, gone out of season. C2d.

J^igs came into season. August 6th. Peaches, and the small tvhite grape

y

called Jiskerie, came into season. September Gth Pomegranates came
into season. 10th. Quinces, and the large red grape, c-Me(] Sahibi, came
into season. October 4th. The large pear, called Jhlmsi, carce into

season 7th. IValniits came into season." These are all the remarks 1

find in this calendar relative to the productions of this country. li»n .

VOL. I. 23
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I will only add here, that if fruits ripen at Aleppo, Je-

rusalem, and in Barbarj, nearly at the same time, it must

< have been the latter end of July, or rather the beginning

of August, that the Spies were sent out by Moses to

search the Promised Land.

For Moses tells us, the time of giving them their instruc-

tions was the time of the first ripe grapes. Numb. xiii. 20.

At forty days' end they returned, and brought with them a

large bunch of grapes, pomegranates, and figs, v. 23, 25.

The three sorts of fruits, then, are contemporaries, and

grapes continue in perfection after they begin to ripen.

All this agrees with Dr. Shaw's account, who tells us,

grapes begin to ripen in Barbary the latter end of July,

and are ready for the vintage in September; that the

kermez, or kermouse, the fig properly so called, whicb

they preserve and make up into cakes, consequently, that

which is most useful for food, is rarely ripe before August

;

and that the month of August produces the first pomegran-

ates.=^ They received their orders about the beginning

of August, and returned about the middle of September;

and their observations concerning the fatness of the

land must have related to the wine, figs, and other fruits

of the country, rather than to the corn, which had been

long gathered in, and lay concealed in secret reposi-

tories.

OBSERVATION XXXI.

IHE FIRST, OR EARLY RAINS, FALL AT DIFFERENT

TIMES IN JUDEA, IN BARBARY, AND AT ALEPPO.

We must not, however, imagine the circumstances of

the weather in all these three places are exactly alike. J

have already remarked one difierence relating to the lime

of the fall of the first rains in autumn. Dr. Shaw informing

us, that they do not fall in the Holy Land in an usual way

* Tom. i. part 3, § 2.
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until about the beginning of November ; whereas in Barba-

ry they often fall in September, as they also comQionly

do, according to Dr. Russell, at Aleppo.

If this account concerning the Holy Land be just, it is'

visible that the intention of Solomon in Eccles. xi. 2, Give

a portion to seven, and also to eighty Sec. could not be,

give a good portion of thy seed to thy field in the month

Tisriy &:c.* since as Tisri answers to the latter end of

September, and first part of October, and they do not

even begin to plough till after the rains,f a good portion

of their seed could not, in common, be given to the fields

of Jiidea in Tisri, nor indeed any at all, the sowing of the

earliest wheat not beiftg till the middle of October at Alep-

po or Algiers, which yet the Chaldee Paraphrast sup-

poses. Bat this explanation may perhaps point out the

country of the Paraphrast. Were remarks to be made
with accuracy on the weather of those eastern countries

in which the Jews anciently resided, and on their agricul-

ture, &c. it would serve to explain many passages in their

old books, and perhaps determine the countries where

Buch and such books were written, or such and such de-

cisions given. Every body must be sensible, very curi-

ous observations might be made on this subject ; but 1

shall only remark, that, on account of these differences,

these writings are very insufiicient to determine points of

this kind, of which Dr. Lightfoot has given a very ample

and convincing proof.

OBSERVATION XXXII.

APPLICATION OP THE FOREGOING PARTICULARS FOR
THE EXPLANATION OF VARIOUS TEXTS.

Observations of this kind may also be requisite to

explain some passages of Scripture, which speak of the

weather in other countries as well as that of Judea, and

* See Lightfoot, v. ii. p. 544. | Shaw, r» 137. Russell, vol. i. p. 73.
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should be added as a kind of appendix to the foregoing

articles. Thus Jacob complains of the drought in the

day time in Mesopotamia, and of the frost of the nights

there : and accordingly Rauwolff, speaking of his going

down the Euphrates, gives us to understand that he was

r> ont to wrap himself up in a frize coat in the night time,

to keep himself from the frost and dew, which are very

frequent and violent there ;^ the heat, or drought of the

day, might well be equally complained of by Jacob, for

Thevenot tells us,f that when he travelled in this country

of Mesopotamia, the heat was so excessive, that though he

w ore upon his head a great black handkerchief which he

could see through, after the manner of the eastern people

when they travel, yet he had many times his forehead so

scorched as to swell exceedingly, and so as to have the

skin come off, and that his hands also were continually

scorched. In the day the drouQ;ht consumed me, and the

frost hy night. Gen. xxxi. 40.

J

The 6th vol. of MS. C. enables me to give my readers

an addition to this observation, which is too curious to be

suppressed,

" This passage, he is speaking of Gen. xxxi. 40, is one

of those many places of Scripture, which show the im-

portance of knowing the nature of those countries, which

served as the theatre to all the transactions there recount-

ed. For in Europe \he days and nights resemble each

other, with respect to the qualities of heat and cold ; but

it is quite otherwise in the East. In the Lower Asia, in

particular, the day is always hot, and as soon as the sun is

fifleen degrees above the horizon, no cold is felt, in the

depth of winter itself. On the contrary, in the height of

summer the nights are as cold as at Paris in the month of

March. It is for this reason that in Persia and Turkey

* Ray's Travels, p. 155, 15C. f Part ii, p. 52.

T It was no wonder that Thevenot felt all this inconvenience, from the

hare circumstance of his wearing a black turhan or head dress, no matter

how thin ; all dark colours strongly absorb the rajs of the sun, while aU

U^ht tolowYs reflect iXv^vn.. Edit.
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(hey always make use of furred habits in the country,

such only being sufficient to resist the cold of the nights.

I have travelled in Arabia, and in Mesopotamia, the thea-

tre of the adventures of Jacob, both in winter and in sum-

mer, and have found the truth of what the Patriarch said,

That he was scorched with heat in the day, and stiffened

with cold in the night. This contrariety in the qualities

of the air in twentyfour hours is extremely great in some

places, and not conceivable by those that have not seen

it : one would imagine they had passed in a moment from

the violent heats of summer to the depth of winter.

Thus it hath pleased God to temper the heat of the sun

by the coolness of the nights, without which the greatest

part of the East would be barren, and a desert : the earth

could not produce any thing." And then after some re-

flections on the temperature of the countries under, or

near the line, and in particular of Batavia; the agreeable-

ness of that country to the constitutions of the Dutch,

•who transplanted themselves thither from a northern cli-

mate ; and to the growth of the plants of Europe ; he

closes with observing, the Prophet Jeremiah speaks of

this contrariety of the eastern days and nights in his xxxvi.

ch. V. 30.#

Mr. Drummond, who did not think proper to pass over

the Euphrates into Mesopotamia, on account of the bru-

tality of the officer who commanded at Beer, observed

the like difference between the days and nights on the

Syrian side of the Euphrates : for he tells us,f " In this

country we always found the mornings cold, and the day
scorching hot." There is nothing wonderful in the se-

cond particular, but it is natural to be surprised at the

first, since this journey from Aleppo to the Euphrates

commenced August 17, 1747', and ended the last day of

that month. Cold mornings the latter end of August in

the Deserts of Arabia, near the Euphrates, appear strange,

but are, we see, confirmed by very different aulhors : how
well founded then the complaint of Jacob i

* See also Baruch, ii, 25. j- p, 205.
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OBSERVATION XXXIII.

TIME OF SHEEP SHEARING IN THE HOLT LAND.

SiGNioR LcsiGNAN, in the conversation f had with

him about the Holy Land, assured me, that the time of

fiheep shearing in that country is March, and toward the

beginning of that month, O. S. which is another proof,

that they are about six weeks, or two months, forwarder

in that country than we are in England, for the washing

many of the sheep this year,* in the village in Suffolk in

which I am writing this, preparatory to the shearing them,

was the ITthofMay.

The ingenious Dr. Aikin, in his Calendar of Nature,

lately published, throws sheep shearing into June ; and

though he makes it one of the earliest of the rural employ-

ments of that month, yet one of the tokens to mark out

the time, given by Dyer, whom the Doctor quotes, is

Xvhen the

Verdant alder spreads

Her silver flowers

:

which is not, at least was not, this year until the middle

of June, which would make sheep shearing three months

earlier in the Holy Land than it is with us: but Dyer's

prescription is not followed by us as to the time of per.

forming this operation, nor, it seems, by the Arabs of Pal-

estine.

The account I have given of the time of sheep shear-

ing there, may be confirmed by testimonies of a different

kind, which it may not be improper to set down here,

Aristophanes, the old Greek comic writer, supposes,

that among the economical uses to be derived from the

appearing of certain birds, the fixing the time proper for

the shearing of sheep is one, and that the coming of the

kite proclaims its being then the fit season.

f

* 1785. t Stillingfleet's Miscell. Tracts, p. 23*.
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Now Slillingfleet, in some notes on the Calendar of

Tbeophrastus,*' fitted for Athens, in the latitude 37*»25^,

observes, that " between March 11 and 26 the kite and

the nightingale appear, at Athens, that is, in the leafing

season. The appearance of the hawk is consonant to

what Aristotle says, as quoted in the preface, but is de-

termined upon a different kind of testimony; which is a

proof that this part of the Calendar, at least, is tolerably

well stated.'*

These accounts of Lusignan and Stillingfleet, if admitted,

fix the time of the year when Jacob set out upon his re-

turn from Padan Aramjo his father Isaac, Gen. xxxi. 19;

when Judah cohabited with his daughter in law, Gen.

xxxviii. 12, &c. at which time of the year, according to

Dr. Russell, ihey are wont to kill their kids about Alep-

po,f agreeable to the proposal made by him to send her a

kid from the flock, v, IT.

In lik« manner circumstaiices determine, that it was

in the spring that the sheep of Nabal were shorn, 1 Bam.
XXV, 2, for, among other things carried by Abigail to Pa?
vid for a present, mention is made of five meuBurcg of

parched corn, v. 18; but we know from otlicr passages

of Scripture, that the time of their using parched corn

was wont to be, when it was full grown, bu* not rip^, Lev.
xxiii. 14, Ruth ii. 14, 2 Sara. xvii. 28. This observation

may be of some use in settling the chronology of David's

wandering up and down in the deserts, when forced to

fly to avoid the vengeance of Saul,

There is another circumstance, in this affair of Nabal,

which should not be passed over in silence, and that is, that

bis sheep seem to have been sent into the wilderness to

feed, some time before the season of sheep shearing

came on, and that they were there by night as well as by

• Ibid. p. 324.

t Besides the milk of the goats, their kids add some part to the diet pf
the inhabitants, a few being killed in th© spring and autumn. History of
Aleppo, Vol. i. p. 115.
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day. This seems lo be poinfed out by the Tth, and the

15th and 16th verses: Thy shepherds, which were with

ws, we hurt them not, neither was there ought inissing to

them, all the while they were at Carmel The men

were very good imto ns, and we were not hurt, neither

missed we any thing, as long as we were conversant with

them, when we were in the fields. They were a wall un-

to us, both by night and day, all the while we were with

them keeping the sheep. It would be happy if some cu.

rious observer would give the world an accurate economi-

cal calendar for the Holy Land, as things are now con-

ducted among them. As nothing of that sort has been

published, that I know of, I must content myself with ob-

serving, that in Svveden, where the sheep are housed in

the winter, they are turned into the fields, according to

the exact and distinct economical calendar for that coun-

try, when the white wagtail appears,^ which happened

above a month before the nightingale returned,f which

being coincident with the appearance of the kite, marks

out, according to the ancients, the time of sheep shearing.

But as the climate of countries in the North of Europe

differs so considerably from that of Judea, the interval

between the turning sheep out into their common pas-

tures, after housing them in the winter time, and shearing

them, may differ very much in different countries.

The sacred historian mentions also Absalom's celebrat-

ing sheep shearing time with magnificence, but without

mentioning any circumstance that requires attention here.

But with regard to the first of these accounts, that re-

lating to Jacob, who left Mesopotamia when Laban went

to shear his sheep, we may with propriety take notice of

the acuteness which Jacob showed, in selecting the arti-

cles of that present he made Esau. To disengage him-

self from the> company of his brother, and that of his at-

tendants, which gave him a good deal of apprehension,

he pleaded not only the tender age of his children, but

•^ Stillingaeet'* Miscell. Tracts, p. 26«, t P- 267.
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the State of his cattle, which had, many of them, young

by their sides, which, if they were overdriven but one

day, would die.^ Had he however, made a present of

such cattle to Esau, Esau might have alleged the same

reason for marching with the like slowness. He chose

out therefore such as might make up a noble present, but

not such as were encumbered with their young. No

lambs, or kids, or calves. There were indeed thirty

milch camels with their colts, and twenty she asses, of

which ten had foals. But it appears from a passage of

Sir John Chardin,t that camels generally couple about

June, and continue in a pregnant state eleven or twelve

months ^J consequently these colts must have been nine

or ten months old at this time, and therefore very able to

travel much more briskly than the lambs and kids of that

springo The ten foals of the twenty she asses were cho-

sen, I suppose, with like caution, though I have not such

determinate evidence to produce as to their probable age.

OBSERVATION XXXIV.

AUTUMNAL VEGETATION IN THE EAST.

As the weather and the appearances in the vegetable

world, in the spring, have been shown to be much alike in

Barbary, at Aleppo, and in the Holy Land; it may not

be improper to add, that there is the same resemblance as

to the productions of autumn, and consequently, that we

may safely apply what may be said of one place to either

of the other.

I hare shown it as to the weather of the autumn in some

preceding Observations, let us now proceed to the vege-

table productions.

Dr. Russell tells us the cotton is not gathered about

Aleppo until October, O. S. vol. i. p. 78.

Gen. xxxiii. 10. -j- Tom. 2. pp. U2, 143. - P- 28.

TOL. I. 24
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And in 1?74, when a late traveller visited Judea, the

cotton at Acia, where he considered himself as entering

into the precincts of the Holj Land, was chiefly gather-

ed in the 23d of October, at which time he arrived there.

RauwolfF found that at the time when the cotton was
tender and woollj, near the Euphrates, about the middle
of October, the corn, which grew verj high, was full ripe,

and fit to be cut down.^ The same traveller found then

Indian millet in the same place just fit to be cut down,

and that in some places thej had it in already.f The
corn then and millet were somewhat sooner ripe than the

cotton.

The same writer tells us that the fields about Rama
were very fruitful, well tilled, and so\vn with corn, cotton,

and Indian millet ; and that it was harvest time when he

was there, which was the middle of September, a great of-

ficer being there to gather a great quantity of corn to send

to Joppa, to go by sea to Constantinople,J where there

was then a scarcity.§ But, according to him, all the

corn^ was not in by the end of the month.
!|

When Rauwolif found the Turkey wheat and Indian

millet fully ripe on the bank of the Euphrates, he found

the Indian musk melon still continued in season, and in

great quantities. ^"^

In like manner he found them growing in the Holy

Land, in great quantities, very pleasant, and well tasted,

chiefly those that were red within, when the Turkey corn

and Indian millet began to be ripe there.ff

Russell tells us, that the greater part of the trees about

Aleppo retain their leaves until the beginniug of Decem-

ber. Vol. i. p. 79.

And in 1774, some of the fruit trees had begun to drop

their leaves when that late visitor of the Holy Land left

Joppa, which must have been toward the close of Novem-

*Ray's Travels, p. 158. fP- 1^1. t P. 229. § P. 22r.

^ \\ liich corn appears to hare been the Indian or Turkey wheat, our

fcind of wheat being reaped in the East mueh sooner.

II
P. 319. •* P. 161. ft P. 229,
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ber, as be did not leave Jerusalem until the 19th of that

month, N. S. and arrived in Kgypt on the 2d of Decem-

ber, but the olive and fig trees were not then on the de-

cline.

OBSERVATION XXXV.

INTENSELY COLD WINDS AND ABUNDANCE OF SNOW ON

MOUNT LIBANUS, IN THE SPRING*.

When Trachonitis was a part of the Jewish country, as

it appears to have been in the time of our Lord,"^ if it did

not come within the original bounds of the half tribe of

Manasseh, it must have been a very different country from

the South of Judea in point of heat. But this is no more

than happens to other countries, and only makes the mul-

tiplication of meteorological observations and economical

calendars necessary, according to the nature of the differ-

ent districts, in order to have a just idea of the whole.

Thus de !a Valle, having passed over Jordan, at that

time called Jacob's Bridge, and travelling in the country

of Trachonilis, which was very fertile and well cultivated,

he found that " Mount Libanus was not far off", and that

from thence came a wind so vehement and so cold, with

such an abundance of snow, that though we were in a man-

ner buried in our quilted coverlets, yet it was sensibly

felt all night, and was very disagreeable."f
When I add, that it appears that this disagreeable night

was that between the 29th and 30(h of April, 1616, we
shall not be a little surprised. The snow that fell in the

night between the 4lh and 5th of May, O.S.I 740, or the

15th and 16th of May, N, S. and some remains of which

I saw four days after, and which so much astonished us in

Suffolk, was not so far into the spring with us, as the night

between the 29th and 30th of April into a Syrian spring,

which I have elsewhere shown is, in common, six, if noti

eight weeks earlier than our's.

* Luke iii. 1. Herod being Tetrarch of Galilee, and his brother PhiUi>

Teirarch oj Iturea, and of the region of Trachonitis.



CHAP. ir.

vs CONCERNING THEIR LIVING IN TENTS,

OBSERVATION I.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS ON THEIR DWELLING IN TENTS.

However pleasant the dwelling under tents may be in

our country in summer, and the taking now and then are-

past there in some favourable days of winter, yet the se-

verity of the weather at some times makes the constant

living in tents, which the Patriarchs are said to do, seem

strange to some, if not almost incredible.

This apprehension will not be lessened by the com-

plaints of some modern travellers ; such as that of Maun-
drell, who, speaking of lodging under tents in the night

preceding the 2d of March, says they were glad to part

early in the morning from their campaign lodging, the

weather being too moist and cold for such discipline ; and

presently after, in describing the pouring down of rain,

attended with lightning and thunder, on the 3d of March,

he complains that they knew not well which to be most

concerned for, themselves who enjoyed the miserable

comfort of a dropping tent, or their servants and horses,

which had nothing but their own clothes to protect them.

They that read such passages may wonder at the com-

mon supposition of Abraham's dwelling in tents through

the whole year in the land of Canaan ; Isaac's and Ja-

cob's imitating his example ; and the living of the Recha-

bites in the same manner, in the days of Jeremiah, and

for several ages before his time. That this however was

the fact, we have no reason to doubt, since it is done by

great numbers in that very country at this day.

1 will not say this may be accounted for by observing

that Canaan lies more to the South than the places of
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which Maundrell speaks ; or that they might not so well

understand the manner of pitching their tents, for shoot-

ing off the rain, as the modern Arabs who live thus, or

the Patriarchs : there may be something in those obser-

vations, but no great matter. The true answer, I be-

lieve, is, that that discipline might appear severe and dan-

gerous to Englishmen, which was safe to the Patriarchs

and Rechabites, who were used to this way of life, and

which is accordingly practised by many at this very day,

even in the northern parts of Palestine.

That the Arabs do now practise it, and spend their win-

ters as well as their summers in these habitations, is a

most certain fact. So Mons. d'Arvieux, who made a

visit to the Arabs of Mount Carmel by order of Louis

XIV. informs us,* that they have no other places to

dwell in but tents, which are set up in such a manner

as that the rain sHdes off without penetrating them. San-

dys goes further,f and says of these Arabs, that they lived

in tents, according to the ancient custom of that nation,

even during the winter, although possessed of sundry con-

venient houses.

I do not know that any have made this account of the

Patriarchs living in tents, an objection to the Old Testa-

ment history ; but had not the fact been uncontrovertible,

Maundrell's complaints might have formed an objection

as plausible as multitudes that are made, and which arise

merely from our being unacquainted with antiquity, and

the manners of the East.

OBSERVATION II.

WHAT IS MEANT BY HOUSES OF GOLD, IVORY, &C.

Sir J. Chardin tells us, " that the late king of Persia

caused a tent to be made, which cost two millions.J They

* Voy. dans la Pal. par la Roque, p. 173. t ^- 158.

t French livers, we arc to suppose.
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called it the House of Gold, because gold glittered every

"where about it." He adds, " that there was an inscrip-

tion wrought upon the cornice of the antichamber, which

gave it the appellation of the throne of the second Solo-

mon, and at the same time marked out the year of its con-

struction."^

This account, which is short in this writer, and which I

have still more abridged, furnishes us with materials for

several remarks.

It shows us, in the first place, how natural it is to the

Eastern people, to use the words house and tent as

equivalent terms : this tent, it seems, was cailedi/ie House

of Gold. This interchange of the two words frequently

appears in the Old Testament. Thus the goodly rai-

ment of Esau, which was left in the custody of Rebekah,

is said to be with her in the house. Gen. xxvii. 15, which

it is certain were kept in a tent. On the other hand,

when Sheba, the son of Bichri, a Benjamite, wanted to

cause the people to Abandon David, he blew a trumpet,

crying, To your tents, O Israel! 2 Sam.xx. 1 ; though

Israel did not dwell in moveable habitations at that time,

but in cities.

In the next place, this tent was called the House of

Gold, not that it was wholly made of gold, but because

it was highly ornamented with it. This teaches us how

we are to understand the houses of ivory, and the golden

city, of which we read in the Scriptures. The houses of

ivoryf appear to mean houses richly adorned with that

precious substance ; and the golden city J means the city

remarkable for its being richly gilded in many parts of it,

or at least in some remarkable places.

§

* Tome i. p. 20^. f ^^' '^^'^' ^- * Kings xxii. 39. Amos iii. 15.

+ Mentioned Is. xiv. 4.

§ We may be satisfied, I believe, that it does not signify, according to

the marginal translation, exactress of gold ; ior \\0\\&\Qr imXy it might

have been so described, the Chaldees themselves would hardly have given

it such an appellation, and the wordi is acknowledged to be Chaldaic ; but
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In the third place we may observe, that this tent is

called Throne:* "the Throne of the second Solomon."

This shows that the word throne sometimes signifies not

the rojal seat, strictly speaking, but the place in which

that seat is set. It is used in the same enlarged sense in

the Scriptures.

It is even probably used here, in the foufth place, to

signify any royal abode, even those where no seat of state

ever appeared. For nothing leads us to imagine the Per-

sian throne, strictly speaking, was ever brought into this

majestic tent. So when the men of Gideon and of Mizpeh
are said to have repaired unto the throne of the governor

on this side the river, Neh. iii. 7, nothing more may be

meant than that they repaired to over against the palace of

this great man.

Niebuhr has made a similar remark to the first of these,

in the first vol. of his Voyages,f where he tells us, " a

young peasant invited him to go with him to his house^

to drink some fresh water, which had been taken from the

spring that very day ; and he did it with so much cordi-

ality, that Niebuhr says he should not have refused him,

if it had not been then late, ^v?^^ kheemeh, is properly the

name of a tent among the Arabs, but he remarked that

the Arabs of this country named their tents CXaj beet that

is to say, their house,

they might glory in it on account of its being highly ornamented with gold,

in some of its more remarkable parts. One or more of its domes or tow«

ers might be richly gilded, like the dome and two towers of the mosque
built over the supposed tomb of AH, of which Niebuhr has given us an ac-

count in the second of his three tomes of Travels, p. 223 ; or it might have

one or more spires, like that over the tomb of Fatiroa, at Com, a city of

Persia, which Chardin tells us consists of several balls of diftei'ent magni-

tudes, and if of solid gold, as the inhabitants ftffirra, must be worth mil'

lions. Tome i p. 204.

* P. 20§. f P. 180,
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OBSERVATION III.

OF PAVILIONS, BOOTHS, AND SLEEPING UNDER THE
SHADE OF TREES, &.C,

The word TSty shapheer, which we translate pavilion

may, it is very likely, excite (he notion of something su-

perior to a common tent ; so our translators use that term

to express the superb tent of a king of Babylon, Jer. xliii.

10. He, Nebuchadnezzar, shall spread his royal pavilion

over them. A mere English reader will be surprised,

perhaps, when he is told that the word niDD succoth,

translated pavilions, 1 Kings xx. 12, 16, signifies nothing

more than booths ; and more still, if he is told that the

sacred historian might, possibly, precisely design to be

understood, when so describing the places in which kings

were drinking.

That the word signifies those slight temporary de-

fences from the heat, which are formed by the setting up

the boughs of trees, is visible by what is said Jonah iv.

5, and Neb. viii. 16, and we know that the common peo-

ple of the East frequently sit under them ; but it may be

thought incredible that princes should make use of such

as the term, precisely taken, seems to imply. And it

came to pass, when Benhadad heard this message, as he

was drinking, ke and the kings in the pavilions, 1 Kings

XX. 12. But Benhadad was drinking himself drunk in

the pavilions, he and the kings, the thirty and two kings

that helped him, v. 16.

In the margin our translators have put the word tents ;

but that there is nothing incredible in the account, if we
should understand the prophetic historian as meaning

booths, properly speaking, will appear, if we consider

the great simplicity of ancient times, and the great delight

the people of the East take in verdure, and in eating and

drinking under the shade of trees ; especially after read-
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ing the follQwing paragraph of Dr. Chandler's Travels in

the Lesser Asia :

" While we were employed on the theatre of Miletus,

the Aga of Suki, son in law, by marriage to Elez Oglu,^

crossed the plain toward us, attended by a considerable

train of domestics and officers, their vests and their tur-

bans of various and lively colours, mounted on long tailed

horses, with showy trappings and furniture. He return-

ed after hawking, to Miletus ; and we went to visit him,

with a present of coffee and sugar; but we were {old that

two favourite birds had flown away, and that he was vex-

ed and tired. A couch was prepared for him beneath

a shed, made against a cottage, and covered with green

boughs, to keep oflf the sun. He entered as we were

standing by, and fell down on it to sleep, without taking

any notice of us."f A very mean place, an European

would think, to be prepared for the reception of an Aga

that made so respectable a figure, and in a town, which,

though ruinated, still had several cottages, inhabited by

Turkish families.

J

It does not appear incredible then, that Benbadad, and

the thirtytwo petty kings that attended him, might actu-

ally be drinking wine beneath such green sheds, as a

Turkish Aga, of considerable distinction, chose to sleep

under, rather than in an adjoining cottage, or rather than

under a tent, which he otherwise might have carried with

him, to repose under when he chose to rest himself. Ori-

ental manners are very different from those in the West.

OBSERVATION IV-

THE TURCOMANS AND THEIR MANNER. OB^ LIFE.

Abraham is described, on a particular occasion, as

sitting at the door of his tent, in the heat of the day,

• A Turkish officer of gi-eat power and extensive command in that coun-
try, dignified with the title of Musulem, p. 106.

t P- U9. ^ P. 148.

VOL. I. 25
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Gen. xviii. 1, and from Dr. Chandler's account, it ap-

pears that those that lead a pastoral life in the East, at

this day, frequently place themselves in a similar situ-

ation.

" At ten minutes after fen, in the morning, we had in

view, sajs this writer, several fine bays, and a plain full of

booths, with the Turcomans sitting by the doors, under

sheds resembling porticoes ; or by shady trees, surrounded

with flocks of goats."^

This gentleman frequently met with these people in his

journies in Aijia : sometimes he describes them as living

in black booths,f which I should suppose, means tents of

black goats hair cloth, like the tents of the Arabs

;

at other limes, he evidently means habitations form-

ed of boughs of trees: thus he says, p. 184. "We
came to a level green, occupied by Turcomans. Their

flocks and their cattle were feeding round the scattered

booths; and cotton, recently gathered from the pods, was

exposed on the ground to dry, or on the tops of the

sheds, which are flat and covered with boughs."J
As these people seem to change their habitations, as

the weather, or their fancies dispose them, it is not im-

possible that Abraham might dwell in both these kinds of

habitations, and might be sitting in the portico of one of

these extemporaneous structures, formed of the boughs of

trees, as the word rendered tent is used in a large sense in

Scripture ; but if not, if it was a tent strictly speaking,

he might be sitting under the outskirts of his tent, near

the door, to enjoy the fresh air, as Chandler saw the Tur-

coman shepherds silting under their sheds, watching their

cattle.

It was not the hottest part of the day, when Chandler

saw these people sitting at the doors of their booths, it

was soon after ten in the morning; and when Abraham

was sitting at his tent door, it might be nearly at the same

hour. Travelling in the hottest part of all might have

* F. 180, 181, Travels in Asia Minor. f See p. 112.

+ This being some time in October.
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been dangerous, and according to the modern customs of

those countries Abraham then would have been retired

to rest.

According to this description, Abraham had not far to

go to fetch a calf; his cattle were feeding by his tent.

OBSERVATION V.

OF THE BEDOUIN ARABS, AND THEIR MANNER OP FEED
ING THEIR FLOCKS.

Our people, who are extremely watchful over their

public pastures to guard them from intruders, and so

ready to go to law with their next neighbours about

their right to common, or the number of beasts they shall

feed there, may think it very strange that Abraham
and Lot, the Kenites and Rechabites, should have been

permitted to move up and down, and feed their flocks

and herds unmolested, in inhabited countries as well as in

deserts.

But this ancient custom still continues in Palestine,

which, depopulated as it is, probably has as many inhabit-

ants in its towns, as it had in the days of Abraham. Nor
is this peculiar to Palestine; there are many that live in

Barbary, and other places, in the same manner. And as

the Kenites and Rechabites lived in Palestine in tents,

and pastured their cattle there without molestation when
the country was very populous, so Maillet assures us,^'

that great numbers of these people that live in tents, come

into Egypt itself to pasture their cattle, a very populous

country, and indeed the Holland of the Levant. As I do

not know his account has ever appeared in English, I will

here give it to the reader

:

" Besides these native inhabitants of Egypt, who have

fixed habitations, and compose those numerous aijd popu-

* Let 1. p. 24, 25.
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loiis villages of which I have spoken above, there are

also in that part of the country that is next the deserts,

and even often in those that border on the Nile, a sort of

wandering people, who dwell in tents, and change their

habitation, as the want of pasture or the variety of the

seasons lead them. These people are called Bedouin

Arabs; and we may reckon there are above two millions

of them in Egypt. Some keep on the mountains, and at a

distance from the cities and villages, but always in places

where it is easy for them to have water. Others pitch

their tents, which are very low and poor, in the neigh-

bourhood of places that are inhabited, where they permit

them for a small recompense to feed their flocks. They

even give them up some lands to cultivate for their own

use, only to avoid having any misunderstanding with peo-

ple, who can do a great deal of mischief without any dan-

ger of having it returned upon them. For to avoid every

thing of this kind, they have nothing to do but to pene-

trate a day's journey into the deserts, where, by their ex-

treme frugality, and by the knowledge they have of places

of water, they can subsist several months without great

difficulty. There is not a more pleasing sight in the world,

than the beholding in the months of November, Decem-

ber, and January, those vast meadows, where the grass,

almost as high as a man, is so thick, that a bullock laid in

it has enough of it without rising, within his reach, to feed

on for a whole day, all covered with habitations and tents,

with people and herds. And indeed it is at this time of

the year that the Bedouins flock into Egypt, from three

or four hundred leagues distance, in order to feed their

camels and horses there. The tribute which they re-

quire of them for granting this permission, they pay with

the produce of some manufactures of their wool, or with

some sheep, w hich they sell as well as their lambs, or

some young camels, which they dispose of. As to what

remains, accustomed as they are to extreme frugality,

they live on a little, and a very small matter is sufficient

for their support. After having spent a certain space of
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time in the neighbourhood of the Nile, they retire into

the deserts, from whence by routes, with which they are

acquainted, they pass into other regions, to dwell there

in like manner some months of the year, till the return of

the usual season calls them back to Egypt."

We see here that they are at liberty to feed their cat-

tle, not only in the deserts adjoining to cultivated coun«

tries, but in those countries themselves, and in those that

are full of people too. The commons then of these coun-

tries are not, cannot be appropriated to this or that vil-

lage, this or that district, but lie open to all, nor have

they any notion of our rights of commoning.* It was so

anciently in Israel, as appears by the case of the Kenites

and Rechabites ; as well as by that ancient constitution

among the Jews, ascribed by them to Joshua, and which

is the first of ten that are supposed to have been estab-

lished by him, by which it was lawful to feed a flock in

the woods, every where, without any regard to the divi-

sion of the lands between the tribes, so that those of the

tribe of Napthali might feed a flock in the woods of the

tribe of Judah. These usages are extremely contrary to

ours ; the observing therefore that they continue still in

full force in the East, may be requisite to engage us to

admit such suppositions, in settling the Old Testament

history, as we might otherwise hardly be willing to allow,

OBSERVATION VI.

ARABS HAVE NO PLACES OF SHELTER FOR THEIR CAT-

TLE BY NIGHT.

Though they have tents for their own dwelling, we can-

not suppose the Arabs have many conveniences for shel-

tering their cattle, but that in common they are left ex-

posed to all weathers.

AVhen the Prophet Ezekiel threatens the Ammonites,

that Rabbah, their capital, should be a stablefor camels,

* Vide Relandi Talest. p. 261.
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we are not to imagine the Arabs were obliged to have

such places for these more tender animals. Sir J. Char-

din, in a note on (hat place,^ assures us of the contrary :

"As thej give camels to eat on the ground, he tells us,

and do not litter them, they want no buildings for them.

And accordingly as camels feed in very barren and dry

places, where only nettles and thorns grow, which they

eat, and thistles and heath, and remain abroad in rain and

snow, they are afraid of nothing for them but mire, where

they slip, and plunge, and fall, in which case they arise

again with difficulty."

It is true. Dr. Shaw supposesf the cattle of these coun-

tries would be much more numerous than they are, if

they had some little shelter in winter ; but as it is, they

are in great numbers, and we find the camel itself will

pass through their winters very well without such conve-

niences, from what Sir J. Chardin has told us.

Ruins are indeed not unfrequently made use of in these

countries for the sheltering their cattle,J and we may very

probably suppose Ezekiel thought of this management,

when he describes Rabbah as about to be made a place

of camels, which is all the original means, I apprehend,

the w^ord being by no means so determinate as the En-

glish term stable, and may as well be understood to sig-

nify, that camels should eat the vegetables which should

grow in the place where Rabbah then stood, as that they

should make use of the ruins of that city for shelter dur-

ing the night, or in winter, for their camels, which the

term stable seems to imply. So it is trsinshied pastures^

Psal. xxiii. 2.

OBSERVATION VII.

OF THE RECHABITES, BARBARY ARABS, AND ITINE-

RANT VILLAGES OF MOORS.

But they not only feed their flocks and their herds, it

seems, they sometimes also sow corn in these lands, ac-

cording to Maillet.

• Ezek. XX. 5. f P. 169. t Maundrell, p. 19, end many other authors-

/:
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This, however, is not so readily admitted as the other.

In Barbary, indeed, it appears to be very common ; but

that it is not so agreeable to the people of Egypt, we may-

learn from what Capt. Norden relates of a Bedouin in

Egypt, whose name was Hasser Abuaffi, who dwelt near

the mountains opposite to Monfaluut, and sowed and

planted there, levying a tythe also upon the crops of his

subjects, which was without the permission of the govern-

ment of Cairo, and occasioned a report to be spread every

time that the Senschiak went to Monfaluut, that it was

determined to make war upon him, though the affair was

always accommodated by means of some purses, or other

presents that he made.^

May we not from hence conjecture, that the Recha-

bites did at first conduct themselves as the Arabs of Bar-

bary now do, and some of the Bedouins of Egypt, but

that some misunderstandings, of great consequence, aris-

ing hence in process of time between them and the chil-

dren of Israel, and which were owing to wine, Jonadab,

who was then the sheekh or head of that family, solemn-

ly charged them for the future never to drink wine, which

had been the immediate cause of this terrible feud, nor

to attempt to sow any lands, which had been the more re-

mote occasion of it, but to content themselves with feed-

ing their flocks and herds in the common pastures of that

country ; that so none of these animosities might for time

to come arise, and the umbrage they had lately giv-

en the Israelites might be forgotten; which injunction of

their chief they had sacredly obeyed to the days of the

Prophet Jeremiah ?

What may appear more extraordinary still is^that these

Bedouins, who do sow, are looked upon to be very saga-

cious in the choice of the lands they cultivate : so the au-

thor of the history of the Piratical States of Barbary tells

U8,f who observes, that the Moors of that country are di-

vided into tribes like the xlrabians, and like thera dwell in

* Vol ii. p. S3. f P. 44, 45.
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tents formed into itinerant villages ; that " these wanderers

farm lands of the inhabitants of the towns, sow and cultivate

thelo, paying their rent with the produce, such as fruits,

corn, wax, &c. They are very skilful in choosing the

most advantageous soils for every season, and very care-

ful to avoid the Turkish troops, the violence of the one

little suiting the simplicity of the other." It appears

from Dr. Shaw, that those whom the author of this histo-

ry of the Piratical States calls Moors, and describes as

like the Arabians, are in tVuth Bedouins, or Arabs.

^

One would think that I :aac possessed the like sagacity,

when he sowed in the hnd of Gerar, and received that

year an hundred fold. Gen. xxvi. 12. It should seem

too, from the circumstances of the story, that those lands

Isaac cultivated were like those of these Moors, hired of

the fixed inhabitants of the country ; there would other-

wise have been no pretence for the king of Gerar to have

said to him. Go from its, for thou art mightier than we,

V. 16. To have said to a person of Isaac's power, who
cultivated lands in the neighbourhood of Gerar, but to

which Gerar had no right, depart, would have been an in-

solence which that king would hardly have ventured up-

on ; but if the right of farming these lands depended on

agreements made with Gerar, the king of that country

might, after reaping the crop, gracefully enough refuse

his permission a second time, and assign this as the reason.

OBSERVATION Till.

ROBBING THE SEEDSMEN WHEN SOWING THEIR CORN

IN PALESTINE.

Inconsistent then as this flitting kind of life seems to

be with agriculture, the more peaceful Bedouins of these

times still practise it, as the Patriarchs sometimes did of

old ; but there are other Arabs, that rather supply them-

selves with corn by violence than by tillage.

^ P. 220, &c.
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The account prefixed to those noble Ruins of Balbec,

published in 1757, mentions one kind of depredation I

never before took notice oi', and which deserves particular

attention : it is the robbing the husbandmen of their seed

corn. The vallej in which Balbec stands, though very

rich, and capable of being made a most delightful spot,

produces very little wood ; and indeed *' though shade,"

says the ingenious publisher of these drawings,^ "be so

essential ap article of Oiiental luxury, yet few plantations

of trees are seen in Turkey, the inhabitants being discour-

aged from labours which produce such distant and preca-

rious enjoyment, in, a country where even the annual

fruits of their industry are uncertain. In Palestine we

have often seen the husbandman sowing, accompanied by
an armed friend, to prevent his being robbed of the seed."

The overrunning desolate countries by the Arabs if3

mentioned in Ezek. xxv. 4 ; and their lying in wait for

prey, Jer. iii. 2 ; and this robbing the husbandman of his

seed, seems also to have been an ancient practice of theirs,

and to have been referred to Ps. cxxvi. 5, 6, and made

an image, by the Psalmist, of the happy issue of the first

essay of the Jews to repeople their country : for surely it

is much more natural to suppose these verses refer to vio„

lences of this sort, than to imagine with many interpreters,

indeed all, for aught I know, that have touched on this

circumstance, that they allude to a countryman's anxiety

who sows his corn in a very scarce time, and is afraid of

the failure of the next crop.

The Israelites that returned from Babylon, upon the

proclamation of Cyrus, were undoubtedly in similar cir-

cumstances to husbandmen sowing their corn, amidst sur-

rounding encampments of oppressive Arabs. Their re-

building their towns and their temple resembled a time of
sowing, for from these things they were willing to hope
for a great increase of people ; but they that continued in

Babylon had reason to be jealous that the neighbourioo-

* r.

roL. I, 26
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nations would defeat these efforts, and destroy these rising

settlements. A sacred historian expressly mentions such

difficulties: When Sanballat, and Tobiah, and the Ara-

bians, and the Ammonites, and the Ashdodites, heard

that the walls of Jerusalem were made up, and that the

breaches began to be stopped, then they were very wroth,

and conspired all of them together, to come and to fight

against Jerusalem, and to hinder it, Neh. iv. 7, 8,

Nor was it diflScult to forsee these oppositions: the Arabs

had undoubtedly pastured their flocks and herds, and

pitched their tents all over Judea when left desolate, and

perhaps others of the neighbouring nations had seized upon

some of the dispeopled districts, that lay most conven-

ient for them ; it was then the interest of the Arabs, and

of such other nations, to discourage as much as possible

the return of Israel in any numbers into the country of

their fathers. In opposition to this jealousy the Prophet

expresses his hope, perhaps predicts, that there would

be a happy issue of these beginnings to repeople

their country. " Make the people of our captivity to re-

turn, O Lord ! into their country, like the streams of

the south, to cause these deserts to flourish again ; let

them be persuaded, that though these expectations of re-

peopling their country with an anxiety like that of a poor

husbandman, that goes forth weeping, for fear he should

be robbed of his seed, should for the present fail, they

shall feel a joy hereafter like his, when he brings back his

sheaves with rejoicing, in the thorough re-establishment of

Israel in Judea, so as to have no cause to apprehend any

thing from the surrounding nations."

OBSERVATION IX.

ROBBING THE HARVEST ; SOWING DIFFERENT KINDS

OF GRAIN IN THE WINTER.

If they rob the countryman of his seed corn, much

more is it to be thought they often seize on the corn, and

other fruits of the earth, when growing ripe.
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So Egmont and Heyman, in their travels in Galilee

found a large plain bordering on the lake of Tiberias,

which was sown with rice, but to which they perceived

the Arabians had already paid a visit, though great part

of the corn was not then ripe.*

But what I would rather observe here is, that they

treat the fruit trees after the same manner, and oblige the

inhabitants of these countries to gather their fruits before

they are ripe, when they apprehend any danger from

these mischievous neighbours. So Maillet ascribes the

alteration for the worse, that is found in the wine of a

province in Egypt, which formerly produced wine of that

excellence, as to be esteemed the third best of all those

that were drank at Rome, to the precipitation, in a great

measure, with which they now gather the grapes.f The
cause of this, which occasions so bad an effect, he gives

an account of in the following page, saying, " that this

province of Fioum is surrounded with Arabs, who fre-

quently make excursions into it, especially in the season

in which fruits begin to ripen, wliich that district produces

in great abundance. It is to save them from the depre-

dations of the Arabs, that the inhabitants of this country

gather them before they come to maturity, sending them

to Cairo, where they find no difficulty to dispose of them,

though they are not ripe."

It is this circumstance, I imagine, that must explain

the passage of the Prophet,J Behold, the day is come,

saith the Lord, that the ploughman shall overtake the

reaper, and the treader of grapes him that soweth seed,

and the mountains shall drop sweet wine, and all the hills

shall melt. That is, the days shall come when the grapes
shall not be gathered, as they were wont before to be, in

a state of immaturity, for fear of Arabs or other destroy-
ing nations, but they shall be suffered to hang even till

the time of ploughing, so perfect shall be the security of
those times, ^

'^ Vol. ii. p. 57. t Let. 8. p. 294, 295, ! Amos ix. 13.
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This explanation removes the difBcuUy that might oth-

erwise rise here : for the rains falling in the beginning of

November in the Holy Land, and the sowing following

immediately after, what would there be astonishing in the

treader of grapes overtaking or meeting with him that

soweth seed, since the travels of Egmont and Heyman^
expressly affirm, that the vintage of Aleppo lasts from the

15th of September, to the same day of November. And
I have elsewhere shown.f that the vegetable productions

of Judea, Aleppo, and Barbary, are nearly contempora-

ry. It is certain, that nothing, according to those trav-

ellers, is more common at Aleppo, than this running of

the vintage and sowing season into one, since in the same

page that they affirm that the vintage lasts to the 15th of

November, they say, the sowing season begins there to-

ivard the close of October, and lasts all November.

The grape, however, ripens much sooner: for Dr.

Shaw, who tells us, agreeably to Egmont and Heyman's
account, that in Barbary the grape is ready for the vin-

tage in September, tells us also that it ripens toward the

latter end of July ;J and consequently, when surrounded

with Arabs, Judea, through fear of them, became obliged

to hurry on the vintage, it might be over some months be-

fore the sowing time began, but the wine made in this

manner could not be sweet wine. On the other hand,

though the grapes of Judea might be sufficiently ripened

by the vintage in common by September, yet it being very

well known,§ that their hanging long on the trees makes

ihc wine much richer,, more generous, and sweet ; the de-

laying the time of treading grapes there till the time of

sowing, perfectly well answers the latter part of the verse,

And the mountains shall drop sweet wine. Answerable

* y. ii. p. 348, t Ch. 1, Obs. xxi. t P. 146.

§ V03-. le Diet des Drogues, par Mons. Lemery dans I'Art. Vinum.
*' Quand on veut,faire le via muscat, on laisse bien meurir le raisin mus-

cat, puis on en lord la grnpe sur la vignc, afin qu'elle ne receive plus de

nourriture, et que ses grains soient fanus ou un peu rutis par I'ardeur du

Soleil, &c. *
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to this, la Roque found the monks of Canubin in Mount

Lebanon absent from their monastery, for the most part^

and busied in their vintage, ^^ when he was there the end

of October, or beginning of November, who are noted for

the richness and excellence of their wines.

f

And as the treader of grapes, was to overtake him

that sowed seed, so also was the ploughman, according to

the Prophet, to overtake the reaper : that is, I appre-

hend, no fear of approaching enemies should engage the

ploughman to discontinue his employment, but he should

go on cultivating the ground, in the pleasurable hope of

enjoying all the various productions of the field till har-

vest began.

The harvest, 1 have already observed,^ may be reck-

oned to begin about the middle of May, N. S. the plough-

man at Aleppo begins his work about the latter end of

September, sowing his earliest wheat about the middle of

October, and as the frosts are never severe enough to

prevent his ploughing all winter, so they continue there

to sow all sorts of grain to the end of January, and bar-

ley sometimes after the middle of February ,§ and this, I

think, according to O. S. and consequently barley is, ac-

cording to this account, sown in the end of February, N. S.

or the beginning of March.

The work of the ploughman does not terminate upon

sowing barley in the Holy Land. Mr. Maundrell, who
left Jerusalem April 15th O. S. and consequently the

26th, as we now reckon, found the country people every

where at plough in the fields then, in order to sow cot-

ton.^ This ploughing made a near approach to their har-

vest.

According to Russell, I| a great variety of vegetables

is sown in the eastern fields, some of which are sown very

late in the spring as well as cotton ; water melons in par-

* Voy. de Syrie, tome 1. p. 54. f P- 55. 4. Ch. I. Obs. xxi.

$ Russell, Vol. i. p. 73. ^ p. 110. !|
Vol. i. p. U.
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ticular, and other vegetables of that tribe,^ which are se

cooling, and consequently of such importance to render

life agreeable in those hot countries.

These pleasing expectations were, however, often dis-

appointed, and this latter cultivation of their grounds pre-

vented by the irruption of enemies, who broke into their

country before their barley and wheat were ripe, and con-

sequently before their harvest began. So we find the

Midianites, with the Amalekites, and the rest of the chil-

dren of the East, came up against the Israelites, and en-

camped against them, and destroyed the increase of the

earth, and left no sustenance to Israel, Judges vi. 3, 4.

Israel, then, instead of going on with the cultivation of

their grounds, withdrew into dens on the mountains, and

caves, and strong holds, v. 2 ; and threshed what little

corn they could save out of their hands by stealth, v. 11.

Amos then speaks of the perfect quiet and freedom

from disturbances in that country, in those days to which

the prophecy relates ; whereas all commentators, so far

as I have observed, suppose this passage either expresses

the temperateness of the seasons only, or the abundance

of the productions of the earth in those times, neither of

which is the complete thought of the Prophet, thcugh

they may be both indirectly involved in his words. The
following words of building the waste cities, and inhab-

iting them, planting vineyards and drinking the wine of

thenif making gardens and eating the fr%dt thereof, per-

fectly agree with this explanation. But it very ill suits

"with the opinion of those that suppose abundance only is

intended, that the first part of the verse in that view on-

ly speaks of abundance of work, long continued plough-

ing, and says nothing of the plenty of the crop ; for

which reason, I suppose, it was, that the Septuagint, not

entering into the view of the prophecy, translated the

words the time of harvest shall overtake the vintage, &c.

* See Pocoeke's Travels, Vol. ii. p. 164.
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OBSERVATION X.

ARABS LIE IN WAIT FOR TRAVELLERS AND CARAVANS,
IN ORDER TO ROB THEM.

Great is the attention with which the Arabs watch

for passengers, whom they may spoil.

Jeremiah refers to this watching of theirs, ch. iii. 2, In

the ways hast thou satfor them, as the Arabians in the

wilderness.

Every one knows the general intention of the Prophet,

but the MS. of Chardin has given so strong and lively a

description of the eagerness that attends their looising out

for prey, that 1 am persuaded my readers will be pleased

with it. "Thus the Arabs wait for caravans with the

most violent avidity, looking about them on all sides,

raising themselves up on their horses, running here and

there to see if they cannot perceive any smoke, or dust,

or tracks on the ground, or any other marks of people

passing along."

OBSERVATION XL

ARABS RIDE INTO HOUSES IN ORDER TO ROB THEM.

Among other violences of the Arabs, that of riding

into the houses of those they mean to harrass, is not one of

the least observable ; the rather, as it seems to be refer-

red to in the Scriptures.

To prevent this insult, and the mischief these Arabs

might do them, Thevenot tells us,* that the door of

the house in which the French merchants lived at Rama,

was not three feet high, and that all the doors of that town

are equally low, to hinder the Arabs from entering their

houses on horseback ; and afterward speaks of a large

^ Part 1. p. lU.
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door going into the church at Bethlehem, which has been

walled up, and onlj a wicket left in it three feet high, and

two feet wide, to hinder the Arabs from entering the

church with their horses. Other authors have made the

like observations. "^

Now may not that passage in the Proverbs refer to this,

He that exalteth his gate, seeketh destruction, or calami-

ty ? ch. xvii. 19. The Rojal Preacher elsewhere says,

Pride goeth before destruction, and an haughty spirit

before a fall ; and again, Before destruction, the heart

ofman is haughty, and before honor is humility ; which

seem to be the same thought in general with that of the

text I am considering: if then he thought fit to come to

particulars, why is the height of the gate of an haughty

person mentioned, rather than other circumstances ofmag-

nificence in a building? rather than the wideness of the

house, the airiness of the rooms, the cutting out windows,

the cedar ceilings, and the vermillion, which are all men-

tioned by Jeremiah as pieces ofgrandeur ?f It can hardly

be imagined that Solomon mentioned the stateliness of

the gateway of an bouse, without a particular meaning;

bat if bands of Arabs had taken the advantage of large

doors to enter into houses that stood in the confines of

Solomon's kingdoms, or of neighbouring countries with

which the Jews were well acquainted, there is a most

graceful vivacity in the apophthegm.

I do not know whether there is not another passage

that refers to this riding into houses, I mean Zeph. i. 8, 9.

I will punish the princes, and the king's children, and

all such as are clothed with strange apparel. In the same

day, also, will I punish all those that leap upon the

threshold, which fill their master's houses with violence

and deceit. Those that wear strange apparel ; these are

words that in this connexion seem only to mean the rich

* Sandys, p. 117. Le Bruyn, tome 2. p. 224. Egmont and Heyman,

vol. i. p.300.

t Ch. xxii. 14.
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that were conscious of such power and influence, as to

dare time of oppression and danger, to a\ow their riches,

and who therefore were not afraid to wear the precious

manufactures of strange countries,^ though they were nei-

ther magistrates, nor yet of royal descent. A great number

of attendants is a modern piece of oriental magnificence,

as I shall hereafter have occasion to remark, it appears to

have been so anciently, Eccles. v. 11 ; these servants,

now, it is most certain, frequently attend their master on

horseback, richly attired, sometimes to the number of

twentyfive or thirty :f if they did so anciently, with a

number of servants attending great men, who are repre-

sented by this very Prophet as at that time in common

terrible oppressors, ch. iii. 3, may be naturally supposed

to ride into people's houses, and having gained admission

by deceit, to force from them by violence considerable

contributions : for this riding into houses is not now only

practised by the Arabs, it consequently might be prac-

tised by others, too, anciently. It is not now pecu-

liar to the Arabs, for le Bruyn, after describing the mag-

nificent furniture of several of the Armenian merchants

at Julfa, that suburb of Ispahan in which they live, tells

us, that the front door of the greatest part of these houses

is very small, partly to hinder the Persians from entering

into them on horseback, and partly that they may less ob-

serve the magnificence within. To which ought to be

added, what he elsewhere observes, that these Armen-
ians are treated with great rigour and insolence by the

Persians. If this text refers to a violence of this sort,

they are the thresholds of the oppressed over which they

leaped, not the thresholds of the oppressive masters^

which some have supposed, when they returned laden

with spoil.

As to the opinion, that the Prophet alludes here to the

idolatrous observance that obtained among the worship-

* So fine linen and broideretl work, Avtiicii the great wore, are repre-

sented as the produce of Kgypt by the prophet Ezekiel, ch. xxvii. 7.

t Voy. Maillet, Let. 13. p. 168.

VOL. T. 27
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pers of Dagon, 1 Sam. v. 5, it can have nothing to rec-

ommend it, I think, but its being proposed by so old a

writer as the Cb^ldee Paraphrast.

OBSERVATION XII.

ASSOCIATION OF ARAB TRIBES, IN ORDER TO DEFEND
THEMSELVES, AND ANNOY PASSENGERS.

These and other violences of the Arabs frequentlj

draw upon them alara)s, and occasion them to live in a

state of apprehension. For this reason, those of the same
family or clan nsuallj live near one another, in order to

be mutually assisting to each other.

Thus the eighteen Arab Emirs of the family that

d'Arvieux visited, kept near one another, encamping at

no greater distance from their chief than a league or two,^

and all removing together every month, sometimes every

fortnight, as their cattle wanted fresh pasture, in order

to be able to assemble together with ease. May not this

circumstance serve to explain the words of the angel. He
Ishmael, shall dwell in the presence of all his brethren.^

It is not, indeed, one of the several senses the Synopsis

Criticorum of Pool has given of that clause, but is it not

as natural as any of them? lam sure it agrees as well

with the preceding part of the prophecy. He will be

a wild man ; his hand will be against every man^ and
every viands hand against him, and therefore he will find

it requisite not to suffer his descendants and friends to

live dispersed up and down, but to require them to en-

camp together.

So did not Abraham. The measures that he and the

other pacific Patriarchs took, were very different from

Ishmael's, and those of the modern Arabs. When the

flocks and the herds of Abraham multiplied, he thought

it best that he and his nephew Lot should part ; and Ja-

* La Roque Voy. dans la Pal. p. 103, 106.
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cob, Instead of removing his tents every time it became

requisite to seek new pasture, detached his sons from him,

and sometimes to a considerable distance, Gen. xxxvii.

And indeed the Angel in fortelling that Ishmael should be

a wild man, his hand against every man, and every man^s

hand against him, plainly intimates that his way of

life would greatly differ from that of his father Abraham,

if the prophecy do not even point out a kind of life

until then unknown. It is certain most, if not all, of

those that live this kind of life, derive their descent from

Ishmael.

OBSERVATION XIII.

fSUDDEPf DECAMPMENTS OF THE ARABS, AND RETREAT
INTO THE DESERTS WHEN PURSUED BY THEIR

ENEMIES.

When the Arabs have drawn upon themselves such a

general resentment of the more fixed inhabitants of those

countries, that they think themselves unable to stand

against them, they withdraw into the depths of the great

wilderness, w^here none can follow them with hopes of

success.

The same thing is mentioned by other w^riters: by
d'Arvieux among the rest,* who tells us, they will be

quite ready to decamp upon less than two hours' warning,

and retiring immediately into the deserts, render it im-

possible to other nations, even the most powerful, to

conquer them ; they not daring to venlure far Into the

deserts, where the Arabs alone know how to steer their

course so as to hit upon places of water and forage.

Is it not then most probable that the dwelling deep,

which Jeremiah recommends to the Arab tribes, cli. xlix.

f^, 30, means this plunging far into the deserts ; raih^r

* La Roqne Voy. dans la Pal. p. 100, 101.
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than going into deep caves and dens, as Grotius and other

commentators suppose? That way of endeavouring to

avoid the fury of an enemy was indeed practised, not only

before the days of the Prophet, see Judges vi. 2, 1 Sam.
xiii. 5, but long after, as we see in the Crusade writers ;^

but those learned men will find it extremely difficult, I

believe, to produce any passages that show that the Arabs

who live in tents were wont to look upon this as a proper

method for them to take : their way is to retire far into the

deserts, not enter into the bowels of the earth ? and so far

are they from making caves their refuge, that it is observed

of this nation, that when they possess cities and palaces,

they never will dwell in them, looking upon such places

rather as traps, than places of defence,f as in similar

cases they were looked upon anciently.J All those

places of the Crusade writers that I have marked in the

bottom of the page? and which relate to retiring into caves

to avoid danger, speak of a people that lived a settled kind

of life, not a flitting one in tents.

That Hazor, which is directed to get far off, and to

dwell deep,§ was a nation that lived in tents, appears from

this very paragraph of the Prophet, Arise, said Nebu-

chadnezzar to his people when he conceived a purpose

against Hazor, get ye up to the wealthy nation that dwell-

eth without care, which have neither gates nor bars, which

dwell alone, A plain description of the Bedouin way of

living; and therefore this dwelling deep hardly admits of

any other meaning if we would interpret the Scriptures

from Eastern customs.^

I cannot but observe further, that the words the Proph-

et uses perfectly agree with this explanation, not with

that of Grotius, Flee, get yon far off, dwell deep, &c.

The caves to which the Eastern people have been wont

* Gesta Dei per Francos, p. 405, 734, 781.

f Sandys, p. 158. La Roque Voy. dans la Pal. p. 111.

+ 1 Sam. xxlii. 7. § Jer. xlix. 30.

% " The Bedouins, near Aleppo," says Dr. R. " vho encamp near the

eat es in the spring, inhabit grotto$a in the winter.^^ BIS. note.
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to retire, are in their very towns, or in the neighbourhood

of their dwellings, at least not far off. Such was that

which Asa made, Jer. xli. T, 9.

As the same term of dwelling deep is applied to Dedan,

it is reasonable to suppose they also were a tribe ofArabs

that lived in tents. The learned, from other considera-

tions, have said the same thing.

^

This sense of the original word, according to which

deep is used for far off^ seems to be confirmed by other

places : deeply revolting from God, Isai. xxxi. 6, signi-

fying departing far from him ; and people of a deep lip, or

speech, Ezek. iii. 5, 6^ meaning people that used the lan-

guage of some remote country.

f

OBSERVATION XIV.

THE SAME SUBJECT CONTINUED, AND OF THE MANNER
IN WHICH THE ARABS ELUDE THEIR PURSUERS.

As the Arabs can, in this manner, withdraw out of the

reach of very potent enemies, so can they, if provoked,

* Vide Vitringse Com.in Jes. xxi. 13.

f * To what Mr. Harmer has adduced on this subject, I add,* says Mr.

Parkhurst, from Diodorus Sicidus, speaking of the ancient Arabs, lib»

xix. p. 722, OTotv TToMfAicev S'wat./jt.ig atfTg* Tr^oa-in, (ptuyaiTiv u? txv e^n/uov,

TctuTri ^ga/uLivoi oyjj2001X0.^1, * When a strong body of enemies approach, they

flee into the desert, making this their fortress.' So Niebuhr remarks con-

cerning their descendants. Description de I'Arabie, p. 329, that * The sul-

tan could never impose a Turkish governor on the wandering Arabian

tribes; for as every particular family may abandon its tribe >vhen not

pleased with the reigning iS7ieeA,7i, toute la tribu se retireroit bientot au
fond du desert, all the tribe -would soon retire to the bottom of the desert^ if

it should be attempted to make them obey a Turkish governor.' And of

the Montefik Arabs who encamp on the banks of the Euphrates near Bas-
ra, Niebuhr observes. Voyage, torn. 2. p. 199, 'When the Pasha of Bag-

dad sends troops against this tribe, it retires as soon as it receives the intel-

ligence to the bottom of the desert, whither the Turks dare not follow.'

Once more, Mons. Savary, Lettre 1. sur I'Egypte, torn. 2 p. 8, says con-

cerning the wandering or Bedouin Arabs, * Always on their guard against

tyranny, on the least discontent that is given them, they pack up their

tents, lade their camels with them, ravage the flat country, and, laden with

plunder, />/?^77^e, s'enfoncent, into the burning sands, whither none can

pursue them, and where they alone dare dwell.' See Parkhurst's Hcb.

Lex. under pO;,'. Edit.
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occasion them very great distress, it not being possible

to be alwaj^s guarded against them. Some time ago the

public papers gave an account of their destroying many

thousands of the Mecca pilgrims, upon some disgust the

Turkish government had given Ihem, and filling the whole

country with lamentation.^ Nor does the victoriousness

of the most successfcil princes intimidate them in many

cases. Thus Curtius tells us, they set upon the troops

of Alexander himself, the mighty conqueror of Asia, when

they found them unguarded in Lebanon, and slew some, and

took others.f It is to these insults of theirs, I suppose,

that Jeremiah refers, when, after foretelling the success

of Nebudchadnezzar in Egypt, he says, that he should go

forth thence in peace, Jer. xliii. 12.

The deserts that lie between Egypt and Syria are at

this day terribly infested by the wild Arabs. ** In trav-

elling along the seacoast of Syria, and from Suez to Mount

Sinai," says Dr. Shaw,J " we were in little or no danger

of being robbed or insulted ; In the Holy Land and upon

the Isthmus betwixt Egypt and the Red Sea, our con-

ductors cannot be too numerous." He then goes on to

inform his readers, that when he went from Ramah to Je-

rusalem, though the pilgrims themselves were more than

six thousand, and were escorted by four bands of Turkish

infantry, exclusive of three or four hundred Spahees

cavalry, yet were they most barbarously insulted and

beaten by the Arabs. The same desert, between Gaza

and Egypt, appears to have been a scene of injuries also

in the time of St. Jerom ;§ and to have \>een under the

power of the Arabs much more anciently still; for la

Roque, in a note on that passage of d'Arvieux which I

cited under the last article, observes that Cambyses, a

little after Nebuchadnezzar's time, was enabled to pass

through these deserts by means of those supplies of wa-

* About the year 1758, Voy. Niebuhr, p. 331. | Lib. iv. c. 2.

i Pref. p. 9, 10. § Vide Hier. in Vita Hilar, v. i. p. 242.
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tec an Arab prince conveyed to him. A conquering

prince's passing out of a country which he had perfectly

subdued, in peace, would not in common have been the

subject of a prediction; but in this case, as it was the

passing through deserts where the Arabs at that time

were, as they still are, so much masters, who were not

afraid upon occasion to insult the most victorious princes,

the mentioning this circumstance was not unworthy of the

spirit of prophecy.

This may lead us also, perhaps, to the true sense of the

precedingr words. And he shall array himself with the

land of Egypt, as a shepherd puUeth on his garment, a

sense which is not to be met with, I think, in the volumi-

nous collections of Pool, nor so far as I know, any where

else; for I should suppose it signifies, that just as a per-

son appearing to be a shepherd, passed unmolested in

common by the wild Arabs, so Nebuchadnezzar, by his

subduing Egypt, shall induce the Arab tribes to suffer

him to go out of that country unmolested, the possession

of Egypt being to him what a shepherd's garment was to

a single person : for though, upon occasion, the Arabs are

not afraid to affront the most powerful princes, it is not to

be imagined that conquest and power have no effect upon

them. They that dwell in the wilderness, says the Psalm-

ist, referring to these Arabs, shall bow before him, whom
he had described immediately before, he having domin-

ion from sea to sea, and from the river to the ends of the

earth, and which he unquestionably supposes was the great

inducement to that submission.

Thus the Arab that was charged with the care of con-

ducting Dr. Pococke to Jerusalem, after secreting him

for some time in his tent, when he took him out into the

fields, to walk there, put on him his striped garment ;*

apparently for his security, and that he might pass for an

Arab. So d* Arvieux, when he was sent by the consul of

Sidon to the camp of the Grand Emir, equipped himself

' Vol.ii.p. 6.
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for the greater security exactly like an Arab, and accord-

ingly passed unmolested, and unquestioned.

The employment of the Arabs is to feed cattle, and

consequently a shepherd's garment may mean the same

thing with the Arab dress. Or if it signifies something

different, as there are Rushwans and Turcomans about

Aleppo, who live in tents and feed cattle, much as the

Arabs do, according to Dr. Russell ; and as a passage in

Isaiah, ch. xiii. 20, seems to insinuate there was a like

distinction in his time. Neither shall the Arabian pitch

tent there, neither shall the shepherds make their fold
there ; that different dress of a shepherd, whatever it was,

must equally protect a person in those deserts, for there

would be no such thing as feeding of cattle in them, if

such sort of persons were molested by the Arabs as pas-

sengers are.

OBSERVATION XV.

THE SAME SUBJECT CONTINUED, IN ILLUSTRATION OF

ISA. LXIII, 13, 14.

It will greatly add to the beauty of the image made
use of by the Prophet Isaiah, where he compares the es-

cape of Israel from Pharaoh, through the Red Sea, to the

motion of a horse in the wilderness, and the passing of a

herd into the valley,^ if we understand it as a reference

to the flying of the wild Arabs of the Desert from their

enemies, by which they secure their liberties, and avoid

the effects of the ambition of great princes, desirous of

enslaving as many of mankind as they can ; yet, I think^

it has never been considered in that light.

The passage I refer to lies thus in our common transla-

tion : That led them through the deep, as a horse in the

Wilderness, that they should not stumble ? As a beast

goeth down into the valley, the Sjnrit of the Lord cauS'

* Chap. Ixiii. 13, 14.
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ed him to rest; so didst thou lead thy people, to make

thyself a glorious name. 1 do no! know how it affects

the mind o[ other people ; but understood as merely re-

ferring to the unobstructed running of a single horse in a

plain, and the descent of a beast into a valley to take its

repose there, it seems to me too low and unanimated, es-

pecially considering the manner in which this Prophet is

wont to write. More surprising still, when we recollect

that the Prophet is here describing a scene by which God
acquired to himself a glorious name, and which, conse-

quently, demanded the greatest strength and magnificence

of thought.

The Bishop of London, who so often assists us through

the difficulties that occur in reading this Prophet, fails us

here, only translating the words after this manner:

" Leading them through the abyss, like a courser in the

plain, without obstacle.

"As the herd descendeth to the valley, the Spirit of

Jehovah conducted them:

" So didst thou lead thy people, to make thyself a name

illustrious."

And giving a different reading or two in a note on the 14th

verse.

The manner in which his Lordship has pointed these

verses is, undoubtedly, an improvement* as are also some

things in the translation ; but still an uneasy sensation is

felt, arising from something like meanness in the meta-

phors here made use of, though it is somewhat abated in

his translation.

Nor does it appear why, in order to rest, an herd should

descend into a valley. According to Dr. Shaw, the hills

must afford them as pleasing and comfortable places for

their repose, as the vallies. The eastern hills, according

to this agreeable writer, are oftentimes stocked " with

shrubs and a delicate short grass, which the cattle are

more fond of, than of such as is common to fallow ground

and meadows. Neither is the grazing and feeding of cat-

VOL. I. 28
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tie peculiar to Judea; it is slill practised all over mount

Libanus, the Castravan mountains, and Barbary, where

the higher grounds are appropriated to this use, as the

plains and vallies are reserved for tillage. For, besides

the good management and economy, there is this further

advantage in it, that the milk of cattle fed in this manner

is far more rich and delicious, at the same time th^ir flesh

is more sweet and nourishing.*

A page or two after he tells us, " Even at present, not-

withstanding the want there has been for many ages of

proper culture and improvement, yet the plains and val-

lies, though as fruitful as ever, lie almost entirely neglect-

ed, whilst every little hill is crowded with inhabitants.

The reason is plain and obvious ; inasmuch as they find

here sufficient conveniences for themselves, and much

greater for their cattle. For they themselves have

bread to the full : whilst their cattle browse upon richer

herbage ; and both of them are refreshed by springs of

excellent water, too much wanted, especially in the sum-

mer season, not only in the plains of this, but of other

countries in the same climate."f
If the account is just, a reader may wonder why the

Prophet mentions an herd^s descending into a valley, in

order to its resting.

But if we consider this metaphor as pointing at what

happens among the wild Arabs, every part of it will ap-

pear, I apprehend, perfectly clear and just; and the im-

age will be placed in a point of light in which it will strike

us both with its liveliness and magnificence.

I would begin the explanation of the passage, by ob-

iserving that the original Hebrew word did, sus, in the sin-

gular signifies not only a single horsey but cavalry, or a

number of horses with riders on them : just as we use the

word horse to express a single animal of that species;

and at other times use it to express the horsemen of an

army. Thus the word Exod. xiv. 9, 23, to express the

* P. 038. cd. 1757, 4to. t P- 3^^
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liorse of Pharaoh's army (hat pursued after the Israelites.

Now if it expresses the horses of the Egyptian army, it

rnay as weli here express the horse of the inhabitants of

the wilderness, that is, the Arab horse or cavahy.

For in the Scriptures the Arabs are represented as dis-

tinguished from other nations, by their abode in the wil-

derness of the East. Jer. iii. 2, is a sufficient proof of

this ; Lift up thine eyes to the high places^ and see rvhere

thou hast not been lien with : in the ways hast thou sat

for them, as the Arabian in the wilderness, and thou hast

polluted the land with tliy whoredoms.

The Arab horse are now remarkable for the surprising

swiftness with which they withdraw themselves out of the

reach of mighty princes, who have sometimes attempted

to pursue them. I have elsewhere given an account,

from Maillet and de la Roque, of their prodigious swift-

ness with which they withdraw out of danger: to which

I may add, from the last of those two writers, that the

great Emir of mount Carmel had a mare, for it seems they

ride them in preference to stallions, or even castrated

horses, as best suiting them, on account oi their greater

silence, gentleness, and ability to bear fatigue, hunger, and

thirst, which qualities they have found from experience,

they possess above the males of that species ; I say this

prince had a mare, according to him, whom he would not

have parted from for five thousand crowns, having car-

ried him three days and three nights together without

eating or drinking, and by this means, delivered him out

of the hands of those that pursued after him.^

Such an account of the horse of the wilderness, takes

away all meanness from this part of the representation of

the Prophet, v. 13, and throws the utmost liveliness into

the description of the withdrawing of Israel through the

Ked Sea, from Pharaoh, and escaping out of his hands,
when he pursued after them with a great army, and in a

terrible rage; yet they were brought off, by a divine

* Voy.dans la Palestine, ck. U, \^, fv.
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interposition resembling the amazing escapes of the wild

Arabs of the Desert out of the hands of mightj princes,

that have sometimes attempted to overtake them ; espec-

ially when we add, that other eastern horses arc wont to

move slow, in great pomp, and are vey magnificently har-

nessed. After this latter manner the Turks are wont to

ride,^ while speed is what the Arabs of the Desert are

chiefly concerned about.

If they are not so sure footed as the mule, which I

think. Dr. Shaw affirms,f it will account for the mention

of not stumbling in this verse comparing the escaping of

the Israelites from Pharaoh, to the escape of the Arabs

of the wilderness, on the account of its suddenness,

remarking at the same time, that no ill accident attended

them in this retreat, which sometimes overtakes the swift-

est and the surest footed horses.

With respect to the herds going down into the valley,

it may be understood two diflferent ways, but each ofthem

a continuation of the same image, of the escape of Arabs

from their pursuers.

They decamp upon an alarm, d'Arvieux tells us, ac-

cording to de la Roque's account, in two hours time,

marching all of them off with their cattle, their herds and

their flocks, and their families, with their baggage loaded

on bullocks, mules, or camels, and immediately plunge in-

to the deserts.J As this is done to secrete themselves

from their pursuers, however proper and agreeable the

hills may be for feeding their cattle, it must be more

agreeable for them to withdraw, on such occasions, into

some deep sequestered valley, the better to conceal them-

selves from their enemies that may endeavour to follow

them ; preferring this to any other place ; which is prob-

ably what the Prophet here refers to.

It is into such places the Arabs of Barbary at least re-

tire, when they want to lie concealed, according to Dr.

* Niebuhr, Descrip. de TArabie, p. 144. f P. j 66.

t Voy. dsDS la Palestine, p . 190.
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Shaw, who informs us, in the preface to his Travels,* that

about the middle of the afternoon they began to look out

for the encampments of the Arabs, who to prevent such

parties as their's from living at free charges upon them,

took care to pitch in woods, vallies, or places the least

conspicuous. And that, indeed, unless they discovered

their flocks, the smoke of their tents, or heard the barking

of their dogs, it was sometimes with difficulty, if at all,

they were found.

So after Israel had escaped from the Egyptian army,

they laid in a state of safety in the wilderness, with their

flocks and herds, and the riches they brought out of

•Egypt, unattacked afterward by the succeeding king of

that country ; and in generalf unmolested by any of the

other bordering nations : like an Arab herd, that having

escaped the hands of their enemies, was conducted into

some safe retired valley, in order to remain undisturbed,

after having felt the anguish of being closely pursued

from which pursuit they hardly had escaped.

Or as the Hebrew word n;;p3 bequadh seems, strictly

speaking, to mean a narrow pass through a range ofmoun-

tains, though it is used in a more general sense for ani/

vallieSy those of easy access, as well as those that are

more difficult,J it might be the design of the Prophet to

express the state of safety into which God led Israel, by
carrying them into the Wilderness, where it would be too

difficult for the Egyptians afterward to attack them, and

most other nations thereabouts, in like manner, by com-

paring them to an Arab herd conducted through a diffi-

cult pass in the mountains, which have been sometimes

actually observed in the wilderness between Egypt and

* P. 17.

t My reader, who recollects whRt is said in Exod. xvii. conoerning Ama-
lek, will be sensible why I express myself after this maaner upoa this sub-

ject.

+ Or more properly, a cleft, breach, or division, in a mountain or rock;

a mountain or rock broken in two, so as to afford a narrow defile or pass.

See the following page. Edit.
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Canaan,"^ by which means they secured themselves from

danger, it being unsafe for any to pursue them after they

had passed through such a passage in the mountains.

"About four miles before we arrived at Pharan, we

passed through a remarkable breach in a rock ; each side

of it as perpendicular as a wall, about eighty feet high,

and the breach is about forty broad." *'It is at this

breach, I imagine, the Horites were smitten,'' says the

celebrated Mr. Wortley Montague,f "four miles beyond

the present ruins of Pharan ; for having passed this

breach, they could make a stand, nor could they weil be

pursued." Accordingly the word descend may be under-

stood to signify plunging deeper into the wilderness,

without regard to the height or lowness of the ground.

But if this thought should be looked upon as somewhat

strained, the first representation, derived from the Arabs

leading their flocks and herds into some sequestered val-

ley, where they may lie unmolested, makes the image of

the Prophet a natural and lively representation enough of

the state of safety in the Wilderness, into which God
conducted Israel through the Red Sea, and sufficiently

remote from what is mean and trifling.

OBSERVATION XVI.

ARAB TRIBES FREQUENTLY SPOIL EACH OTHER,

Shepherds however might, in some cases, be iH treat-

ed by the Arabs without doubt, for we find that one Arab

will sometimes treat another very badly. Thus the au-

thor of the account of the ruins of Balbec, describing his

journey from Palmyra thither, tells us,J that about four

hours before their arrival at Carietein, they discovered a

party of Arabian horsemen at a distance ; to which, had

they been superior in number, they must have fallen an

• See Irwin's late Travels from Upper Eg3'pt to Cairo,

t PMl. Trans, vel. Ivi, p. 48. ^t Rains of Balbec, p. 2.
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easy prej, in the lan2;uid state to which both their men

and horses were reduced, by a march of above twenty

hours over the burning sands ; but upon their nearer ap-

proach they began to retire precipitately, and abandoned

some cattle, which their friends seized as a matter of

course, " laughing," says he, " at our remonstrances

against their injustice." In like manner Egmont and

Heyman complain,^ that they could not get their Arab

tribes to carry them to Tor, in their return from Mount

Sinai to Cairo ; who gave this reason for their refusal,

that they might happen to fall in with some of the Ara-

bians their enemies, ^nd thus lose both their camels and

goods.

f

The Arabs then treat other Arabs with whom they

have misunderstandings in a harsh manner, and perhaps

those that only belong to distant tribes, with whom they

have no particular connexions of friendship: but this is

not all ; they often treat their confederates, of a more

peaceful turn of mind than themselves, in a very oppres-

sive way, of which the Religious of a convent near Mount
Sinai can furnish us with a striking instance, who having

by the labour of some days cleansed a capacious cistern

near it, which receives its water from the convent, and lib-

erally refreshes therewith the Arabs and their cattle, but

was choaked up with an immense quantity of gravel and

itone, washed down by severe rains from the mountains,

yet were they not suffered to return by these ungrateful

Arabs, for whose convenience all this labour had been be-

stowed, without paying each of them a sultanie, and giv-

ing them provisions besides, for the permission. This

Dr. Shaw himself was an eyewitness of, it being done

while he was there. f And yet the chiefs of these neigh-

* Vol. ii. p. 188.

f " The tribes, says Dr. Russell, in his MS. note on this place, being of-

t£n at war with each other, frequently corarait UosUUties rfhich arc notfor^

the sak9 ofpluntltrP B d i t.

t P. ^».9.
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bouring Arabs, we are expressly told in the travels of

Egraont and Heyman, are styled the defenders of the con-

vent of Mount Sinai.^

Tbat this rapaciousness obtained very early among

them, we have reason to believe, since we know that they

were in the most ancient times guilty of great violences

toivard passengers ;f and to this rapaciousness the Sep-

tuagint seem also to refer, in their representation of Da-

vid's message to Nabal, Behold^ I have heard that thy

shepherds are now shearingfor thee, they were with us in

the wilderness, and we have not hindered them, ovk

UTriKca^vcct^iVf nor have we commanded them, ovk ivirnKoL-

fM^oc^, a II the days of their being in Carmel, 1 Sam. xxv.

7, This is translating like people perfectly well ac quaint-

ed with the management of the Arab Emirs, whose man-

ners David, though he lived in the wilderness as they did,

had not adopted. One of them at the head of six hun-

dred men, would have commanded, from time to time*

some provision or other present, from Nabal's servants,

for permitting them to feed in quiet; and would have

driven them away from the watering place upon any dis-

like. He had not done either. Nor is this a represen-

tation of the Septuagint's : the Hebrew word dud^dh he*

clamenoom, which we translate hurt, the margin tells us

signifies shamed, We shamed them not ; and it is used

Jer. xiv. 3, to express a returning from a watering place

without water: and the word np33 niphkad, translated

missing, is the passive of a verb which signifies to visit,

and perhaps comes to signify missing, or wanting, from

something being usually wanting where an Arab Emir

had visited.

Some late authors have represented this address of

David to Nabal as a very strange one, and made it one

topic of defamation, as if he had the assurance to press

Nabal for a supply of his wants, from his not having rob-

bed or hurt his servants, for which he could have no pre-

f Vol. ii. p. isr. t See Jer. iii. 2.
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icnce ; and on the old man's declining if, resolving to cut

his throat, and those of all his household. It would be

an over officious zeal to attempt to justify this design of

David, when he himself condemned it, as he certainly did,

Tvhen he blessed God for preventing liim, by his provi-

dence, from avenging himself with his own hand, 1 Sam.

XXV. 32, 33 ; but it is right to place every action in its

true light, as far as possible, and J>avid might certainly

very gracefully remind Nabal, that though he was unjust-

ly driven out from the inhabited parts of Judea, and forc-

ed to live very like the Arabs of the Desert, and reduced

to necessities equal to theirs, he did not imitate their

rapaciousness, nor extort the least thing from his servants

when they were absolutely in his power, as the Arabs of

the wilderness often did ; when then in return to all this,

Nabal treated him with reproaches, it is the less to be

wondered at, that he w\ig wrought up to a rage that

prompted him to think of imitating these Arabs among

whom he was forced now to dwell, who thought them-

selves authorized to take from others what they wanted,

and even to kill those that resisted, which is what ihey

do this day."?^ The law of God had hitherto restrained

him from doing any thing of this kind, made him ackowl-

edge the thought anger had inspired, to be wrong, and en-

gaged him to lay aside the bloody purpose : all this must

be allowed to be proper ; must a contrary thought, in the

paroxysm of his anger, amidst Arab examples, and in a

time of much less light and knowledge of the laws of mo-

rality than ours, be thought to be absolutely inconsistent

with virtue ?f

Some tribes of Arabs, however, it ought to be observed,

are much less mischievous than others. Of those three

* Voy. dans la Pal. p. 182.

•J*
Indeed the Avkoie scope of the place seems to indicate that David and

his men not only did them no wrong, but that they had acted us jjicrdiatis

to the property of Nabal, not permitting the rapacious hordes either to

plunder the shepherds, or drive off the cattle. Edit.

TOL. I. 29
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tribes which style fhemselves the defenders of the con-

vent of Mount Sinai, in particular, we are told,^ that that

tribe, which is the smallest, in point of number, is the

most untractable and rapacious of all, making continual

demands on the convent ; that the second, which is more

numerous, is less rapacious ; and that the third is far more

favourable stili to the convent, never using those unjust

methods so frequently practised by the first. It was

necessary to make this remark before I closed this arti-

cle, on account of some seeming inconsistency between

this and a preceding Observation : an Arab dress, or a

shepherd's garment, might be an effectual security as to

some tribes ; others might, frequently, tyrannize over

those that fed their herds and flocks in the desert, though

they were at the same time looked upon rather as confed-

erates than enemies.

OBSERVATION XVII.

HOLES AND CAVES IN THE ROCKS, FREQ.UENT PLACED
OF LODGING BOTH FOR DOVES AND FISHERMEN.

OF CONSECRATED DOVES AND FISHES.

Sometimes those that hav^e no tents, shelter them-

selves from the inclemency of the night air, in holes and

caverns which they find in their rocky hills, where they

can kindle fires to warm themselves, as well as to dress

their provisions ; to which may be added, that doves also,

in those countries, frequently haunt such places, as well

as some other birds.

Dr. Richard Chandler, in his travels in Asia Minor,

Las both taken notice of the doves there lodging in holes

of the rocks ;-|- and of the shepherds and fishermen being

wont to make use of such retreats, and of their kindling

fires in them, by which practice those doves must be fre-

quently very much smutted, and their feathers dirtied.J

* Egraiont and Heyman, v. ii. p. 157. \ P. 19. '^ P. 55.
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And 1 have been sometimes ready to imagine, that an

attention to these circumstances may afford as easy

and natural an account as any that has been given, ot

that association of such very different things as doves

and smoky places, which we meet with in the Ixviiilh

Psalm.

^

It is certain the people of Israel are compared to a

dove, in the book of Psalms ; O deliver not the soiil of

thy turtle dove unto the multitude of the wicked ; forget

not the congregation ofthy poorfor ever, Ps. Ixxiv. 19 ;

and the same image appears to have been made use of, in

this 68th Psalm. If it was made use of, it was not un-

natural to compare Israel, who had been in a very afflict-

ed state in Egypt, to a dove making its abode in the hol-

low of a rock, which had been smutted by the fires shep-

herds had made in it for the heating their milk, or othec

culinary purposes; which led them to make such little

heaps of stones, on which they might set their pots, hav-

ing an hollow under them, in which they put the fuel, ac-

cording to the Eastern mode, of which I have given an ac-

count elsewhere, and which little buildings are meant b}"

the word here translated pots.

This image might very properly be made use of to

express any kind of affliction Israel might have suffer-

ed, when they are compared as a body of people to a

dove; and certainly not less so, when they had been

forced to work without remission in the brick kilns of

Egypt.

For so the sense will be something like this : O my
people ! though ye have been like a dove in an hole of a

rock, that hath been blackened by the fires of the shep-

herds for the boiling their pots ; yet on this joyous occa-

sion did you appear as the most beautiful of that species,

whose wings are like silver, and the more muscular parts,

from whence the strength of the wings are derived, like the

splendour of gold.

•* V. ir,.
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The colour of their common pigeons seems to be like that

of the dove house pigeons of our country, blue or ash-col»

our, from a circumstance mentioned by Pitts ;'^ for he

says, "in Mecca there are thousands of blue pigeons,

which none will afifright, or abuse, much less kill them;

and they are therefore so very tame, that they will pick

meat out of one's hand. They come in great flocks to

the Temple, where they are usually fed by the Hagges,-f

For the poor people of Mecca come to them with a little

sort of dish 'made with rushes, with some corn in it, beg-

ging them to bestow something on Hammamet metta nabee,

i.e. the pigeons of the Prophet.'*

But though pigeons or doves are in common blue in the

East,J yet there were some, even anciently, that were

more beautiful ; witness those lines of Tibullus, which

have been cited by commentators on this passage,

Quid referam, ut volitet crebras intacta per iirbes

^ilba Palocstino sancta columba Syro ?

\V hy should 1 say.

HoM' thro' the crowded towns the milk white dove,

In Syria sacred, may with safety rove r

Here we see some of the doves of Palestine were white,

their wings covered as with silver; they were treated

with great respect like the blue pigeons of Mecca, receiv-

ing no hurt in populous cities, and were considered as devo-

ted to some deity ; but what is meant by the intermingled

bplendourof gold, does not appear in this quotation, unless

we should suppose, it is involved in the circumstance of

its being a consecrated animal.

It does not appear to be the description of an animal

adorned merely by the hand of nature. We have no ac-

counts, so far as I remember, of a pigeon wholly white,

* p. 127. f The pilgrims.

i 1 have been assured by the t^entleman v.ho vas at Jerusalem in 1744,

the pigeons of that country too are like our pigeons, though he fancied

£/)mewhat larger.
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except some feathers of the colour of gold on the breast

;

but it is easy to conceive of a consecrated bird, so adorn-

ed by superstition as to answer such a description. The

ancient heathens are known to have ornamented their sacred

animals with trinkets of gold. The Syrians might thus

adorn their sacred doves, and probably did. Something of

this kind still remains in those Eastern countries, and is

supposed to be a remain of ancient heathenish superstition.

Sir John Chardin twice mentions fishes reputed to be

sacred at this day in the East. In his third Vol. he tells

us, " that at a town called Comicha, he found in the court

yard of a mosque two rjeservoirs, or basins of water, the one

twenty paces from the other, full of fishes, some of which

had rings of brass, some of silver, others of gold. I ap-

prehended that these fish had the rings in their nostrils by
way of ornament; but, I was informed, it was in token of

their being consecrated. None dared to take them: such

a sacrilege was supposed most certainly to draw after it

the vengeance of the saint to whom they were consecrated
;

and his votaries, not content to leave them to his resent-

ment, took upon themselves to punish the transgressors.

Ad Armenian Christian was killed upon the spot by one

of them, who had ventured to take some of these sacred

fish."^

This is a remain of ancient superstition. Dr. Richard

Chandler, in his travels in Asia Minor, gives us a note from

.^lian,f who speaks of tame fishes, that wore golden neck-

laces and earrings, in a clear fountain, in a temple belong-

ing to the military Jupiter.

As the worship of the Syrian goddess Astarte was
very ancient,^: to whom the white doves mentioned by
Tibullus were consecrated, the superstition of consecrat-

ing that animal to her might very possibly, be as ancient

as the time of the Psalmist, as also the adorning them
with gold ; and that he alludes to these circumstances

here. Israel is to me as a consecrated dove,§ and though

* P. 91. See also p. 143. f P. 197.

:^ Or Ashtarolli, Judges ii, 13, &c. § Pg. Ixxiv. 19.
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your circumstances have made you rather appear like a

poor dove, blackened by taking up its abode in a smoky

hole of the rocks; yet shall you become beautiful and

glorious as a Syrian silver coloured pigeon, on whom some

ornament of gold is put.

OBSERVATION XVIII.

CAVES FRE(iUENT PLACES OF LODGING FOR THE SHEP-

HERDS IN THE HOLY LAND.

The Bishop of Waterford has remarked on Zeph. ii.

6, that many manuscripts, and three editions, have a sin-

gle letter in one of its words moie than appears in the

common edition?, =^ which, instead of cherith, gives us a

vord which signifies caves ; and he remarks, that if we

adopt this sense, the words must be rendered,

**And the seacoast shall be sheep cotes,

Caves for shepherds, and folds for flocks."

To this I must add, that this seems to me to be much the

most natural reading.

I was just now taking notice, that the Eastern shepherds

make use of caves very frequently ; sleeping in them, and

driving also their flocks into them at night. What I

would add here is, that the mountains bordering on the

Syrian coast are remarkable for the number of caves in

them ; and that they are found, in particular, in the neigh-

bourhood of Ashkelon,

Thus we find, in the History of the Crusades, by the

Archbishop of Tyre, that that active prince Baldwin I.

after the death of his brother Godfrey, and before his

own coronation presented himself, with some troops that

he had got together, before Ascalon.f That the citizens

* ^[)'^3 keroth, for m3 keritJi. See Dr. Kennicott's various readiogSj ia

Ipe. Bdit.

t Which our translation renders Ashkelon.
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r;ere afraid fo venture out to fight with him ; upon which,

finding it would be of no advantage to continue there, he

ranged about the plains which lay between the mountains

and ihe sea, and found villages, whose inhabitants, havhig

left their houses, had retired with their wives and children,

their flockrs and herds, into subterraneous caves. Being

enemies, who had often made incursions into the country

between Ramula and Jerusalem,^ rendering the roads dan-

gerous, and often destroying travellers, he, upon hearing

this, ordered fires to be kindled at the mouths of these

caves, that they might be forced by the smoke to surren-

der themselves to him, or be suffocated. That not

being able to bear the heat and the smoke, they did sur-

render to Baldwin ; who, answerable to their deserts, or-

dered an hundred of them to be beheaded, and seized on

the provisions they had laid in for themselves and the cat-

tle with them.f

This shows there were many caves in the neigh-

bourhood of Ashkelon, or some very large ones, to hold

such a number of people as is here represented to have

been found in them, with their cattle. It is then natural,

when Zephaniah is speaking of Israel's afterward feed-

ing their flocks and herds in the territory of Ashke-

lon, to understand that the conveniences they had there

for feeding their cattle, consisted in the caves they found

in the neighbouring hills of that country, and the shel-

tering places they found in the desolated villages, and
even in Ashkelon itself; they lodge also among ruins,

as is practised at this very day among the Eastern shep-

herds.J

* Belonging to the Christian kings of Jerusalem.

t Gesta Dei per Francos, p. 781.

+ Consequently, if I might venture to attempt a small variation from his

Lordship's translation, it should be something like this,

And the seacoast shall be pastures

:

Caves of shepherds, and folds for flocks.

For Uia same word in the original is translated i^a^rwr^*, Ps»l|pi x^Jtiii. S>
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The same historian indeed represents the country

about Ascalon as by no means a rich soil, but, on the

contrary, so sandy, as only to produce vines and some

fruit trees very near the city;^' but it is evident, from

his own relation in the first cited page,f that the territo-

ry of Ascalon was capable of feeding large numbers of

cattle, and had, in the time of Baldwin I. many inhabit-

ants whose employment was the tending such. The taking

possession then of this' country for the enlargement of

their pastures, upon their return from captivity, might be

mentioned by the Prophet to Israel as an object of de-

sire and hope.

OBSERVATION XIX.

PIETRO DELLA VALLE's CURIOUS ACCOUNT OF HIS LODG-

ING IN THE WOODS AT MAZENDERAN,

There is little or no difficulty, I think, in understand-

ing what the sacred historian says, concerning Jonathan's

visiting David when concealed from Saul in a wood, men-

tioned 1 Sam. xxiii. but there is a passage in the Travels

of Pietro della Valle, so picturesque, and bearing such a

resemblance to David's situation, though not exactly sim-

ilar, that my readers, possibly, may not be displeased

with seeing it.

Speaking of his passing through a forest or wood in

Mazenderan, a province of Persia, into which they enter-

ed on the 11th of February, and complaining of the bad-

ness and heaviness of the roads there, he tells us, " We
did at length master them, but with so much difficulty, that

we could not get forward above two leagues that day, and

night overtook us before we got through the forest. We en-

deavoured to find some place of retreat, in dififerent parts,

to which the barking of dogs, or the noise made by other

animals, seemed to guide us. But at last, finding no in-
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habited place near us, we passed the night in the same

forest, among the trees, under which we made a kind of

retrenchment with our baggage, in a place where we found

many dry leaves that had fallen from the trees. These

served us for a carpet and for bedding both, without any

other tent than the branches of the great trees there,

through which the moonshine reached us, and made a

kind of pavilion of cloth and silver. There was no want

of wood for the making a great fire, any more than of pro-

visions for supper, which we sent for from the nearest

village in the forest, seated by the highway side, where,

after some contest with a people, of a savage and suspic-

ious temper, who were ready to come to blows with my
messengers, without knowing any reason why they should

;

they, after coming to a right understanding with us, be-

came very civil, would have lodged us, and made us pres-

ents ; but on our refusal, on account of the distance of the

way, the chief person of the town, with the other princi-

pal inhabitants, came, of their own accord, to our camp*

laden with good meat and other provisions, and spent the

night with us with great gaiety. They even brought us a

country musician, who regaled us during supper, and all

night long, with certain forest songs, in the language of

the country, that is, of Mazenderan, where a course kind of

Persian is spoken, sung to the sound of a miserable violin,

which was sufficiently tiresome."*

How picturesque ! how descriptive of David and his

people's lodging in a wood, and the altercations he may

be supposed to have had with some of the neighbouring

villagers, before he could obtain provisions from them!

Whether Jonathan brought a supply of bread, meat, and

fruits with him, and even his music, we are not told ; but

certainly he treated David not only with friendship, but

something of deference and respect, which was like an ac-

knowledgment of superiority.

'^ TomeO. p. 217, 218.

VOL. I. aO
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"David saw that SauJ was come out to seek his life '.

and David was in the wildernesr? of Ziph, in a wood.

And Jonathan, SauPs son, arose, and went to David into

the wood, and strengthened Ids hand in Gob» And he

said unto him, Fear not ; for the hand of Saul my father

shall not find thee; and thou shalt be king over Israel,

and I shall be next unio thee: and that also Saul my fa-

ther knoweth. And they two made a covenant before the

Lord : and David abode in the wood, and Jonathan went

to his house."^

Certainly Jonathan did not strengthen his hand in

God, by giving him fresh prophetic assurances of his after

royalty ; nor could his repealing the declarations of Sam-

uel add ranch to the fortitude of David's mind ; it must,

at least, be the winning acquiescence of his friend in the

divine arrangement, which was so contrary to the usual

emotions of the human heart, as evidently to show the fin-

ger of God in it ; and there might be a princely supply of

David's wants in that destitute state, which might greatly

encourage him ; and the imagination may even go so far^

as to suppose he did him the honour of complimenting him

with his music.

At worst, della Valle's account affords an amusing de-

scription of his lodging in a wood.

OBSERVATION XX.

A SIMILAR CURIOUS ACCOUNT OF LODGING IN THE

WOODS, TAKEN FROM DR. CHANDLER.

Mean as, we are ready to think, their accommodations

are, Avho have no other habitation than tents or caves,

many of those who employ themselves in the East in tend-

ing cattle customarily lie abroad in the fields with them,

without even the shelter of a tent; and this too some of

them do when winter approaches.

* Verse 15—18.

I

I
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Dr. Chandler set out, on his first excursion from Smyr-

na, the last day of September, and travelled nearly the

whole month of October. The following is the account

he gives us of one occurrence in this journey :
" About

two in <he morning our whole attention was fixed by the

barking of dogs, which, as we advanced, became exceed-

ingly furious. Deceived by the light of the moon, we

now fancied we could see a village, and were much morli-

fied to find only a station of poor goatherds, without even

a shed, and nothing for our horses to eat. They were

lying, wrapped in their thick capots, or loose coats, by

some glimmering embers among the bushes in a dale, un-

der a spreading tree by the fold. They received us hos-

pitably, heaping on fresh fuel, and producing kairaac,'^'or

sour curds, and coarse bread, which they toasted for us

on the coals. We made a scanty meal, sitting on the

ground, lighted by the fire and by the moon ; after which,

sleep suddenly overpowered me. On waking I found my
two companions by my side, sharing in the comfortable

cover of the janizary's cloak, which he had carefully

spread over us. 1 was now much struck with the wild

appearance of the spot. The tree was hung with rustic

utensils ; the she=goats, in a pen, sneezed and bleated,

and rustled to and fro; the shrubs by which our horses

stood were leafless, and the earth bare; a black cal-

dron with milk was simmering over the fire ; and a fig-

ure, more than ghaunt or savage, close by us, struggling

on the ground, with a kid, whose ears he had slit, and

was endeavouring to cauterize with a piece of red hot

iron.^'f

It think this may stand as a comment on Ezek. xxxiv.

25 : / will make with them a covenant of peace, and
will cause the evil beasts to cease out of the land ; and

they shall dwell safely in the wilderness, and sleep in the

woods,

* He fi-equently, in the course of these Travels, mentions these sour

curds, as used for food in Asia.

t P. 157. ^
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The account Chandler has given is extremely amusing

to the imagination, and is, I doubt not, a faithful represen-

tation of the state of many of the ancient Israelitish shep-

herds; but this management must have exposed them to

many dangers, if their country, at any time, should be

overrun with beasts of prey. The Prophet declares, on

the part of God, those destructive beasts should be taken

away at the time he refers to.

- OBSERVATION XXI.

SOAT SKINS USED FOR CARPETS BY THE POORER ARABS.

The same caution that has engaged the Eastern peo-

ple in general, that tend cattle, not to sleep in the open

air, but to make use of tents, probably engages them not

to sit or lie in their tents on the moist ground, but to make

use of some kind of carpeting.

The poorer sort of Arabs of our times make use of

mats in their tents ;^ and other inhabitants of these

countries, who aifect ancient simplicity of manners, make

use of goat skins, in a way that may afford an amusing il-

lustration of some passages of the Pentateuch, which re-

late to the mode of living observed by the Israelites in

the Wilderness,

Dr. Richard Chandler, in his Travels in Greece, tells

us, that he saw some dervishes at Athens sitting on goat

skins; and that he was afterward conducted into a room

furnished in like manner, with the same kind of carpeting,

where he was treated with a pipe and coffee by the chief

dervish.

I

Those that are at all acquainted with Oriental manners,

in these later times, know that their dervishes, who are

a sort of Mohammedan devotees, a good deal resembling

the begging friars of the church of Rome, affect great sim-

* Voy. dans la Palestine, par de la Roque, p. 178. f P. 103, 104,
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plicity, and even somefimes austerity, in their dress and

waj of living. As these dervishes that Dr. Chandler

visited, sat on goat skins, and used no other kind of car-

pet for the accommodation of them that visited them; so

it should seem that the Israelites in the Wilderness made
use of skins for mattresses=^ to lie upon, and consequently

xve may equally suppose to sit upon in the daytime, in-

stead of a carpet.

Skins of goats, as well as of sheep and bullocks, must

have been among them very valuable things, and as such

the priest that offered any burnt offering was to have its

skin. Lev, vii. 8.

The Bedouin Arabs, however, are not now unacquainted

with those more beautiful carpets that are used in the

hpu^'^s of rich people in those countries, but their princes

make use of them in their tents. So d'Arvieux found

the great Emir of Mount Carmel sitting in his tent upon a

Turkey carpet, when he paid hira a visit by order of

the king of France ;f and de la Roque, in giving an

account of this journey, describes the Arab princes as

using mattresses, carpets, &c. J but how long they have

made use of them in their tents may be difficult to

determine.

OBSERVATION XXII.

DIFFERENT KINDS OF CARPETING USED IN THE EAST.

I HAVE supposed that the precious clothes for chariots,

mentioned by the prophet Ezekiel,§ as carried from De-
dan to Tyre, meant carpets ; and in another work I have

supposed carpets to have been as ancient as the time of

Solomon, and those richly wrought with pertinent or use-

ful sentences, agreeable to the present taste of the inhab-

itants of the East :^ but perhaps it may be imagined, that

* See Lev. xv. 17. f Voy. dans Ja Palestine, p. 6.

+ P- 177. § Ch. XX vii. 20.

U Outlines of a New Commentary on Solomon'!* Song, p. 175, &c.
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all this is rather inconsistent with a passage in the book

of Judith, and therefore hardly to be admitted.

The passage I refer to is as follows : So she arose and

decked herself with her apparely and all her woman^s at-

tire, and her maid went and laid soft skins on the ground

for her, over against Holofernes, which she had received

of Bagoas for her daily use, that she might sit and eat

upon them. Ch. xii. 15.

Now it may be said, supposing he was no inspired, or

even accurate writer, which qualities can neither of them

be with truth applied to him, yet as an ancient author, and

one who appears in some other instances to be tolerably

well ver&ed in the affairs of the East,^ one can hardly im-

agine carpets were of that high antiquity 1 have formerly

supposed, since he supposes they were nothing more than

skins properly prepared, which were used in the tent of

Holofernes himself. Consequently, in his time, we may

believe carpets were not known, for if they had, he

would have introduced them into the tent equipage of

this great general of Nabuchodonosor, that mighty and

splendid Eastern conqueror ; and not described Holofer-

nes rather like a Tartar warrior, than generalissimo of the

Assyrians.!

It may be said that so general, so universal is the use

of carpets now, that even the great Arab Emir of Mount

Carmel was found by d'Arvieux sitting in his tent on a

Turkey carpet ;J and they have so entirely driven out

the use of inferior coverings of the earth to sit upon, that

we cannot b^t suppose they would have so far produced a

like effect, as to have been used by Holofernes, if rich

* Such as the heat's being sometimes so extreme in the time of barley-

harvest, in Judea, as to be fatal, ch. viii. 2, 3, whicli has been yerified by

recent instances; and that rain might be hoped for in an extraordinary

case so early as September, after the summer's drought, though in common
they fall not till October, ch. viii. 31.

f I say of the Assyrians, for Nabuchodonosor, whose general he was, is

called king of the Assyi'ians in the book of Judith. -

i Voy. dans la Palestine, p. 6.
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carpets had been as ancient as the time of Solomon. Or

if this history should be found to be fabulous, yet still

the author, v^^ho must be supposed to have lived later

than the times of which he pretended to write the history,

consequently would, without fail, have introduced beau-

tiful carpets as one of his decorations, if they had been in

frequent use in the time in which he lived.

But I would observe, that though writers take little no-

tice of (hem, Sir John Chardin assures us, that it is com-

mon in Persia, which yet he describes as being in gener-

al a very dry country, to place a covering of felt over the

ground on which the carpet is laid. " The floors are cov-

ered 6rst with a great thick felt, and over that a beautiful

carpet, or two, according to the size of the room. Some
of these carpets are sixty feet long, and so heavy as scarce-

ly to be carried by two men." He adds, " I have often

put my hand under these pieces of felt in the apartments

of Ispahan, and elsewhere, which have been laid upon the

bare earth, thinking it would be impossible that they

should not be found somewhat moist ; but I have con-

stantly found them dry. If we were to cover the ground

after this manner in Europe with carpets, we should find

them rotten in a twelvemonth's time, in the greatest part

of its countries.""^

The mention of soft skins in the tent of Holofernes

does not, I think, necessarily suppose they might not be

covered over with carpets, as the Persians cover over

the felt they use in their apartments. Or if it should

be supposed that it does, it only may be a proof, that the

Jew who drew up this account lived in some of the

moisture provinces of the East, where leather, properly-

prepared, was made use of to prevent the bad effects of

the moisture of the earth on rich carpets, and drew up this

history under the influence of the custom of his native

province.

This may be suflScient, without adding, that as the in-

habitants of these countries now frequently make use of

' Tome ^. p. 54.
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furs for the edging, or otherwise decorating their vest-

ments, it is not difficult to conceive of some skins being

used as a carpet, which would be not only very beautiful,

but esteemed extremely precious too, as well as thought
j

very proper to guard against the moisture of the ground
]

when residins in a tent."^ '

OBSERVATION XXIII.
\

FEASTS MADE IN THE EAST ON OCCASION OF SHEEl'
\

SHEARING.

Though the festivity of Nabal's sheep shearing is rep-

resented as very great, yet I never met with any account '^sM

of solemnities of this kind in books of travels ; and upon

enquiring of the Greek gentleman who wrote the History
\

of the Revolt of Ali Bey, I cannot find that the Arabs of ^

that country are wont to make sumptuous entertainments ;

on that occasion : whence I should think we are to con- i

elude, that the wealth of Nabal was not only very great,

but that he lived in a princely manner among his country- \

men;f and was known to have large stores of provisions, i

particularly on such rural solemnities.

Such circumstances, put together, naturally invited

one in David's situation to apply to him, rather than any

other in that part of the country ; and led him more se-

verely to resent his insulting neglect.
;

As to the feasting of the modern Arabs on such occa-

sions, Lusignan's account is nothing more than this, " that
]

the Arabs perhaps kill a lamb at such times, and treat i

their relations and friends with it, together with new
|

• The country about Babylon is well known to have been very marshy ; !

and some ot'the provinces adjoining to the ancient Media, through whose

cities the ten tribes were scattered, are described as very moist and warm,
;

Ghilan in particular. '

f David might have addressed him as the children ofHeth did Abraham,

Gen. xxii. 6, Hear us, my lord: thou art a prince of Qod, anaishty prince, !

amonq- us.
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cheese and milk, and so pass their time somewhat joy-

ously on the occasion."

This is very different from the feast Nabal held when

his sheep were shorn ;-^ or, we may believe from the en-

tertainment Absalom prepared for the family of king Da-

vid, when Amnon was slain.

OBSERVATION XXIV.

OF BINDING SHEEP IN ORDER TO SHEAR THEM, Alf

ILLUSTRATION OF FIRST SAM. XXV. I, 8, &C.

Our translators suppose, that the edifice at which Jehu

slew the brethren of Ahaziah, king of Judah,f was des-

tined to the sole purpose of shearing of sheep ; but as I

apprehend the term in the original is ambiguous, which is

accordingly literally translated in the margin, the house

of shepherd's binding^X ^^ might be better to use some

less determinate word ; as the word, I am ready to be-

lieve, may signify the binding sheep for shearing; the

binding up their fleeces, after those fleeces taken from the

sheep beforehand were washed ; or the binding the sheep

for the purpose of milking. Whether it was erected for

all three purposes, or if only for one of them, then for

which of the three, it may be very difScult precisely to

say.

A pit near such a building must be useful in any of the

three cases, for the affording water for the sheep that

were detained there for some time, in the first and third

case, to drink ; and for the washing the wool in the other.

• I Sam. XXV. I, 8, S6 ; to which is to be added the account given of the

plentiful present made to David by Abigail, v. 18, which, larg-e as it was.

seems not to have been missed by Nabal, at least did not prevent his cele-

brating the festival.

t 2 Kings, X. 12, 14.

i: The term IpJ? n''2 heeth-akad^ in the original, is according to St.

Jerom, the name of a town belonging to Samaria ; and the Septuagiut re-

tain the word as a proper name, B<t<Q*xA<r. Edit.

VOL. I. 31
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If the intention of the historian had been to describe

it as the place appropriated to the shearing of sheep, it

would have been natural for him to have used the word

that precisely expresses that operation, not such a gene-

ral term as the house of binding.

All know that sheep must be bound, or at least forcibly

held, in order to be shorn ; and it appears in the Travels

of Dr. Richard Chandler in the Lesser i^sia, that "the

shepherds there, sitting at the mouth of the pen, were

wont to seize on the ewes and she goats, each bj the hind

leg, as they pressed forward, to milk them ;^ which seiz-

ing them, sufficiently shows they must be held, shackled,

or somehow bound when milked.

In another Observation I have taken noticeof the read-

iness of great men, in the East, to repose themselves^

when fatigued, under the shelter of roofs of a very mean

kind ; the brethren, it seems, of Ahaziah anciently did the

same thing. But they found no more safety in this ob-

scure retreat, than they would have found in the palaces

of either Samaria or Jezreel.

The slaying them at the pit, near this place, seems to

have been owing to a custom at that time, whether

arising from superstition, to preserve the land from being

defiled, or any other notion, does not at first sight ap-

pear ; but it was, it seems, a customary thing at that time

to put people to death near water, at least near where

water was soon expected to flow, as appears from 1 Kings

xviii. 40,

OBSERVATION XXV,

PRECAUTIONS TAKEN TO PREVENT THE MOVING SANDS

FROM CHOAKING UP THEIR WELLS.

In Arabia, and in other places, they are wont to close

and cover up their wells of water, lest the sand, which is

* P. 273,
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put into molion by (he winds there, like the water of a

pond, should fill them, and quite stop them up.*

This is the account Sir Jl Chardin gives us in his MS.
in a note on Psal. Ixix. 15. I \ery much question the

applicableness of this custom to that passage, but it will

serve to explain, I think, extremely well, the view of

keeping that well covered with a stone, from which La-

ban's sheep were wont to be watered ; and their care not

to leave it open any time, but to stay till the flocks were

all gathered together, before they opened it, and then,

having drawn as much water as was requisite, to cover it

up again immediately, Gen. xxix. 2, 8.

Bishop Patrick supposed it was done to keep the water

clean and cool. Few people, I imagine, will long hesitate

in determining which most probably was the view in keep-

ing the well covered with so much care.

All this care of their water is certainly very requisite,

since they have so little, that Chardin in another part of

his MS. supposes, " that the strife between Abraham's

Lerdmen and Lot'sf was rather about water, than pastur-

age ;" and immediately after observes, " that when they

are forced to draw the water for very large flocks, out of

one well, or two, it must take up a great deal of time."

OBSERVATION XXVI.

THE SAME SUBJECT CONTINUED, IN ILLUSTRATION OF

GEN. XXIX. 1, &C.

Chardin also gives us to understand, in the sixth

Vol. of his MS. that he has known wells or cisterns of

water locked up in the East ; and if not, that some per-

son is so far the proprietor, that no one dares to open a

well or cistern, but in his presence. He has often, he

* This and the follo\vin.e: Observation make David's indulgence to Nabal's

servants appear very meritorious.

t Gen. xiii. f.
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says, seen them mate use of such precautions, in divers

parts of Asia, on account of the real scarcity of water

there.

He applies this account of Jacob's watering Rachel's

flock. Gen. sxix : supposing that Rachel had the key;

or that they dared not to open it but in her presence.

This representation of matters seems much preferable to

that of those, who suppose the stone was of such a weight

as not to be moved, but by the joint strength of several

shepherds, but that Jacob had strength or address suffi-

cient to remove it alone ; or supposing that he a stranger

ventured to break a standing rule for watering the flocks,

which the natives did not dare to do, and this without

opposition, or, so far as appears, so much as contradic-

tion : the Eastern people were not wont to be so tame, see

Gen. xix. 9.

OBSERVATION XXVIL

STRENGTH OF THE CLANS BELONGING TO THE ARAB

EMIRS.

If we should turn our thoughts to the strength of an

Arab emir, or the number of men they command, we shall

find it is not very great, and that were Abraham now

alive, and possessed of the same degree of strength that

he had in his time, he would still be considered as a

prince among them, and might, perhaps, even be called

a mighty prince, he having three hundred and eighteen

servants able to bear arms. Gen. xiv. 14, especially in the

Eastern compliraental style: for this is much like the

strength of those Arab emirs of Palestine d'Arvieux vis-

ited.

There were according to him eighteen emirs or princes

that governed the Arabs of Mount Carmel ; the grand

emir, or chief of these princes, encamped in the middle,

the rest round about him, at one or two leagues distance

from him, and from each other ; each of these emirs had

n^
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a number of Arabs particularly attached to him, who call-

ed themselves his servants, and were properly the troops

each emir commanded when they fought ; and when all

these divisions were united, they made up between four

and five thousand fighting men."^ Had each of these

emirs been equal in strength to Abraham, their number

of fighting men must have been near six thousand, for

three hundred and eighteen, the number of his servants,

multiplied by eighteen, the number of those emirs, make
five thousand seven hundred and twentyfour; but they

were but between four and five thousand, so that they had

but about two hundred and fifty each, upon an average,

Abraham then was superior in force to one of these emirs.

The Arab clans are not, most certainly, equal in num-

ber: Egmont and Heyman expressly observef that the

three clans, defenders of the convent of Mount Sinai, dif-

fered from each other in this point, the second being more

numerous than the first, and the third than the second ;

but it seems that they are often not more numerous than

Abraham's family was. Several Arabian tribes can

bring no more than three or four hundred horses into the

field. Dr. Shaw says :J so that it is no wonder that Abra-

ham was considered in ancient days as a considerable

prince, at the head of a powerful clan; should have his

alliance courted ; Gen. xx. 22, and make war in his own
name. Aner, Eshcol, and Mamre, his confederates,

were, I suppose, neighbouring emirs at the head of con-

siderable clans also, with whom Abraham was leagued,

and who made up together a formidable power in those

times.

Heber the Kenite, in the time of the Judges, appears

to have been in like manner a powerful emir, but separat-

ed on some account or other from the rest of the emirs of

* Voy. dans la Pal. p. 103--108.

t See the last edition of those Travels*

i P. 169. And such a clan, according to him there, possesses frequent-

ly as large a number of cattle as Job was master of.
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his nation, as the Arab princes of these times frequently

have great misunderstandings with each other, and are

divided by separate interests. And if the Grand Seign-

ior, powerful as he is, courts the modern Arab emirs as

we know he does, it can be no wonder that such a prince

as Jabin, when he distressed Israel, chose to continue in

peace with Heber, who living in tents, was more able to

elude the vexations of Jabin on the one hand, and to per-

plex him on the other ; nay, it is not impossible that his

detaching himself from the rest of the Kenites might be

owing to the intrigues of Jabin, as the present misunder-

standings of the Arab clans are frequently caused by the

artitices of the Turks.

But though Abraham was a man of power, and did upon

occasion make war, yet I hope a remark I before made

concerning him will be remembered here, that is, that he

was a pacific emir notwithstanding, at least, that he by no

means resembled the modern Arabs in (heir acts of dep-

redation and violence.

OBSERVATION XXVIII.

SEPARATE TENTS FOR DIFFERENT BRANCHES OF THE
SAME FAMILY,

In the smallness of their clans, and in their terribleness

to those of a more settled kind of life, there is some re-

semblance between the Arabs and the Indians of North

America ; shall we, therefore, suppose there is a conform-

ity between the emirs of the one, and the sachems of the

other, as to slovenliness in the way of living?

The Journal of the Prefetto of the missionaries de pro-

paganda fide, published by the late Bishop of Clogher,

seems to suppose this, which has given me, I confess, a

good deal of offence : for speaking of the tents of the

Arabs, the Journal sa^s,^ "They are subdivided into

•* P. 8.
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three apartments; in the most retired of which, the wo-

wen have their residence ; in the middle, some of the men

and women live promiscuously ; and in the outermost are

kept all the beasfs and cattle of the field, the cocks, and

hens, and goats ; which seemed to me to be a lively rep-

resentation of the manner of habitation practised by the

ancient patriarchs, Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob." Did

they then and their cattle and their poultry all live togeth-

er in the same tent ? One would imas^ine the Prefetto

meant so, when he said this wretched way of living, of

the vulgar Arabs, seemed to him, a lively representation

ofthatofthe Patriarchs; but it cannot be just, since we
know froni their history that Sarah had a tent to herself,

which Rebekah afterward had for her separate use. Gen.

xxiv. er.

The way of living of the Patriarchs may be much more

truly learnt from d'Arvieux's account of the Arabs, who
tells us indeed, that among the Arabs the men and cattle

lodge together in the winter time, on account of warmth,

for which reason they encamp in vallies or on the sea

shore, upon the sand, in order to avoid the inconvenience

of mire ;* but then, though the common Arabs lire after

this inelegant manner, especially in the winter, he informs

us that their emirs or princes live very differently ; that

they have always two tents, one for themselves, the other

for their wives, besides a number of small ones for their

domestics, together with a tent of audience. How differ-

ent a picture of the Arabs does this give us ! Is it not

much more reasonable to suppose that the accommoda-

tions of an emir of these times, such as la Roque gives us

account of from d'Arvieux, is a representation of the way
of living of the Patriarchs, who were treated as princes

by the people of those countries, than the tent of a vulgar

Arab ?

As to a separate tent for their wives, we are sure the

mode is the same ; and probably the same may be said aiK

^Voy. dans la Pal. p. 175.
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to (he other accommodations of the Arab emirs, which

are very different, according to d'Arvieux, in Palestine,

from those of the ordinary people of that nation, at least if

we make some abatement, for the earliness of the time in

which the Patriarchs lived. The common Arabs, accord-

ing to him, have only some mats on which they lie,^ and

some coverlets ; seldom any cushion, a stone serving them
for a bolster: but their princes are much better furnish-

ed, they have quilts, carpets, coverlets of all sorts, and

some very beautiful, stitched with gold and silk, and

others woven and embroidered with flowers of gold and

silver, like those of the Turks, and extremely handsome;

they sew fine white sheets to the coverlets, and have

others striped with several colours to put underneath,

&c.f Sanctius seems to have thought it incredible that

there should be any elegance in Arab tents ;J but d'Ar-

vieux, an eyewitness, gives a very different account.

After all, 1 believe this passage of the Prefetto's was

merely owing to inattention, and no ways designed to les-

sen the honor of those progenitors of the Israelitish na-

tion ; but, as it is monstrously inaccurate, I cannot pass it

by in silence.

OBSERVATION XXIX.
t

TRADE CARRIED ON BY THE ARABS IN CATTLE, BUTTER,

CHEESE, &C.

I HAVE supposed that Abraham lived with all the ele-

gance of a modern Arab emir, or at least with no other

* Sir J. Chardin in his sixth MS. gives a somewhat different account

;

for having said that their tents are in common, black, made of goats' hair,

and pretty high, he adds, that they are adorned below, to the height of

four feet, with mats made of reeds. Harmer. Dr. Russell, ia his MS.
note, confirms Chardin's account. Edit.

t P 176, 177.

^ Vide Poll Syn. in Cant. i. 5. Quis credat tabernacula Cedar pulclira

fuisse, qu» inhabitabaat pastores^ ^euus homiouia incultum et agreste I
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abatements than what arose from his great antiquity, and I

think with reason, since I have shown that he had a dis-

tinct tent for Sarah, which is one great reason at present

;

and [ find it expressly said that Abraham was very rich

in silver and in gold, as well as in cattle, Gen. xiii. *2;

and consequently he was able to procure the ancient ele-

gancies of his way of life, as well as the modern Arab

princes are theirs. This, perhaps, w-e may think strange,

and may have imagined, as the Prefetto seems to have

done, that Abraham lived in a sordid plentj' : abundance

of food by means of his flocks and herds, but unattended

with silver or gold, ,and the elegancies that generally go

along with them. If we did, it was certainly very erro-

neously.-^

Authors have sufficiently explained how these acqui-

sitions might be made. So Dr. Russell tells us, that the

people of Aleppo are supplied with the greater part of

their butter, their cheese, and their cattle for slaughter,

by the Arabs, Rushwans, or Turcomans, who travel about

the country with their flocks and their herds as the Pat-

riarchs did of old.f The Patriarchs doubtless supplied

the ancient cities of Canaan, in like manner, with these

things. Hamor expressly speaks of their trading with

his people. Gen. xxxiv. 21«

At the same time that the Arabs receive money for

their commodities, their expenses are very small, so that

their princes are rich in silver and gold as well as cattle,

and amasji large quantities of these precious metals ; inso-

much that la Roque remarks, that in the time of Pliny,

the riches both of the Parthians and Romans were in a

manner melted down among the Arabs, to use that ex-

pression, they turning every thing into money, without

parting with any of it again.

J

* "The Arabs," says Dr. Russell, MS. note, "on the skirts of the
Desert, who have communication with the Turkish governora and Iarg«
cities, adopt some of the Turkish luxuries." Edit.

t Vol i. p. 165, 388, 8cc.

i Voy. dans la Pal. p. 157. dans la note. •• 7 he Arabs at this lime," snys
Dr. Russell, MS. note, " were a commercial peoole*"

VOL. I. 32
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Abraham's expenses, like those of the Arabs, by no

means equalled his profits, he was therefore continually

making acq!iisitions of money current with the merchant,

Gen. xxiii. IG ; or of such precious commodities as were

easy of carriage, and suited to his way of life. And more

especially might he do this in Egj'pt, where, as be-

ing a rich countr}^, his exchanging his cattle might be

more advantageous to him than usual. For which rea-

son, perhaps, his being rich in silver and gold is mention-

ed immediately after his return from thence.

To these accounts may be added, that given us in the

sixth vaUmie of the MS. papers of Sir J. Chardin, and it

is so curious that I cannot but here insert it. After hav-

ing remarked in general, that they that travel in the East

will now often see a picture of Patriarchal history, he

goes on to inform us, "that their cattle are all their riches,

and engage all their attention, particularly their flocks of

sheep and goats, for they are not so much concerned about

camels, horses, and asses, though they have them in great

numbers, as well as oxen, for the carriage of their portable

cities, as they call their tents, which are in common black,

and made of goats' hair. As to their manner of living,

what is said. Gen. xiii. 2, Abram was very rich in cattle,

in silver^ and in gold, ought not to give us any pain, for

these powerful shepherds are able to gather much togeth-

er by the sale of their cattle, butter, milk, and its depen-

dencies, which their goats produce, for in the East the

greatest part of the butter is made of goats' and sheeps'

milk ; and of the wool of their flocks, and of what they

manufacture from it : they sell all these things in the

neighbouring towns ; and as for themselves they spend

very little, their flocks support them, and the land, of

which they cultivate as much as they have occasion for.

" I have seen in Persia and in Turkey, where the coun-

try is full of these Turcomans, their chiefs going along

with a great train, very well clothed, and very well mount-

ed. I saw one between Parthia and Hyrcania, whose
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train surprised and alarmed me. He had more than ten

led horses, ail their harness of solid gold and silver. He
was accompanied by many shepherds on horseback, and

well armed. Their rustic mien and tanned complexions

caused me at first to take them for robbers; but I was

soon undeceived. They treated me civilly, and answer-

ed ail the questions my curiosity prompted nie to put to

them, upon their manner and way of life. The whole

country, for ten leagues, was full of flocks that belonged

to them. An hour after I saw his wives, and those of the

principal of his attendants, passing along in a row. There

w ere four in cajavehs ; these are great square cunes, car-

ried two upon a camel, which were not close covered.

The rest were on camels, on asses, and on horseback ;

most of them with their faces unveiled ; I saw some very

beautiful women among them."

This account is a valuable addition to this Observation,

and gives us some particulars that might be introduced in

other. places of this book; but my reader will remember
them, without citing this account afresh there.

OBSERVATION XXX.

jOF the TURCOMANS, AND THEIR IMMENSE FLOCKS OF

CATTLE.

The same MS. gives us an astonishing account of the

numerousness of some of these flocks, soon after the pre-

ceding citation, as well as mentions the different colours

of their sheep.

" It is a wonderful thing to see these Turcomans pass,

when they go from one country to another. They are

sometimes three or four days in passing. I saw a clan of

them pass along two days' distance from Aleppo. The
whole country was covered by them. Many of their

principal people, whom I spoke to on the road, assured
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me that there were four hundred thousand beasts of car-

riage, camels, horses, asses, oxen, and cows, and three

millions of sheep and goals."-* The number, if their ac-

count was to be depended upon, is trulj amazing to us

Europeans; but upon comparing these numbers with Dr.

Shaw's accounlf of (he Barbary flocks and herds, they

will not appear at all incredible.

Their sheep are not all of one colour, it seems, for

speaking in the same page, of the two famous princely

races, distinguished from each other by the appellalions

of the black sheep and the white sheep, he tells us, they

were originally shepherds, though afterward possessed

of considerable territories, and that they distinguished

these two families by these appellations, because all the

cattle wi(h white wool were taken by one family, and the

other had the rest, by an agreement very like that made

between Jacob and Laban, mentioned in the 301h of Gen-

esis. I do not remember that d'Herbelot, who mentions

these two houses frequently, has any where given us so

clear an account of the reason of these names of distinction

;

which is a circumstance, however, that deserves to be

taken notice of, as it shows a very considerable number

* In the original it is three millionSi des bestes k come, horned cattle.

By that terra \ve indeed commonly mean neat beasts, but as he had men-

tioned before oxen and cows, and elsewhere tells us, they have most sheep

and goats, he evidently means them.

f Dr. Shaw's account is as follows : " Besides this great variety of cattle,

we may observe further, that each kind is very numerous and prolific.

Several Arabian tribes, who can bring no more than three or four hundred

horses into the field, are possessed of more than so many thousand camels^

and triple the number of sheep and black cattle. The Arabs rarely dimin-

ish their flocks by using them for food, but live chiefly upon bread, dates,

iTfiilk, butter, or what they receive in exchange for their wool. Such cat-

tle as are brought to their fairs, or to the neighbouring towns and villages,

are very inconsiderable, when compared with the yearly increase. By
proper care therefore, and attendance, nay, if these numerous flocks and

herds had shelter from the inclemency of the weather during a small part

only of the winter season, this whole country, in a few years, would be

overrun with cattle."

Dr. Russell, MS. note, says, *• Vast flocks pass Aleppo every year, and

the proprietors sell their sheep for the supply of the city." Edit.
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of modern Eastern sheep are not white, since the family

of the black sheep were willing to accept thera, as, along

with other cattle, not an improper portion for them in di-

viding their substance.

OBSERVATION XXXI.

THEIR MANNER OF PILLAGING THE CARAVANS.

The manner in which the Arabs harrass the caravans

of the East, is described in the same page. He tells us

there, " that the manner of their making war, aftd pillag-

ing the caravans is, to keep by the side of them, or to

follow them in the rear, nearer or further off, according to

their forces, which it is very easy to do in Arabia, which

is one great plain, and in the night they silently fall upon

the camp, and carry off one part of it before the rest are

got under arms."

He supposes that Abraham fell upon the camp of the

four kings, that had carried away Lot, precisely in the

same Arab manner, and by that means, with unequal

forces, accomplished his design, and rescued Lot. Gen.

xiv. 15, he thinks, shows this ; and he adds, that it is to be

remembered, that the combats of the age of Abraham

more resembled a fight among the mob, than the bloody

and destructive wars of Europe.

OBSERVATION XXXIL

SUDDEN REMOVES OF THE ARABS INJURIOUS TO THE

YOUNG OF THEIR FLOCKS.

Prepared as the Arabs are for speedy flight, a quick

motion is very destructive to the young of their flocks.

A passage of the same part of that MS. proves this,

and at the same time shows the energy of those words of
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Jacob's apology to his brother Esau, for not attending

him. TlieJloQks and herds with young are with me, and

if men should overdrive them one day, all the flock will

die. Gen. xxxiii. 13. "Their flocks," says Sir John,

speaking of those who now live in the East after the Pat-

riarchal manner, "feed down the places of their en-

campments so quick, by the great numbers which they

have, that they are obliged to remove them too often,

which is very destructive to their flocks, on account of

the young ones, which have not strength enough to fol-

low."

OBSERVATION XXXIII.

OP THE DIFFERENT DOMESTIC UTENSILS OF THE ARABS.

Besides the mats and the coverlets of the common

Arab tents, which I took notice of under a preceding Ob-

servation, la Roque mentions^ hair sacks, and trunks and

baskets covered with skin, to put up and carry their

things in; which are kettles or pots, great woodenf bowls,

Landmills, and pitchers. With these they content them-

selves, and they are all their furniture in common, or near-

ly so.

I mention them distinctly, because this account seems

to explain, in a clearer manner than commentators have

• Voy. dans la Pal. p. 176, and p. 178.

\ The French word is gamelles, which the English translator supposes

signified close wicker baskets, but as this word is used by the same author

for the vessel into which they pour their soup, p. 199, sonietluHg ofa very

different nature must be intended by it; and as wooden bowls are particu-

larly mentioned with their pot and kettle by other travellers, see Shaw, p.

231, and are, indeed, quite necessary to them, one would have been induced

to believe that la Roque meant them, had he not so explained biniself, in p.

204, as that this translator there renders the passage, " Ihree or four

piggins, or great wooden bowls«"

Gamelle signifies a sort of wooden platter used aboard vessels and in

camps, for serving up victuals in. Hence manger a la gamelle^ signifies t»

tat at the soldien' »r sailars^ inese. Edit.
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done, who are, indeed, in a manner silent upon those texts,

the passages which describe the furniture of the habita-

tions of Israel in the Wilderness. Upon whatsoever any

ofthem, when they are dead, dothfall, it shall be unclean.

Lev. xi. 32, 33, ivhelher it be any vessel of wood, their

wooden bowls, that is, according to this representation of

the utensils of those that live in tents, to which there is rea-

son to believe those of the Israelites were like, who lived

so many years like Arabs in the wilderness; or raiment^

or skin,^' any trunks or baskets covered with skins, that

is ; or sack^ any hair cloth sack used for the better carry-

ins; goods from place to place ; whatsoever vessel it be,

wherein any work is done,-^ it must be put into watcr^

and it shall be unclean until the evening ; so it shall be

cleansed. And every earthen vessel, the pitchers used for

holding; liquids, and drinking out of, whereinto any of

iheni falleth, whatsoever is in it shall be unclean^ and ye

shall break i7.J

The account of la Iloque may then serve for an amus-

ing explanation of these passages; and I believe will be

allowed to be a more natural illustration of them than that

of the Rabbins,§ who suppose that the work of goats, which

our translators determine to mean goats' hair, implies in-

struments made of the horns, and hoofs, and bones of goals,

few or no such instruments being to be found among those

that now dwell in tents. There is the like pleasing sim-

plicity in explaining the vessels of wood of their wooden

bowls, instead of reckoning up all the particular things

that were afterward made of wood in the most remote

sense of the word, as Maimonides has done, who intro-

* "Goat skins," says Dr. Russell, "in -which they churn their butter,

transport water, milk," &c. MS. note. Edit.

t "The trunks covered with skins are called sapefs ; as these could not

Trell be put into water, the others probably were meant." Ibid.

^ Might not their vessels made of dried cowfs dung, be included here?

Russell, ibid.

§ See Ainsworth upon these passages.
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duces the mention of vessels of bulrushes, of reeds, of the

shells of nuts, and the bark of trees. Things that were

not in use, we have reason to think, in these migratory

families, and consequently not immediately referred toby

Moses ; and if so, not coming under the observation of a

commentator, however they may with propriety enough

engage the attention of a Jewish casuist.

But though the bowls and dishes of the vulgar Arabs

are of wood, those of their emirs are, not unfrequently, of

copper, tinned very neatly : la Roque takes notice of

this circumstance in more places than one."^ I have met

with a like account, I think, in other travellers. May we

not believe that the vessel which Jael made use of, to pre-

sent buttermilk to Sisera, and which Deborah in her hymn

calls a lordly dish,f or a dish of nobles^ was of this sort ?

Her husband certainly was an Arab emir ; the working of

metals much more ancient than her time. Gen. iv. 22 ; and

the mere size of the vessel hardly could be the thing in-

tended. La Roque, indeed, tells us,J that the fruity that

were brought in at the collation, that the grand emir of the

Arabs, whom he visited, treated him with, were placed in

a large painted basin of wood ; its being painted was,

without doubt, a mark of honor set on this vessel of the

grand emir, which distinguished it from the wooden bowls

of the commonality ; but a painted wooden vessel would

have been not so proper for buttermilk, as one of copper

tinned, which therefore most probably was the sort Jael

used.

OBSERVATION XXXIV.

BOTTLES MADE OF SKINS, USED IN THE EAST.

The preceding list of Arab utensils is not complete ;

however, as I insinuated under the last Observation,

* Voy. dans la Pal. p. 178, and p. 24. f Judges v. 25.

* Page 11, 12.
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leather bottles not being mentioned by la Roque, in those

places where he professes to give us an account of the

furniture of an Arab tent, which yet they certainly have,

and out of which he himself elsewhere"^ tells us they

drink, when a pitcher is not at hand.

These are very uncouth drinking vessels, in comparison

of cups of silver or gold, such as were anciently used in

the courts of princes, agreeably to what we learn from 1

Kings X. 21, where we are told ihe magnificence of Solo-

mon suflfered no drinking vessels, in his palace, that were

not of gold, none of silver, it being nothing accounted of

in his days; whereas, it should seem, in the preceding

reigns, cups of silver, as well as gold, were used in the

royal houses. And to the difference betwixt these ves-

sels of silver or of gold, and these goat skin bottles, the

Psalmist seems to refer when he says, / am become as a

bottle in the smoke, Ps. cxix. 83. " My appearance in

my present state is as different to what it was when I

dwelt at court, as the furniture of a palace differs from

that of a poor Arab's tent, among whom I now dwell.

Just thus the Prophet laments, that the precious sons of

Zion, compnrlble to fine golil, or vessels of fine gold,

sunk in their estimation, and were considered as no better

than earthen pitcher s, the work ofthe hands of the potter^

Lam. iv. 2."

Our translators, by the placef they have marked in the

margin of some of our Bibles, as parallel to this, seem to

have supposed that the Psalmist refers ta the 6/«cA;«ess

his face contracted by sorrow; but this can hardly be

supposed to be the whole of his thought : in such a case,

would he not rather have spoken of the blackness of a pot,

as it is supposed the Prophet Joel does, ch. ii. 6, rather

than that of a leather bottle ?

These bottles are supposed by a sacred historian, not

only to be frequently rent, when grown old and much .

* Page 20.. t Job XXX. 50.

VOL. r. 33
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used, but also to be capable of being repaired, Josh, ix»

4, wine bottles old, and rent, and bound up.

Sir J. Chardin in a note informs us, this is perfectly

according to the custom of the East ; and he describes

the manner in which thej are mended. " They do it,"

he sajs, " sometimes by setting in a piece ; sometimes by

gathering up the wounded place, in manner of a purse :,

sometimes they put in a round fiat piece of wood, and by

that means stop the hole."

Tn the sixth volume of his MS. he has given us, at large,

an amusing account of these bottles, which therefore I

would here set down. After observing, that the bottle

given to Hagar was a leather one, he goes on thus :
'* The

Arabs, and all those that lead a wandering kind of life, keep

their water, milk, and other kind of liquors in these bot-

tles. They keep in them more fresh than otherwise they

would do. These leather bottles are made of goat skins.

When the animal is killed, they cut off its feet and its

head, and they draw it in this manner out of the skin,

without opening its belly. They afterwards sew up the

places where the legs were cut off, and the tail, and when

it is filled, they tie it about the neck. These nations, and

the country people of Persia, never go a journey with-

out a small leather bottle of water banging by their side

like a scrip. The great leather bottles are made of the

skin of an hegoat, and the small ones, that serve instead

of a bottle of water on the road, are made of a kid's skin.

Mons. Dandilly, for want of observing this, in his beauti-

ful translation of Josephus, has put goat skin in the chap-

ter of Hagar and Ishmael, instead of a kid's skin bot-

tle, which, for the reasons assigned above, must have been

meant."

He reassumes the subject in another part of the same

volume,^ in Avhich he tells us, "that they put into these

goat skin and kid skin vessels every thing which they

want to carry to a distance in the East, whether dry or

* On Gen. xliii. II,
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liquid, and very rarely make use of boxes and pots, unless

it be to preserve such things as are liable to be broken.

The reason is, their making use of beasts of carriage for

conveying these things who often fall down under their

loading, or throw it doivn, and also because it is in pretty

thin yvoollen sacks, that they enclose Avhat they carry.

There is another advantage, too, in putting the necessa-

ries of life in these skin vessels, they are preserved fresh-

er ; the ants and other insects cannot make their way to

them; nor the dust, they get in, of which there are such

quanliiies in the hot countries of Asia, and so fine, that

there is no such thing as a coiier impenetrable to it ; there-

fore il is that butter, honey, cheese, and other like ali-

ments are enclosed in vessels made of the skins of this

species of animals."

According to this, the things that were carried to Jo-

seph for a present, were probably enclosed in little ves-

sels made of kid skins, not only the balm and the honey,

which were somewhat liquid ; but the nuts and the al-

monds too, that they might be preserved fresh, and the

whole put into slight woollen sacks.

^

OBSERVATION XXXV.

SMOKINESS OF THEIR TENTS.

I HAVE been supposing that the tent of a con;imon Arab

is a very smoky habitation, when I have considered the

expression of a bottle in the smoke, as equivalent to that

of a bottle in the tent of an Arab ; but in truth their dwell-

ings must be very much incommoded with smoke, since

they make fires in tliem.

So there was a fire, we find, in that Arab tent to which

Bishop Pococke was conducted, when he was going to

Jerusalem.f How smoky must such an habitation be,

• In a MS. Note on this place Dr- Russell observes, <' Almonds, walnuts,

dates, figs, &c, are still commonly packed up in skins." Edit.

J Vol. ii. p. 5.
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and how black all its utensils ! Le Briiyn in going from

Aleppo to ScanderooHj was made sufficiently sensible of

this: for being obliged to pass a whole night in an hut of

reeds, in the middle of which there was a fire, to boil a

kettle of meat that hung over il, and to bake some bread

among the ashes, he found the smoke intolerable, the door

being the only place by which it could get out of the hut.

To the blackness of a goat skin bottle in a tent, but to

the meanness also of such a drinking vessel, the Psalmist

seems to refer, and it was a most natural image for him to

make use of, driven from among the vessels of silver and

gold in the palace of Saul, to live as the Arabs do and

did, and consequently being obliged to drink out of a

smoked leather bottle.

If this be a just representation of the tentsof the Arabs,

I doubt our translators will be thought not to have been

very happy in their version, when they call the tents of

the Arabs their palaceSf Ezek. xxvo 4, whatever the true

sense of the original may bc^

OBSERVATION XXXVI.

OF THE BLACK COLOUR OF THEIR TENTS.

If a survey of Iheni as to their insides will not present-

ly induce us to call them palaces, so neither will their

outsides, I imagine, produce that effect, being such hair

cloth as our coal sacks are made of.f

* Drrn^Td teeyoiechem and the singular JTT'lD teerah, probably from 113

iar^ signifying vegulanty and order i see Parkhurst. From the context it

appears to me, that the word means cotesy pens, or enclosures for cattle,

which may be thus denominated from the regular manner of their con-

struction, and the order in which they are arranged. I am the more

inclined to this interpretation, which, however, I submit with perfect def-

ercncc to the judgment of the reader, because the Arabic ^j tarra sig-

nifies to drive together, as cattle, fro7n different quarler^t and ranging

them vp to the right and left. See Golius Meninski, and Richardson. I

need not inform ihe learned reader, that many deficient roots in Hebi'ev^

are preserved in Arabic. Edit.

t Shaw, p. 22a
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I have therefore often wondered that Dr. Shaw should

consider them as affording a delightful prospect, ynd

more, that he should suppose Solomon considered «heni

as comely, as well as black, in Cant. i. 5, when the turn of

the words leads us rather to suppose, that he meant to

make the bride say, she was black as the tents of Ke-

dar, or of the Arabs ; but comely however as those of

Solomon.

I shall have occasion hereafter to speak of the tents of

Solomon ; at present 1 would observe the focce of the

comparison when he likens her, on the account of her

blackness, to the tents of the Arabs.

And as I have observed several faults here, besides amis-

sions, this article must consist of several par{icul?«rf. It

bas been said their tents are made of skins insteadof hair

;

it has been supposed that their blackness is adventitious,

and owing to the sun and rain ; as well as that they have

a beautiful appearance ; on the other hand, it has not been

observed, I think, as it ought, that the tents of the Arabs

are commonly of another colour; particulars that are re-

quisite to be remarked, in order to enter into the full force

of the comparison.

Some Jewish writers referred to by Mercer,^ Bishop

Patrick, in his Commentary, &c. suppose their tents are

composed of skins ; nor does it do any honour to the ac-

curacy of Egmont and Heyman's book of Travels, that it

affirms also, that Arab tents are made of goat skins, as it

does in two places ;f whereas d'Arvieux tells us, they a;e

made of hair cloth, which the women weave ;J and Dr,

Shaw affirms, they are of the same sort of hair cloth of

which our coal sacks are made; and so many other au-

thors bave confirmed their account, that no doubt can be

made of it.§

• Vide PoU Syn. in loc. | Vol. i. p. 303, and p. 373.

+ Voy. dans la Pnl. p. 173.

. $ It is allowed elsewhere by Bishop Patrick himself. *' They are of hair

cloth generally in Syria." Dr. Russell in a MS. note. Edit.
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Mercer, and othersj^^' have supposed their blackness is

adventitious, and occasioned by the sun and the rain, upon

what grounds I do not know, for their goats are in com-

mon naturally black: and therefore as the brown among

Laban's sheep were appointed tube Jacob's hire, because

they were much less common ; so, for the same reason,

were they spotted and speckled among the goats, they

being in common black. The Spouse compares herself

to one of the Arab tents, on account of the taint of her

skin; but it is introducing a thought she never designed,

when it is supposed they both arose from the same causey

the scorching of the sun.

Not only have authors that never saw an Arab tent

supposed they were the reverse of beaatiful, but Theve-

not,-|- w^ho saw many of them, gives us to understand he

thought them ugly; and they that attend to that circum-

stance of their being made of the same materials as our

coal sacks, will wonder at Dr. Shaw's taste,J who seems

to have thought them very pleasing to the eye.§

The Arabs make use of black tents with great univer-

sality. D'Arvieux, describing their tents, expressly

says, they are all black.^ All other authors, I think,

suppose this, that speak of the colour of their tents at all.

* Vide Poll Syn. in loc.

t See Thevenot, part 1. p. 173. Egmont and Heyman, vol. ii. p. 155.

^ P. 220.

§ On this observation Dr. Russell, in a MS note, m&kesi the following

remark: "There is no inconsistence here : in traversing neglected plains,

or looking from the declivity of a neighbouring hill, an Arab er)catnpment,

notwithstanding the colour of the tents, diversifies the prospect, and is far

from being an unpleasing object Bhick, indeed, affords a kind cf relief to

the eye fatigued with the blaze of day, and the hot rtflcclion from the

ground." Edit.

CT Voy. dans la Pal. p. 173. Fulcherius Carnotensis describes the tents

of the enemies of King BaUlw-n as white, and calls thi.se enemies, Arabs

and Saracens ; but it appears evidently, that he does not design by those

terms, Arabs in the sense in which we have used the terra in this article,

viz. Bedouin Arabs, but he means Egyptians and the Moorish inhabitants

t)f Ascalon. Vide Gesta Dei per Francos, p. 411, &c.
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Some other nations live ifi lents of black goats' hair, in

other countries, as well as the Arabs : so Thevenot says,

the Curds of Mesopotamia do, but it is not common.

Other nations generally live in booths, or huts of reeds or

boughs, or other materials, for there is a great variety in

the descriptions that travellers have given us of these

habitations. Or, if in tents, they make use of other col-

ours in general: so d'Arvieux gives us an account of

another nation that lives in the Holy Land, in tents as the

Arabs do, but their tents are of ivhite linen cloth; they

are called Turcomans, obey the Grand Seignior, are neat

in their canjp, and licin good beds ; they are more parsi-

monious than the Arabs as to their eating, but are better

clothed than they; they do not spoil passengers as the

Arabs do, but are very hospitable, and give meat and

lodging to all travellers that apply to them, without

charging them any thing.^ As for the Turks, when they

encamp, as they sometimes do, the tents they make use

of are green.\ So then the tents of the Arabs are uni-

versally blackf and scarcely any make use of them but

they ; the other nations, in particular, that live in tents

in the Holy Land, as they do, dwell in tents of white lin-

en* I am black, not as a tent, for they were often of

other colours, but as the tents of Kedar, which were uni-

versally of this hue.

J

* Voy. dans la Pal. p. <J9, 100.

I Pococke's Travels into the East, vol. ii. p. 115.

t It appears, therefore, that all the tents of the Eastern nations are not

black, nor are they all made of black goats' skin : among the Mame-
lukes they are of cloth often, and highly oi*namented. A particular

friend of mine, Lieut. Browne, of the Koyal Navy, brought a whole

Mameluke tent, poles, cords and all, home with him from the late

Egyptian expedition. It is of strong sail clothe of a leaden hue, but

ornamented with painting. Mr. Jackson, in his overland journey

from India, on his entering the Tigris, in the place where the river

Hie joins with it, near a small town called Coote, fell in with a Turkish

encampment, pitched on the western bank of the river, whi«li appeared to

him beautiful, some of the tents being red, oihGrs green, and soma ivhite. P.

75. See a confirmation of this under Obs. xl. p. 270. Edit.
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Black goats' hair tents maj very probably have been

generally used in the most ancient times, since the Arabs

retain the most ancient customs;^ the present distinction

however appears by this passage to have been as ancient

as the days of Solomon. So curtains of goats' hair were

directed for the Tabernacle, and the Israelitish women
appear to have been very well acquainted with the man-

ner of spinning it ; from whence we may naturally con-

jecture, that the tents of the Patriarchs, and those Israel

might use in Egypt, as well as in the Wilderness, were

of the same fabric.

Moral interpreters have supposed, that the Spouse rep-

resents herself as black, and disagreeable, as to her out-

ward aspect, but possessed of internal qualifications love-

ly as the tents of Solomon. "What the precise intention

of the sacred writer might be, I will not take upon me to

say ; but it is certain, that the face may be discoloured

by the sun, and yet possess an exquisite gracefulness :

so Mr. Wood, the elegant editor of the Ruins of Palmy-

ra, observes, that the Arab women, whom he saw at that

place, were well shaped, and though very swarthy, yet

had good features ;f and of Zenobia, the celebrated

queen of that city in the days of antiquity, he says, she

was reckoned an extraordinary beauty, and that the de-

scription we have of her person answers that character

:

her complexion of a dark brown, a necessary consequence

of her way of life in that climate ; her eyes black and spark-

ling, and of an uncommon fire; her countenance divinely

sprightly ; her person graceful and genteel beyond imag-

* We arc not, however, to suppose the living in tents was prior to the

dwelling in houses ; the comparing Gen. iv. 20, with' the 17th vei se of that

chapter, would lead us into a contrary opinion. Cain, one of the immediate

descendants of Adam, built a ciiy ; but it was not until the days of Jaba!,

who was of the seventh generation from Adam, that dwelling in tentSi

and removing from place to place with cattle, came into use ; he tvas the

father of suchy the first that practised this flitting way of living, which

others have since followed, particularly the Bedouin Arabs. This is a re-

mark of Sir J. Chardia's, in his Manuscript.

t Ruins of Palmyra, p. ^f. ^
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ination ; her teeth whife as pearl, and her voice clear and

stron'^.* It is verj possible then to be black and at the

same time comely, as to what is visible, without having re-

course to moral qualities; and I confess I could not for-

bear thinking of this passage of the Canticles, the moment

I read this description of Zenobia.

A passage of d'Arvieuxf will account for that surprise,

which he supposes the daughters of Jerusalem would not-

withstanding feel, upon seeing the swarthiness of the per-

son which Solomon had chosen for his spouse, as it shows

the attention usually paid by the great men of the East

to the complexion of jtheir wives, as well as the great tan-

ning power of the sun in Palestine. "The princesses,

and the other Arab ladies, v/hom they showed me from a

private place of the tenf, appeared to me beautiful and

well shaped ; one may judge by these, and by what they

told me of them, that the rest are no less so ; they are

very fair, because they are always kept from the sun*

The women in common are extremely sun burnt, besides

the brown and swarthy colour which they naturally

have,"{ &c. Naturally, he says, though this most per-

manent swarthiness must arise from the same cause with

that temporary tanning he speaks of, or otherwise the

Arab princesses would have been swarthy, though not

sun burnt, being natives of the country, which yet, he
affirms, they were not.

It is on this account, without doubt, that the Prophet
Jeremiah, when he would describe a comely woman, de-

scribes her by the character of one that dwelleth at

home.§ The delicate, and those that are solicitous to

preserve their beauty, go very little abroad: it seems it

was so anciently, and therefore the Prophet uses a term
to express a woman of beauty, which would not be very
applicable to many British fine ladies.

* P- 8.
f Voy. dans la Pal. p. 2U.

i Dr. Russell has made the like remark, vol. i. p. 99-

§ Jer. vi. 2, according to the margin.

VOL. I. 34
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OBSERVATION XXXVII.

OF THE women's DIVISION OF THE TENT.

But ordinary as these dwellings are, the common Arabs

ao far observe the modes of the East, as to have a sepa-

rate apartment in them for their Avives, made by letting

down a curtain or a carpet, upon occasion, from one of

the pillars of their tents ;* though they are not so rigid

as some other of the Eastern people are in these matters,

as appears by Dr. Pococke's account of the manner in

which he was treated, in an 4^rab tent, in his journey to

Jerusalem. His conductor, who was an Arab, led him,

he tells us, two or three miles to his tent, which was not

much out of the road, and where there was an encamp-

ment of Arabs ; and that there he sat with his wife, and

others, round a fire ;
" For, says he, the Arabs are not so

scrupulous as the Turks about their women ; and though

they have their harem, or women's part of the tent, jet

such as they are acquainted with come into them : I was

kept in the harem for greater security, the wife being al-

ways with me, no stranger ever daring to come into the

woman's apartment, unless they are introduced. Several

women came to look at me, and some men.'*f

It was not absurd then in Sisera, according to the cus-

tom of the present Arabs, to hope he might be received

into Jael's tent, the harem of Heber ; it appears too that

her tent was a much safer place than any other, in that

encampment, as the violating it would be the greater in-

sult to this Kenite Emir. Nothing can be a better com-

ment on Judges iv. IT, 18, 20, than this story.

* Shaw, p. 221.

f Vol.ii. p.5. Dr. Russell remarks, "that this must have been an

Arab o{ ordinanj rank,'^ MS. note. And Mr. Jackson says, *' Women of

the highest class, at Bussora, are seldom seen out of doors ; but when they

do go out, they are always veiled. Many of the Arab women, particularly

«f the lo'iver classj expose their faces." Journey from India, p. 32. Edit*
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OBSERVATION XXXVIII.

ARAB WOMEN TAKE CARE OF THE FLOCKS.

Shut up as many of the Eastern women are, tbose of

some other tribes of them still continue to feed sheep and

other cattle.

The daughters of the Turcomans of Syria do this, ac-

cording to d'Arvieux,^ in which point he supposes they

differ from the Arabs ; this is confirmed by Consul DruQi"

mond, in general, only calling all, that live in that coun-

try a wandering life under tents, Arabs, he speaks of

Arab women as tending cattle.f " Being very thirsty,"

says this writer, speaking of a journey from Scanderoon

to Aleppo, " I halted at a well, where I saw a great num-

ber of cattle attended by some well shaped, ^though ugly,

Arabian girls, whose nostrils were adorned with rings ;

they were good natured enough to water me along with

their beasts."

OBSERVATION XXXIX.

REGULAR INHABITANTS OF TOWNS AND VILLAGES IN

THE EAST SPEND PART OF THEIR SUMMERS ABROAD
UNDER TENTS.

Besides those that live wholly in tents, numbers of

the Eastern people spend part of the year in them.

I have observed it particularly in the accounts of Mes-

opotamia. In that country Bishop Pococke tells us, he

fell in with a summer village of country people, whose

huts were made of loose stones covered with reeds and

boughs ; their winter village being on the side of an hill

* Voy. dans la Pal. p. 230.

t P 183. Dr. Russell asserts, that the Arab women tejul cattle as well

as the Turcoman women. MS. note. Edit.
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at some distance, consisting of very low houses ; and that

they choose this place for the convenience of being with

their cattle, and out of the high road.* Five pages after,

he observes, that many of the Curdeens li\e honestly in

Mesopotamia as well as Syria, removing in summer to

some places at a distance from their village, where they

live under tents, generally in places retired from the road,

to avoid the injuries of the soldiery, and of the people of

the pasha.

May not this circumstance serve to explain a passage

of the Old Testament, relating to this country? In Gen.

xxxi, it is said, that Jacob sent and called Rachel and

Leah to his flock, that he there told them of his design of

returning from Mesopotamia to his native country, and

that, upon their consenting to go with him, he set out up-

on this journey so silently, that Laban had no notice of it,

until the third day after
; yet it appears, that he had all

his effects with him, and tents for the accommodation of

his family ; and that Laban, who pursued him, had tents

also for his company.

Here one is surprised to find both parties so suddenly

equipped with tents for their accommodation in travelling,

and is naturally led to enquire, why Jacob sent for his

wives to his flock? Bishop Patrick's account of the last

circumstance, that it was for greater secresy, and per-

haps to avoid the danger of being seized upon by Laban

and his sons, will hardly be thought satisfactory. Could

not a husband speak to his wives with suflScient privacy

in Laban's house ? Were matters come to such an ex-

tremity, that Jacob durst not venture himself within the

doors of his uncle's house, for fear of being seized upon,

and made a prisoner ? And in fact Jacob seems actually

to have communicated his intention to Rachel in her fa-

ther's house : for when he sent for his wives, she brought

her father's teraphim with her, which she would by no

jneans have done, had she been unapprized of the design.

• V. ii. p. 168.
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The case seems to have been thus. While Laban and

his daughters dwelt in a house, they that tended the

flocks had tents for their accomujodation. Laban's flocks

were in two parcels, one under the care of Jacob, the

other commiited to the care of Laban's sons, three days'

journey off"; Jacob's own afterward were also, for the

same reason, probably at an equal distance. At the (ime

of shearing sheep, it is reasonable to suppose, thai more

and better tents were erected for the reception and enter-

tainment of their friends, it being a time of great feasting,

1 Sam. XXV. 4, 8, 36 ; to which they were wont to invite

their friends, 2 Sam^ xiii. 25; and the feasts being held

at a distance from their own houses, in the places where

the sheep were fed, as appears from the passage last cit-

ed, and also from Gen. xxxviii. 12. Laban went then

with his relations at the time of sheep shearing to his

flocks; Jacob at the same time shore his own sheep, and

sent to his wives to come to the entertainment, with all

those utensils that they had with them of his, which

would be wanted having before communicated his inien-

tion to Rachel his beloved wife. This was a fair pre-

tence for the having all his household stuff brought to him,

which, according to the present Eastern mode, we may
believe was very portable, beds not excepted ; and hav-

ing told Leah then his views, in the company of Rachel,

and both consenting to go with him, he had every thing

ready for his journey, and could decamp immediately,

taking his flocks and herds along with him. Somebody,

upon this, went to inform Laban of Jacob's departure,

who being at a considerable distance, did not receive the

news till the third day.

This accounts at once, in the most simple and natural

way, for Jacob's sending for his wives to his flock ; for

his being able to get his goods together without jealousy ;

and for his and his father in law's being furnished with

tents for the journey.
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OBSERVATION XL.

THE SAME SUBJECT CONTINUED.

Nor do the country people only occasionally make

use of tents, persons of distinction use them also for pleas-

ure.

I have had occasion, in making remarks on the weath-

er, to take notice that the English merchants at Aleppo

do, and it seems to be no more than a conformity to the

customs of the Eastern people. For Dr. Pococke speaks"^

of a pleasant place, not far from Aleppo, where he met

an Aga who had a great entertainment there, accompanied

•with music, under tents. Maillet in like manner mentions

tents as things of course, in an account he gi\es of an

Egyptian oflScer's taking the air with his lady, in the

neighbourhood of Cairo.f What is more, the modern

Eastern princes have frequently made use of them in the

same way. So Chardin tells us,J thatTahmasp, the Per-

sian monarch, used to spend the winter at Casbin, and to

retire in the summer three or four leagues into the coun-

try, where he lived in tents at the foot of Mount Alouvent,

in a place abounding with cool springs and pleasant

shades ; and that his successors lived after the same man-

ner until the time of Abas the Great, who removed his

court to Ispahan.§ To which I would add, that Olea-

* Vol. ii. p. 14«.

t Lett. 11. p. 120. + Travels, p S82.

§ This gentleman in his MS. supposes that we are to consider Deborah's

dwelling under a palm tree, mentioned Judges iv, 5, in the same light. If

this is just, the swelling of the river Kishon, in such a manner as to destroy

multitudes of the enemies of Israel, Judges v. 20, 21, must be considered

as a very extraordinary imposition of God : for this violence of that river

must have been occasioned, we have reason to think, by very heavy rains,

and rain is not wont to fall in that country after May ; though sometimes

very copious showei'S have descended much later : la Roque mentions such

an event, wlxich, I hav« had oooasion to cite in the preceding Chapter.
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rius, attending the ambassador of Holstein-Gottorp, who

were invited by a later Persian monarch to accompany

him on a party of pleasure, for hunting, hawking, &c.

found in an Armenian village many tents prepared for the

reception of the company ; which, by the variety of their

colours, and the peculiar manner in which they were

pitched, made a most pleasing appearance.^

I should not have made this one of my Observations,

had I not found that the learned made a diflSculty of ad-

mitting that the curtains of Solomon, Cant. i. 5, signified

the tents of Solomon ;
" for though," says Ainsworth,f

" curtains in other places signify tents, here they seem rath-

er to mean the goodly hangings that were id his house, and

about his bed. For Solomon dwelt not in tents, but build-

ed him houses, Eccles. ii. 4 ; and one which rvas thirteerh

years in building, 1 Kings vii. 1. But though he built

palaces, and as a most peaceful prince,J seldom wanted

tents for his accommodation in war, he that left no pleas-

ure untried, may be allowed to have resided sometimes

in them, pitched in summer heats in some cool and

delightful spot, like the first princes of the late royal race

of Persia, or erected in other places for his accommoda-

tion in hunting, like that more modern prince 01eariu3

mentions.

On the other hand, though the doors of the East have

veils hanging before them, and probably had anciently,

The more unusual the events, the greater was the mercy. I leave it with

my reader to determine how far what is said concerning; the dwelling un-

der a palm tree, is a proof that this event happened out of the usual

rainy season. It will be proper not to omit what Sir John observes further

concerning this living under palm trees, in his note here ; he tells us, peo-

ple retire under these trees, because they live on their fruit ; but he adds,

that the air there is bad. I will only take the liberty to observe, that un-

less there is a very great alteration in Palestine with respect to the palm
tree, it could not be from any regard to the fruit, that Deborah dwelt under

one; for Dr. Shaw assures us, ths palna trees rf the Holy Land, very rare-

ly, if ever, bring their fruit to maturity, p. 843.

*See note oa Obs. xxxvi. p. 263. f Upon Cant. i. 5.

% fcChron. xxii. 9.
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aiuce a veil was used in the Temple as well as Taberna-

cle ;
yet the Hebrew word there m;;'T yirioth, is not the

same with that which in Cant. i. 5, is rendered curtains.

And as \o the goodly hangings about his bed, there is no

reason in the world to imagine they were in use in Solo-

mon's country, it is certain they are not now : " their b^ds

consist of a mattress laid on the floor, and over this a sheet,

in winter a carpet, or some such woollen covering, the

other sheet being sewed to the quilt. A divan cushion

often serves for a bolster and pillow, though some have a

bolster and pillow as we have," Such is Russell's ac-

count of the beds of Aleppo.^ Hanway's account of

those of Persia is just the same. Ainsworth then ap-

pears to have been much more versed in the Eastern lan-

guages than in their customs, and is a striking proof, how

much observations of the kind I am making are necessary

to be accurate, though they relate to things in them-

selves of no great moment.f Agreeably to ail this, the

word translated curtains is no where used in the Old

Testament but where a tent is expressly spoken of, ex-

cepting in Psalm civ. 2, and there Isai. xl. 22, shows it is

alluded to.J

* Vol. i. p. 144. T« which he adds, in a MS. note here, Mosquetto cur-

tains are sometimes suspended over the beds. Edit.

t It ought, however, to be acknowledged here, that, if Maillet may be
depended upon ctirtuins are sometimes suspended over the beds, in times

atle'Hstof great solemnity ; for so he describes the bed in which Ibrahim
Bey, the son of the Bashaw of Egypt, was to lodge after his circumcision.
*• An angel bed," he te'ls us, by which term the French mean a bed with-

out posts, and whose curtains are suspended in the^air, "of crimson velvet,

was in the middle of one of the apartments. This bed was covered on the

outside with Indian embroidery, lined with green satin, equally richly

wrought. A fringe of gold, four fingers broad, ran round the curtains^

-which were tucked up with rubies and emei-alds," &c. Lett. x. p. 75. But
this was cxtraordiuar}'; air, in common, is more desirable than such mag-
nificence in these hot countries. •

f :l:ni;^^V yirioth is the Hebrew word both in Cant. i. 5, and in 1 Chron
2vii. 1 ; where it is said, the ark of the LoRD-^welt under curtains. In

fsaiah xl. 22, the word pT dok, is translated curtain^ whidi is elsewhere
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I will onlj add, that if Solomon used tenis at all,

we inaj be sure thej were extremely magnificent, and

might with great propriety be alluded to on account ot

their beauty.

OBSERVATION XLT.

TENTS USED FOR RELIGIOUS SOLEMNITIES.

Tents also appear to have been used on occasion of re-

ligious solemnities.

When Dr. Perry arHved at Siut, a large town n^r the

Nile, about seventy- leagues above Cairo, it was " Ihe first

day of Biram ; and, going to the town, we found a great

many tents pitched, and an innumerable concourse ol

people wiihout the town, to the South west of it.

These people were partly of Siut, and partly from the

circumjacent villages, who came thither to celebrate the

happy day."^^

The moment I read this account, I recollected that pas-

sage of the book of Judges, They said, behold ! there is a

feast of the Lord in Shiloh yearly, in a place which is on

the North side of Bethel, on the East side ofthe highway

that goeth upfrom Bethel to Shechem, and on the South

of Lebonah : Go, and lie in wait in the vineyards : and

see, and behold, if the daughters of Shiloh come out to

dance in dances. Sec. Chap. xxi. 19—21.

It was usual we see anciently for people to celebrate

their festivals out of their cities : most probably then tents

rendered divarf, Lev. xxi. £0. The word HDD succah, and pDwcsac, from

the same root, pD sacac, are rendered curtain, taberjiacle, covert, pa-

vilion, college, booth, tent, a hanging, a covering, by our translators, in a

great variety of places. Is it possible, that one simple tei^m should have all

these meanings ? Edit.

* Page 3oS.

VOL. I. 35
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also were pitched for their conveniences ; and virgins at-

tended from other towns, though those of Shiloh might be

most numerous.^

OBSERVATION XLII.

STRUCTURE OF THE ARAB TENTS.

If the black hair cloth used by the Arabs for their tents,

has a mean and a coarse look, it however very effectually

guards against rain ; the other coverings, therefore, of the

sacre^ tent of Moses, we have reason to believe, were ap-

pointed only for ornament.

Abundance of questions may be asked, relating to the

structure of the Tabernacle, which it would be extremely

difficult fully to answer. The delineations the learned

have sometimes given us in their books differ oftentimes,

I am afraid, from the pattern showed to Moses in the

Mount : this model Moses saw in a divine vision ; their

draughts, I doubt, are visionary, in many respects, in a

very opposite sense.

What I have met with in travellers into the East

may, perhaps, throw a little light on some things relat-

ing to the Tabernacle ; I will therefore set them down
here.

The common Arab tents have only a pole or two to

support them in the middle, the eves bfiing stretched out

by cords, fastened to the ground by hooked wooden pins :

this is Dr. Shaw's account.f They have then, it seems,

only one covering. But the tents ofother Eastern people

have sometimes a magnificent lining under the outside

covering. So Egmont and Heyman tell us, in describ-

ing the tents of the Grand Seignior, pitched on a sol-

* See more of dwelling in tents, in the time of religious solemnities, under

an Observation belonging; to the next Chapter.

t P. 221.
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amn occasion, that they were exceedingly splendid, and

one of them lined with a rich silk stufT. This was exceed-

ed by another, which, they were informed, cost twenty

five thousand piastres,^^ which was made in Persia, and

not finished in less than three or four years. The out-

side of this tent, they tell us, was not remarkable ; b'.it it

was lined with a single piece made of camels' hair, and

beautifully decorated with festoons and sentences in their

languages.! The curtains of the Tabernacle made of

linen, blue, purple, scarlet, and cherubs, formed, proba-

bly, such an inward Hning to that sacred lent.

Odd as a description. Lady Montague gives of the Eas-

tern buffaloes is, it may teach us how pleasing the r^d

ram skins, which laid over the black goals' hair curtains,

must, in that position, appear in their eyes. The buffa-

loes, which, she tells us, they use for the plough, are ^11

black, with very short hair on their heads, their eyes ex-

tremely little, and white, so that they look like devils.

The country people dye their tails and the hair of their

forehead red, by way of ornament. To adorn these black

animals, ihey dye some of them red: must not the red

woolly ram skins laid over a black covering appear, in like

manner, very ornamental in ancient Eastern eyes?

What is meant by what we translate badgers' skins,

and in what manner they were made use of, are points

that want to be ascertained.

When it is further added, that the modern Arab royal

tents have no other covering than the common black hair

cloth,J it becomes extremely probable, that the Taberna-

cle of Moses was the most magnificent tent that had ever

at that time appeared in the world. Perhaps, it has not

been equalled to this very day.

* Which, I thinki is considerably more than three thousand pounds.

t Vol. i. p. 213.

i Phil. Trans. Abr. vol. iii. Account of a second voynge to Tadmor,

October 13. D'Arvieux, indeed, tells us, that theterts of the emir he vls-

itied, -were distinguished from the rest, bv being of vhite cloth. Voy. dans

la Pal. p. 175.
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OBSERVATION XLIII.

OF THEIR HUTS AND BOOTHS, WITH SOME CURIOUS PAR-

TICULARS CONCERiNlNG THE TIGRIS.

Tents seem to be Ibe most eligible babitationsoftbese

migratory families ; bowever we find Ibat tbe Eastern

people frequentlj content tbemselves witbbuts or bootlfs,

wben tbej dwell not in houses.

So Dr. Pococke describes^ tbe summer habitations of

some of the people of Mesopotamia, which 1 mentioned

just novvj as made of loose stones covered with reeds and

boughs. He speaks alsof of some open huts, made of

boughs, raised about three feet from the ground, which

h^ found near S(. John d'Acre, in which some Arabs lived.

Other authors mention this way of living under booths

also. They, it seem^, are built of very different materi-

als, according to Dr. Pococke, and in different forms in

consequence, according, I suppose, to what they found

for their purpose in the places in which they were.

These materials are of so perishing a nature, and trees,

and reeds, and bushes, are so very scarce in some places,

that one would wonder they should not all accommodate

themselves with tents ; but we find they do not in fact.

Though therefore, without doubt, many of the Israelites

m the Wilderness had convenient tents, for as their an-

cestors had been wont to live in tents, so many of them

might live in Egypt after the same manner, to which we

must add their spoiling the Egyptians, yet we may be-

lieve many of them had no better habitations than booths,

since the commemorating their way of living in the Wil-

derness was to be by continuing such a number of days

under booths, not under tents. It might indeed have been

attended with some inconvenience to Israel, to have been

* Vol. ii. p. 158-s
'

t P. 79, §0.
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required to furnish themselves universally with tents for

the celebration of this feast, after they were settled ia

houses, but that would hardly have occasioned Moses to

have directed them to make booths, if it would have spoil-

ed the liveliness of the representation. But if there was a

mixture of tents and booths, their living in booths was suf-

ficient ; and as they area meaner, and less convenient sort

of habitation than a tent, the living in these was rather to

be directed, as a more affecting representation of the state

of their forefathers.

And barren as that Wilderness is in some places, we

find it has several spots of trees, '^ sufficient for the making

a slight sort of booths for numbers of people ; to such

sort of places they were without doubt conducted as much
as might be, on account of their cattle, as well as to get

materials for these Tabernacles ; an^ if in any of their

journies numbers of them were obliged to lie in the open

air, they might do it very safely, as Dr. Shaw experi-

enced, who tells us,f in his journies betwixt Cairo and

Mount Sinai, the heavens were their covering every night;

the sand, with a carpet spread over it, their bed | and a

change of raiment, made up into a bundle, their pillow.

That in this situation they were every night wet to the

skin by the copious dew that dropped upon them ; though

without the least danger of catching cold, such is the ex-

cellency of this climate. From the heat of the day, the

rocks also of this wild country might afford them shelter ;

the convenience of them being such, that we find Egmont
and Heyman made use of it,J and in one place that they

preferred it even to the shade of trees,§ when they were

travelling in this very Wilderness.

* EgruoDt and Heyman. vol. ii. p. 151, and again, p. 152. f Pref. p. II.

t ** During the heat of the day we rested under the shadow of a moun-
tain," vol. ii . p. 1 54.

§ " This is a very pleasant valley, and full of trees. We, however,

baited UHder the shadow of a mountain, the side of which was a little ex-

cavated. Here we found the names of several traveller'? M\n had baited

liere." p. 15^.
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The description that Job gives, of some thai were driv-

en from the more cultivated paris of the country into the

Wilderness^ njaj be illustrated, perhaps, by these cir-

cumstances. Job XXX. 5, 6, 7, Theif were driven forth
from among men, to dwell in the clefts of the valleys, in

caves of the earth, and in the rocks. Among the bushes

ihey brayed, under the nettles, or thorns, as others trans-

!ate the word, they were gathered together ; thn is, un-

der the booths they made to shelter theoiseives from the

weather.

The booth of Jonah was not, as I suppose, of this 1 i>ul

;

and as I think I can give farther light to that part of tLis

story than I have met with in commentators, 1 shi»il here

set down my remarks, though I am very unable to answer

all the questions, relating to this subject, a curious inquir-

er would be disposed to ask.

So Jonah went out of the city, and sat on the East side

of the city^ and there made him a booth, and sal under it

in the shadow, until he might see what would bezome of
the city. And the Lord God, prepared a gnnrd, and
made it to comeup over Jonah, that it might be a stiadow

over his head. A worm the next morning smote the gourd
that it withered : And it came to pass whin the sun did
arise, that God prepared a vehement East wind ; and the

sun beat upon the head of Jonah, that he fainted, and
wished in himself to die^ Jonah iv. 5—8. Did Jonah
make himself a booth of bou2:hs in which to wait the event

of his prophecy, and did the gourd come up in one single

night afterward ? So our version supposes, and so does

Lowth in his commentary. But if this had in reality been

the case, one cannot easily conjecture why the coming

up of the gourd should have given him such an exquisite

pleasure, or its destruction so much pain, when he had his

booth to shelter him, which he had before thought very

suflScient.

By the description Thevenot gives of this country, who
travelled in it, it appears that the lands of the Mesopota-

mian side of the Tigris, opposite to where Nineveh stood,.
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are lo^, for these lands are culiivated and watered by

means of Utile ditches into which the water is poured out

of the river ;^' consequently it might be, and probably

was, for ihe fc;ake of the view he might have of the city,

tbdi Jonah placed himself on the East side of Nineveh,

rafhtji- than on the West in Mesopotamia, toward his own

coiKiiry, and not as Lowlh imagines, the better to escape

We ^>hrs::it cf the Ninevites in case they should follow

hu,\ to take him ; there is not the least ground to imagine

Juitah had such jealousy.

Ths si.ie of Mesopotamia, Thevenot says,t is well sow-

el, but the Cirdistan shore barren and uncultivated.

This made a shelter of more importance to Jonah, few or

no trees, we may presume, growing in this, barren place,

under v<-iiith Jonah might have placed himself on the

withering of the gourd. This accounts for his uneasi-

liess; but then it will not be easy to conjecture from

whence he corld get boughs to make himself a booth.

T'nis, jiined with the consideration, that the word trans-

iat?j bootlii p sue J sometimes signifies a shelter, in the

prepr.ring of which no art is used, Jer. xxt. 38, and Job

xivxviii. 40; and that the words, the Ijorb prepared a

guurd, may signify he had prepared one; and may lead

us o think that this gourd, which Jonah happened to find

in thiii desci't place, was the booth under which he placed

himself and all that he had, making it his defence against

the heat ; Ihe perishing of which in course must give him

great pain ; especially when we consider the intolerable

heat of that country, which is such, that Thevenot in-

forms us, he did not go to visit the reputed tomb of Jo-

nah, on the East side of the Tigris, on account of the ex-

cessive heat ; there being no possibility of stirring abroad

two hours after the sun is risen, till an hour after it is set,

the walls being so hot, that, half a foot from them, one

feels the heat, as if it were of a hot iron. J
About the kind of plant, whose shape was so very re-

freshing to Jonah, I do not take upon me to form any

'* Part 2, p. 50, 50. t P- 56. 4P. 52.
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conjectures. And as to some of the abovenientioned par-

ticulars, it is but right to acknowledge, that Rauwolffgave

a very different account from Thevenot, if he is rightly

translated : for in that collection of Mr. Ray he is repre-

sented as saying, that they sow (he greatest part of the

corn there on the Eastern side of the Tigris, and that

the Mesopotamia side is so sandy, and dry, that you

would think you were in the deserts of Arabia.^ Theve-

HOt is however generally acknowledged to have been an

exact observer; and his account, I think I may venture

to say from what I have been remarking, throws light on

the bistory of Jonah, and may on that account be believ-

ed to be a just one : however, it will give me great pleas-

ure to find hereafter this affair ascertained, by gome curi-

ous and accurate person.f

* P. 1S8.

t I have no doubt of the correctness of RauwolfF's account : Mr. Jack-

son, who ascended the Tigris from the Persian Gulf to Bagflad^ gives near-

ly the same account. **This part of the country, except about fifty yards

by the river side, Western bank, is a perfect desert, though it appears to

have been once cultivated," p. 73. Again : " It did not appear that this

part had ever been cultivated, the Western bank, nor did I perceive any

signs of vegetation, except near the banks of the river, which are in gen-

eral covered with a thickjungle of willows and shrubs," p. 78 And again :

*' Without the walls of Bagdad, to the Westward is entirely desert, not

having the least traces of vegetation except on the banks of the river Ti-

gris. Behind the city to the Northward the same barrenness prevails
;

there is no water, nor any cultivation. The city, however, is chiefly supplied

with fruits and vegetables from the opposite side, the Eastern^ of the riv-

er, where there is much cultivation." Journey overlandfrom India, p.

95. The affair is thus ascertained by a gentleman who probably never

knew that Mr. Harmer, or any other, had expressed a wish of the kind.

The fact therefore may be considered as completely established. Edit-



CHAP. III.

CONCERNING THEIR CITIES, HOUSES, &cr

OBSERVATION I.

GENERAL ACCOUNTS OF THE BUILDINGS IN THE EAST.

As Dr. Sbaw has given'^ a very large and instructive

account of the Eastern buildings ; I think it necessary to

give the following extract from his work, which contains

all that can be deemed essential to the present subject.

**To most of their houses there is a smaller one annex-

ed, which sometimes rises one story higher than the

house ; at other times, it consists of one or two rooms only

and a terrace; whilst others that are built, as they fre-

quently are, over the porch or gateway, have, if we ex-

cept the ground floor, which they have not, all th€ con-

veniences that belong to the house, properly so called.

There is a door of communication from them into the gal-

lery of the house, kept open or shut at the discretion

of the master of the family; beskles another door which

opens immediately, from a privy staircase, down into the

porch or street, without giving the least disturbance to

the house. These back houses, as we may call them, are

known by the name of olee or oleah ; for the house, prop-

* Tome i. Pavt 3. CU.«. Sect. 5.

(J^j'On the subject of their buildings, manner of life, &c. iu the East>

Dr. Shaw is very particular and instructive ; and to his descriptions Mr.

Harmer frequently refers, supposing Dr. Shaw's Travels, to be always

within the reach of his reader. But as tlus is certainly taking too much
for granted, 1 have taken the liberty not only in this, but in various other

parts of the work, to introduce from Dr. Sbaw, as v/ell as from others,

whatever 1 judged necessary to make Mr. Ilarmer's Collections inteUigible;

referring ouly to such authors as authorities^ and not for sj^h articles a^

ihould appear in their respective plaees in this work. Kbit.

TOL. I. f Hfi
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eriy so called, is j^ dar, or cXju* beet ; and in them

strangers are usually lodged and entertained ; in them the

sons of the family are permitted to keep their concubines;

whither likewise the men are wont to retire, from the

hurry and noise of their families, to be more at leisure

for meditation or diversions ; besides the use they are at

other times put to, in serving for wardrobes and maga-

zines.

The n^b>» a leeah, of the Holy Scriptures being literally

the same appellation with ^Ac dlemh, is accordingly so

rendered in the Arabic version. We may suppose it to

have been a structure of the like contrivance. The little

chamber, consequently, that was built by the Shunamite

for Elisfaa, 2 Kings iv. 10, whither, as the te\t instructs

us, he retired at his pleasure, without breaking in upoa

the private affairs of the family, or being, in his turn, in-

terrupted by them in his devotions ; the summer cham-

ber of Eglon, Judg. iii. 20—23, which, in the same man-

ner with these, seems to have had privy stairs belong-

ing to it, through which Ehud escaped after he had

revenged Israel upon that king of Moab^ the cham-

ber over the gate, 2 Sam. xviii. 33, Avhither, for the

greater privacy, David withdrew himself to weep for

Absalom f the iipj^er chamber , upon whose terrace Ahaz,

for the same reason, erected his altars, 2^Kings xxiii. 12;

the inner chamber likewise, or as it is better expressed in

the original, a chamber within a chamber, where the young

Prophet anointed Jehu, 2 Kings ix. 2, seem to have been

all of them structures of the like nature and contrivance of

these olees.

Besides ; as Tvh}) or Ts'hy, in the Hebrew ieyi\y and ^cJU

in the Arabic version, is expressed by vz^i^uov in the

Lxxii. it may be presumed that the same word vsn^uov,

where it occurs in the New Testament, implies the same

thing. The upper chamber, therefore, or i/srs^wov, where

Tabitha was laid after her death. Acts ix. 36, and where

Eutychus also fell down from the third loft^ Acts xx. 3,
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9, &;c. were so many back houses, or olees ; as they are

indeed so called in the Awibic version,*

That vTsr^caov denotes such a private apartment as one

of these olees, for garrets, from the flatness of these roofs,

are not known in these climates, seems likewise probable

from the use of the word among the classic authors. For

the i/arg^ojov, where Mercury and Mara carried on their

amours, Iliad ii.v. 184, and B. ver. 524, and where Pen-

elope kept herself with the youpg virginsf at a distance

from the solicitations of her wooers, Odyss, O v. 515—-

16, appear to carry along with them circumstances of

greater privacy and retirement, than are consistent with

chambers in any other situation.

Nay, further ; that n^b;», cilceah or vsn^u^v could not

barely signify a single chamber, c(E7iaculum, or dining

room, but one of these contigaoug, or back houses, divid-

ed into several apartments, seems to appear from the cir-

cumstance of the altars which Ahaz erected upon the top

of his n^^y. For besides the supposed privacy of his

idolatry, which upon account of the perpetual view and

observation of the family, could not have been carried on

undiscovered in any apartment of the house ; I say, if

this his Ti'bj; had been only one single chamber of the n!i

hoiise,1^ the roof of it would have been ascribed to the r\2

house, and not to the n^b;? aleeah, which, upon this suppo-

sition, could only make one chamber of it. A circum-

stance of the like nature may probably be collected from

the Arabic version of vm^caov Acts ix. 39, where it is not

*
T^^bp comes from-^'^j^ alah toascjend, go up, Sec JfjXsi a/eea/j, or. Dr.

Shaw pronounces it sUe, comes from /Jx ^^^^ above, upon ; and an-

swers very properly to the Greek vtsrt^uov from var-^ above, or upon, aijv

an vpper c/uimber, or according to others aiov, an extremity. Edit.

t Athen. Deip. 1. ii. c. 16. Eustath. in rer. 184. Iliad, cr. p. 1054, and Ili-

ad, cr. V. 514. p, 272.

\ P2 this \rord is erroneously written in Dr. Shaw all through this piece.

In the signification of house it occurs no where in the Hebrew Bible with-

out the 3/oa';Ti3^ generally pronounced (^OT/M. It is writteji preeiscly in

the same way in the Arabic, u^Wj bcft Edit.
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rendered ^xle cileeah, as in ver. 37, but ^^^ giff(^f^ ; >"'

timating, perhaps, Ihat particular chambei of the aleeahf

where the damsel was laid* The falling likewise of Eu-

tjchus from the third loft, as the context seems to implj,

of the vare^wcv, there being no mention made of a house,

may likewise be received as a further proof of what I

have been endeavouring to explain. For it has been al-

ready observed, that olees are built in the same manner

and with the like conveniences as the house itself; con-

sequently what position soever the vzs-i^caov may be sup-

posed to have from the seeming etymology of the name,

will be applicable to the olee as well as to the house.

The word vTun^mv will likewise admit of another inter-

pretation in our favour; inasmuch as it denotes not so

much a chamber remarkable for the high situation of it,

as Eustathius and others after him give into, but such a

building, as is erected upon or beyond the walls or bor-

ders of another ; just as these olees are actually contrived

with regard to the n3, or house. Neither will this inter-

pretation interfere with the high situation that varg^wov may

be supposed fo have in being frequently joined with the

words ocvAQotLxiiXf or k.ocioi.^xivu'v. Because, the going in or

out of the nD, or house, whose ground floor lies upon Ihe

same level with the street, could not be expressed by

words of such import : whereas the olees, being usually

situated over the porch or gateway, a small staircase is

to be previously mounted before we can be said properly

to enter thefti ; and consequently o^vccj^ot^ivuv and Kocia-I^cuviiv

are more applicable to structures in such a situation, than

lo the house properly so called.

This method of building may further assist us, in ac-

counting for the particular structure of the temple or

house of Dagon, Judges xvi. and the great number of

people that were buried in the ruins of it, by pulling

down the two principal pillars that supported it. We
read ver. 27, that about three thousand persons were

vpon the roof to behold ?vhllc Sampson made sport.
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viz. to the scoffing and deriding Pbilistines. Samp-

son therefore must have been in a court or area be-

low ; and consequently the temple will be of the

same kind with the ancient Tgjwgv>j, or sacrexl enclosure,

which were only surrounded either in part or on all sides

with some plain or cloistered buildings'. Several palaces,

doutwanas, as the courts of justice are called in these

countries, are built in this fashion ; where upon their pub-

lic festivals and rejoicings, a great quantity of sand is

strewed upon the area, for the pellowans or wrestlers to

fall upon ; whilst the roofs of these cloisters are crowded

with spectators, to admire their strength and activity.

I have often seen numbers of people diverted in this man-

ner upon the roof of the Dey's palace at Algiers ; which,

like many more of the same quality and denomination,

has an advanced cloister, over against the gate of the

palace, Esth. v. 1, made in the fashion of a large pent-

house, supported by one or two contiguous pillars in the

front, or else in the centre. In such open structures as

these, the bashaws, kadees, and otfeer great officers, dis-

tribute justice, and transact the public affairs of their

provinces.

Here likewise they have their public entertainments,

as the lords and others of the Philistines had in the house

of Dagon. Upon a supposition therefore, that in the

house of Dagon, there was a cloistered building of this

kind, the pulling down the front or centre pillars, which

supported it, would alone be attended with the like catas-

trophe that happened to the Philistines."

Shaw's Travels, p. 214—317, 4to edit. Lond.1757.

OBSERVATION II.

OF THEIR STONE, AND MUD HOUSES.

The author of the History of Ali Bey informs us, that

the houses of the better sort in Cairo are built of stone,

and generally two, and sometimes three stories high^ but
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those of the lower class are built of unburnt bricks, and

only one story high.

This gives us, at once, a short and lively commentary

on those words of the Prophet Isaiah, All the people shall

know, even Ephrai7n and the inhabitants of Samaria,

that say in the pride and stoutness of heart, The bricks

arefallen down, but we will build with hewn stones : the

sycamores are cut down, but we will change them into

cedars.^

Unburnt bricks are poor materials indeed for buildings

when compared with hewn stone, nearly approaching, it

is probable, to marble, which is the difference now be-

tween the houses of the poorer Egyptians and the palaces

€f that country 5 and it should seem, was the difference

anciently in Israel between houses of different ranks of

people among them. And the opposing bricks, unburnt

bricks, to a material so much more beautiful and durable

as stone, if not marble, is placing the vaunting of Israel in

a very strong point of light : The bricks arefallen down,

hut we will build with hewn stones.

The image appears to vary, when the Prophet speaks

of sycamores and cedars, and from the demolition of

houses, he seems to turn his thoughts to the destruction

of their woods, since he uses the term cut down, not pull-

ed down, as it should have been, had he been speaking of

the ruin of houses, built with different degrees of expen-

siveness in the wood work, where cedar was reckoned a

most magnificent material ;f but Isaiah seems rather to

refer to the Eastern way of making war, by cutting down
the trees of a country. The sycamores, which grew in

abundance in the low lands of Judea,J and were not much
esteemed, are cut down, but we will change them into

cedars, planting the precious cedar in the room of despic-

able sycamores.

* Ch. ix. 9, 10. t See 2 Sam. vii. 2. Jer. xxii. 14, 15.

^ 1 Kings X. 27. 2 Chron. i. 18. ch. ix. 27.
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This same passage teaches us, that when great houses

are spoken of in the Scriptures, it appears that we are to

understand the term as expressing their much superior

height, as well as the extent of the ground that they cov-

ered, two or three stories, while common houses had only

the ground floor.

OBSERVATION III.

HOUSES BUILT PARTLY OF STONE, AND PARTLY OP

EARTH AND STRAW.

The manner of building walls, partly of stones, and

in part of other materials, continues in the East to this

day.

So de la Roque assures us, from the Memoirs from

which he drew the account which he has published of

Arabia the Happy, witli which he was furnished by tht

French captain that went thither in 1708, "that the city

of Moka is surrounded with walls built after the ancient

manner, partly of stone, the rest of earth mixed with

straw." '^

This might do very well in a country where it seldom

rains, which, it seems, is the case at Moka, it not having

rained when he arrived there, for two years before ;t yet

in Judea, and some of the neighbouring countries, where

there are frequent rains in winter, and sometimes the

showers very heavy, it se^ms they had another mode of

building their walls ; instead of stones and unburnt bricks,

or something very much like them, they were wont to

make their walls partly of stone, and partly of wood. So

the wall of the court of the temple of Solomon was origi-

nally built,J and such was the structure of it when it was

rebuilt, on the return of the Jewish people from their cap-

tivity in Babylon,§ by the direetion of the king of Per

sia.

* Moitife de pierres, moitie de terre battue avec de la paille, p. 91.
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Their great cities were probabJj walled about much in

the same manner; I do not know else how fo account for

what is said of the burning the wall of Gaza with fire,

which is spoken of by the prophet Amos, ch. i. 6. The
walls of Tyre and Rabbah appear to have been of a like

structure, v. 10, 14. Such walls were capable of being

set on fire. The walls of the old Russian cities, it is rery

well known, were oftentimes wholly formed of huge beams
of timber laid one upon another, and firmly fastened to-

gether.

OBSERVATION IV.

METHOD OF COOLING THEIR APARTMENTS.

Br. Shaw tells us, their doors are large, and their

cbambers spacious ; conveniences, as he observes, very

well adapted to those hotter climates.^' But when Eg-

Ion is represented as receiving Ehud and Death, in a par-

lour of cooling, as it is called, in the margin of Judges

iii. 20, or rather in a chamber of cooling, something more

seems to be meant than merely its having a large door, or

being spacious ; at least there are noiv other contrivances

in the East, to give coolness to particular rooms, which

are very common; and though the time in which Eglon

lived, is acknowledged to be of very remote antiquity,

yet we are to remember he was a prince, and in the pal-

aces of such these contrivances without doubt began.

The Doctor is silent upon this point, but Russell has

given us the following account of one of their methods of

cooling rooms. Their great houses at Aleppo are com-

posed of apartments on each of the sides of a square court,

all of stone ; and consist of a ground floor, which is gen-

erally arched, and an upper story, which is fiat on the

top, and either terraced with hard plaster, or paved stone ;

above Btairs is a colonade, if not round the whole court,

* p. 2or.
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at least fronting the West, off from which are their rooms

and kiosks ; these lalter are a sort of wooden divans, that

project a little way from their other buildings, and hang

over the street; they are raised about a foot and a half

higher than the floor of the room, to which they are quite

open, and by having windows in front and on each side,

there is a great draught of air, which makes them cool in

the summer, the advantage chiefly intended by them.*

They have another way of cooling their rooms in

Egypt* It is done by openings at the top, which let the

fresh air into them. Egmont and Heyman,f as well as

Maillet,f make mention of them, but the last mentioned

author gives the most distinct account of these contriv-

ances ; they make, he tells us, their halls extremely

large and lofty, with a dome at the top, which toward

the North has several open windows ; these are so con-

structed as to throw the North wind down into these

rooms, and by this means, though the country is exces-

sively hot, they can make the coolness of these apartments

such as, oftentimes, not to be borne without being wrap-

ped in furs. Egmont and Heyman speak of chambers
cooled after this manner, as well as halls.§

* By the picture the Doctor has given us of one of these houses, they
appear somewhat like our bow windows, only latticed instead of haying
panes of glass.

t Vol. ii. p. 88. ^ Let. 1, and Let. 2.

§ " Another method, says Dr. Russell, MS. note, of cooling their cham-
bers, is by means of ventilators, called bashings" Dr. Pococke gives us a

more intelligible ac«ountol the method of cooling their apartments in Cai-

ro. He observes, •* In towns, the lower part of the houses, for about five

feet, is of stone, and in some parts, the corners are often built of frames of

wood ; and the large windows commonly set out so as to command a view
of the street. They rarely live in the lower rooms, and I suppose it is net
esteemed wholesome ; their roofs are generally flat, with a cement over
them, and sometimes only earth : over the middle of their great saloon

they have often a dome or cupola that gives light, and sometimes they have
a contrivance by which the middle part opens at top to let in the air, w hen
they think it convenient ; and they have usually the large cover set up over

the openings in such a manner as to keep out the sun, aud leave a free phS"

wge for the air."' Travels, vol. i. p. 191. Edit.

roi,. I. ^7
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Eglon's appears to have been a chamber, and what

Shaw calls an olee, which gives a propriety to the men-

tion that is made of Ehud's passing through the porch,*=^

which no interpreter before the Doctor has, that I know

of, remarked : but whether it was cooled by a kiosk, as

thej are called at Aleppo, or bj an Egyptian dome, or by
some contrivance distinct from both, is of no consequence

to determine. That some contrivance to mitigate the ex-

treme heat of that climate began early to obtain, in the

palaces of princes, is natural to believe; that it begun as

early as the time of Eglon, this passage puts out of all

doubt.

It was the more necessary, as Eglon appears to have kept

his court at Jericho,f where the heat is so excessive, that

it has proved fatal to some even in March. See after,

p. 296.

Their ceiling their rooms with wood, and neatly paint-

ing, and sometimes gilding them. Dr. Shaw takes notice

of as well as Russell; but this account of their kiosks

gives a more complete comment on Jer. xxii. 14, which

speaks of thorough aired chambers^^j^ and cutting out win*

dows, as well as ceiling with cedar, and painting with ver-

milion.

§

• " It is necessary," says Mr. Havmer, «* to consult the Doctor's bo<^

to understand this, if we have forgotten his account. Through all these

papers, I have supposed ray readers acquainted \rith his travels." Dr.

Shaw's whole account I have inserted in Observation the first. Edit.

t Judges iii. 13—28.

t See the murgin. Arias Montanus translates the wOids tD'tlllD DV/^
aleeoth meriivacheemf Csenacula vento exposita.

§ Egmont and Heyman give an account of a square tower in the centre

ofa roof of a grand saloon at Damascus, for admitting the fresh air, v. ii. p.

354. If kiosks, then, alone are used at Aleppo, domes and towers for cool-

ing rooms are used in other places for this purpose, nor are they peculiar

to Egjpt. The MS. C. tells us, the eastern windows are very large, and

even with the floor. It is no Avonder Eutychus might fall out, if the lattice

was not well fastened, or if it was decayed, when, sunk into a deep sleep,

h*^ leaned with all his weight against it, Acts xx. 9.
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OBSERVATION V.

OF THE NARROWNESS OF THE DOORS OF THE ENCLO-

SURES ROUND THEIR HOUSES.

What makes the comparison used by our Lord so

painful lo the mind, when he said, It is easierfor a camel

to go through the eya ofa needle, thanfor a rich man to

enter into the kingdom of God,* seems to be its appear-

ing quite unnatural, as we are wont to have no concep-

tion of its being at all in use to make a camel pass through

any narrow passage. Very widely extended deserts is

the idea ve associate with that of a camel ; such an ani-«

nial's being put to force its way through a narrow pas-

sage we have no notion of: it therefore appears unnatu-

ral, and gives us uneasiness. But this is wholly owing to

our being unacquainted with lobal circumstances.

I have elsewhere given an account of its being common

for the Arabs to ride into houses, and commit acts of great

violence, if measures are not taken to prevent them.

The Eastern doors therefore are often made very low, in

order to guard against them,f not above three feet in

height.

J

This keeps out the Arabs, who are almost centaurs,

and seldom tempted to dismount in their excursions, but,

we should suppose, must be very inconvenient for the in-

habitants, who make so much use of camels, and must of-

ten want to introduce them into their court yards ; but,

though they are so much taller than the Arab horses, this

is done, however, by training up their camels, not only to

* Matt. xix. 24, and in two of the other Evangelists.

t See p. 20r, Observ. si.

+ This must mean 4he doors of the enclosure round the )iouse ; for the

doors of the houses are generally made very larg^, for the purpose of ad-

mitting plenty of fresh air into their apartments. See the preceding Ob-

servation. Edit.
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kneel down when they are loaded and unloaded, but to

make their way on their knees through such small door

ways.

This must sometimes, without doubt, be attended with

great difficulty, and makes the comparison of our Lord
sufficiently natural : It would be as easy to force a camel

through a door way as small as the eye of a needle, as for

a rich man to enter into the kingdom of God."^

Strong painting this ! according to the Eastern custom

it is allowed ; but nothing unnatural, since camels are of-

ten forced through a small aperture, though certainly

much larger than the eye of the largest needle that ever

was made ; the Arabs of the times of our Lord, and in-

deed long before,! being of the same plundering disposi-

tion with those of the present generation, and consequent-

ly must have been guarded against in much the same

manner.

1 have not only met with an account in some book of

travels, of camels making their way on their knees through

the low Eastern door ways ; but I have found in the pa-

pers of a very ingenious clergyman, containing observa-

tions of a similar kind to these, that he had been assured

by a gentleman that lived many years in Morocco, that

the entrances into the houses there are low, for a similar

reason, and that loaded camels pass them on their knees.,

* This is a proverbial mode of speech among the Asiatics, merely to ex-

press the i7npossibility oi a thing-. So Koran Surat Alaaraf, 7. v. 41.

" The gates of heaven shall not be opened unto them, nor shall they enter

into Paradise until a camel pass through the eye of a needle.

So in the Rabbins. They do not shoxv a man a palm tree ofgold, nor an
Elephant going through the eye af a needle. Rab. Beracoth. Rabbi
Shesheth answered Rab. Jlmrarn. «* Perhaps thou art one of those of Pom-
beditha tvho can make an Elephant pass through the eye of a needle*^

That is, says the Lexicon, called Jlruchy mho speak things that are impossi-

ble. Bava Met si a. See Lightfoot, vol. ii. p. 219.

t Jer. ill. 2.
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OBSERVATION VI.

IMMENSE STONES FOUND IN ANCIENT RUINS IN THE EAST.

Many people have been much surprised at the large-

ness of the stones Ihat are found in the ruins of some an-

cient buildings, especially of some that were raised on the

top^ of high hills.

The remains of some strucfures on the top of Mount "

Tabor have, in particular, been much wondered at on

this account. "This mountain," according to le Bruyn,

" is very high and very steep, nearly of the form of a su-

garloaf. And as it was not to be ascended on horsebaclf,

we alighted at the foot of the mountain. We were half

an hour in climbing it, and arrived at the top very much

fatigued.''* In the next page, he says, •' I found •here

the remains of many buildings, the stones of which were

extraordinarily large and heavy, could not have been

brought thither but with incredible labour; for it cannot

be said that they were taken from the mountain itself,

which is not of a rocky nature, nor stony ; on the contra-

ry it is, from the bottom to the top, quite co\ered with

trees and underwood."

It seems to have been from the consideration of the ex-

treme labour and difficulty attending the erection of such

massive buildings, in such elevated situations, that the

Prophet Zechariah says. Who art thou, O great moun-
tain ! Before Zerubbahel thou shalt become a plain, and

he shall bringforth the head stonethereof with shouting,

Grace^ Grace unto it! ch. iv. 7, Nothing could excite

a more lively apprehension of the difficulty of re-edifying

the temple at Jerusalem, than an image of this kind, and

at the same time of the comparative ease with which it

was to be accomplished. It appeared beforehand like the

erecting of a structure composed of enormous stones on

the top of an high hill, but would in fact be found aa easy

as erecting a great building on a plain.

* Tome ii. p. S2».
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OBSERVATION VII.

SERPENTS AND SCORPIONS FREQUENTLY LODGE IN

THEIR HOUSES.

That serpents sometimes concealed themselves in tiie

holes and chinks of the walls of the Eastern houses,* is

supposed bj the Prophet Amos, when he says, As if a

man didjlee from a lion, and a bear didmed him; or

went into the house, and leaned his hand on the wall, and

a serpent hit him.f

This is confirmed by a remarkable story, in the col-

lections made by M. d'Herbelot, from the Eastern writ-

ers, which is in substance as follows : Amadeddulat, who

reigned in Persia in the tenth century, and was a most

generous prince, found himself reduced to great difficul-

ties, arising from his want of attention to his treasury, his

troops beginning to disband themselves from want of pay,

when Fortune, which had raised him from a very low

state, for he was nothing more than the son of a fisherman,

who exercised his occupation on the Caspian Sea, under-

took to maintain him in it. For, walking one day in one

of the rooms of his palace, which had been before that

time the residence of Jacout, who had been his antago-

nist, he perceived a serpent, which put its head out of a

chink of the wall. Upon which he immediately ordered

that the place should be searched, and the serpent killed.

In opening the wall there, they found a secret place, ia

which they could not c^'scover the serpent, but a treasure,

which was lodged in several coflfers, in which Jacout had

deposited his most precious effects, consisting of gold,

jewels, and clothes.J
In like manner, I remember to have met with an ac-

count, in some of our travellers into the Levant, though I

* This is net unfrequent in Western houses also, as I have myself seen.

Edit.
t Ch. V. 19. 4= Art. Amadeddulat.
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cannot exactly point out the place, in which the writer

gives an account of their being alarmed by a person's be-

ing stung by a scorpion, which was concealed in a hole of

the wall of a house in which they then were, and on which

that person had inadvertently laid his hand.

As venomous animals creep, not unfrequently, into

holes in the walls of houses, so we shall have occasion, in

a succeeding Observation, to take notice of the l<K)ser

structure of many of the walte about their grounds, where

it is reasonable to believe these venomous creatures still

oftener hide themselves.

OBSERVATION VIII.

THEIR MANNER OF SLEEPING IN THE EAST, WITH AN
ILLUSTRATION OP ECCL. IV. 11.

The heat of the climate being such, it might appear,

somewhat surprising, that Solomon should speak of tmo
lying together in one bed, in order to get heat, Eccl. iv.

11, did we not recollect, that this might be done some-

times for medicinal purposes ; and hardly ever practised

else.

It could not be in general a necessary management ; it

sometimes could hardly be borne in common life, in these

very sultry regions.

Agreeably to this, Maillet remarks, that in Egypt they
sleep each in a separate bed : that not only do the hu&m

band and the wife lie in two distinct beds in the same
apartment, but that their female slaves, though several

lodge in the same chamber, yet have each a separate mat-

tress.*

But it might, in the age of Solomon, be thought to be
a very efficacious management, to recal the vital heat

where it was almost extinguished, which was enough to

justify the propriety of this sentiment of Solomon, in the

'f Let, 11. p. 12^.
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cars of the inhabitants of this sultry part of the world.

It is certain it was used in the case of his father David.,

1 Kings i. 1,2.

In common, we may believe, they lodged as the people

of Egypt now do. Luke xi. 7, is no argument to the con-

trary : He from within shall answer and say, trouble

me not : the door is now shut, and my children are with

me in bed ; I cannot rise and give thee, for all this may

signify nothing more, than we are ali abed, do not disturb

us ; not vre are all in one bed.^

This is, I hope, an easy view of the words of Solomon,

which might otherwise be thought to be more proper in

the mouth of a Siberian or Laplander, than in that of an

inhabitant of Palestine. It has been observed in some of

the preceding pages, that the cold of the night is very

considerable even in these hot countries ; they do not,

however, now guard against it by lying two in a bed,

probably, therefore, they did not anciently, as their cus

toms seldom change.

OBSERVATION IX.

OF THEIR SLEEPING ROOMS, TIME OP REPOSING, &C.

The people of Aleppo, however, are so cautious to

avoid a cool air when they sleep, that they choose for

their bed chambers the smallest and lowest roofed rooms

on the ground floor, according to Dr. Russell, burning al-

so in them not only a lamp all the time, but often one or

two pans of charcoal ; which sometimes proves of bad con-

sequence to them, and would certainly sufibcate such as

have not been accustomed to this bad practice. But all

this is to be understood of the winter time ; for in the

summer, on the contrary, they are fond not only of sitting-

• Sir John Chardin's MS. tells us, it is usual for a -whole family to sleep

in the same room, especially those in lower life, through the East ; thej

laying their beds on the ground. This circumstance, added to what h

siud aboTe, aets this affair m the clearest and strongest light.
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in a cool air, but of sleeping in it also, and make use of

different methods to obtain this refreshment, lying on the

housetops, or having their beds made in (heir court yards,

for the sake of coolness.

In like manner Dr. Pococke gives us to understand,

that they often lie in Egypt in those cool saloons, that

have cupolas to let in the air ; for he says, that they have

often a sofa at each end, and that as they live, so they of-

ten lie in these saloons, having their beds brought on the

sofas.

^

It is no wonder then that the servants of Eglon imagin-

ed that he might be disposed to sleep, in his chamber of

cooling, or, in the Scripture phrase, to cover his feet,

when, after observing that Ehud was departed, they found

the door of the olee locked, as if he had a mind still to

continue alone and undisturbed. It might be a time too

when he was known frequently to indulge himself in

sleep.f
» Vol. i. p. 194.

f The heat of these countries at noon is so great, in the summer time,

that the Eastern people frequently lie down to sleep in the middle of the

day, especially people of delicacy ; it was so anciently, for we find Ishbo-

sheth was laid on a bed at noon, when he was assassinated, 2 Sam. iv. 5—
7. The heat, however, at that time is not so great, especially in the first

part of the summer, but that more hardy people can journey then; the

sons of Rimmon, we find, were in motion, while Ishboslieth slept. So we
find the curious editor of the Ruins of Palmyra, pursut^d his journey ail day

long, in the middle of March, over a very sandy, sultry desert, p. 3S.

Noon coming on, and the weather beginning to grow very warm, the

•ervants of Eglon prebably thought their master might be inclined to sleep

at noon, as, doubtless, he was coniroonly wont to do when the summer was

more advanced ; and yet the weather not be so hot as to dissuade Ehud
from journeying, and especially in such a critical situation. The papers
published by Niebuhr give much the same account. In Arabia, it is so hot

in July, and in August, that, except in a case of pressing necessity, no-

body goes out from eleven in the morning till three in the afternoon; the

Arabs seldom work during this time, they employ it commonly in sleep-

ing in a vault, into which the air is let from above, &cc. p. 6. So Sir J.

Chardin, in his sixth MS. volume, speaking of the women's going out at

evening to fetch water, Gen. xxiv. 11, says, "Tbis is always done then, or

in the morning, none stirring out of the house when the sun is any height

above the horizon, without great necessity."

Dr. Russell, in a MS. note here, says, **They rise very early, dine at an
aarly hour, and repose from one or tw»until fowr in the afternooD." Bj>i i.

vor,, I. 38
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Ehud, it may be imagined, came with his attendants

and presents to the quarries of Gilgal, in the neighbour-

hood of Jericho, and from thence in form to a public au-

dience in some open place ; that having acquired the

good graces and the confidence of Eglon, by the agreea-

bleness of his present, he obtained the favour of a privjtte

audience at a set hour ; that sending away all his atten-

dants from the place where they put themselves in order

to appear before the king, excepting those that his qu^ality

made it decent for him to retain, he came back from thence

with these few attendants, and being admitted for privacy

into this apartment, as he pretended to have some affair

of secrecy to impart, he there killed Eglon; and coming

back to his attendants, mounted with them, and followed

those that could not retire with the swiftness he could,

and who therefore were previously sent away.^

OBSERVATION X.

OF THEIR SLEEPING ON THE TOPS OF THEIR HOUSES.

They sleep, in the summer, on the tops of the houses

at -«kleppo, and they do the same in Judea.

So Egmont and Heyman tell us, that at Caipha,f at the

foot ofMount Carmel, " the houses are small and flatroofed,

where, during the summer, the inhabitants sleep in arbours

made of the boughs of trees." They mention also tents

of rushes on the flat roofs of the houses at Tiberias,J which

are doubtless for the same purpose, though they do not

say so. Dr. Pococke in like manner tells us,§ " that when

he was at Tiberias in Galilee, he was entertained by the

sheik's steward, the sheik himself having much company

with him, but sending him provisions from his own kitch-

en, and that they supped on the top of the house for cool-

ness, according to their custom, and lodged there likewise,

» See before, p. 288, f Vol. ii. p. 4.

^ P, 32, <5 Vol. ii. p. C9.
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ifla sort of closet, about eight feet square, of a wicker

work, plastered round toward the bottom, but without

any door, each person having his cell." In Galilee then

we find they lodged a stranger, whom they treated with

respect, on the top of the house, and even caused him to

8up there. This was the latter end of May.

This writer is more distinct than the others on this

point, and I have recited his account at largf., because it

may perhaps lead to the true explanation of 1 Sara. ix.

25, 26, which verses tell us, that after they descended

from the high place, Samuel conversed with Saul, ::n ^j?

dlhaggag, on the housetop; and that at the spring of

the day Samuel called Saul to the housetop ; or, as it

may be equally well translated, on the housetop ;* That

is, Samuel conversed with him for coolness on the house-

top in the evening, and in the morning called Saul who

had lodged there all night, and was not got up, saying,

Up, that I may send thee away. The Septuagint seem

to have understood it very much in this light, for they

thus translate the passage, And they spread a bed for

Saul on the housetop, and fie slept ; which shows how

suitable this explanation is to those that are acquainted

with Eastern customs. As it is represented in our trans-

lation, Samuel called Saul to the housetop in the morn-

ing, but no account can be easily given for this ; it doe«

not appear to have been for secrecy, for he did not anoint

then, but after he had left Samuel's house, for which

transaction the Prophet expressly required secrecy. As
they were going down to the end of the city, Samuel said

to Saul^ bid the servant pass on before us, and he passed

on, but stand thou still awhile, that I may show thee the

word of Gov,

* According to Noldius, who assures us H locale, signifies in or oti a

place, p. 217, 218, Ed. 1734, as well as motion to a place where that mo-

tion ceases. The author, indeed, of the notes on Noldius denies this, but

2 Sam. xii. 16, Dan. x. 9, Jer. xxix. places mentioned by Noldius, prove

him mistaken.
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This sleeping on the terraces of their houses is only in

summer tirae. By this then we may determine in the gen-

eral, that this secret inauguration of Saul was in that part

of the year.

Dr. Shaw has cited this passage concerning Samuel and

Saul, when mentioning the various uses to which the peo-

ple of the Eaist put the flat roofs of their houses, though

without explaining it ; but he has not mentioned among
the other Scriptures, that relating to Nebuchadnezzar,

who is described by the Prophet as walking on the roof

of his palace, and taking a view of Babylon, when he fell,

upon surveying that mighty city, into that haughty solilo-

quy, which brought after it a dreadful humiliation.

This is the more to be regretted, because though many

have, all have not considered the passage in this light.

Our own translation in particular has not, but renders the

words. He walked in the palace of the kingdom of Baby-

Ion, Dan. iv, 29, and has thrown the other reading, ^^upon

the palace," into the margin, as less preferable. But to

those that are acquainted with Eastern customs, who rec-

ollect the passage, which Dr. Shaw, it seems, did not,

there cannot be any doubt how it is to be understood.

"Sur la terrasse," says Sir J. Chardin, in his MS. note

on this place, " pour le plaisir de la vue, pour de la con-

^- siderer la ville, et pour prendre la frais, et c'est ce que

prouvc le verset suivant.'^ That is, he walked upon the

terrace, for the pleasure of the prospect, to take a view of

the city, and to enjoy the fresh air, which the following

verse proves. Nothing can be more natural than this in-

terpretation.

OBSERVATION XI.

OP THEIR AKBOURS ON HOUSETOPS.

No wonder they sleep only on the tops of the houses

in summer, since, however pleasant these arbours and
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1

these wicker work closets may be in the dry part

of the year, (hey must be very disagreeable in the wet,

and they thai should then lodge in them would be expos-

ed to a continual dropping. To be limited consequently

to such a place, to have no other apartment to live in,

must be very incommoding.

To such circumstances then probably it is that Solo-

mon alludes, when he says, // is better to dwell in a cor-

ner of the housetop, than with a brawling woman in a

wide house, Prov. xxi. 9, and chap. xxv. 24. A corner,

covered with boughs or rushes, and made into a little ar-

bour, in which they ii^ed to sleep in summer, but which

must have been a very incommodious place to have made

an entire dwelling. To the same allusion belong these

other expressions, that speak of the contentions of a wife

being like a continual dropping, Prov. xix. 13, and chap,

xxvii. 15, put together, they amount to this, " It is better

to have no other habitation than an arbour on the house-

top, and be there exposed to the wet of winter, which is

oftentimes of several days continuance, than to dwell in a

wide and commodious house with a brawling woman, for her

contentions are a continual dropping, and wide as the house

may be, you will not be able to avoid them, and get out

of their reach."

Nor will it be any objection to this observation, if it

should be affirmed, that the booths and wicker work closets

are not made at the corners of their parapet walls, but on

the middle of their roofs, as very probably they are, the

better to receive the fresh air ; since the word n^ii pinnath,

translated corner, does not only signify a place where

two walls join, but a tower also, as appears Zeph. i. 16,

and conseq'iently may signify such a sort of arbour, as

well as one formed by means of two joining walls.

^

* Dr. Russell's MS. note here casts more light on this subject. He says,

" these booths are often placed near the walls ; as in the middle of th*

terrace they would be too much exposed to the wind. Edit.
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OBSERVATION XII.

A NUMBER OF FAMILIES LIVE IN THE SAME HOUSE IN

THE EAST.

It is supposed under fhe last Observation, that Solo-

mon represents a house as sometimes divided between a

number of families, anciently, in Judea, as it often is

amongst us; since he gives us to understand, that in di-

viding the apartments of a house, it would be better to be

put oflf with a booth on the roof, and have no other room,

tha'' to possess a palace for largeness together with a

contentious wife.

Nor is this to be wondered at, since at this day a num-

ber of families live in one house in those countries, divid-

ing it between them ; and this, notwithstanding the priva-

cy with which the Eastern families are obliged to live ; by

their jealous masters. This Dr. Shaw affirms to be true

of Barbary,* though he makes no use of it for the illustra-

tion of those places of Scripture. Egmont and Heyman
speak of the same practice in Egypt, and tell us, that the

inhabitants of Rosetta live in general in large public build-

ings, called Okel, built of brick, very lofty, and in a square

form, having an open court in the middle very convenient

for tradesmen.! Some of the houses of the great, design-

ed for a single family, are on the other hand extremely

large, are built round two courts, and are filled with ser-

vants : there is such a thing then as wide houses of socie-

ty, among them as Solomon speaks. Russell may be

consulted on this point by those that are curious, as may

also Egmont and Heyman, vol. 2, p. 83, and p. 253, 254.

OBSERVATION XIII.

UPPER ROOMS THE MOST SPLENDID IN THE EASTERN
HOUSES.

I DO not know that it has been remarked, that the chief

and the most ornamented apartments of the palace Jehoi-

• P. 208, and 295. t Vol. ii. p. 113, 11*.
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akim set himself to build, are represented by Jeremiah as

upper rooms, ch. xxii. 13, fJTo be to him that buildeth his

house by unrighteousness, and his chambers by wrong,

that saith, I will build me a wide house, and large, or

thorough aired chambers; but I believe none of our

authors would express themselves after this manner : the

lower rooms would be the chief objects of their attention.

It was perfectly natural, however, in Jeremiah, there

is reason to think ; for the chief rooms of the houses

of Aleppo at this day are those above; the ground floor

there being chiefly made use of for their horses and ser-

vants. =^

Perhaps the Prophet Amos referred to this circum*

stance, when he spoke of the heavens as God's chambers^

the most noble and splendid apartments of the palace of

God, and where his presence is chiefly manifested ; and

the bundle or collection of its offices, its numerous little^

mean apartments, the divisionsofthi^ earth. Amosix«6*

OBSERVATION XIV.

CURIOUS ACCOUNT OF THE DIFFERENT KINDS OF WIN-

DOWS, MENTIONED IN THE SCRIPTURES.

The ancient Jewish windows seem not to have been of

one kind : two different words are used in the Hebrew to

express these conveniences, and other circumstances lead

us to apprehend they were of two sorts :f the one very

small, and used only for looking abroad in a concealed

manner; the other, large and airy.

Irwin, in his voyage up the Red Sea, has unintentional-

ly given us a description of the first of these, expressed in

the Hebrew by the term arubbah^ which appears to be

also used to express those openings through which pjigeons

* Russell, vol. i. p. 18.

t See the note at the end of this ObserTation- EdIt,
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passed into the cavities of the rocks, or into those build-

ings which were designed for the reception of their nests,

in Isaiah Ix. 8.

Speakino; of their abode, and indeed of a sort of con-

finement which they suffered, at Ghinnah, in the Upper
Egypt, Irwin says,* that one of the windows of the house

in which they lodged, and through which they looked into

the street, more resembled a pigeon hole, than any thing

else. And in a succeeding page,j- he describes the win-

dows as very small and very high. The word is indeed

derived from a root which expresses the laying in wait for

a person, such people looking through small holes, waiting

for the approach of their prey.

In that early state of things, and in a country where

fires are but little used, it is no wonder that one and the

same word is used for one of these peeping holes, and for

an outlet to smoke.J In our own country, a few centuries

ago, chimnies were little in use, and a hole, in or near the

top of the room, was thought suflScient for the smoke's

discharge.

The other kind of windows, expressed by a very differ-

ent word, were large enough to admit a person of mature

age being thrown out of them as happened in the case of

Jezebel.§ Lattices were in use, we know,|| before that

* P. 185. t P 201.

+ For in that sense it is used. Hos xii'i. 3. $ 2 Kings ix 30, 32, 33.

(I
From Judges V 28. The window ofRahab, through which she let

down the two Israelitish spies, was of the sarae large sort, as the cir-

cumstances show : and the binding the cord in a network form in the

window, might appear natural enough, as answering the purpose of a lat-

tice, and so occasion no suspicion. Perhaps it was previously to this, made

use of for that purpose, and might be of scarlet, as women of her profes-

sion'xn the East, at this day, affect magnificence extremely, and might do

so then It is otherwise difficult to account for its colour. Certainly the

Eastern lattices now are made of very diffeient materials, wood, metal,

marble Harmer.
Mr Harmer here takes it for granted, as do many others, that Rahab

was really a public prostitute ; but for the honor of the Israelites, the

spies, and the good woman herself, let it be known, tjiat it has been ofteii

proved, and may be demoastrated that the word HJIT zonah, Judg. xi. 1, anW
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time, but they appear not to have been universally used

even in those large windows ; or if they were, were move-

able. The windows of the oratory of Daniel^ seem to

have been quite open to view, when the shutters were re-

moved, since Daniel chose to make bis testimony to the

exclusive worship of God, neglected by others, as public

TJgvK, Heb. xi. 31, means a hostess, publican, or inn-keeper, and so it was
properly understood by tbe Chaldee Parapbra&t. who renders the term

i^r\''pl})B iir\r\ii ittetha pundekeetha, ATVomaTi, an inn-keeper, ilie Clial*

dee term '0'^^'\^pnndak, beingan evident corruption of the Greek ^ra^/cToxs/oif,

an inn, as Buxtorf has very properly remarked. As to the "'JSyri Din illpn

iikkcvath chut hashshanee of the sacred text, which Ave translate line of
scarlet thread, I believe it means i\r\\\>\y a piece of cloth made of scarlet

thread, which the w oman probably hung out by way offo^, which might
have been the sign agreed on between her and the spies. Edit.

* Dan. vi. 10.

There a^'e not less tlian seven different words which our translators have
rendered by the terra ivijidoiv, in our common English Rible.

1. jwH hallon. Gen viii. 6. Jos. li. 15, from llT\ halul, to shme briskly,

to irradiate, probably because sonie very translucent medium was used to

introtluce and diffuse the ligiii through their apartments. For this pur-

pose, polished oyster shells are still used in the East.

2. n3*^X arubbah, Hos. xiii. 3 2 Kings vii, 19. Isai. Ix 8, from I11i< Arab,

to lie in wait, as Mr. H. has properly observed, probably means such open-

ings as those in ancient castles through which they shot their arrows.

3. "iniJf fso/ia»', Gen. vi. 16, and elsewhere. The word in Gen. v. 2G,

properly means something pellucid or transparent, to admit the light ofthe

meridian sun, placed in the roofor top of the house. The word frequently

occurs in the Bible, and is often translated noon, and nooji day.

4. "^W^^ ashnnb, Jud. v. 28, Prov. vii. 6. This word appears to mean
properly a lattice, to ventilate and cool the inner apartments.

5. niyO'^y s/icmes/io/!, Isaiah liv. 12, from \i}^^ the sun, because such win-

dows were the medium through which the solar light was transmitted in

their houses.

6. '^pVJ shekupht 1 Kings vl. 4. vii. 4, 5. This probably means no more

than an aprtvre >n the wall, with a shutter occasionally to close it; and is

different from the P^H hallon, or roof-window, which always stood open to

admit the light.

7. pO kaveen. Dan. vi. 10, probably from HO kava, to burn, or scorch,

because placed in that part of the house on which the post-7neridian or af-

ternoon sun shone.

Perhaps most of these terms mean no more than the openings in the

tialls; but what the transparent substances were, placed in these openings,

we know not. Edit.

VOL. I. 89
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as might be, whereas the action would have been a good

deal concealed bj thick worked lattices.

It may not be improper to add, that the word that ex-

presses those very small windows is used by Solomon in

Eccles. xii. where he compares the human body to a

house, or, to a palace with guards, &c. Consequently

the windows of the apartments of the women, that opened

outward, were in those days wont to be very small. The
quality of Jezebel, and her circumstances at that time,

were very particular, and will not afford any proof of

what I have been now observing.

OBSERVATION XV.

OF THE MATERIALS USED FOR BUILDING IN THE EAST.

The walls of the Eastern houses are very thick, in order

to shelter the inhabitants more effectually from the great

heats.^ They are also sometimesbuiltof stone, and some-

times only of dried mud. Egmont and Heyman found

them built of both these at Tiberias.

f

The great and magnificent houses are in some places

built of mud, or clay, on the oulsides, of which the ingen-

ious editor of the Ruins of Balbec gives us the following

account, and of the inconveniences they occasion. "This

village," says he,J Cara, *' is pleasantly seated on a rising

ground. The common mud, formed into the shape of

bricks, and dried in the sun,§ of which its houses are

* Egmont and Heyraan, Vol. i. p. 300. fV- ii.p. 32. + P. 2.

§So Sir J. Chardin, in the sixth volume of his MS. tells us, that the

Eastern bricks are in their shape like those of Europe, and in common
only dried in the sun. That they are made of clay vvell moistened with

water and mixed with straw, which, according to their way of getting the

grain out of the ear, is cut into small pieces, by a machine they make use

of, instead of a flail for tlu'cshing, and whjch he describes very much as

other authors have done. This cut straw, he also tells us. is used instead

of liay tor all their domestic animals, which occasions their towns and

Seldsto be full of it. This usefulness of the straw for their cattle, and their
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built, have at seme distance, the appearance of white

stone. The short duration of such materials is not the

only objection to them; for they make the streets dusty

when there is wind, and dirly when there is rain. These

inconveniences are felt at Damascus, which is mostly

built in the same manner." They are felt indeed ! for

Maundrell says, that upon a violent rain at Damascus, the

whole city becomes by the washing of the houses, as it

were a quagmire.*

Agreeably to this account, the Prophet supposes the

quantity of the dust and mire of the streets of the Eas-

tern cities was very great, in that passage, Tynis did

build herself a strong hold, and heaped iip silver as the

dust, and fine gold asthemireof the streets. Zech. ix. 3.

The energy of this image, as I apprehended it was in the

mind of the Prophet, I have no where met with pointed

out with the distinctness in which the preceding quotation

places it.

What is said of the colour of the houses of Cara,

that they have the appearance of white stone, will ac-

count for the using the same Hebrew word pb lebeny to

signify a fcricA:, which is used to sigmfy a white thing ;

the Eastern bricks are, often at least, naturally white.

Their buildings are frequently of stone still ; Moses

supposes their houses were anciently built after this man-

ner in Canaan, Lev. xiv. 40.

The greater durableness of such edifices has not, how-

ever, prevailed on those people to build universally with

them, and especially in some countries, no not where

stones might be procured in plenty ; so Norden describes

the Egyptian and Arabian architecture as differing from

using it notwithstanding at first for their bricks, and afterward stubble,;

would incline one to believe the straw was not used by the Israelites in

Egypt for fuel, but as part of the composition of their bricks ; stubble

would have always done as well for burning them ; nor wonUl the Egypt-

ians have been so lavish of their straw.

'* P. 124, ISfl.
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the Roman, being mnd and slime.^ Thej seem to choose

these materials at Damascus, for they build there after

this manner, though Maundrell expressly observes they

have plenty of stones in their neighbourhood. The archi-

tecture of the country of Job seems to have been of the

same kind, for he speaks of adulterers digging through

houses, Job xxiv. 16.

. These wails of sun-burnt brick, when moistened with

copious showers, must have been liable to accidents of this

kind, at the same time that the thickness of them must

have made the term digging peculiarly expressive.

Dr. Shaw has taken notice of the mouldering down of

some Eastern buildings, upon a shower of rain, when he

was at Tozer, p. 136, and he supposes that circumstances

might illustrate what Ezekiel says of the tintempered mor-

tar , ch, xu\. II. How the dissolution of bricks or tiles,

by the application of wet to them, explains the not prop-

erly tempering their mortar, is not very clear ; and Sir

J. Chardin gives us a more distinct account of this matter,

in his MS. notes, and refers to Amos vi, 11, as well as

that passage in Ezekiel, I shall here set,down his account.

"They are the rains which cause the walls to fall,

which are built of clay, the mortar plastering dissolving.

This plaster hinders the water from penetrating the bricks,

but when the plastering has been soaked with wet, the

wind cracks it, and occasions the rain in some succeeding

shower to get between, and dissolve every thing." Dr.

Shaw does not mention this plastering, which however

the Prophet seems to refer to, since he complains of its

not being properly tempered ; whereas no Eastern unburnt

bricks, however tempered, can be supposed to resist vio-

lent rains.

Sir John's account illustrates the breaches and the clefts

mentioned by Amos too in a >ery happy manner : many

great houses, as well as little ones, being built of thes«

very fragile materials.

* P. 81. Second Part.
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OBSERVATION XVI.

OF THE MORTAR USED IN BUILDING.

If the Eastern bricks are not very durable, their mor-

tar, especially one sort of it, is extremely so,"^ composed

according to Dr. Shaw, of one part of sand, two of wood

ashes, and three of lime, well mixed together, and beaten

for three days and nights incessantly with wooden mallets.f

The Doctor does not apply this observation to the il-

lustrating any passage of Scripture; but Sir J. Chardin,

in his MS. note on IVlal. iv. 3, Ye shall tread down the

wicked, for they shall be ashes under the soles ofyo2ir

feet, supposes the Prophet alludes there to the custom of

making mortar with lime and ashes in the East, collected

from their baths. J
The people of Africa are said to use mallets, but it

should seem from the Prophets, the people of the more

Eastern countries trod their mortar in these times, Isaiah

xli. 25. Nahum iii. 14. In doing this, it was by no means

necessary that their feet should be naked.

Some learned men have supposed the wicked here are

compared to ashes, because the Prophet had been speak-

ing of their destruction under the notion of burning, v. 1 :

but the sacred writers are not wont to keep close to those

figures they first proposed, this paragraph ofMalachi is a

proof of it: and if they had, he would not have spoken

of treading on the wicked like ashes, if it had not been
customary in those times to tread ashes, which, it seems,

was done when they made mortar.§

* Maundrell, p. 125, speaks of mud walls, and doors adorned with marble
portals, carved and inlaid witli great beauty.

t P. 206. ^ Figure prise de ccux qui font co mortier compose
de chaux de cendre corroyfee de bains,

§ln a MS. note on this place, Dr. Russell proposes the following query:
" Might not this allude to the terraces, of their floors and housetops, o.'-'

which ashes arc aa ingredient '" Kdit,
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OBSERVATION XVII.

OF BRICK KILNS IN THE EAST.

If Iheir bricks, in those hot and dry countries, are in

general only dried in the sun, not burnt, there is some rea-

son to be doubtful whether the Hebrew word pbi3 malben

signifies a brick kiln, as multitudes besides our translators

have supposed.

The bricks used in the construction of the Egyptian

canals, must have been well burnt : those dried in the sun

could have lasted no time. But bricks for this use could

not have been often wanted. They were not necessary

for the building those treasure cities which are mentioned

Exod. i. II. One of the pyramids is built with^ sun-dried

bricks, which Sir J. Chardin tells us are durable^-fasM^eW

as accommodated to the temperature of the air there

;

which last circumstance is, I presume, the reason they

are in such common use in these very hot countries.

There must then be many places used in the East for the

making bricks, where there are no kilns at all ; and such

a place, I apprehend, the word pVn malben signifies

;

and it should seem to be the perpetual association of a

kiln, and of the places where bricks are made, with us in

the West, that has occasioned the word to be translated

brick kiln.

The interpretation I have given best suits Jer. xliii. 9.

The smoke of the brick kiln, in the neighbourhood of a

royal Egyptian palace, would not have agreed very well

with the Eastern cleanliness and perfumes.

' • Norden, vol. i. p. 129.

\ This pyramid of brick is supposed to be that mentioned by Herodotus.,

as built by Cheops, and therefore very ancient : an evident proof of the

great durableness of bricks of that kind iu Egypt. Norden, p. 132,
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OBSERVATION XVIII.

METHOD OF FASTENING THE PINS AND NAILS IN TH8
MUD AND BRICK WALLS.

The pins, or nails, that are fastened up in these Eas-

tern houses are fixed very securely, according to the MS,
C ; a circumstance that it should seem was attended to an-

ciently, Isai. xxii. 23, / will fasten him as a nail in a

sure place*

The account the- MS. gives is this: " They do not

drive with a hammer the nails that are put into the Eas-

tern walls ; the walls are too hard, being of brick, or if

they are of clay, they are too mouldering; but they fix

them in the brick work as they are building. They are

large nails, with square heads like dice, well made, the

ends bent so as to make them cramp irons. They com-

monly place them at the windows and doors, in order to

hang upon them, when they like, veils and curtains."*

The nails the Prophet refers to were for another pur-

pose; however, the people of these countries are very

careful to fasten them very securely in their buildings.

OBSERVATION XIX.

METHODS OF ADORNING THEIR HODSES IN THE EAST.

When our travellers express their surprise at the con-

trast between the outside and inside appearance of the

Eastern palaces, and, in order to convey the same to their

readers, give a particular account of the magnificence

within, they do it by speaking of their water works, their

Mosaic pavements, the incrustation of their walls with the

* " Pins and nails, says Dr. Russell, MS. note, are Reldom used for

hanging clothes, ?<c. upon, which are usually laid one over the other on a
chest or particular kind of chair.'" Edjlt.
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most exquisite marbles, their carved wainscottings of

wood heightened with painting and gilding, cornices filled

with porcelain, and gold and silver toys, &c.* but not one

word o^ ivory y used either about the house, or bj way of

furniture.

The Romans, on the other hand, ornamented their

Louses anciently with ivory, as well as made use of it in

their household stuff.

Non i^^Mr neque aureum

Mea renidet in domo lacunar : ^

Non trabes Hymettise

Preraunt columnas ultima recisas

Africa : &c.

Neither ivory nor a gilded ceiling shine in my house : nor do beams

from Hymettus rest upon columns cut iu the furthest part of Africa,

says Horace. Od. lib. 2, Od. xviii. v. 1—5. Prose wri-

ters speak of the same ; and the critics, to illustrate those

passages of the Prophets which speak of ivory houses,

have produced citations of this kind from them.

There is some resemblance to be found between the

old Roman and Eastern way of adorning their apartments.

The ceilings at Aleppo, according to Russell, are of wood,

neatly painted, and sometimes gilded : this gilding ex-

plains the aiireum lacunar of Horace. Bui it seems that

the old Romans thought, that the beauty of gold appeared

with the greatest advantage when mingled with ivory, or

something of that sort ;t and therefore, their ceilings were

not only gilded like the Aleppine, but inlaid with ivory .J

The Eastern people might possibly use ivory formerly in

their buildings, as the Romans afterward did, though it is

no part of their present luxury ; their customs are not in-

* See Rassell, MailletLet. 11, Egmont and Heyman, vol. ii. p. 253, 25V

t Vide Virg. Georg. 1. 2. v. 191—193.

Quale per artem

laclusum Biixo, aut Oricia Tcrebintho

Lucet Ebur. -S^u- 10. v. 135—137.

In a MS. note on this place, Dr. Russell says : " Ivori/ is likewise employ-

ed at Aleppo, in the decoration of some of the more expensive ajiart-

ments. 1 do not recollect it in ceilings, but in eupboard doors, pannels,"

he. See the note on page 314. Edit.
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variable, thoui^h they are very lasting. However, I have

sometimes thought, thdt as the ancients were not very

nice in distinguishing thin2;s, it is \eiy possible that the

sumptuousness of the old Eastern buiUiings aiight not at

all diifeV, in this respect, from that of the modern ; and I

have been doubtful whether th?y did not mean houses

built of polished marble, which is white and shining like ivo-

ry, by the ivory houses mentioned, Ps. xlv. 8, 1 Kings xxii.

39, Amos iii. 15. They would not, it is certain, have

been less exact in doing so, than the Roman* in calling a

lion a bear, and the panther a rat of AfricaJ^

The Jews of after times made use of maiule, and affect-

ed that which was white, when they designed to s;ive

the highest magnificence to their buildings. Thns Jose-

phus expressly menticns-j- tli-e whiteness of ilie stone

made use of by Simon the high priest, when he eiec'ed a

most sumptuous monument for the Maccabees; and of

that used by Herod the Great in the splendid buildings

of Cesarea ; and the polishing of both.

Dr. Shaw tells usj the Grecian artists did not begin to

use marble, either in sculpture or building, till the year

720 before Christ. The Jews might very well take up

the use of it two or three hundred years sooner, which is

about the time we first meet with th^ mention of ivory

houses, and ivory palaces in the Scriptures. If there-

mains of some of the Egyptian structures are of that re-

mote antiquity they are imagined to be, that people nuiJ^t

have used marble long before the Jews, ro far as we know

their affairs, as well as long before the Greeks; and in-

deed it is probable that the Jews and Tyrians bortowed

the use of it from the Egyptian?, as Vitruvius tells us the

Romans did the art of incrustatina; buildings with it.

But it is however to be remembered, that the marble of the

most ancient'Egyptian structures, and particularly of the

pyramids, is not polished, according to Nordenj§ the art

*See Shaw's Trav. p. 173.

t Antiq. Jiul. lib. 13, c. 9. and lib. 15. c. 6. 4 P. 3G8. note.

§ Vol. i. p. 15^.

TOL. T. 40
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of polishing marble not being then, he supposes, knows
among them. He has not any where, that I remember, at-

tempted to show when they began to polish their marbles
;

it might then possibly not be long before the time of those

ivory houses of which the Scriptures speak, and from the

resemblance of this polished marble to ivory, it might be

called by the same name. But this is mere conjecturG.'^

OBSERVATION XX.

OF THEIR PAVE31ENTS, CEILINGS, &C.

That the use of polished marble, however, was not so

early, in "Egypt itself, as the days of Moses, we may gather,

*And this, which at best was but mere conjecture, has been since weaken-

ed by the Letters of Lady Mary Wortley Montague, which assure us, that

she found ivory made use of in fitting up the harem of the Kahyas palace at

Advianople. Its winter apartments being wainscotted Mith inlaid work

of mother of pearl, ivory of different colours, and olive wood, like the little

boxes brought from that country. Vol. ii. p. 161, 162, edit. 3d. I never met

with this circumstance before in books of travels into the Levant, but &e

this fact cannot now be questioned, so, without doubt, it is not singular;

other harems, it must be imagined, ai'e adorned in the same manner.

Hasselquist also mentions wainscotting inlaid with crosses, and other orna-

ments of ivory, in an Egyptian chapel, p. 62.

The choosing olive, out of every other kind of wood, for the adorning

these sumptuous apartments, shows the elegance and grandeur of the taste in

which Solomon's temple was built, where the doors of the Oracle, and some

other parts, were of olive wood.* Had her Ladyship visited the harems of

^ome of tlie princes of Arabia Felix, perhaps she might have made obser-

vations, which might have explained the almug or algum trees of Arabia,

of which Solomon made pillars for the house of the Lord, and for his own

house : an inquiry recommended to the Danish Academicians.

The Ambassadress mentions olive wood, and mother of pearl, in another

iilace, vol. iii. p. 51. as also incrustations of Japan china-

Sir John Chardin's MS. agrees with Lady Montague's account. For

after observing the Chaldee paraphrase on Amos iii. 15, explains the ivory

houses ©f houses paved with ivory ; he adds, the ceilings of the Eastern

houses are of Mosaic work, and for tlie most part of ivory, like those su"

perb Talaar of Persia, which so well merit a description. And in another

place he observes, that by the beds of ivory we must understand those ele-

vations, estradesh the French word he makes use of, which are in use in the

Indies, in Turkey, in Persia, among the great only, on which they eat, ami

on which they lie.

* Olive wood snys Dr. Russell, MS. note, is common in this countrr

Edit.
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I Ihink, satisfactorily enough from a circuaistance m»^n-

lioned in the writings of that Prophet : for when he wouhl

describe with grandeur the appearance of God to the el-

ders of Israel, Exod. xxiv, 10, he speaks of his having some-

thing like bi'ick work, for so the original words, n:2^ nty;»rD3

kemasdh libnatli signify, of a sapphire colour under his-

feet, but transparent as the body of Heaven.

Had polished marble been used for pavements theH, as

it was afterward, we may believe that Moses would have

referred to them, rather than to a pavement of brick work,

since he is evidently endeavouring to describe the Divine

appearance as august; pavements then of that sort were

not in use at that time in Egypt, we may conclude, and

consequently the polishing of marble not invented ; since

when polished, it was, for aught we know, applied to pave-

ments as Boon as to any thing else, and if not, if thought

too noble a thing to be trampled on, might yet have served

Moses to compare the pavement to under the feet of the

Divine apparition, if he had had any notion at all of these

polished stenes.

The expression, there was something like brick rvork

under hisfeet, seems to point to that sort of pavement

which is formed of painted tiles, or bricks, and is com-

mon at this day in the East, according to Dr. Shaw."^'

They are the same, I suppose, as those painted tiles,

with which he tells us they are wont frequently to adorn

part of their walls by incrustating it with these tiles, if I

may so debase that term. The Doctor does not parlicu.

larly describe them, but it appears from other writers

that they are frequently blue. So le Bruyn tells usf the

mosque at Jerusalem, which the Turks call the temple of

Solomon, is almost all covered over with green and blue

bricks, which are glazed, so that when the sun shines, the

eye is perfectly dazzled. Some of these bricks or tile?,

my reader will observe, are blue, the colour Moses men-

tions ; but bricks and tiles are not transparent : to de-

* P. 209. t Tom. ?. p. 238, 230.

r^-^A
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scribe then the pavement under the feet of the God of

Israel witJi due majesty, ]>Ioses represents it as like the

floors of painted tile he had seen, but transparent however
as the body of Heaven.

Had Moses known any thing of marble pavements, it is

patuial to suppose, he would rather have compared what

was seen in ibis august vision to them, than to a floor of

painted tile, though such an one is not without its beau-

ty ;^ which onght to be remai ked, to prevent cur receiv-

ing impressions of too debasing a kind from Moses's men-

tioning brick work under the feet of God : our imagina-

tions might otherwise have been led to the poor pave^

ments of brick in our cottages ; whereas Moses seems, on

ihe contrary, to have thought of the most splendid floors

E.ypt then knew.

Dr. Shaw, after having said that the floors in the Le-

vant are laid with painted tiles, or plaster of terrace, in-

forms us in a note,f that a pavement like this is men-

tioned Esther i 6, 7. The beds were ofgold and silver^

vpon a pavement of red and blue and white and black

marble. But this is not the happiest of the Doctor's illus-

trations, since floors of differeut coloured marble are com-

mon now in the East ;J since this of Ahasuerus is gener-

ally supposed to have been of that kind ; since there is a

great difference in point of magnificence between a pave-

ment of marble and one of painted tiles, and consequent-

ly {he palace of so mighty a monarch as Ahasuerus rath-

er to be supposed to be paved with marble ; and since

the Jewish historian is giving an account of the pavement

of a court yard, not of a room.

It deserves a remark, that the Eastern floors and ceil-

ings are just the reverse of ours. Tiicir ceilings are

of wood, ours of plaster, or stucco work ; their floors are

* Thcvcnot calls them pure tiles, like china, p. 26. part 1. f P. 209.

4: So Dr. Riissrll tclis us, they pave their courts at Aleppo vith marble,

and oftenlinu's vi;ha mixture oi'3 eilo\y and white, I'td and black, bv way
of ornament J p. IC.

#
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of plaster or of pi\inted tilea, ours of wood. "^ This effec-

tually detects a diistake of Kimchi and R. Solomon, who,

according to •Buxlorf,f supposed the fioor of the porch of

judo;ment which Solomon built was all of cedar; where-

as the sacred writer, 1 Kings vii. T, undoubtedly meant

its covering a top, its ceiling, was of cedar. Indeed here

in the West, where these Jewish Rabbies lived, such

places are usually built afier the Eastern mode, which

makes their mistake so ujuch the more strange. West-

minster hall is, I think, paved with stone and ceiled with

wood ; and such without doubt was the ceiling and the

pavement of the porch for judgment which Solomon

built, and which was erected in a much hotter climate.

J

OBSERVATION XXI.

DIFFERENT KINDS OF HANGINGS USED IN THE EAST.

Dr. Shaw refers to this passage of Esther, in the

same page, on another account, and, it should seem, with

like success. He says, the Eastern chambers, in houses

of better fashion, are covered and adorned, from the mid-

dle of the wall downward, with velvet or damask hang'

ings, of white, bluet '^^d, green, or other colours, Esther

i. 6, suspended upon hooks, or taken down at pleasure,^

* This is not an universal case ; for Dr. Russell observes, MS. note, that

" the floors at Aleppo are very often of wood." Edit.

t Epit. Rad. Heb. p. 780.

:f Dr. Russell, in a MS. note, observes, "that stone floors would be very-

inconvenient in the East in winter, if not covered, as in Palestine ; their

shoes are not so thick as those in England ; and in ancient times they prob-

ably did not enter with their shoes on. At Aleppo, he says, the stone or

terrace floors are generally covered in the winter." Edit.

§** At Aleppo /ia7/_§7w^s are never employed except in the winter on
some occasions, to cover the side of a room when the windows are too

much exposed to the cold winds. The liaag-in_§-s meant in Esther, I

should imagine, were not the hcnsi-in^s above, but curtains, dividing tlie

court of the garden into diff'erent booths ; for the guests entertained were

of all sorts; and within doors would have been in separate rooms." Ibldi

Edit.
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Here again this ingenious author seems to have beer*

less exact, and should rather, I imagine, have referred to

this passage, when he told us that the court's or quadran=

gles of their houses, when a large company is to be re-

ceived into them, are commonly sheltered from the heat

and inclemency of the weather by a vellum, umbrella, or

veil, which being expanded upon ropes from one side of

the parapet wall to the other, may be folded, or unfolded

at pleasure.* For though there are some things in that

passage of the book of Esther that cannot be determined

without difficulty, yet it is extremely plain that the com-

pany were entertained in a court of the palace of Ahasue-

rns, which agrees with Dr. Shaw's account, that when

much company are to be admitted inta an house, the

court is the place of their reception ; now though their

chambers are hung with velvet or damask hangings, it

does not appear that on such occasions their courts are

thus adorned, but there is a veil stretched out over head

to shelter them from the inclemency of the weather.

And indeed to something of this sort it is commonly sup-

posed these words refer, though none has given a better

illustration of this piece of ancient history than Dr. Shaw
has undesignedly done, in this account of their receiving

company, when the number is large, in these courts, and

covering them with veils expanded on ropes.

OBSERVATION XXII.

ACCOUNT OF BELSHAZZAr's FEAST, AND THE PLACE*IR

THE ROYAL APARTMENTS WHERE PROBABLY HELD.

Answerably to this way of treating a large company

in the court of a building, we arc naturally led to suppose

the feast made by Belshazzar to a thousand of his lords,

when he drank wine before the thousand,f was held in a

quadrangle of his palace ; which possibly may help to

"^ P. 508.
, t Dan. V. 1, &f.
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explain some passages of ihis transaclion better than has

hitherto been done.

Sir J. Chardin has a note in his MS. on this passage,

but these raeniorandunis have not thoroughly cleared up

this affair.

The substance of them is this : that two things ought

to be remarked here, the one, that our painters err, when

in painting this history they draw a silver sconce with a

wax candle in it, such as formerly were placed in great

houses, as appears by the Septuagint, who make use of

a term which signifies a lamp, or torch; nor ordinarily

are candles made use of in the East. The other, that

by the word candlestick is not to be understood an uten-

sil for the reception of a candle, but of a quantity of tal-

low, according to the usages of the East. Further, over

against the candlestick, is not to be understood to mean

near the candlestick, but opposite to the candlestick,

where its light was principally directed. A sconce would

ill agree with the Oriental manner of sitting on the ground.

He after these things sums up all with saying. Three

things then are to be taken notice of here : First, in what

part of the house the writing appeared ; secondly, the

nature of the candlestick ; and lastly, the place of the

writing with respect to the candlestick, or range of can-

dlesticks. This is the sum of what this gentleman has

remarked upon this head.

Perhaps the illustration may advance a little nearer

completeness, if we add the following particulars: in the

first place, that most probably this feast was held in some

open court of the palace. The present customs of the

East ;* the number of the people at this entertainment^

and the place where another king of Persia held a solemn

feast ;t all concur to establish this sentiment.

Secondly, That the candlestick of course may be im-

agined to be some very large utensil, with one or more

very large lamps, sufficient to illuminate this area in a

" See Sha^, p. C0». t EsthepJ. 5.
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splendid and royal manner."^'^ It appears by the term

made use of, that there was but one candlestick. One

candlestick, however, we know might Iiave several lamps,

since that made for the tabernacle of Moses had seven
'.f

Belshazzar's might have more. When Mr. Hanway w as

treated in Persia one evening;, by a person of some dis-

tinction, he tells US5J there stood in the court yard a large

lamp, supplied wi(h tallow; and in the middle of the

room, on the floor, was a wax candle : if one large tallow

lamp sufficed for the court yard of a person of some dis-

tinction, a very large candlestick, with many such lamps,

might do very well for this court of the palace of Bel-

shazzar.

Thirdly, Overagalnst the candlestick on the plaster of

the wall of the King^s palace may \ery naturally be ex-

plained, of the wall of that side of the quadrangle oppo-

site to where Belshazzar sat. This was the proper place

for the appearance of the writing to catch the eye of the

King; and the Chaldee word may extremely well be so

interpreted. This consideration may ease some difficul-

ties that otherwise would occur : for if we were to under-

stand it of a room in the palace, where should we suppose

the plastering of the wa/iwas? Their ceilings are now

wont to be of wainscot artfully painted, or thrown into a

variety of pannels, with gilded mouldings and scrolls of

writing.§ The lower half of the side w^alls are covered

and adorned with velvet and damask hangings, according

to Dr. Shaw ;^ and the upper part embellished with most

ingenious devices in stucco and fretwork, according to

* Dr. Russell observes, MS note, " There does not appear to be any ne-

cessity for this supposition^ It might have been one of the large tall can-

dlesticks, such as are now used, and serve to hold a large wax candle as

long as a torch. Why suppose the whole area illuminated by one light ?"

Edit.
•\ Exod. XXV. 37, ch. xxxvli. 2.3. See also Zech. iv. 2,

4: Vol. i. p. 223. § Sha^y's Travels, p. 209. Russell, p. 2.

^ But Dr. RusseU, MS. note, says, " This is by no means coraraon in

Syria." Edit.
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him. And at Aleppo, accordinj^ lo Dr. Russell's de-

scription, and his drawings, with pannels of wainscot, and

paintings or carvings of flowers, leaves, and inscriptions.

Where then shall we suppose the fatal writing appeared?

where the plastering on the wall? The enclosing them-

selves in cedar, the ceiling with precious wood, and the

paintjng in an ornamental w^y, were (hinscs used betore

the time of Belshazzar, and in the palaces of princes

whose dominions were by no means equal to his in extent

orriches, Jer. xxii. 14, 15. But if we suppose the writing

on the external surface of one side of the quadrangle, that

side opposite to the 'candlestick, and to where the king

sat, it is very easy to explain its being on the plastering

of the wall. Babylon was not a country for stone, bricks

were used there as a succedaneum, Gen. xi. 3; and Sir

J. Chardin in his MSS. describes brickwork as often

plastered over.

Fourthly, As Babylon was surprised on a festival night,

it might be that called sedeh or sedoiik, of which d'Herbe-

lot gives us an amusing but short description, which agrees

very well with the preceding explanation : in that festi-

val the Persians kept great fires during the night, about

which they feasted, and danced, it being one of the most

solemn which they had : the Arabs call it leilat al von-

coiid/^

OBSERVATION XXIII.

VINES PLANTED EVEN IN THE INSIDE OF THEIR HOUSES.

These quadrangles or courts are paved, Shaw says,

with marble, or such sort of materials as will carry ofT

the rain. Russell's account of the houses of Aleppo

agrees with this, and upon this occasion it is, that he

takes notice of their making the pavements of their best

• Bibliolheque Orientale, I'Art. Ears. The Persians indeed were the

besiegers; but might not this festival be common to them and the Babylo-

wians ? or adopted by the Persians after this conquest ?

VOL. 1= 41
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buildings of a jellow marble, which takes a tolerable pol-

ish, and with which they often intermix a red, white, and

coarse black marble, bj way of ornament. But what I

would here remark is, that there is \ery commonly a

fountain in the middle of the court, and a kind of litlle

garden about it, which in that climate must be peculiarly

pleasant. Whether this is at all explanatory of king

Ahasuerus's making a feast in the court of the garden of

his palace, I do not know ; but the mention both of the

pavement and of the garden, leads us to think of that pas-

sage

Dr. Russell says too, that they have sometimes a tall

cypress tree planted in the inner court of their houses;

but neither he, nor any other traveller, that I recollect,

speaks of the conducting vines along the sides of their

houses ; that, however common it may be among us, does

not appear to be an Eastern custom, or to make any part

of the verdure wilh which they set ofFtheir courts,

I doubt therefore a late very ingenious and learned, as

well as a lively, writer was mistaken, in supposing the oc-

casion of our Lord's comparing himself to a vine might

be his standing " near a window, or in some court by the

side of the house, where the sight of a vine might sug-

gest this beautiful simile ;" to which, after referring to

Ps. cxxviii. 3, he adds, " that circumstance was, no doubt,

common in Judea, which abounded with the finest

grapes:"^ and lam apprehensive that this is an addi-

tional proof of the necessity of attending to the customs

of the East, when we would explain the Scriptures.

f

* Dodd. Fam. Exp. vol. ii. 8vo. p. 445, note b.

\ The whole of this critique upon Doddridge is set aside by the follow-

irg note from Dr. Russtll :
• it is very common to cover the stairs leading

to the upper apartments of the harem with vines. And they have often a

lattice work of wood raised agaiiist the dead walls, for a vine or other shrub

to crawl upon" This note I consider invaluable, as it fully explains the

beautiful metaphor in Psalm cxxviii. with which Mr. Haruerisso unnec-^

^ssarily hampered in the following page. Edit.
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The Jewish nalion would not have admitted this illus-

tralion, had this management been common in other parts

of that country ; for, according to their writers, Jerusalem

was distinguished from all the other towns of Judea, as by

several other peculiarities, so in particular by its having

no gardens, or any trees planted in it, excepting some rose-

bushes, which it seems had been from the days of the an-

cient Prophets;^ consequently there could be no vine, in

their opinion, about the sides of the house in which our

Lord was when he spoke these words.

But the cxxYiiith Psalm is no proof, I apprehend, that

it was practised any,where else in that country, though it

has been thus understood by other writers besides this

author ; and, among the rest, by no less considerable per-

sons than Cocceius, Hammond, Patrick, and Kimchi the

Jewish rabbi. For as it is visible that the good man's sons

being like olive plants round about his table, means not

that they should be like the olive plants which grew round

his table, it being, I presume, a thought in Bishop Patrick

that will not be defended, that the Psalmist refers to a ta-=

ble spread in an arbour composed of young olive trees,

for we find no such arbours in the Levant, nor is the tree

very proper for such a purpose ; so in like manner the

first clause may signify, thy wife shall be in the sides, or

private apartments, of thy house, fruitful as a thriving

vine: the place here mentioned, the sides of the house,

referring to the wife, not to the vine ; as the other, the ta»

ble, refers to the children, not to the olives. Nor is this

a new thought, it is a remark that Musculus and other in-

terpreters have made.f

The Hebrew word, ^n3T, yarketee, translated sides, is

very well known to signify the more private apartments

of a house, as they have also remarked ; and he that reads

Dr. Shaw's description of an Eastern house, must imme-

diately see the propriety of calling the private apartments

its sides. Such a house consists of a square court, which,

* Lightfoot, vol. ii. p. 21. t Vide Poll Syn. in loc.
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the Doctor observes, is called the midst of the house ; and

privaie apartments round it, which may as properly be

culled its sides in consequence : into this middle of the

house, or thi^i quadrangle, companj, he tells us, are some-

times received, rarely or never into any of the chambers,

in which other authors tell us their wives remain conceal-

ed at such times.

And from hence, it seems, places of privacy and con-

cealment in general came to be called sides ; the more

obscure holes of the cave where David and his men were

hid, when Saul entered it, were called its sides, as we find,

1 Sam. xxiv. 3; and that country that had been little

known and visited, from whence a nation was to come
against Jerusalem, is called, in the predictions of Jeremiah,

the sides of the earth; Jer. vi- 22.

I will only further add under this Observation, that

David Kimchi, the famous rabbi, is more unhappy^^^ than

our Christian commentators in his explanation of this

Psalm : for he tells us, a wife is compared to a vine, be-

cause that alone of all trees can be planted in a house;

w bereas, according to Russell,
f they are tall cypresses

that are usually planted in their court yards, if they plant

any trees at all. But Kimchi was a Frenchman or a

Spaniard, as were several of their most celebrated doctors,

whose writings therefore, to make a remark upon them
once for all, are much less useful for the explanation

of books in which there are perpetual references to East-

ern customs, than otherwise they probably would have

been..]:

* In eadem Syn. f Vol. i. p. 17, 33, 51.

^ Kimchi is pei feclly correct ; and it is by his exposition alone that the

ti'iie sense of that most elegant and expressive metaphor ean be found out.

Br. llnssell has proved this fully by showing tliut vines are actually planted

in the houses, and cover the stairs leading to the upper apartments of the ha-

rem; and he observes further, in confirmation of what Kimchi has said, the

•vine alone of all trees can be phmtedin an house. •' That this is generally

Jrue, if fruit-bearing trees be intended, as the vine is almost the only fruit

tree Yhich is planted in the houses
; pomegranates are another." Nor does
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OBSERVATION XXIV.

OF THE ALCOVES OR DIVANS USED IN THEIR BUILDINGS.

Dr. Russell does not represent the pavement of the

courts as all Mosaic work, and equally adorned, but he

tells us, that it is usually that part that lies between the

fountain and the arched alcove on the south side, that is

thus beautified, supposing that there is but one alcove in a

court ; however, it should seem in some other parts of

the East there are several of these alcoves opening into the

court. Maundrell, who calls them duans^ in his account

of the houses of Damascus, says expressly, that they have

generally several on all sides of the court, " being placed

at such different points, that at one or other of them, you
may always have either the shade, or the sun, which you
please,"^

Are not these alcoves or duans, of which, according to

this, there might be several in the court of the palace of

Ahasuerus, what the sacred writer means by the beds

adorned with silver and gold? Esth. i. 6. I shall else-

where show, that the bed where Esther was sitting, and on

which Haman threw himself, Esth. vii. 8, must more re-

Bemble the modern Oriental duans, or divans, than the

beds on which the Roumns reclined at their entertain-

ments; and consequently it is most natural to understand

those beds of these alcoves, or duans, richly adorned

with gold and silver, while on the lower variegated pave-

ment carpets were also laid, for the reception of those

Mr. Hurnier's criticism ou the word "jT yareky either convince or
satisfy me : I know not one place in the Hebrew Bible where it can be fair-

ly interpreted inner apartment ; it means simply a «V/e, or any thing that
maybe denominated lateral tsn^th : hence it signifies the thigh or thigh-
bone of a man, and is used Exod. xxv. 31, for the long shaft or central
ktem of the golden candlestick. Edit.

* P. 125.
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that could not find a place in these duans ; on which

pavements Dr. Shaw tells us, they are wont, in Barbaiy,

when much company is to be entertained, to strew mats

and carpets.*

OBSERVATION XXV.

BIRDS MAKE THEIR IfESTS ON THE CAPITALS OF PIL-

LARS IN FORSAKEN TEMPLES, PALACES, &C.

The prophet Zephaniah gives us to understand three

things, by one short passage in his book of sacred pre-

dictions : the 1st. that the pillars of his time were wont to

have capitals ; 2d. that when the buildings to which they

belonged were reduced to desolation, birds not unfre-

quently took possession of these capitals; and 3d. that

those capitals he was acquainted with resembled dt. pome-

granate.

The passage I refer to is in the 2d. chap, the 14th.

verse. Theflocks shall lie down in the midit oj her, all the

beasts of the nations ; both the cormorant and the bittern

shall lodge in the upper lintels of it ; or, according to the

marginal reading, the " knops or chapiters."

The word ^^nSD, translated upper lintels, and knops or

chapiters, signifies pomegranates, and shows what the

shape of the capitals of pillars were with which Zephaniah

was acquainted. Some of the very ancient Egyptian and

Persian capitals, that remain to this time, are of very odd

and fantastic shapes ; the Jewish style of architecture

seems to have been of a chaster and more simple nature

in this point. The capitals of the two pillars in the porch

* P. 208, " The alcove, by way of eminence," says Dr. Russell, MS,
note, **i3 called the dtian, and there is but one such in the courts at Alep-

po, but there are several moveable frames, or stone mustahes, on which

duans are made occasionally, as well as beds." The Arabic word /.\t4->^

Jeewan, signifies a council, court, assembly, collection, &c. and by a me-
tonymy, the place where such council ©r court assembles. Hence the appli^

cation of the term to aJeoves, or bowers in gardens. Edit.
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of the Temple were, probably, of the shape of a pome-

granate.

As to the other circumstances, birds lodging en the

capitals of forsaken temples and palaces, I would set down

a remark of Sir John Chardin here, who, describing the

magnificent pillars that he found at Persepolis, tells us,

<'The storks, birds respected by the Persians, make their

nests on the top of those columns, with great boldness,

and in no danger of being dispossessed."^^

What the two Hebrew words nJ<p and n3p precisely

signify, which we translate the cormorant and the bittern,

is not agreed upon among the learned ;
probably neither

of them means the stork, which was found at Persepo-

lis to have taken up its abode in such places ; other birds

may have a like turn ; but it must make a reader smile,

that attends to the circumstance mentioned by Zepha-

niah,f to find the venerable Bishops, of Queen Elizabeth's

time, translating the second of these two words otters^ m
Is. xiv. 23; which they render storks in Is. xxxiv 11 i

and owls in Zephaniah ii. 14, How unhappy that a word

that occurs but three times in the Hebrew Bible, should

be translated by three different words, and that one of

them should be otters I This is, however, as plausible a

way of rendering this word, as theirs who translate it

hedgehog.

This the learned Dr. Shaw has done,J on the account

of the resemblance between the Arabic word ^\}j^ kun-

fudh, which signifies hedgehog, and the Hebrew word

ni3p kephod, which was what probably induced the Sep-

tuagint to translate it after this manner. Had the Doctor

* Tome iii. p. 108.

t Of taking up their abode on the tops of pillars.

!|:**The near analogy also hctwixt kwifudh, the Arabic name of lh«»

hedgehog, which 13 here very common, and the Hebrew ^flp kephode. Is.

xxxiv. 11, !xc. should induce us to take it for that quadruped, according i%

tHo fcxx «x«fF* lather than for the bittern, as T\'e translate it." P. 17«-.
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recollected (hat Zephaniah describes them as choosing,

their abode on the top of pillars, he might have been of a

different opinion, as though a likeness in a modern name
to one of the ancient limes deserves consideration, it is

not equallj decisive with characters of description derived

from natural history.*

But though it appears to mean a bird, it does not follow-

that the Prophet intended a biltern.

OBSERVATION XXVI.

DIFFERENT CIRCUMSTANCES IN THE RUIN OF BABY-

LON AND NINEVEH.

Most people that read the succeeding clause of that

passage of Zephaniah, which I cited under the last Ob-

servation, have been ready, I apprehend, to understand

the next words as expressive of the melancholy interrup-

tion of the silence that at other times reigns in desolated

cities, by the doleful noises made by wild creatures, that

resort thither; Their voice, or rather a voice, shall sing

in the windows ; but a passage in le Bruyn's description

of Persepolis makes this doubtful.

" I found also," says this traveller, in this place, "be-

sides the birds I have already mentioned, f four or five

sorts of small birds, who keep constantly in these ruins

and the adjoining mountain, and who make the most agree-

able warbling in the world. The singing of the largest

approaches very near to that of the nightingale. Some

* To Mr. Harmer's argument here, Mr. Parkhurst objects thus : " Had
Mr. H. recollected that Zephaniah says nothing about the top of pillars,

but that the -|£jp lodged in the door porches, n"^'^p£)03
becaptoriah, \vhich

we are at liberty to suppose were thrown down, perhaps he would have

ncceded to the Doctor's opinion." See Parkhurst Lex. article "tag Edit.

I "Cranes, storks, clucks, and herons of various sorts; partridges,

snipes, quails, pigeous, sparrowhawks, and, above all crows, with which all

Persia is filled." Tome iv. p. 302.
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of lliem are almost all black; others have Ihe head and

body spotted, of the size of a swallow ; others are smaller

and of different colours, yellowish, grey, and quite white,

shaped like a chaffinch."*

Babylon and Nineveh were both to be made desolate,

but their circumstances might be, and, according to the

predictions of the Prophets, actually were to be very dif-

ferent. Babylon was never to be inhabited, no Arabian

ivas to pitch his tent there, nor sJiepherds make their

fold there, but wild beasts of the desert were to lie there,

and their hoitses to be filled with doltful creatures, Is.

xiii. 20, 21 . But flocks were to lie down in Nineveh, and

ihe beasts of the neighbouring people, and the voice of

singing be heard from the windows^ or holes of its ru-

inated palaces, Zeph. ii. 14.

These are different, and in some respects, opposite de-

scriptions: Eastern flocks suppose songs and instruments

of music would be heard in Nineveh ; while no shepherd

should ever appear in the ruins of Babylon. In like man-

ner, instead of the doleful creatures of the last, warbling

of birds might be intended, in Zephaniah's account of

Nineveh, equally pleasing with what le Bruyn heard at

Persepolis. The imagination finds a fine contrast between

the inartificial songs and music of shepherds, mingled

-with the wild notes of singing birds; and the luxurious

concerts! of Nineveh: as well as between the awful si-

lence, interrupted by the bowlings of doleful and savage

creatures of ruinated Babylon ; and the melody of for-

mer times there. Though less gloomy, and overwhelming

to the mind, would the ruins of Nineveh in that case ap-

pear to a traveller, than those of Babylon.

* P. 360.

t In both Nineveh and Babylon, v ithout doubt, as well as in Jerusalem,

the harp and the viol, the taljret and the pipe, and wine, were in their

frequent feasts; but they regarded not the work of the Lobp, nor the

operation of his hands, Is. v. 12.

VOL. I. 42
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OBSERVATION XXVII.

USES TO WHICH ANCIENT RUINS ARE CONVERTED IS

THE EAST.

The Scriptures, in describing the ruined state into

which some celebrated cities were to be.reduced, repre-

sent them, not unfrequentlj,* as to be so desolated, that

no shepherds with flocks should haunt them, which sup-

poses they were to be found on the remains of others.

This is a proper representation of complete destruction.

For, in the East, it is common for shepherds to make use

of remaining ruins, to shelter their flocks from the heat

of the middle of the day, and from the dangers of the night.

So Dr. Chandler, after mentioning the exquisite remains

of a temple of Apollo, in Asia Minor, which were such as

that it was impossible perhaps to conceive greater beauty

and majesfy of ruin, goes on,f *' At evening a large flock

of goals, returning to the fold, their bells tinkling, spread

over the heap, climbing to browse on the shrubs and trees

growing between the huge stones."

Another passage of the same writer shows, that they

make use of ruins also to guard their flocks from the noon-

tide heat. Speaking of Aiasaluck, generally understood

to be the ancient Ephesus, and certainly near the site of

that old city, and at least its successor, he says,J " A
herd of goats was driven to it for shelter from the sun at

noon; and a noisy flight of crow's from the quarries seem-

ed to insult its silence. We heard the partridge call in

the area of the theatre and of the stadium. The glorious

pomp of its heathen worship is no longer remembered:

and Christianity, which was (here nursed by apostles,

and fostered by general councils, until it increased to ful-

ness of stature, barely lingers on in an existence hardly

visible."

* See Is. xiii, 20, Jer. xlix. IS, &c. -j- Travels, p. 151,

^ P. 130, 131.
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This description is verjgloomj and naelancholj ; how«

«ver, the usefulness of these ruins is such, for the habi

tation of those that tend flocks, that it often prevents a

place being quite desolate, and continues it among in-

habited places, though miserably ruinated. Such is the

state ofEphesus: it is described by Chandler, as making
a very gloomy and melancholy appearance, but as not

absolutely without people. *' Our horses," says he,^
^' were disposed among the walls and rubbish, with their

saddles on ; and a mat was spread for us oi the ground.

We sate here, in the open air, while supper was prepar-

ing; when suddenly,, fires began to blaze up among the

bushes, and we saw the villagers collected about them in

savage groups, or passing to and fro with lighted brands

for torches. The flames, with the stars and a pale moon,
afforded us a dim prospect of ruin and desolation.f A
shrill owl, called Cucuvaia from its note, with a night-

hawk, flitted near us ; and a jackal cried mournfully, as

if forsaken by his companions, on the mountain."J
* P. 115.

t This description may "be placed after Zeph. ii. 7, as a most lively

comment on that passage of the prophet, ^Ind the coast shall be for the

remnant of the house of Judah^ they shall feed thereupon, in the houses of

Ashkelon shall they lie dotvn in the evening ; for the Lord their God shall

visit thein, and turn aioay their captivity. But the account that follows

there, of the animals they found in those ruins, the Cucuvaian owl, the

nighthawk, and the jackal, may not with precision answer the Hebrew
words of the 14th verse, translated the cormorant and the bittern in our

version, and that translated by the Bishop of VVaterford the ruven^ instead

of desolation.

it Utter desolation and ruin in the palaces of the great, together with

the vanity and transitory nature of worldly grandeur and eminence, were

never more forcibly depicted than iu the following inimitable couplet of the

Persian poet, Sidy.

C )\a>^^] tX>J5 yi A,\AAZ/ c^5_^ ^j-^^
" The Spider holds the vail, acts as chamberlain, in the palace of Cesar

;

'* The 0-iol relieves guard, or Stands centinel, on the watch toM'ers of

Afrasiab."

What a lesson of Moderation and humility to the conquerors of king.

doms, and the U'oublers of the quiet of the universe, would they lay it to
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Those places spoken of by the Prophets might have

been inhabited, though terribly ruinated, as Aiasaluck i&

now by a few poor shepherds, and the ruins might have

afforded the poor people there a miserable habitation;

but the spirit of prophecy speaks of the destruction of

some cities as more thoroughly complete : even shep-

herds were not to make use of their ruins, but entire des-

olation take place.

And though wild Arabs, as well as other shepherds,

might sometimes find a comfortable retreat under the ru-

ins, yet at other times they might want a tent, for Dr.

Chandler slept, it seems, in the open air, which shows a

want of such arched remains as might have sheltered him

in the ruins of Ephesus. Not to say that the Arabs,

who commonly live in tents, might choose oftentimes to

erect them, when they might in a different manner have

covered themselves from the injuries of the night air.

This will account for what is said. Is. xiii. 20, It shall

never be iiihahited, neither shall it be dwelt infrom gen-

eration to generation : neither shall the Arabian pitch

tent there^ neither shall the shepherds make their fold

there.

OBSERVATION XXVIII.

OF THEIR GROTTOES AND CAVES.

A GROTTO or cave must be imagined to be to (hem

that live in tents the most convenient stable they could

have ; nor would it be a despicable advantage to them

that live in more fixed habitations : there is nothing then

improbable in the tradition, that our Lord, who was con^

heart : but vain is all such moralizing, seeing *' Advice is only made for

those who choose to take it." Afrasiah was an ancient king, -who invaded

and conquered Persia about 700 years before the Christian era. After

having reigned twelve years, he was defeated and slain by Zalzar and his

son, the famous Rustam, hero of the Shah Nameh. The present royal

fdmily of Constantinople claim descent from this ancient monarch. Edit
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fessediy born in a stable, was born in a grotto in or very

near the city of Bethlehem.

The celebrated Reland, in his account of Bethlehem,^'

takes notice of a remark of Mr. Maundrell,f that many of

the sacred places, which are shown to pilgrims in the

Holy Land, are subterraneous, so that almost all the facts

that are recorded in the sacred history must have happen-

ed in grottoes. Among others, a grotto is shown as the

place of onr Lord's nativity in Bethlehem. With re-

spect to this, Reland takes some pains to show, that this

was supposed before the era at which Maundrell imagin-

ed that great veneration for grottoes took place, which

was after the time that hermits were wont to choose them

far their dwelling places, who became so highly esteemed

in the church. He shows in particular, that Origen, who
lived a considerable time before these hermits, yet

writing against Celsus remarked, that the cave in which

our Lord was born was shown in bis time. This he men-

tions, that it might not be thought to be an invention of

aftertimes.

Maundrell certainly made such a remark, upon occasion

of his visiting Mount Tabor. This perpetual pointing out

grottoes, bethought, in some cases, very improbable, the

condition and the circumstances of the actions themselves

seeming to require places of another nature. Among these.

he mentions the places of the Baptist's and our Lord's

nativity, and where St. Anne was delivered of the blessed

Virgin ; but whether all these were among the things that,

according to his views, could not probably have happen-

ed in subterraneous places, is not certain; and if he

thought, as to two of them, it was improbable, it does not

follow he thought so as to the place of our Lord's birth.

The truth seems to be, that he was struck with the improb

ability of some of these traditions, and then mentioning

particulars, as to things said to happen in caves of the

• Paliestina, p. 648.
-J-
See hi3 Journey, p. 11^, cH. ?•
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earth, he did not stop nicely to weigh the probability or

improbability of every thing he mentioned.

As to the place in which our Lord was born, it was

supposed to have been in a cave in the time of Origen,

long before the hermifs obtained such veneration; to

which I would add, that his being born in a stable, makes

the supposition very nahiral.

For natural or artificial grottoes are very common in

the Eastern countries, particularly in Judca, and are often

used for their cattle. So Dr. Pococke observes, that

** there were three uses for grottoes ; for they served ei-

ther for sepulchres, cisterns, or as retreats for herdsmen

and their cattle in bad weather, and especially in the win-

ter nights ; this may account for the great number of grot-

toes all over the Holy Land, in which, at this time, many

families live in winter, and drive their cattle into them by
night, as a fence both against the weather and wild beasts.*

OBSERVATION XXIX.

OP THE LIGHTS USED IN THE EAST AND THEIR METHOB
OF ILLUMINATING THEIR HOUSES.

The houses of Egypt at this time are never without

lights. Maillet assures usjf they burn lamps, not only all

the night long, but in all inhabited apartments of an house j

that the poorest people would rather retrench part of their

food than neglect it.

If we may suppose Maillet's account of the modern use

of lamps in Egypt, is not only a true representation ofwhat

obtained anciently there, but of what was practised in

the neighbouring countries of Arabia and Judea, it will

serve to set several passages of Scripture in a light in

which I never saw them placed.

* Trav. into the East, vol. ii. p. 48. f Let. 9. p. 10, 11.
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Jeremiah* makes )he taking away the light of the can-

die and a total desolation the same ihing. According to

our notions, however, England did not appear to be an un-

inhabited country every night in the time of William the

Conqueror, though after the curfew bellf rang at eight

o'clock, there was no light to be seen in any of its houses ;

but if the present Egyptian custom obtained anciently in

Judea, it is no wonder that the Prophet makes this a mark

of desolation. And, indeed, he has spoken of it in such a

manner as hardly to allow us to doubt, upon reading this

account of modern Egypt, but that something of the same

sort was formerly privctised in Judea.

Job describes the destruction of a family among the

Arabs, and the rendering one of their habitations desolate,

after the same manner, How oft is the candle of the wicked

put out, and how oft cometh their destruction upon them ?

Job xxi. ir. Bildad makes use of the same thought, ch.

xviii. 5, 6. No light, indeed, according to d*Arvieux,J

was to be seen in the camp of the Arabs that he visited

;

but it is to be remembered, that Job and his friends were

not Bedouins, and that there is a particular reason why

these Arabs choose to have no light seen in their camps,

the apprehension that these might betray them to their

enemies.

On the other hand, when God promises to give David

a iamp always in Jerusalem, which promise is frequently

to be met with, if you place it in this point of view, it

amounts to this, that the house of David should never

* Ch. XXV. 10, 11.

t i'MJ/ew, or curfuy a corruption of the French couwefeu, or couvrez

lefeu, extinguish or cover the fire. A wanton act of tyranny exercised by

William duke of Normandy over the inhabitants of England, whom he had

conquered and degraded. A bell was ordei'ed to be rung in all cities and

towns throughout the nation, precisely at eight o'clock in the evening, at

the sound of which the people were obliged universally to extinguish their

fires on pain of death. Edit.

± Voy. dans la Pal. p. 180.
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become dcscliUe, but some of his poslerify should always

be residing in Lis rojal seat as kings in Jerusalem.

The oil thai is commonly used in Egypt, Maillet tells

us in the same place, is not oil of olives, though that is not

very scarce there, but the juice of a certau) root which

grows in the marshes of that country, called cirika, which

looks a good deal like wild succory. The oil that is ob-

tained from this plant, he observes, is of a very disagreea-

ble smell, and the light it produces not so beautiful

as that of olive oil ; for this reason, people of condi-

tion, and those who withotst being so would distinguish

ihemselves, burn only this last, which is not very expen-

sive.

The cirika, Maillet apprehends, is peculiar to Egypt

;

however,- there are other plants which produce oil for

burning in different Eastern countries :^ the oil of the ri-

cinus in particular, Dr. Russell informs us, serves for the

lamps of the common people of Aleppo.f

If there was some difference anciently, as there is now

in Egypt, between the lamps of the poor and the prosper-

ous, as to the brightness and agreeableness of the scent of

the several kinds of oil that they burnt, it is not impossible

that Solomon might refer to that circumstance in these

words, The light of the inghteoiis rejoiceth^ he uses the

brightest burning and most agreeably scented kind of oil,

he prospers, hut the lamp of the wicked shall be put out,

he shall not only be poor, but be destroyed, and his house

become desolate. It may, however, very possibly refer

to the great number of lights that the righteous burnt,

which might be as numerous almost as those of an illumi-

nation in a time of public rejoicing, the families of the

wealthy in those countries being extremely numerous,

and according to Maillet, ev^ry inhabited apartment

has a light burning in it ; whereas the wicked shall sink

* Wliat is hei*e called cirika is properly (.he Heerijy and is extracted from,

the Sesamum. Edit*

t Vol. i, p. 79, 80.
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in his circumstances, and have hardly a servant to attend

him, jea shall absolutely perish, and his house become

desolate. •

And now I have had occasion to mention this, if may
be thought a subject of inquiry somewhat curious, how the

people of the Levant illuminate their houses, seeing they

have few or no windows that open into their apartments."^

But Thevenot has explained this, who saw a public re-

joicing at Cairo for the taking two castles in Hungary ;f

and another at Aleppo, for the birth of the Grand Seis;-

nior's eldest son
j
J by these it appears, that they illumi-

nate their houses by -placing great numbers of lamps in

and before the gates of the houses.

After the same manner the Jews solemnized (he feast of

Dedication, of which we read John x. 22, and which f;ora

this circumstance, it has been supposed was called cpfj/c*,

or lights, according to Maimonides : for he says, "it was

celebrated by the burning a great number of lii>,hts that

night at the doors of their houses."§ Maimonides lived in

Egypt, and he speaks according to the practice of that

country certainly ; and most probably truly represents

Ihe Jewish way of illuminating.

OBSERVATION XXX.

OF THE WALLS ROUND THEIR DTTELLINGS.

If Ihey raised up anciently the walls of their cities so

high as not to be liable to be scaled, they thought them

safe.

* Shaw, p. 207. f Part ii. p. 35, 36. 4 Part i. p. 241, 242.

§ See Lightfoot's Temple service. •• This, says Dr. Russell, MS. note,

is done on the birth of a prince, &c. «nd is called zeenij, or ratlur the illu-

mination is a pan of the zeeuT/." The Arabic word <ii^^ 01 5(X> J
~*-'^'

?ieh, or zeenet^]gi\\fies an ornament, decoration, dress ; and is hcuc- a;»pH-

ed also to a rejoicing or gala day, a festival. tJUJjJt a^ i.e. the time of

ornamenting, dressing, feasting, &c. Query, does not our word zanr/, a
merry extravagant fdlow, come from this Arftbic term ? See pd account
of the revelry and extravagance practised at the zeenalh Observ. xsxvi. in

this Chap. Edit.
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The same simple contrivance is to this day sufficient t^

guard places from the Arabs, who live in that very wilder-

ness in which Israel wandered, when the spies discour-

aged the hearts of the people, by saying, The cities are

great, and walled up to heaven, Deut. i. 28, and who are

a nation more inured to warlike enterprises than the Is-

raelites were.

To say the height of the walls, which by a strong Eas-

tern way of speaking are said to reach up to heaven, must

be supposed to have given pain to the people Moses was

conducting out of Egypt, who were by no means qualified

to surmount this difficulty, though among us it would be

very easily overcome, would be a just, but a cold and

formal comment on these words, if compared with the live-

liness and satisfaction the mind would receive, from the

setting down what modern travellers have said about the

present inhabitants of these deserts, who must be suppos-

ed to be as able to overcome any obstruction of this kind,

as Israelj when that nation came out of Egypt; and who
are by this means oftentimes prevented from working their

will on the inhabitants of these walled places: I shall

therefore here set down two or three passages of this kind,

as an amusing explanation of the force of this complaint

of the spies.

The great monastery at Mount Sinai, Thevenot^ saySp

^^is well built, of good free stone, with very high smooth

walls ; on the East side there is a window, by which those

that were within drew up pilgrims into the monastery^

with a basket which they let down by a rope that runs in a

pulley, to be seen above at the window, and the pilgrims

went into it one after another, and so were hoisted up," &c.

These walls, he observes in the next chapter, are " so

high that they cannot be scaled, and without cannon that

place cannot be taken."

" The monastery of St. Anthonyf is inhabited as I have

been saying, by religious of the Coptic nation, to whom

* Part i. p. 169, 170, t Ii^^SyP^
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provisions are sent from time to lime. It is a vast enclo-

sure with good walls, raised so hiffb as to secure this place

from the insults of the Arabs. There is no entrance into

it but by a pulley, by means of which people are hoisted

up on high and so convened into the monastery.'** By
means of these walls these places are impregnable to the

Arabs ; the Israelites thought the cities of Canaan must be

impregnable to them, for they forgot the divine power of

their leader.

OBSERVATION XXXL

METHOD OF SECURING THEIR GATES, LOCKS, KEYS,

BARS, &C.

Vain however would have been the precaution of rais-

ing their rvalls to a great height, if their gates had not

been well secured. It cannot however be imagined, that

their gates were in common walled up upon the approach

of danger, as the gate of the convent of Mount Sinai is

constantly kept, never being opened, excepting at the re-

ception of a new archbishop ; and that there was no en-

trance at such times into their strong cities but by pullies :

there were other methods by which they might, and un-

doubtedly did, secure them. One of them is, the plating

them over with thick iron. This they probably prac-

tised anciently, it is certain it now obtains in those

countries; so Pitts tells us, that Algiers has five gates,

and some of these have two, some three other gates within

them, and some of them plated all over with thick iron,

being made strong and convenient for what it is, a nest of

pirates.

f

After this manner, the place where St. Peter was im-

prisoned seems to have been secured. When they were

jjast the first and second ward, they came unto the iron

gate that leadeth unto the city, which opened to them of

* Maillet, Let. 8. p. 321. i P. 1#.
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its own accord. Acts xii. 10. So Dr. Pococke, speaking

of a bridge not far from Antiocli, called the Iron bridgCj

says,"?^ " there are two towers belonging to it, the gates of

which are covered with irxDO plates, which he supposes is

the reason why it is called the iron bridge."

Some of their gates are plated over in like manner with

brass, such are the vastly large gates of the church of

St. John Baptist at Damascus, now converted into a

mosque.

f

The curious have remarked, that if their gates are some-

times of iron and brass, their locks and keys are often of

wood ; and that not only of their houses, but sometimes

of their cities too. Russell, I thhik, makes this remark

on the houses of Aleppo, as RauwolfTdid long before him.

As to those of their cities, Thevenot, speaking of Grand

CairOjJ sajs, " All their locks and keys are of wood, and

they have none of iron, no not for their city gates, which

may be all easily opened without a key. The keys are

bits of timber, with little pieces of wire that lift up other

pieces of wire which are in the lock, and enter into certain

little holes, out of which the ends of wire that are in the

key having thrust them, the gate is open. But without

the key, a little soft paste upon the end of one's finger

will do the job as well." Rauwolfi§ does not speak of the

locks and keys of wood in those terms of universality that

Thevenot makes use of; he only says, their doors and

houses are generally shut with wooden bolts, and that they

Tinlock them with wooden keys. Probably it was so an-

ciently, and that in contradiction to theoi we read of cities

with rvalls and brazen oars, 1 Kings iv. 13, and of break-

ing in pieces gates ofbrass and bars of iron, Isai. xlv.

2. And according to this, there may be something more

in the eiiipliasis of the following passage than has been re-

marked : A brolher offended is harder to be won than o

* Vol, ii. part i. p. ir2. f Maundretl, p. 125.

i Fart i. p. U3. §P. Q3,24,
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strong city: and their contentions are like the bars of

a castle; not merely hard to be removed on account

of their size, but on account of the materials of which

Ihej were made, as not being of wood, but of iron or brass.*

What Thevenot observes, of Ihe ease with which their

Jocks are often opened without a key, puts one in mind of

those words, Cant, v. 4, My beloved put in his hand by

the hole, and my bowels were moved for him. He at-

tempted, that is, apparently, to open the door by putting

in his finger at the keyhole, according to some such meth-

od as that described by Thevenot ; he attempted, but it

did not open, my heart then was greatly moved. But

what a strange explanation does Bishop Patrick give of

these words, *' He put in his hand hy the hole, i.e. at the

window, or casement ; as if he would draw her out ofbed :"

&c. How unacquainted was this good Prelate with some

of the customs of the Levant, or at least how inattentive

to them in this place, not to say how indelicate ! Their

houses have few or no windows on the outside, and espec-

ially in the lower story, so that what he supposes could

be no circumstance in an Eastern poem ; but if the Jewish

houses had been quite different from those that are now

built in those countries, the sacred lover would never

have been represented after this manner. What makes

it the more strange is, that several commentators, who
perhaps were as much unacquainted with the nature

of the Eastern buildings as this writer, yei have thought

the words must signify attempting to unlock the door.f

The handles of the lock, spoken of in the next verse,

are I suppose, to be understood of these wires; the word

* " The gates, besides these locks, says Dr. Russell, MS, note, have

large wooden bars, which draw out from the ^vAX on each side." These
wooden locks, therefore, are not intended for defence, but merely to serve

as latches to shut the doors in times of peace and security. The large
ii'ooden bars mentioned by Dr. Russell, served for defence. The wooden
Icckfl, he says, are now generally disused, except in the Bazars, Khanes,
and Stables. Vol. i. p. 21, 22. Edit.

t Piscastor, Mercer, Sanclius, aliique, ap. PoH Syn.
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signifying, in some other places, branches, which these

wires resemble. To suppose the myrrh was used for the

same purpose as the soft paste Thevenot speaks of, though

ineffectually, would be probably thought an excessive

refinement; it is sufficient to observe, that he says in the

first verse, he had gathered myrrh with other spices, and

attempting therefore to open the door with a hand be-

smeared with this precious gum, the spouse, when she

went to unlock the door, found that her fingers gathered

it up from the handles of the lock, and this the strong lan-

guage of poetry might very well express by, My hand

dropped myrrh, my fingers sweet-smelling myrrh*

OBSERVATION XXXII.

WATCHMEN EMPLOYED DURING THE NIGHT IN THE

EAST.

It is evident in the Scriptures, that besides these cares,

they had watchmen that used to patrol in their streets:

and it is natural to suppose, that they were these people

that gave them notice how the seasons of the night passed

away.

I am indebted for this thought to Sir John Chardin's

MS. He observes in a note on Ps. xc. 4, that as the peo-

ple of the East have no clocks, the several parts of the

day and of the night, which are eight in all, are given no.

lice of. In the Indies, the parts of the night are made

known as well by instruments, of music, in great cities, as

by the rounds of the watchmen, who with cries and small

drums, give them notice that a fourth part of the night is

passed.=^ Now as these cries awaked those who had

* " The watclimen at Aleppo do not call the hour, Dr. Russell, MS.

note, but the criers from the mosque sing at ashut evening, midnight, and

daybreak."

Ij^jg a$ha, or ysha, signifies the first watch of the night ; or, according

to some, the whole lime from the sun's passing the meridian until the twi-

light. Edit,
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slept all that quarter part of the nighl, it appeared to them

but as a moment. There are sixty of these people in the

Indies, by day, and as many by night ; that is, fifteen for

each division.

It is apparent the ancient Jews knew how the night

passed away, which must probably be by some public

notice given Ihem : but whether it was by simply pub-

Hshing at the close of each watch, what watch was then

ended ; or whether they made use of any instruments

of music in this business, may not be easily determina-

ble ; and still less what measurers of time the watchmen

made use of.

OBSERVATION XXXIII.

WHY JERUSALEM WAS CALLED ARIEL, THE LION OF

GOD.

The numbers that assembled at Jerusalem must of

course consume great quantities of provision. The con-

sumption of flesh also must there have been much larger,

in proportion to the number of the people, than elsewhere ,

because in the East they live in common very much on

vegetables, farinaceous food, oil, honey. Sec, but at Jerusa-

lem vast quantities of flesh wer^ consumed in the sacred

feasts, "^ as well as burnt upon the altar.

Perhap.. this circumstance will best explaia the holy

city's being called Ariely or the Lion ofGnd^ Isai. xxix.

1 : an appellation which has ^cc-^sioned a variety of spec-

ulation among the learned. Yifringa, in iiis celebrated

commentary on Isaiah, supposes that David, according to

the Eastern custom, was called the Lion of God, and so

this city was called by this name from him ; a resolution

by no means natural. The Arabs, indeed, in later ages^

have often called their great men by this honourable term :

* Dent. xu. \7, IS, ch,:^!T.2r).
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d'Herbelof, I (hink, somewhere tells us, that All, Mo-

hamnied's son-in-law, was so called ; and lam sure he af-

firms, that Mohammed gave this title to Hamzah,* his

uncle. It will be readily allowed that this was comforma-

ble to the taste of much more ancient times: Vitringa's

quotation from 2 Sam. sxiii. 20, sufficiently proves this^

to which 1 would add, Ezra viii. 16. It will be allowed

too, that it was no improper title for David, who was so

remarkable for his martial prowess. But if Ariel signi-

fies here, and the Wo to Ariel, to Ariel, is equivalent to

Wo to the city of David, to the city of David, why is

that note of explanation added, by the Prophet himself,

the city where David dwelt/' what is more, will this at all

account for the altar's being called Ariel,as\t is in Ezek.

xliii. 15 ?f Is it not proper rather to think of some circum-

stance that agrees to both which might be the occasion of

calling each Ariel? And such, according to the Eastern

taste, was the consuming great quantities of provision, and

especially of flesh.

"The modern Persians will have it," says d'Herbelot,

in his account of Shiraz, a city of that country, " that

this name was given to it, because this city consumes

and devours like a lion, which is called Sheer in Persian,

all that is brought to it, by which they express the mul-

titude, and it may be the good appetite of its inhabitants.''

The Prophet then pronounces wo to Zion, perhaps as

too ready to trust to the number of its inhabitants and so-

journers, which may be insinuated by this term which he

uses, Ariel.

And conformably to this interpretation, the threaten-

ing, in the last clause of the second verse, may be under-

stood of Jerusalem's consuming its inhabitants. We read

of a land eating up its inhabitants, Numb. xiii. 32. Je-

rusalem then, which had been called Ariel on account of

* p. 42r.

f In the Hebrew, though it does not appear in our translation, nor in-

deed in the marginal reading there.
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the great quantities of flesh consumed there, above all

the other cities of JucJea, might be threatened by the

Prophet to be called Ariel, as consuming its inhabitants

themselves : a \ery different sense from the preceding

one, and an extremely bitter one.

OBSERVATION XXXIV.

OF THE NUMBERS WHICH ASSEMBLED YEARLY AT JE-

RUSALEM DURING THE THREE GREAT FESTIVALS,

AND OF THE CARAVANS WHICH GO ANNUALLY TO

MECCA.

To those that may wonder how Jerusalem could re*

ceive such multitudes, as were obliged by the Jewish law

to attend there three times a year, and as we know did

sometimes actually appear in it, I would recite the account

that Pitts gives of Mecca, the sacred city of the Moham-
medans, and the number of people he found collected to-

gether there, for the celebration of their religious solem-

nities, in the close of the xviith century.

This city, he tells us, he thought he might safely say,

had not one thousand families in it of constant inhabitants^

and the buildings very mean and ordinary.^ That four

caravans arrive there every year, with great numbers of

people in each,f and the Mohammedans say, there meet

not fewer than seventy thousand souls at these solemni-

ties ; and that though he could not think the number

quite so large, yet that it is very great. J How such

immbers of people, with their beasts, could be lodged and

entertained in such a little ragged town as Mecca, is a

question he thus answers. " As for houseroom, the in-

habitants do straighlen themselves very much, in order

at this time to make their market. And as for such as

come last, after the town is fdled, they pilch their tents

without the town, and there abide until they remove tow-

* P. SC, 87, note. \ P S4 P. l"'"-

VOL. I- It
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ard hoQie. As for provision, they all bring sufficient with

Ihem, except it be of flesh, which they may have at Mec-

ca; but all other provisions, as butter, honey, oil, olives,

rice, biscuit, &c. they bring with them, as much as will

last through the Wilderness, forward and backward, as

well as the time they stay at Mecca; and so for their

camels they bring store of provender, Sec. with them."*

The number of Jews that assembled at Jerusalem at

their Passover,f was much greater: but had not Jerusa-

lem been a much larger cily than Mecca is, as in truth it

was: yet the present Mohammedan practice of abiding

under tents, and carrying their provisions and bedding

with them, will easily explain how they might be accom-

modated.

OBSERVATION XXXV.

OF TMEIR FIREPLACES, CHIMNIES, METHOD OF ROASTING

THEIR MEAT, AND WARMING THEIR APARTMENTS.

The reason of the Jews assembling to Jerusalem was

the peculiar holiness of that city. This circumstance oc-

casioned them to make a difference betwixt that and their

other towns, in several points: they having only some

gardens of roses, which we have already remarked,J was

one thing: but there were others, which Lightfoot§ gives

us an account of from Maimonides, and among the rest,

they did not admit of the making of chimnies there, by

reason of the smoke.

* p. 87, 88.

t Josephus says, that in one year the number of lambs slain at the Pass-

over amounted to 556,500, and that 10 men at least ate of one lamb, and

often many more, even to the number of 20 Taking therefore the num-

ber of persons at the lowest computation, i. e. 10 to one lamb, there must

have been present this year at Jerusalem, not less than two milion five

hundred and sixty five thousand persons I See Josephus, War. B. vi. c. 9.

Sect. 3. Edit.

i Observ. xxiii. § Vol. ii. p. 51.
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An inhabited cify without chimnies, seems to be an od-

dity, and almost an impossibility. Reland, reciting"^' the

same peculiarities from the Gemara, instead of chimnies

puts limekilns. Whether Maimonides, an Egyptian rab-

bi, carried his refinement too far; or a western transla-

tor, not knowing what to make of a city without chimnies,

supposed limekihis must be meant; I shall not take upon

me to determine : but I should not wonder to find chim-

nies were forbidden in Jerusalem, by those that carried

their scrupulosity concerning defilement the length the

Jewish doctors did, as they are not so necessary in an

Eastern city, as we of the West are ready to imagine.

I have elsewheref observed from Dr. Russell, that fires

in winter are used but for a little while at Aleppo, which

is considerably further to (he North than Jerusalem, and

some there make use of none at all; to which I would

add from the same author, that the fires they then use

in their lodging rooms are of charcoal, in pans.J In like

manner it appears by Dr. Pococke,§ that pans of coals

are the fires that are often made use of in winter in Egypt,

for he takes notice of them in more places than one, and

mentions the district that furnishes the greatest part of

Egypt with charcoal.|[

What seems most to have required the use of wood,

and consequently chimnies, w^as the dressing the Paschal

lambs ; for charcoal might without doubt, be suflScient for

* Antiq. Sac. p. 15. fCh. 1.

^ Trav. into tlie East, vol. i. p. 82, and p. 85.

§ On this Dr. Russell makes the following observation in his MS. notes.

** Several of their small lodging rooms have fireplaces ; but there are

none in their great apartments, such being heated by brasiers of charcoal.

But their kitchens have large chimnies^ as also their public ovens and bag-

nios ; and in these vast quantities of wood are consumed, besides charcoal.

To have prohibited chitunies, must, if fire was used at all, have more eer,.

tainly defiled the city than the smoke of them could have done." Edit.

^ Pooocke, vol. i. p. 87.
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their common cookery :^' if, however, they roasted the

lambs of the Passover, as Thevenot tells iisf the Persians

do whole sheep as well as lambs, which are not designed

for sacred purposes, the use of smoky wood might be

avoided ; for they do it, he says, in ovens, which have the

mouth in their tops, into which, after they are well heated,

they put the meat, wilh an earthen drippingpan under-

neath to receive the fat ; they roast alike on all sides,

and he ac know led £!;es that they dress them well. He
subjoins another way of roasting a whole sheep, practised

by the Armenians, by v» hich also the use of smoky wood

is avoided ; for having jflayed if, they cover it again with

the skin, and put it into an oven upon the quick coals,

covering it also with a good many of the same coals, that

it may have (ire under and over to roast it well on all sides,

and the skin keeps it from being burnt.

But however these things may be, it is certain this ac-

count concerning J.^.rusalem is in no wise contradicted,

but rather confirmed, by what St. John says of a fire

kindled in a palace there, to warm some people who had

been out in a cold nighf, which it seems was a fire of char-

coal, not of wood, John xviii. 18, and gives a propriety to

the mentioning this circumstance, which I never observ-

ed remarked in any author, in like manner, Paschal ovens

are also mentioned by Jewish writers.

Agreeably to what I have been observing, of the na-

ture of the fires at Jerusalem, I find Sir John Chardin, in

his MS. notes, supposes the fire that was burning beforeJ
king Jehoiakim, and in which he burnt Jeremiah's roll,

was a pan of coals. Aflcr giving a Latin translation of this

passage, which renders the word we translate hearth, «n//ff,

or a litlle altar, he goes on and tells us in French, This

* As Olcarius tells us, p. 757, 758, that they arc obliged in Persia, en ac-

count of their lia\ing little vood there, to make use of stoves, or hollow

places ill the grouiid, of the bigness of a kettle, in Mhich they burn char-

coal, and -which sci've the m'rc frugal for their cooking and their baking".

See also the Ar:(b mjcvucr of roastipg, in the next chapter.

t Fart V: p- 9J. v Jer. xaxtI. 22, 23.
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was just as persons of qnaiilj warm themselves in winter

in Persia, and particularly in Media, and wherever there

is no want of wood. The manner in which they sit will

not allow them to be near a chimney; in these places

therefore of the East, they have great brasiers of lighted

coals. It is certain, it is not the common word which

signifies hearth in the origijial, but one that does not ap-

pear any where else in the Old Testament.^

OBSERVATION XXXVI.

OF THEIR ACCOMMODATIONS AT THEIR PUBLIC FES-

TIVALS.

And now I am engaged in making remarks on the Jew-

ish account of the peculiarities of Jerusalem, I will take

the liberty of aviding one observation more of this sort,

though I do not recollect that any passage of holy writ

will be explained by it. It relates to the prohibition,

* The word is riKH ha ach, which Parkhurst sHpposes to mean a bra-

sier. These he observes were in use among the ancient Greeks, and were

called by Homer Art^TT«§6?; Odyss. xix. I. 63. G4, where he says that

Penelope's maids threw the embers out of the hrasiers niion the floor, and

then heaped fresh wood on them to afford both light and warmth.

riu^ <y' ciTTo AAMIITHPXIN X'^H''^^^^ ^ocKov olKKa S' iTT avrtjg

^yji^c»v ^vA(X> -JoAAoi (pocog ifjLiv yji'i 0EPE20AI.
Compare Od}ssey xviii. 506—3!0, 312.

The modern Greeks imitate their ancestors in this; they liave no chim.

nicsy but a brasier, called xufxTr^ng^ stands upon a tripod in the middle of

the room, on which they burn wood. Sec Mons. de Guy's Sentimental

Journey throus^h Greece. Habmer.
Though Dr. Russell in a MS. note rather questions this criticism, yet his

observation casts some 'ight upon the passa?:e. As the words stand in our

translation of this place in Jeremiah, it would seem to h.ive been a hearth,

not a brasier, otherwise the burning of the v/ood Avould have filled the

house with smoke. Persons of quality at Aleppo have small wiuter cham-
bers, which have a chimney and a hearth raised about a foot from the floor;

and they even place their charcoal in a pan there, to avoii! the deleterious

effects of its fume in a close place. Their mode of sitting is no impedi.

ment, the divan is formed iu the usual manner. This observation, in my
»»pinion, is perfectly satisfactory, and solves all the difhculties. Edit,
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mentioned by Lightfoot in the same place,^ of setting up

scaffolds against the wall, which was forbidden at Jerusa-

lem, as being an holy place. Reland expresses this much

more intelligibly, by the term meniana (zdiuiny which

signifies balconies, or something of that sort. But why
were they forbidden ? It is said, on account of defilement :

but how balconies, or conveniences of a similar nature,

should have been defiling, does not appear very obvious.

Perhaps the use that is made of balconies, or latticed

windows, in their public festivals at this time in the Le-

vant, may account for this prohibition. Dr. Shaw will

explain this, who, after having observed that the jeal-

ousy of the people there admits only of one small latticed

window into the street, the rest opening into their own

courts, says, "It is during the celebration only of some

secnay as they call a public festival, that these houses and

their latticed windows or balconies are left open. For

this being a time of great liberty, revelling, and extrava-

gance, each family is ambitious of adorning both the in-

side and the outside of the houses with their richest furni-

ture,f whilst crowds of both sexes, dressed out in their

best apparel, and laying aside all modesty and restraint,

go in and out where they please. The account we have,

2 Kings ix. 30, of Jezebel's painting her face, and tiring

her head, and looking out at a window, upon Jehu's pub-

lic entrance into Jezreel, gives us a lively idea of an East-

ern lady at one of these zeenahs or solemnities."J Some

of the heathen religious festivals were very lewd, but

great modesty tvas a distinguishing characteristic of the

Jewish; for that reason, possibly, no meniana were suffer-

ed in the holy city of the Jews.

* Vol. ii. p. 21.

f Dr. Russell observes, MS. note, **The private merchants and others

do not adorn their A 0MS(?5, but only the public khans, SkU^ bazars y,'\\tve:

they have their chambers or shops." Edit.

% P. 207.
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OBSERVATION XXXVII.

DOGS IN THE EAST SUPPORTED BY PUBLIC CIIARITy.

The great external purity which is so studiously at-

tended to by the modern Eastern people, as well as the

ancient, produces some odd circumstances with respect

to their dogs.

They do not suffer them in their houses, and even with

care avoid their touching them in the streets, which would

be considered as a defilement. One would imagine then,

that under these circumstances, as ihey do not appear by

any means to be necessary in their cities, however import-

ant they may be to those that feed flocks, there should

be very few of these creatures found in those places ;

they are notwithstanding there in great numbers, and

crowd their streets. They do not appear to belong to

particular persons as our dogs do, nor to be fed distinctly

by such as might claim some interest in them, but get

their food as they can. At the same time they consider

it as right to take some care of them, and the charitable

people among them frequently give money every week,

or month, to butchers and bakers to feed them at stated

times, and some leave legacies at their deaths, for the

same purpose ; this is le Bruyn's account.^ Thevenot

and Maillet mention something of the same sort.f

In like manner dogs seem to have been looked upon

among the Jews in a disagreeable light, 1 Sara. xvii. 43,

2 Kings viii. 13; yet they had them in considerable num-

bers in their cities, Ps. lix. 14. They were not, however,

shut up in their houses or courts, Ps. lix. 6, 14; but seem

to have been forced to seek their food where they could

find it, Ps. lix. 15; to which I may add, that some care

of them seems to be indirectly enjoined io the Jews,

• Tom.i. p. 361, 362.

t They, part I p. 51, 53. Maillet; Let. «r. p. C^.
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Exoci. xxil. 31 ; circumstances that seem to be more il-

lustrated by these travellers into the East, than bj any

commentators that 1 know o(J^

OBSERVATION XXXVIIf.

OF THEIil DOVE HOUSES, PIGEONS, &C.

The prophet Isaiahf apparently supposes, that build-

ings for the reception of doves were common in those

countries in his time, when he says, fVlio are these thatfly

as a cloudi and as doves to their windows,

Dandini however, the nuncio to the Maronites, who de-

sc'ibes himself as very ciirious in making observations on

the Eastern countries, tells us, there are no dove houses

to be seen in Mount Libanus, nor in ail the Levant, though

there are an abundance of pigeons, turtle doves, and all

sorts of birds. J
Is there then a change in the Eastern managements

in relation to this point? There is not. The nuncio was

only not so careful in making observations as he himself

supposed to be, or the places in Syria he travelled through

unfortunately differed from the rest of that country. " Kef-

teen," says Maundrell, in the very beginning of his trav-

els, ** is a large plentiful village on the West side of the

plain ; and the adjacent fields abounding with corn, give

the inhabitants great advantage for breeding pigeons; in-

somuch that you find here more dove cotes than other

houses. "§
And as for Egypt, the tops of all their habitations in

the Southern part of it, are always terminated by a pigeon

house ; and there is in some places a law, which does not

* The passages quoted hei-e from the Psalms are more apposite to the

subject than those from Samuel, Kir.gs and Exodus. Edit.

t Ch. Ix. 8. t Ch. X. p. 43. «' All sorts of birds."

This is a very gross mistake, and at once shows how little Dandini is to be

depended on. Edit.

§P.3.
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permit any man to marry, and to keep house, unless he

is in possession of such a dove house, if we may believe

Norden.=^ Dr. Shaw, also, has thought it not right to

omit dove houses, when he gave a prospect of an Egyptian

village.f

Where art intervenes not, pigeons build in those hol-

lownesses nature provides for them. 1 have taken notice,

in another work, of this property of these birds,J and

cited a passage from Dr. Shaw, which informs us, that a

certain city in Africa is called Hamamet, from the Ha-

nian, or wild pigeons that copiously breed in the adjoin-

ing cliffs. The very ingenious as m ell as honorable Wil-

liam Hamilton, Esq. his Majesty's envoy extraordinary

at Naples, who has most laudably joined philosophical

inquiries to national cares, has given us another proof of

this quality of pigeons ; for in a most curious paper re-

lating to Mount E{na,§ which mentions a number of

subterraneous caverns there, he tells us one of them

was called by the peasants. La Spelonca delta Palomba,

from the wild pigeons building their nests therein. Cant,

ii. 14, evidently refers to this property, as does also Jer.

xlviii. 28.

Though Etna is a burning mountain, he found the cold

in these caverns excessive. This shows that pii^eons

delight in cool retreats; and explains the reason why
they resort to mountains, which are known to be very

cold, even in those hot countries. Mount Sinai has been

found to be so by travellers, though situated amidst the

sultry deserts of Arabia. || The words of the Psalmist,

Flee as a bird to your mountain, without doid^t refer to

the flying of doves thither, when frightened by the fowler.

If the mountains are cool, the vallies are extremely

hot. Doves are described as often in the vallies howev-
er: they are so, Ezek. vii. 16. It should seem this is on

• Vol. 2. p. 20, 21. -j- See the plate facing p. 291.

i Outlines of a new Commentary on Solomon's Song, p. 254, 255.

$ See F^hil. Trans, vol. 60, for 177©. !) Egmont, vol. 2. p. 169-

voi,. I. 45
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account of (he waters they find there, in which they de-

light : so Dr. Russell tells us, when pigeons were em-

ployed as posts, they not only placed the paper contain-

ing the news under the wing, to prevent its being destroy-

ed by wet, but " used to bathe their feet in vinegar, with

a view to keeping them cool, so as they might not settle

to drink or wash themselves, which would have destroyed

the paper."^ They were fond of the water which they

found in the vallies ; but took up their abode, and built

their nests, in cavities of the mountains.

Consul Drummond not only confirms the account we
have of pigeon houses in Syria, but gives us to understand

they are considerable edifices ; for he tells us, "the village

BeHremon makes a tolerable appearance at a distance, but

when we approached it, w^e found the houses were mere

Iiuts, and that the deception was occasioned by their pig-

eon houses, which are long, square buildings."f

OBSERVATION XXXIX,

TREES AND PLANTATIONS ABOUT THEIR HOUSES.

Plantations of trees about houses are found very use-

ful in hot countries, to give thera an agreeable coolnesso

The ancient Israelites seem to have made use of the same

means, and probably planted fruit trees rather than other

kinds, to produce that effect.

" It is their manner in many places," says Sir Thomas

Row's chaplain,J speaking of the country of the Great

Mogul, " to plant about, and amongst their buildings, trees

which grow high and broad, the shadow whereof keeps

their houses by far more cool : this I observed in a spe-

cial manner, when we were ready to enter Amadavar^ for

it appeared to us, as if we had been entering a wood rather

than a city.'*

The expression, in the Old Testament, of people's

dwelling under their vines and their Jig trees, seems

* Vol. ii. p. 203. t P. 195. ^ p. 399.
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slronc:;]/ to inlimate, ihat (his method ancientlj obtained

much in Judea;* and (hat vines and fig liees were what

were commonly used in (bat country.

Nor was this management at all to be wondered at ; as the

ancient patriarchs found it very agreeable to pitch (heir

tents under (he shade of some thick tree,f (heir children

might naturally be disposed to plant (hem about their

houses.

And as it was requisite for them to raise as many eat>

ables as they could, in so very populous a country as that

was, it is no wonder they planted fig trees, whose shade

"was thickened by vines, about their houses, under which

they might sit in the open air, and yet in the cool.

This writer mentions another circumstance, in which

there is an evident similarity between the ancient Jews

and these more Eastern people : " But for their houses in

their aldeas, or villages, which stand very thick in that,

country, they are generally very poor and base. All

those country dwellings are set up close together; for 1

never observed any house there to stand Bingle, and

alone.''t

The account the Baron deTott gives of the Egyptian

villages, shows they are shaded in much the same man-

ner, part iv. p. 63. " Wherever the inundation can reach,

their habitations are erected, on lit lie hills, raised for

that purpose, which serve for the common foundation of all

the houses which stand together, and which are contrived

to take up as little room as possible, that they may save

all the ground they can for cultivation- This precaution

is necessary, to prevent the water's washing away the

walls, which are only of mud.''

" The villages are always surrounded by an infinite

number of pointed turrets, meant to invite thither the

pigeons, in order to collect the dung. Every village has,

likewise, a small wood of palm trees near it, the property

of which is common : these supply the inhabitants with

^ 1 Kings iv. 25. fGen. xviii. 1, 4, 8 4 P. ^On
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dates Tor their consumption^ and leaves for fabrication of

baskets, mats, and other things of that kind. Liltle

causeways, raised, in like manner, above the inundation,

preserve a communication during the time it lasts."

Palm trees, according to this, are planted universally

about the Egyptian villages; had they been as genei ally-

about the Jewish towns, Jericho woidd hardly have been

called the city of palm trreSy^ by way of distinction from

the rest. li appears to have been, in Judea, rather a pe-

culiariiy.

Bwt the Jewish towns and houses might be wont to be

surrounds-d by olher trees, proper for their use, which

probably vfeve vines and fig trees, which furnished two

greaf articles of food for their consumption, and the cut-

tings of their ^ ines must have been useful to them for fuel.f

That plantations of some sort of trees were common about

the Jewish towns, may be deduced even from the term

13D koplier, used in <heir language for a village, which is

derived from a root that signifies to cover or hide,

OBSERVATION XL.

OF THEIR CASTLES, TOWERS, GATES, ScC.

In^ my preface to these Observations on the Scriptures

I observed, that transactions and customs in countries

very remote from Judea, may Ihrow some light over par-

ticular passages of Scripture, in the same way as Bucha-

nan's relations of the manners of the ancient Scots, are

found to illustrate some circumstances recorded by Ho-

mer, which'immediately relate to Greek and Asiatic he-

roes ; the very ingenious Mr. King seems to have fallen

into the r3ame way of thinking, in a very long, but curious

paper of his, relating to our old British castles, read to the

* Dcut. xxxiv. 3. 2 Chron. xxviii. 15.

f Ezek. ::v, G. I have indeed experimentally found the larger cuttings of

the vine make excellent foel, of the slighter sort, and they wanted little

other in Judea.
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Antiquarian Society, and published by them in the 6th

voluiTie of the Arohieologia.

" I should be soi ry to indul<]!;e myself in carrying con-

jectures, relating to hif^h antiquity, too far; but, when I

consider with what care and pains a magnificent state-

room has been formed, in every one of these kind of tow-

ers of entrance, I cannot but reflect upon what we so of-

ten read with regard to the earliest ages of the woild, of

kings sifting in the gates of cities, and of judgment being

administered in the gate."^

This note relates immediately to a noble room over

the gateway of the castle at Tunbridge, in Kent, of

which the plan is given us in the 34th plate of that vol-

ume, but which is nothing peculiar to that castle, for sim-

ilar rooms were found by him in other ancient buildings of

that kind.

<* This stateroom, he tells us,f appears to have been

very magnificent, and of great dimensions, including the

whole area of all the three rooms beneath. J It is now in-

deed divided into three such apartments as those are, but

the walls forming the divisions are mere modern erections,

of very late years, raised as the proprietor informed me,

on the top of the original ones in the lower floor, with a

view to fit up a small room as a library ; which design

was afterward laid aside.''

In this stateroom is a large fire hearth and chimney,

and "two very fine large windows, highly ornamen'ed, in

the style that began to be introduced in the time of king

John, and in the earliest part of the reign of Henry III.

but they appear to have had no glass, and to have been

the usage in early times.

—* It was no less than seventeen feet in height. The
beams of the floor for greater strength, were placed

• P. 290, 291, note. t ^- 284, &c.

^ Consequently mast have been about fiftytwo feet long, from the meas-

ures he gives us of the lower roems, the thickness of the walls oneucUside

of the passage into the castle, anU th» breadth of the passage itself.
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much nearer to each other than those of the floor beneath:

indeed, they are hardlj the width of a beam asunder, and

seem to have been intended to support occasionally the

weight of a great concourse of people."
—"The ceiling of this room was still more remarkable

than the floor, being no less than three feet in thickness
;

designed manifestly to support not only the lead of the

flat roof, but moreover the great weight of balistas, cata-

pultas, and other engines of war, placed their occasion-

ally."

If there were such rooms in the towers of entrance into

the Jewish cities, it is no wonder they made use of them

for the elders to sit in when they held their courts of judi-

cature.

This gentleman goes no further in his attempt to illus-

trate the Scriptures, but I would beg leave to pursue the

thought. In describing the ground floor of this tower of

entrance, after the first portcullis, which was of an enor-

mous size, he tells ns, was a pair of strong gates ;=^ about

fifteen feet further was another pair of great gates, if the

plan is drawn with exactness ; and after them a second

portcullis. In the middle of the whole passage, and be-

tween the two pair of great gates, were two small door-

ways, one on each side, both secured by a strong portcul-

lis first, and then by an iron door, which led to the two

apartments, on either side the gateway one. The room

on the left hand had no chimney, and seems to have serv-

ed merely for lodging stores, but that on the right had a

large fireplace, and adjoining to it, in the wall, a recess,

which served for a privy. Similar rooms were over these,

and above them the grand stateroom, to which they as-

cended by staircases, to which they went through the

lower rooms, as from the stateroom, staircases led to the

leads, or open top of the building.

After this I would set down the description that the sa-

cred historian gives us, of the situation of David in the

* P. 280, &c.
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entrance of Mahanaim, during Ihe battle fought between

his adherentsand Absalom, and immediately af(er.=^^ And
David sat between the two gates ;f and the watchman

went up to the roof over the gate unto the wall, and lift

np his eyes and looked, and beheld a man running alone.

And the watchman cried and told the king. And the king

said, if he is alone, there is tidings in his month. And
the watchman sarv another man running, and the watch-

man called unto the porter, and said, behold, another man
running alone. And the king said, he also bringeth ti»

dings. And Ahimaaz called, and said unto the king,

all is well. And the' king said, turn aside^ and stand

here* And he turned aside, and stood still. And be-

hold Hushi came. And the king said unto Hushi, is the

young man Absalom safe J* And Hushi answered, the

enemies of my lord the king, and all that rise against

thee to do thee hurt, be as that young man is. And the

king was much moved, and went up to the chamber over

the gate, and wept : and as he went, thus he said, O my
son Absalom ! Sec, Then the king rose^ and sat in the

gate: and they told unto all the people, saying, behold^

the king doth sit in the gate ; and all the people came

before the king : for Israel had fled every man to his

tent.

Here we see this tower of entrance into Mahanaim fur-

nished, like the castle at Tunbridge, with two pair of

gates, the one at a distance from the other; the king sit-

ting between them, not, we may justly believe, in the pas-

sage itself so as to block up the way, or at all to incom-

mode those that might be going or coming, but in a room

by the side of the way, as in the English castle ; we find

a watchman stationed on the top of this tower of entrance,

made, without doubt, commodious for that purpose, by

* 2 Sam. xviii. 9A—33, cli. xlx. 8.

t Not two different entrances into that city through different places of

its wall, but two different gates in one and the same tower of entrance-

This bishop Patrick saw, and remarks ia his commentary on this place.
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the staircases communicating with each other from the

bottom to the (op, as the Enj^lish structure was flat, and

covered with lead, for the purpose of descr^'ing at a dis-

tance those that were approaching, as well as wounding

assailants; we find the observations made by this watch-

man were not communicated by him immediately to the

king, hut by the intervention of a warder at the outer gate

of this tower ; and that there was a communication between

this lower room, in which David first placed himself, and

the upper room over the gateway, for by that mean he re-

tired to give full vent to his sorrows. All that appears

uncertain is, in what part of this building he sat, for it is

evident he continued in some part of the gate,^ when he

returned his thanks to his officers and people for their ex-

ertions in his favour, or, in the language of the historian,

spake to the hearts of his servants,f and when he receiv-

ed their compliments of congratulation ; it is, I say, some-

what uncertain, whether he met his friends in the upper

chamber, whither he retired to mourn, which the author

of the paper in the Archaeologia would call the state-

room ; or in the room where he first sat between the two

gates; or in some other apartment of that building. Joab

indeed, we are told, with great roughness laid before him

the neces^^ity of laying aside his mourning, of appearing in

public, and graciously acknowledging the service his peo-

ple had done him, in doing which he calls upon him, to

arise and go forth ; but this does not inform us where he

sat in state, only we know from the following versej

that it was somewhere in the gate. And the words go

forth might even only mean, arise from the ground on

which thou liest, go out of this closet, or this obscure

corner,§ where thou hast given up thyself to mourning,

into this adjoining stateroom, and appear like thyself, the

• Ch. xix V. 8. fSee ch. xix. v. 7, margin. ^ The Sth.

§ And Mr. King has shown, that very frequently small recesses attended

these public rooms ia or over the gates of our old English castles.
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king of Israel, to whom God has preserved the crown, on

a seat of dignity suitable to thy present state.

We sit not now, in common, in the gates of our public

buildings, but bishop Pococke, when he travelled in these

countries, found this ancient custom still kept up. So

speaking of the ancient Byblus, he says, "When I re-

turned from viewing the town, the sheik and the elders

were sitting in the gate of the city, after the ancient man-

ner, and I sat awhile with them."'^'

There is another circumstance relating to this old cas-

tle at Tunbridge, which is mentioned in the same paper of

the Archaiologia, and,which should not be passed over in

silence here, and that is the use of pitch instead of lime,

for cementing stones together. " On digging at the bot-

tom of the fosse," he tells the Antiquarian Society, " were

found remaining the foundations of two piers, which sup-

ported the bridge ; and which were constructed in a very

remarkable manner, the stones being laid in pitch, mixed

with hair, instead of mortar."

When it is said in the book of Genesis,f that in building

the tower of Babel they had slime for mortar, by which

bitumen is suppos.ed to be meant, which very much re-

sembles pitch, and which pitchy substance the earth

throws out in various places, it is not a necessary conse-

quence, derivable from that account, that it was the first

kind of cement that ever was made use of since the use of

lime might be known in that age, and the bitumen be used

notwithstanding, as pilch in the castle at Tunbridge, for

its supposed strength.

Many structures of stone have been raised up without

any cement at all, and there are some such still remaining;

in Scotland, as appears by the papers of the Antiquarian

Society,{ so artfully were the stones laid : but whenTun-
• Trav. vol. ii. p. 98. f Gen. xi. 3.

+ Niebuhr found many buildings in the Southern part of Arabia, that had

no cement, but were formed of loose stones place<l with some manng;cmeat

on each other. Yoy. torn. i.

VOL. I. 46
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bridge castle was built, the use of lirae was certainly well

known in England; pitch must have been chosen on ac-

count of its supposed strength ; bitumen might be used for

the same reason, in the construction of the tower ofBabeU
The earlj use of burnt brick in the building the tower,,

deserves attention too: They said one to another, go tOy

let us make brick, and burn them thoroughly. And they

had brick for stone, and slime had they for mortar, A
great part, perhaps the largest, of the bricks that are used

at this day in these countries are only dried in the sun, as

1 have already had occasion to observe.

OBSERVATION XLI.

«:;URIOUS particulars concerning ancient CASTLESj

ILLUSTRATING 2 KINGS ix. 13.

The same ingenious gentleman, "^ in the same paper of

observations on our old castles, gives us a note designed

to illustrate, though with great modesty, another passage

of Scripture, whkh it may not be amiss to add to the pre-

ceding.

" When I read, in the 9th ch. of the 2d book of Kings,

that on Jehu's being anointed king over Israel, at Ramoth
Gilead, the captains of the host, who were then sitting in

council, as soon as they heard thereof, took every man his

garment, and put it under him, on the top of the stairs ;

and blew rvith trumpets, proclaiming Jehu is king ; and

when I consider the account given by Herodotus, of the

ancient Ecbatana, which was at no great distance from

Syria, and in a country much connected with it; and re-

flect also on the appearance of the top of the staircases

both at Launceston and Connisborough ;f when, I say, I

* Archtsol. vol. vi. p. «9S. f According to (he 23d plate of this

volume, which gives us representations of this castle at Connisborough, in

one corner of a court, strongly walled in, is a keep, or tower of peculiar

strength, to which the ascent is by a narrow, steep, and dangerous flighf

of many steps, which Mr. King supposes might resemble the stairs ascend

ing the lower in which Jehu was sitting in council, and on the top of whic^

stairs he was proclaimed.
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consider all these circumstances, I am very apt lo con-

clude, that at either of the tAvo latter places is slill to be

beheld, nearly the same kind of scenery, as to building,

which was exhibited to the world, on the remarkable oc-

casion of inaugurating Jehu at Ramoth Gilead : but I dare

not determine precisely on a matter of such very high an-

tiquity ; and leave every one to form Iiis own conclusions,

from what has been here laid before him, as to the affini-

ty of these kinds of buildings, and the derivation of their

original plan from the East."

This is very ingenious, as well as amiably modest. All

I would say on this obscure subject is comprised in the

following particulars.

1. That Ramoth Gilead was a place of which the pos-

session was disputed between the kings of Syria and of

the ten tribes. See 1 Kings xxii. 3.

2. That it was at this time in possession of Israel, 2

Kings ix. 14.

3. That before this time they had been wont to strength^

en fortified towns, in this country, with a lower of pern-

liar strength built in it, to which the inhabitants fled when

they apprehended the town itself not tenable against an

army, or no longer so. See Judges ix. 61, viii. 9.

4. As in the earlier ages in our own country strong

places were wont to be built on eminences, and we have

reason to believe were so in many other countries, so we

find mention made of stairs, for going up to or coming

down from the city of David, or Zion, the strongest part

j)f the city of Jerusalem, at least after the Temple. Ne-

hemiah iii. 15,

5. There can be nothing then improbable, not in the

least, in Mr. King's supposition, that this ancient strong

Jewish tower was built on an eminence, and entered intn

by a flight of steps.

6. Nor in the supposition, that in such towers, those

that kept a city against dangerous enemies, as here

against the Syrians, might hold their councils, in which
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it was requisite that the principal captains should always

be present.

7. The inaugurating or proclaiming their kings was

wont to be in the most public places, and with solemn mu-

sic, 1 Kings i. 40.

8. No place then could be more natural than somewhere
upon, or on the top of the steps ascending the most ele-

vated part of the castle of Ramolh Gilead, in the court of

which numbers of people may naturally be thought to be

assembled, waiting for the result of the deliberations of

the officers of the army, consulting about the best way of

defending the city against the Syrians, in the absence of

King Joram.

The brevity of the ancient Jewish histories necessarily

leaves many circumstances unmentioned, which, at that

time, might very well be passed over in neglect, and which

we must supply in the best manner we are able.

Here it may not be improper to add three other partic-

ulars, in which the accounts of sacred history agree with

Mr. King's account of our old English castles, and may
be illustrated by it.

The one is, that sometimes there was in an old Jewish

tower of defence, or castle, a smaller building, consider-

ably stronger than the larger, answerable to the keeps in

our ancient English castles. So Judges ix. 46, in the

tower of Shechem, belonging to that town, which town

was itself capable of making some resistance to an enemy,

was a very strong hold, to which the people fled when

they gv-we up defending the tower.

The second is, that this strongest inner building, though

conjparativeiy small, might have several rooms in it, as

ihr- tower in fact appears to have had, in which Jehu was

sitting in council, tllien thou contest thither, said Elisha

to the young prophet, look out there Jehu the son of Je-

hoshciphat, the son of Nimshi, and go in, and make him

arise up from amonfr his brethren, and carry him to an

vmer chawl ar.ov chauiber in a chamber : theii taken box
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of oil and pour it on his head, &c. And the Prophet did

accordingly.^ So the keep at Connisborough had three

rooms, one within the other.

A third thing is, that such an inner, stronger tower

might somehow or other be connected with one or more

idols, by having a temple within it, some room in it appro-

priated to idolatrous worship; 'jr might, as to the whole

of it, be committed to the patronage and proteclion of such

or such an idol ; or might be used for the safe keeping of

the precious things devoted to this or that deity, and its

treasures : so Mr. King found a niche in each of the two

inner rooms of the keep of Connisborough castle, which

seemed to him to be designed for some of the deities of

our Saxon forefathers ; and in like manner the strong

hold of the tower of Shechem had somehow or other a

relation to Baal Berith,f Judges ix. 46. When all the

men of the tower of Shechem heard that, that the city

was taken, and that they had begun to demolish it, and

appeared resolved entirely to ruin it, they entered into an

hold of the house of the god Berith,

These are circumstances of resemblance that engage

attention.

OBSERVATION XLII.

OF THEIR WINTER AND SUMMER HOUSES.

But to come to a conclusion; there is a distinction

made in the Prophets between winter and smnrner houses,

Jer. xxxvii. 22, Amos iii. 15.

J

The Russian princes used to have their winter and sum-

mer palaces : that nation having had many of the Eastern

usages, and even much of their dress, before the new reg-

* 2 Kings ix. 2—11. t A Syrian idol.

t *'\Vhat the Prophets say here may be understood of the different

apartments in the same house ; thus in vulvar Arabic they say, Jieet al

!:cl>cc-^\ beet al e^rcer, hr.o.t qJ rhi'ttv, heet al serf," Dr. Russell's MS. note.
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ulations of Peter the Great; but the winter and the sum-

mer houses of the Propheta hardly differed so much from

each other as the Russian, I imagine. Probably the ac-

count Dr. Shaw gives* of the country seats about Algiers,

though not applied by him to the illustration of these

texts, may better explain this affair. <' The hills and val-

lies round about Algiers are all over beautified with gar-

dens and country seats, whither the inhabitants of better

fashion retire, during the heat of the summer season.

They are little white houses, shaded with a variety of

fruit trees, and evergreens ; which, besides the shade and

retirement, afford a gay and delightful prospect toward

the sea. The gardens are all of them well stocked with

melons, fruit, and potherbs of all kinds ; and, what is

chiefly regarded in these hot climates, each of them en-

joys a great command of water,"f &,c.

These are the houses used for retirement from the

heat, they might with the greatest propriety then be call-

ed summer houses. They are built in the open country,

and are small, though belonging to people of fashion, and

as such they explain in the most simple manner the words

of Amos, / will smite the winter house, the palaces of the

great in fortified towns ; with the summer house, the small

houses of pleasure used in the summer, to which any ene-

my can have access ; and the houses of ivory shall per-

ish, those remarkable for their magnificence ; and the

great houses shall have an end, saith the Lord ; those

that are distinguished by their amplitude, as well as rich-

ness, built as they are in their strongest places, yet shall

all perish like their country seats.

These country seats, this writer tells us,J are taken

out of those plains of the Hadjoute and the Metijiah,

* p. 34.

t To which account may be added, from Thevenot, p. 275, part i, that

some of these country houses about Tunis are called bardes, from a Mo"
resco word which signifies cold, because of the fresh air about them.

t Shaw, p. 31.
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which he elsewhere describes ; and informs us, in another

p]ace,=* (hat the locusts of 1724 and 1725, which made

their first appearance toward the latter end of March,

and were prodigiously increased in numbers by the mid-

dle of April, began in May gradually to disappear, and

retired into the Metijiah and other adjacent plains, where

they deposited their eggs, which were hatched in June.

These swarms put oflf their nympha state, he tells us, in

about one month, and soon after were dispersed. This

retiring in May into the Metijiah, a place full of gardens,

and consequently of hedges or walls, while the rest of

the country, used for feeding of cattle and as arable lands,

is all open without any enclosures whatsoever, in which

point the Holy Land does and did resemble it, as I shall

remark in a succeeding chapter, may, possibly, explain

the words of the Prophet Nahum, ch. iii. 17, Thy cap-

tains, are, as the great grasshoppers, or locusts, as the

word is allowed to signify, which camp in the hedges in

the cold day : but when the sun ariseth, theyflee away,

and their place is not known where they are,

Mr. Lowth, in his comment, supposes the fleeing away

of these insects signifies their shunning the heat of the sun

;

and it has been queried whether the words cold day do

not mean the night.f Had St, Jerom, in whose time the

locusts once visited JudeaJ in such numbers as to cover

the country, and afterward to produce a pestilence there^

by their being cast up on the shore after being drowned

in the sea, made such curious observations as a modern
philosopher would have done, this place had been perfect-

ly explained ; and a fact in particular ascertained, of which
Dr. Shaw speaks doubtingly,§ that is, whether the locusts

appear in the Holy Land at the same time of the year as

in Barbary, which is the spring. What Jerom has said,

however, may correct the mistake concerning their shun*

ning the heat of the sun, which on the contrary cheers Ihem,

* Shaw, p. 18r. t Vide Poli Syn.in loc,

i:Vide Com. inJopi, c ii. § p. jno.
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and is necessary to enable theoi to use their wings with

liveliness and activity ;* a fact which is confirmed by le

Bru} n.|

Di\ Shaw speaks doubfingly of the time in which the

locusts appear in the Holy Land, and 8t, Jerom is silent

upon the point ; but there are some passages in the Gesta

Dei per Francos'^ which determine that they appear

there, at the same time that they do in Barbary. For

Fulcherius Carnotensis tells us there, that an infinite num-

ber of locusts came from Arabia, in the year 1114, to the

country about Jerusalem, and destroyed the corn at a

terrible rate for some days, in the months of April and

May; and that an infinite multitude of them, unusually

destructive appeared there in May 11 If. We may
therefore venture to consider Dr. Shaw's account, as de-

scriptive of what happened from time to time in the Holy

Land : and consequently in the day of cold cannot mean

the night, for, besides the impropriety of the expression,

when the heat of the day comes they use their wings in-

deed, and move on, but others take their place ; whereas,

the Prophet is speaking of their so fleeing away that their

place is not known ; which can scarcely be understood of

any thing less than their total disappearing.

On the other hand, it is not easy to suppose that the

day of cold means the depth of wiiiter, for they do not

appear in the Holy Land then ; and though in Arabia,

from whence Fulcherius supposes they came, there are

thickets in some places, and it has been imagined that the

locusts lay concealed in them during the winter,^ which

may be thought to be their camping in the hedges in the

cold day
;
yet it is to be observed, that the word trans-

lated hedges seems rather to mean, precisely speaking,

* Deficientibus enim pennulis, et contractis frigore, etiam locusta con>

sidet ; et considet non in frugifera arbore, & in virentibus foliis, sed in

sepe, sentibus virgultisque contexta : sive in maceria, fortuito hinc inde

lapide composita. Com. Ilier. iu Nah. c* 3. v. 17.

t Tom, ii. p. 503, 504. + P. 424—427. § Voy. le Bruya, torn. ii. p. 505.
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the walls of a garden, than living fences, and consequently

not easily applicable to thickets.

But can the months of April and May be called the

day of cold in these countries? This may be thought a

considerable difficulty. But when 1 observe, that the

same word is made use of to signify thai grateful cooling

that Eglon sought, Judges iii. 20; that these gardens are

the places to which the people of the Levant retire for

cooling; and that April and May, the time in which, ac-

cording to Fulcherius Carnotensis, the locusts appear in

Palestine, they, at Allepo,* retire to their gardens; as

also that the locusts are' brought by hot winds, which may
be collected from Dr. Shawf and le Bruyn ; J I am led

to iKmk the day of cold should rather have been trans-

lated the day of coolings the time when people first retire

to their summer houses, or country seats. And when,

says the Prophet, the sun ariseth, they flee away, that is,

as I suppose a like expression in James i. ll,§is to be

understood, when the summer advances, they are totally

dispersed. And though the sea is now supposed, |1 by the

Eastern people, to be in common their grave, yet that

probably not being known to be the fact, in the time of

Nahum, the Prophet says, upon occasion of their disap-

pearing, that their j)lace is not known where they are.

I will only further remark on this subject, that agreea-

bly to their being called by the Prophet great locusts, it

is observed by some naturalists, that those locusts that

appear in such swarms are larger than the locusts that are

seen at other times
:fl I mention this, because I do not

remember to have seen any thing of this sort in the com-

mentators.

* Russell, vol. i. p. 45, &c, t P- 1^** »"J 187.

i Tom. ii. p. 152. § See ch. i. || Shaw, p. 18S.

^Lemery Diet, des Drogues dans I'art. Locusta. Those who are hest

acquainted with tl»e Eastern countries, assure us» that there are several

rarieties of locust*. Edit.

VOL. I. 17



CHAP. IV.

ItELAliNG TO THE DIET OF THE INHABITANTS OF THE-

EASTERN COUNTRIES.

OBSERVATION I.

OF THEIR BREAKFASTS AT ALEPPO,

Dr. Rcsseil (ells us of the Eastern people, that "as

soon as they get up in the morning, they breakfast on

fried eggs, cheese, honey, leban," &c.^

We are not to suppose that when Solomon says, JVo

to thee, O land, when thy king is a child, and thy princes

eat in the morning, Eccles. x. 75, that he means absolute-

ly all kind of eating ; but feasting, the indulging themselves

such length of time in eating, and drinking proportionably

of wine, so as improperly to abridge the hours that should

be emploj^ed in affairs of government, and perhaps to dis-

qualify themselves for a cool and dispassionate judgment

of matters.

f

This is confirmed by the following words : Blessed art

thou, O land, when thy king is the son of nobles, and

thy princes eat in due season,for strength and not for

drunkenness, ver. If. They may with propriety eat in

a morning, bread, honey, milk, fruit, which in summer is

a common breakfast with them,J but it would be wrong

then to drink wine as freely as in the close of the day.

Wine being forbidden the Mohammedans by their relig-

ion, and only drank by the more licentious among them,

in a more private manner,^ it is not to be expected to ap-

* Vi-l.i. p. 166.

I See ProT. xxxi. 4, 5, -nliich is to be understood sometliir.g alter the

same manner: vine certainly not being absolutely to be forbidden to

princes.

i Russell, vol. i. p. 166. § Ibid 18S.
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pear to their breakfasts ; but it is used by others, who

are not under such restraints, in the morning, as well as

in their other repasts.

So Dr. Chandler tells us, in his Travels in Asia Minor •

** In this country, on account of the heat, it is usual to

rise with the dawn. About daybreak we received from

the French consul, a Greek with a respectable beard, a

present of grapes, the clusters large and rich, with other

fruits, all fresh gathered. We had, besides, bread and

coffee for breakfast, and good wines, particularly one sort,

of an exquisite flavour, called muscadel,'**

If they drank then wjne at all in a morning, it ought to

be, according to the royal Preacher, in small quantities,

for strength, not for drunkenness.

The Eastern people, Arabians and Turks both, are ob-

served to eat very fast, and, in common, without drink-

ing;! ^^^ when they feast, and use wine, they begin

with fruit and sweetmeats and drinking wine, and they

sit long at table :J Wo to the land whose princes so eat

in a morning, eating after this manner a great variety of

things, and slowly, as they do when feasting, and pro-

longing the time with wine. So the prophet Isaiah, in like

manner, says, ch. v. 1 1, Wo unto them that rise iip early

in the morning, that they may follow strong drink, that

continue until night, until wine inflame them. Such

appears to be the view of Solomon here.

If great men will indulge themselves in the pleasures of

the table and of wine, it certainly should be in the evcR-

ing, when public business is finished.

* i*. 18. t Egmont and Heyman, vol. ii. p. 35.

t Sir John Chardin, tome ill. p. 86, &c. gives an account of an Eastern

feast, at which he was present, which lasted from eleven o'clock in the

forenoon, until three in the afternoon, after Avhich was a magnificent desert^

As in Mohammedan countries there are no places of public entertain-

ment, such as plays, balls, masquerades, &c. the baths excepted, they sup-

ply the lack, of these with feasts and entertainments, the women with the

women, and the men Avith the men, choosing sometimes the ivhole day for

such feasts, and at other limes the -whole night. This information I received

froma very intelligent Mohammedan, from tlic kingdom of Fci. Edit.
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OBSERVATION 11.

OF THEIR MEALS, EARLY RISING, ScC,

The people of the East rise e-ddy, according: to the

preceding Observation, and they also dine very early ;

and trifling as this observation seems, it may, possibly,

be of some use in explaining a passage of Scripture which

Las occasioned a good deal of diiiiculty.

" As soon as they get up in the morning, they break-

fast on fried eggs, cheese, honey, leban, &c. About elev-

en o'clock in the forenoon, in winter, and rather earlier

in summer, they dine. They sup early, that is, about

five o'clock in the winter, and six in the summer, in much

the same manner that they dine ; and in winter, as they

often visit one another, and sit up late, they have a col-

lation of kennafy,^ or other sweet dishes. In the sum-

mer, their breakfast commonly consists of fruits; and be«

sides dinner and supper, they often, within the compass

of the day, eat watermelons, cucumbers, and other fruits^

according to the season."

This is Dr. Russell's account,f to which I would add,

that Dr. Chandler, in his Travels, explains what is meant

by rising early, for he tells us,J that on account of the

heat, it is usual there to rise with the dawn.

They dine early : at latest, it seems, at eleven, and

earlier in proportion to the earliness of their rising, in

summer; perhaps at ten, or a little after: their supper,

we are expressly told, is an hour later in summer than in

winter; it is natural to suppose the like diflference of an

** A mixture of ftour and water, so prepared as to have the appearance

nf a number of threads. This is mixed with butter and honey, and baked

in the oven, llussell's Description of Aleppo, p. lOf. A kind of vernii

celli, I should suppose. Haumeu.
1 dined once uiih a Turkish captain of janiaaries from Ismail, at uhosc

table a dish like the above made a part of the first course : but I found i<

a very unpalatable kind of food. It was very strongly acidulated. Ebit

f Vol. i.p. !00~1'r>. .( Travels in Asia, p. tS.
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hour loo, as (o Ibe times of Iheir dining in summer and

winter.

And strange as these arrangements may seem to our

modern late ri&ers, so late as two hundred jears ago, elev-

en was the time of dining in England.

But to return to the East, If thej now dine, when

they rise early, between ten and eleven, the ancient Jews,

if their customs were, in this respect, like those of the

other inhabitants of these countries, dined at the like early-

hour. If they did, then the first time of eating of the

paschal sacrifices, in the daytime, after eating the paschal

lamb in the night, must have been as early as between ten

and eleven in the forenoon, for they rose very early then,

as early as in the heat of the summer.

Such at least, is the account that is given us by Dr.

Lightfoot,*^ one of our greatest masters in Jewish learn-

ing, from their ancient books. " On the 15th day of the

month," the day on which our Lord was crucified, " was

an holy day, the first day of the feast, wherein they made

ready their chagigah, with which they feasted together

for joy of the feast. That is worth our noting,f every

day they swept the ashes off the altar at the time of cock-

crowing, only on the day of expiation they did it at mid-

night, and on the three feasts they did it after the first

watch. A little after, in the three feasts when infinite

numbers of Israelites assembled, and numberless sacrifi.

ces were offered, they swept the ashes off the altar, just

after the first watch ; for by cockcrow ing the court was
crowded with Israelites." He goes on to observe there,

that he made no scruple of rendering the Hebrew words

^3J nxnp by cockcrowing, "although in ihe very place

alleged it is under controversy, whether it signifies ihe
cockcrov/ing, or the proclamation of the sagan, or ruler

of the Temple, viz. that proclamation mentioned, " The
•jagan saith unto them, Go and sec whether ihe time for

* Works, vol. ii. p. CIS.

r From a Jewish treatise f alle^l Jnrm^, fo'. CO.
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slajing the sacrifices be at hand ; if it were time, then he

that was sent out to see, returned with this answer, The
day begins to break," &.c. He further remarks, that let

the words be taken which way they will, it is clear that

the people were assembled together before morning light,

and the sacrifices preparing for slaughter, by being care-

fully examined, &c.

Rising so very early, as according to Light foot's ac-

count, the Jewish people in general did, and more espec-

ially, we must suppose the zealots did, they must have

wanted their dinner by ten o'clock, eating, as the Eastern

people do, their first collation as soon as they rose; but

what they then lived upon were their peaceofferings, or

the chagigah, as they termed it, for those sacrifices, which

are called by St. John the Passover, ch.xviii. 28, being a

necessary part of the solemnity termed the Passover,

though not that particular sacrifice, denominated the pas-

chal Iamb, those sacrifices, I say, being slain, " those parts

of them that pertained to the altar or to the priests were

given to them ; the rest of the beasts was shared amongst

the owners that had offered it, and from thence proceeded

their feastings together, and their great mirth and rejoic-

ings, according to the manner of that festival.""^

If such was the state of things, they must have wanted

by nine in the morning to finish the affair of our Lord,

that they might prepare for dining on the Passover peace-

offerings which had been killed that morning very early

in the Temple. It is evident, from Lev. vii. 15, 16, that

the flesh of some peaceofferings was to be consumed on

the day in which they were sacrificed ; as to the rest,

they were to be eaten that day, and might be eaten also

the next, but no further; if any remained to the morning

of the third day, it was to be consumed by fire.

The rising from sleep then, on the day in which our

Lord was crucified, was early, for the purpose of prepar-

ing for the solemnities of rejoicing in feasting before the

'' In tbe same page
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Lord that first day of this festival ; and also of preparing

part of the peaceofFerings to be eaten with joy on the

Sabbath, which happened now to be the second day of

the Passover solemnity, in which they were to dress none

of their provisions. It was a day then in which they had

much to do, and no wonder they were pressing that the

business ofour Lord might be despatched.

In the case of St. Paul, wore than forty men had bound

themselves by an oath, that they would neither eat nor

drink until they had killed him, Acts xxiii. 21 ; it does not

appear that the chief men of the Jews, at the time of our

Lord's death, had bound themselves by a similar oath:

but it is natural to believe, that the like vehemence of tem-

per disposes them to despatch that affair, before they sat

down to feast en the peaceofferings of the day.*

It is for this reason, I presume, that St. John tells us in

his Gospel, ch. xix. 14, that it was about the sixth hour of

the preparation of the Passover, when Pilate delivered

Jesus up to the will of the Jews : not, I apprehend, the

sixth hour of that day, the sixth hour after the rising of

the sun that day, but the sixth hour of the preparation of

the Passover peaceofferings, which began, according to

Lightfoot, from the time of cockcrowing; and, without

controversy, before the day dawned, and might therefore

very well agree with St. Mark's account,f of its being

about the third hour of the day, when he was led away

to be crucified. This only supposes the preparation for

the sacrificing these peaceofferings began about three

o'clock of the morning, as we reckon the hours, but, if

Lightfoot be right, might be earlier, since cockcrowing was

the whole third watch of the night ; from midnight until

about three in the morning.

* So Bishop Gardiner was so anxious to liear of the death of Ridley and

Latimer, that he refused to dine unti) he heard of their being dead ; though

no mention is made in history, I think, of his having bound himself by

oath, not to do it.

fCK. XV. 2!T
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This appears to be the most simple and natural solution

of a diSculty which has perplexed many of the learned,

arising from a seeming contradiction between Si. Mark

and St. John, as to the time of the beginning of our Lord's

crucifixion. St. Mark had said nothing of this day's being

a day of preparation before the Sabbath, when he men-

lions the third hour, nor for several verses after, he mast

therefore have meant the hour of the day; but St. John

mentions the preparation of the Passover immediately be-

fore he speaks of the sixth hour, which therefore expresses

as naturally the sixth hour of the preparation, if not more

so, as the hour from the sun's rising.

Some learned men have supposed St. John might reck-

on the hours after the Roman manner, and so the sixth

hour would mean the sixth hour from midnight. The

learned and very accurate Dr. Ward, of Gresham college,

was of this opinion. The very learned and ingenious

Dr. Lardner would not allow of this, as no notice is given

of such a way of reckoning by St. John, and as it was not

practised by other Jewish writers, who wrote for the in-

formation of the Romans and Greeks, as wellas John, par-

ticularly by neither of the other three Evangelists, nor by

Josephus.^ What Lardner has said, and which I have

* The solution of Dr. Ward, though a person of exquisite learning, is

the more unsatisfactory, as the Romans appear, at least very frequently, if

not roost commonly, to have reckoned as the Jews did, from the sunrising

for the hours of the day, as they did from its setting for those of the night,

the Romans of that age, as appears from Horace, Sat. lib. 1, sat. 5, 1, 23

—

25, where the dauphin editor refers to the 3d satire of Persius in proof of

the same way of reckoning ; Suetonius aifords us several proofs of it.

The passage in Horace, referred to by Mr Harmer, is the following

;

guarta v'\x demum exponimur hora.

Ora raaausqiie tua lavimus Feronia, lympha.

Millia turn pransi triarepimus.

—

*'It was the fonrth hour before we got out of the boat, and having washed

our hands and face in thy fountain, O Feronia, we dined, and afterward

crept on about three miles."

The Romans certainly computed the hours from sunrising, allowing

twelve to the day, and the like number to the night, which were longer or

shorter, according to the diflerent seasons of the year. It is plain, there-

fore, that at the time of the equinox, when the sun rises at siXfthewfourth

hour must have ansv/eredto our ieti o'clock. See Dr. Watson on the place

Edit.
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just now been repeating, appears, It must be owned, very-

strong; but I beg leave to observe, that when St. John

says it was about the sixth hour, when the woman of Sa-

maria came to draw water at Jacobus well,^^ that circum-

stance seems somewhat to favour Ward's hypothesis,

though it is by no means decisive. For I have elsewhere

shown, that the Eastern women are said, by those that

have travelled in those countries, to fetch water only in

the evening or the morning ; to which may be added, that

liie Scriptures themselves speak of the evening as the time

•women were wont to go out to draw water. Gen. Kxiv. 11.

And he made his camds to kneel down without the city,

by a well of water, at the time of the evening, even the

time that women go out to draw water. According to

this, the time of our Lord's being at Jacob's well should

be in the evening, and it being said to be then about the

sixth hour, St. John must have reckoned, not according

to the Jewish, but the Roman manner of reckoning, un-

less the woman of Samaria went at a time unusual both in

ancient and modern times.f It might, possibly, however

happen.

1 mention this circumstance, because I do not recol-

lect that either of these gentlemen have taken notice of it

in arguing this matter, and I have neither of them at hand

to consult on this occasion, but I will not pretend to

decide the point. It is not at all necessary, I apprehend,

to solve the seeming contrariety, between St. Mark

and St. John, as to the time of fastening -eur Lord ii) tlie

cross.

The other passages of St. John's Gospel, in which men-

tion is made of the hours, will in no wise be thought, I be-

lieve, to determine, whether he made use of the Roman
or Jewish method of reckoning them.

I have since observed in the collections of Wo]fius,J

that the explanation which I have given has been propoa-

* Ch. iv. 6, 7. 1 1 shall have occasion to take notice of this

circumstance of the time of her coming to the well, under another article.

i Tome i. p. 970.

VOL. I. 48
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ed heretofore to the world; my reader, however, has it

here as if presented itself to my mind, in thinking over the

several circumstances 1 have been reciting, and with such

additional considerations and variations, as perhaps, may
not be displeasing.

OBSERVATION III.

OP THE DIFFERENT ARTICLES USED FOR FOOD.

There is such a remarkable difference between the ac-

count the sacred historians give us, of the provisions that

were brought to David when he fled from Absalom, and

by the Israelites that came to make him king at Hebron,

as seems to me to deserve a little more attention than is

wont to be bestowed upon it : perhaps a more exact com-

paring them together may afford some growing light into

the affairs of those times, especially if we join some mod -

ern acts of civility, which travellers have related, to these

of more ancient date.

In 1 €hron. xii. 40, mention is made of the things that

w^re carried to David at Hebron ; in 2 Sam. xvii. 28, 29^

of those which he received on the other side Jordan*

The lists follow

:

1 Chron. xii. 40.

Figs ; Rai«ins ; Wine ; Oil

;

Oxen ; Sheep ; Flour or

meal.^

2 Sam. xvii. 28,29.

Sheep ; Flour or meal
;

Beds ; Bowls ; Earthen
vessels ; Wheat ; Barley

;

Something that was parch-

ed; Beans ; Lentiles ; But-

ter ; Honey, and something

belonging to kine.

The reader may suppose that this catalogue from

Chronicles is incomplete, as our translators have mention-

ed bread and meat. But the Septuagint seems to be

* I say flour or meal, for though our translators render it meal in Chroni-

cles, 3ind Jluicr in Samuel, the original word is the same in both places, aatl

should not have been different in our version.
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more just, which understands the second word as signifying

food in general,'* and certainly it does not signify flesh in

particular; and the first as meaning not a noun substantive,

bread, but a pronoun and preposition to them : the He-

brew words signifying these two very different things

being so alike, as easily to be mistaken one for the other.

" They brought them on asses, &c, victuals ; meal, cakes

of figs," &c.

However, let the list of particulars be drawn up one

way or the other, they are so difTerent, though the cases

in general are so much alike, that one would imagine the

variation must be occasioned, partly by the difference of

the seasons, the one in the spring, the other in autumH ; and

partly by the different circumstances in which the at-

tendants found themselves; in one case, extremely desti-

tute and tired ; in the other, at ease, and even in a state

of joy. The difference can hardly be attributed to dif-

fering customs, or diflference of productions, in the two

districts from which the provisions were brought : the

neighbourhood of Hebron, and from thence all along to Is-

sachar, Zebulun and Naphtali, in the one case, and the

country I)eyond Jordan in the other.

To these two catalogues it may not be improper to sub-

join a third, taken from the Sieur Roland Frejus's relation

of a voyage from the coast of Africa into an inland part of

Mauritania,! in which he has given us an account of the

provisions presented to him by the Moors and Arabs in a

journey of eight days ; after which I shall make some ob-

servations on the whole. The particulars, as to Frejus,

were as follow.

* It is very lik«l\' that tlie p'-esent word DPI? lechem bread, stood orig-

inally in the text CT? lahem to them : so it wns in the copy whence

the Septuagint took their text, »<^sgov aiuTo/?, they braiight unto thevu As

the n and the H are so nearly similar OHv to them, might be readilp'

mistaken for DH / lechem bread. Edit.

•j- His journey from the coast into the counlry was lt\ the latter etid o-f

April, AD. 1666.
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Partridges, - - - p. 25.

Other fowls, - - - p. 25, 37, 51.

Milk, - - ^ - p. 26, 32, 47, 53.

Butter, - - - - p. 26, 37, 47, 51, 5a
Bread, - - - - p. 26, 47, 53.

Eggs, - - - - p. 32, 47,53.

Beans, - - - - p. 32, 37.

New bread, - - - p. 32, 37.

Cheese, - - - p, 37, 47.

Cream, - - - - p. 37.

Boiled salads,=^ - - p. 37.

Couple of fat sheep, p. 47, 51.

Raisins, - - - - p. 47.

Beans, according to Dr. Shaw, are usually full podded

the latter end of February, or beginning of March, and

continue during the whole spring ; which, after they are

boiled and stewed with oil and garlick, are the principal

food of persons of all distinctions.f Frejus's voyage was,

accordingly, in April, who was twice presented with beans.

David's flight from Absalom appears, for the same reason,

to have been in the spring. The lentiles sent to David

are another proof.

After Frejus arrived at the capital city, the Moorish

King sent him, we are told,J along with other things, two

great vessels of butter, two of honey, and two of sweet

oil ; not one word of oil, when travelling among the coun-

try people, but butter is daily mentioned. This observa-

tion tends to make us less surprised that butter only is

spoken of as given to David in the land beyond Jordan,

and not oil: it being spring time, butter was most plenti-

ful, and perhaps most pleasant.

Oil, ^ndjigs, as well as raisins, were brought to He-

bron, from the country people of Galilee, when Israel as-

* What tiie word is in the French I know not, the term used in the En-

glish is udil ; what he meant is not distinctly known, but perhaps some-

thing eaten as a saUid by the Ti-cnch, but boiled in the East, was the thing

intended.

t P. 14(!' % P. 70.
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senibled to recognise David as king over the whole nation

;

is it not then probable, that that assembly was held in au-

tumn, when all these things had been newly gathered in,

and were in the greatest plenty?

If the solemn reception of David as their king, by all

Israel, was in autumn, then Saul must have been slain in

the spring, since his death was seven years and a half

before, according to I Chron. iii. 4, 2 Samuel ii. 11,

chap. V. 5.

Is it not reasonable to s.uppose, that the ancient Jews,

in general, dried their grapes, their figs, their dates, &c. in

such quantities, as to last them through the winter only,

till the spring food came to hand, and were not, in com-

mon,-^ solicitous to preserve them all the year round, in

order to have a more grateful variety of food ? Such seems

to be, at present, the inattention of the country people of

Mauritania to the luxury of continual varie-ty, since we
meet with no account of figs or dates in the whole eight

days' journey of Captain Frejus, and but once of raisins,

all which, however, might be cured in those countries in

suflScient numbers, and would keep very well from one au-

tumn to another.

Wine, which is wanted, and was used at all times of the

year, was sent, according to Josephus,f who must be very

inaccurate and loose in his account of the reception of

David at Mahanaira, or the copies of the history of Samuel

more large than those we have at present ; or, which is

the most probable supposition, that many of the earthen

vessels which are mentioned were understood by him to

have been filled with wine, and not some empty pieces of

pottery only. Wine, it is well known, is kept in the

East, to this day, in jars of earth. Ziba, it is certain,

thought wine highly proper to be presented in such a sea-

Some cloubtless were preserved ; so Zlba presented King; David at

this t'ivnQ witli an hundred bunches of raisins, 2 Sam. xvi 1 ; and David fur-

nished himself with them and with figs, when, in the spring, he was en

gaged in cont'nual expeditions of a warlike nature. I Sam. xxx. 12.

t Antiq. lib. 7, cap, 9, 'S 8.
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son, and though BarzlIIai and his associates had not Hke

selfish ends to answer as Ziba had in view, when wiih great

adulation he said, The asses befor the king^s household to

ride on, and the bread and summer fruit for the young

men to eat, and the ivine, that such as befaint in the IFil-

derness may drink, 2 Sam. xvi. 2
;
jet they could not be

insensible that wine must be extremely wanted by people

faint and weary, nor is it to be supposed thpy were with-

out large quantities of it by them.

There is so much stress laid by the prophetic historian

on the people's being weary and thirsty in the Wilder-

ness, 2 Sam. xvii. 29 ; and its being expressly represent-

ed by him as if Barzillai and his associates were particu-

larly attentive to these circumstances. For they said, the

people are hungry, and weary and thirsty in the Wilder^

7iess, that it should seem refreshments for the thirsty were

meant by one or more articles in this catalogue, or that it

is imperfect : and that if the word beds is to be understood

of things few in number, and those of the most honorable

kind, as Jose,phus and the Septuagint understood the

term,^ it should seem some other accommodations for rest

were provided, of a meaner sort, whether distinctly men-

tioned, or not.

The nature of some of the things carried to David, when

beyond Jordan, seems to intimate, that that prince, and

the people with him, were then in some sort encamped in

the Wilderness, David not being at that time sufficiently

assured of the fidelity of that part of his country, to ven-

ture into the cities, at least it was expected it would be so.

They would not otherwise have carried him beds, we have

reason to think, but the people of Mahanaim would have

accommodated him in their own houses. But this appears

not to have lasted long. He and his people were before

the battle in Mahanaim.

* The Alexandrian copy of the Septuagint has tTsxct KOirag kai et/AiptreiTrov;,

ten couches and sofaSt or carpets for reposing- on, ornamented with cover-

ings of tapestry, the figures of which were equally evident on both sides,

AfjL(f>tTA7!'iii:, tapes uPrimque xillosus. Trom, Concord. Edit.
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The reason why such things were not carried to He-

bron, when David was recognised king over all the tribes,

seems to have been, that the ancient Israelites,^^^ like the

present Bedouin Arabs,f made no difficulty, on occasion

of sleeping on the ground, wrapped up in their outward

garments, J and their faces covered from the night air, and

Israel were then in a state of ease and joj ; but the peo-

ple along with David were apprehended to be greatly fa-

tigued, and worn out with a hurrying journey.§

Oue observation here we can hardly avoid making, and

that is the striking difference between both the Jewish

catalogues, and account given of the provision presented

to Frejus, as to fowls and eggs. We find no fowls or

eggs in the first ; in the other, very frequently. Are we

to suppose there were few or no tame fowls kept among

the Jews in those early times? few or no eggs eaten but

what they might accidentally find in the nests of birds or

wildfowl? Whatever might be the cause of it, it is certain

there is a great silence as to these matters in the Old Tes-

tament; whereas eggs and fowls are extremely common

now in all parts of the Levant. [] But I observe, that nei-

ther are kids mentioned in either the ancient or modern

catalogues, though very common in both ages.

To finish this article I would observe, that the men-

tion of honey in 2 Sam. xvii, in no wise weakens the sup-

position that this flight of David was in the spring, though

our beehives are seldom taken up till the end of summer,

since Dr. Russell describes the country about Aleppo as

* 2 Sara, xviii. 3, 4. f Voy. dans la Palestiae, par de la Roque, p. 176.

i Exod. xxii. 27, Deut. xxiv. 13.

§ So, according to Biddulph, some of their Eastern friends at Damascus,

Jews and Greeks, furnished the Englisli merchants, with whom he travel-

led to Jerusalem, with beds as well as provisions, as supposing their wea.

ried bodies stood in need of such refreshments. Oxford Collect, of Voy.

and Trav. vol. i. p. 809.

I)
They were the chief eatables that Dr. Richard Chandler and his com.

panioiis were able to prociure, in their travels in Asia Minor, as Appears in

many places.
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covered with flowers in the spring, but in a manner whol*

\y unadorned with them in the suramer, the ground being

then ahnost entirely bare and parched up. When flow-

ers and the blossoms of the trees ceased, it must have

been no improper time to take the honey away. No
wonder then that it appears in the catalogue of sprins:

provision, and is not mentioned in 1 Chron. xii.

OBSERVATION IV.

FLESH MEAT SPARINGLY USED IN THE EAST.

TnovGii flesh meat is not wont to be eaten by these

nations so frequently, as with us in the West, or in such

quantities, yet people of rank, who often have it in their

repasts, are fond of it, and even those in lower life, when

it can be procured.*

Our translation then does not express the spirit of the

Mosaic precept, relating to the super-inducing a second

w^ife in the lifetime of the first, Exod. xxi. 10. Her
food, her raiment, and her duty of marriage, shall he

not diminish ; in the original it is, her flesh, her raiment,

&c. meaning that he should not only afford her a sufficient

quanHty of food as before, but of the same quality. The
feeding her with bread, with herbs, with milk, &c. in

quantities not only sufficient to maintain life, but as much
as numbers of poor people contented themselves with

would not do, if he took away the flesh, and others of the

more agreeable articles of food he had before been wont

to allow her.

Accordingly, the Septuagint translates that word by
the Greek term r» S'iovTcc, which means food suitable to

the man's rank and circumstances.

* This appears by the longing of Israel foritin the Wilderness/Nuirab. xi.

4, and the i-egret they expressed at the remembrance of the fleshpots cf

Egypt, Exod. xvi. 3. So de Tott tells us, part 2, p. 51, that the Crim Tar-

tars do not habitually use meat, though they are very fond of it, from spar-

sngnegs, or, as Ue styles it, avarice.
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OBSERVATION V.

DIFFERENT KINDS OF HIGHLY SEASONED DISHES.

Our version of Gen. xxvii. 4, 7, 9, 14, 17, 31, may be

presumed to have given us the true sense there of the

word translated savoury, though it is undoubtedly of a

more large and less determinate signification.

That it is of a more large signification, is evident from

hence, that a kindred word expresses the tasting oihoney^

1 Sam. xiv. 43; and the taste of manna, which tasted like

fresh oily Numb. xi. 8, and like wafers made with honey,

Exod. xvi. 3K These two last passages are easily rec-

onciled, though honey and fresh oil are by no means

like each other in taste, when we consider the cakes of

the ancients were frequently a composition of honey, and

oil, and flour; consequently, in tasting like one of these

wafers or thin cakes, it might be said to resemble the

taste of both, of oil mingled with honey.

The word a^D;?DD matd mmeem, then translated savou-

ry, in a confined sense, signifies generally whatever is

gustful, or pleasing to the taste, whether by being salt

and spicy, which the English word savoury means, or

pleasant by its sweetness ; or by heXugacididaled,

However it is very probable, that in this account of

what Isaac desired, it means savoury, properly speaking,

since though one might imagine, that in so hot a climate^

and among people wont to observe so much abstemious-

ness in their diet, food highly seasoned should not be in

request; yet the contrary is known to be fact.

Almost all the dishes of the people of Aleppo, Dr. Rus-

sell informs us, " are either greasy wilh fat,or butter, i>ve\iy

highseasoned with salt and spices ; many of them made sour

with verjuice, pomegranate, or lemon juice; and onions

and garlick often complete the seasoning."'^'

* Vol. i. p. 115. Dr. Shaw gives us a similar account, p. 231.

VOL, I. 49
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As it was something of the venison kind Isaac desired^

it is very probable, the dish he wished for was of the

savoury sort.

Soaie of their dishes of meat, however, are of a sweet

nature. " A whole lamb, stuffed wiJh rice, almondsp^

raisins, pistaches, &,c. and stewed, is a favourite dish with

them."*

It was very just then, in our translators, to render this

word by a more extensive term in Prov. xxiii. 3, When
thou sittest to eat with a ruler , consider diligently/ what

is before thee, v. 1. Be not desirous of his dainties, for

they are deceitful meat, v. 3. It is translated in much the

same manner in v. 6, dainty meats.

I would observe further, as to this subject, that there

is a great propriety in Solomon's describing these dainty

meats as very much appropriated to the tables of rulers,

or a few others of the great, since the food of the common
people of Aleppo, a large and rich commercial city, is

very simple and plain 5 for Russell tells us, " bread, dibbs^

the juice of grapes thickened to the consistence of honey,

leban, coagulated sour milk, butter, rice, and a very little

mutton, make the chief of their food in winter; as rice,

bread, cheese, and fruits, do in the summer."f

De la Roque gives much the same account of the man-

ner of living of the Arabs, whose way of life very much
resembles that of the patriarchs : "roast meat being al-

most peculiar to the tables of their emirs or princes, and

lambs or kids stewed whole, and stuffed with bread, flour,

mutton fat, raisins, salt, pepper, safiVon, mint, and other

aromatic herbs."J
I would only add further, with respect to the meat Isaac

desired, that perhaps his desiring Esau to take his bow
and arrows, and to kill him some venison ; an antelope, or

3oine such wild animal, when a kid from his own flock

would, as appears from the event, have done as well, might

* Russell, vol i. p. 172, Sec. t^ol. i. p. 174

t Vor, daus la Pal. ch. 14, p. 197.
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as much arise from the sparingness natural to those that

live this kind of life, together with the pleasure he pro-

posed to himselffrom this testimony of filial affection from

a beloved son, as from the recollection of some peculiar

poignant flavour he had formerlj perceived in eating the

flesh of wild animals, though now his organs of taste were

so much impaired as not to perceive the difference. So
Dr. Shaw observes, that '* the Arabs rarely diminish their

flocks, by using them for food, but live chiefly upon bread,

milk, butter, dates, or what they receive in exchange for

their wool."^

OBSERVATION VI.

HOW THE FLESH OF SACRIFICES WAS DISPOSED OF.

The longest time allowed, in Lev. vii. 15, 18, for the

eating the flesh of any of the Mosaic sacrifices, was the

day after that in which they were killed, the eating it on

the third day is declared to be an abomination. This

precept may be thought to have been unnecessary in so

warm a climate, where we may suppose by the third day

it might be ready to putrefy, and there could be no great

occasion to forbid the Jews to eat decayed meat. But

we are to remember that drying meat is often practised

m those hot countries ; is sometimes practised as to flesh

killed with a religious intention: and, on account of this

management, the keeping the flesh of their sacrifices to the

third day might be forbidden.

Every Mohammedan, that goes in pilgrimage to Mec-
ca, is obliged, on a certain day, apd at a certain place

near there, to sacrifice a sheep.f He may, if he pleases,

sacrifice more,J but he is under an obligation to kill

one. Some of the flesh of these sheep they give to

their friends; some to the ragged poor who come out

of Mecca, and the adjacent country ; and the rest they

* P. 169. t Pitts, p. 140. ^ D'PIerbelot, p. 62, art .Adha,
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eat themselves. But thej are not limited to anj time for

eating this sacred flesh, that I have any where observed ;

that it appears by the collections of d'Hcrbelot, that they

often dry a good deal of this kind of flesh. Dhoul-

hegiah, the last month of the Arabic year, is, according to

d'Herbelot, alAiost entirely consecrated to the perform-

ing certain solemnities and ceremonies, which are practised

at Mecca, and the neighbouring mountain of Arafab. The
tenth day, in particular, is called the Festival of the Vic-

tim, or Sacrifice, there being few Mohammedans who do

23ot sacrifice one or more sheep that day.* The 11th,

12th, and 13th days are called Taschrie, in which they

dry the flesh of these victims.

f

I have elsewhere given an account of the Eastern way
of drying their meat, and that it is said that so dried it will

keep two years. Consequently, this sacred flesh may be

frequently eaten in the deserts in their return, and even

presented to their friends residing in their several coun-

tries, as a religious curiosity, as Pitts tells us, is done with

the water of the Sacred Well in the temple of Mecca,

w^hich, though distributed in very small portions, on Iheir

return, is received with great care, and abundance of

thank*.

The Mecca pilgrimage, and many of its ceremonies, arc

very well known to be of great antiquity, far more ancient

than the time of Mohammed, and to be the remains of

Arab heathenism. Something of the same kind might

obtain as early as the time of Moses, and be the occasion

of the prohibition. It would not have suited the genius

of the Mosaic dispensation, to have allowed them to have

dried the flesh of their peaceofterings, whether for thanks-

giving, in consequence of a vow, or merely voluntary, and

have afterward eaten the flesh very commonly in a spar-

ing manner, or communicated only some small portion of

it to their particular friends : their peaceofferings, were to

* Pitts, ill the page just cited. f !'• S^** ^^^' Dhoulhegiah.
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be eaten, on the contrary, with festivity, communicated

to their friends with liberality, and bestowed on the poor

with great generosity, that they might partake with them

on these sacred repasts with joy before the Lord.'''-' To
answer these views, it became requisite to eat this flesh

while it was fresh ; and these considerations are sufficient

to account for the precepts, without recurring to those

moral and evangelical reasons that are assigned by the

learned and devout Mr. Ainsworth for the command. How
benevolent and cheerful the design of this institution !

OBSERVATION VII.

VINEGAR AND OIL TAKEN WITH BREAD.

When Boaz is represented as having provided vinegar

for his reapers, into which they might dip their bread,f

and kindly invited Ruth to share with them in the repast,

we are not to understand it of simple vinegar, but vinegar

mingled with a small portion of oil, if modern managements

in the Levant be allowed to be the most natural comment

on those of antiquity.

For even the x4.1gerines indulge their miserable cap-

tives with a small portion of oil to the vinegar they allow

them with their bread, according to the account Pitts gives

of the treatment he and his companions received from

them, of which he complains with some asperity.

I have elsewhere cited this passage, but without con-

sidering it, as giving a full view of what the sacred histo-

rian is to be understood, I apprehend, to have expressed

in short, and therefore shall here only say, that Pitts's al-

lowance was nothing but a little vinegar, about five or six

spoonsful, half a spoonful of oil, with a small quantity of

black biscuit, and a pint of water a day, together with a

few olives.

{

* Deut. xvi. 11. f Ruth ii. 14. i: P. 0.
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What the quality of the bread was, that the reapers of

Boaz had, may be uncertain, but there is all imaginable

reason to suppose the vinegar, into which they dipped it,

was made more grateful by the addition of oil.

OBSERVATION VIII.

OF FURNISHING TRAVELLERS WMTH ^VATER TO DRIIfK.

When our Lord said, Whosoever shall give you a cup of

water to drink, in my name, because ye belong to Christ,

verily, I say unto you, he shall not lose his reward,"^ the

general thought is plain to every reader ; that no service

performed to a disciple of Christ, out of love to his Mas-

ter, though comparatively small, should pass away unre-

warded; but we, in these more temperate climates, are

sometimes ready to think that the instance our Lord
mentions, is of so very trifling a nature, that it appears al-

most ludicrous. But it certainly would not appear so now

to an inhabitant of the East, nor did it then, we have rea-

son to believe, appear in that light to them, to whom he

immediately made that declaration. A cup of cold water is

to them a refreshment not unworthy of notice, though

there are now, and were then refreshments that might

be given of a very superior kind.

The furnishing travellers with water, is, at this time,

thought a matter of such consideration, that many of the

Eastern people have been at considerable expense to pro-

cure passengers that refreshment.

" The reader, as we proceed," says Dr. Chandler,!

"will find frequent mention of fountains. Their number

is owing to the nature of the country and the climate.

The soil parched and thirsty, demands moisture to aid

Tegetation ; and a cloudless sun, which inflames the air,

requires for the people the verdure, shade and coolness,

its agreeable attendants. Hence they occur not only in

* Mark ix. 41, t Travels in Asia Minor, p. 20>
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the towns and villages, but in the fields and gardens, and

by the sides of the roads and of the beaten tracks on the

mountains. Many of them are the useful donations of hu-*

mane persons, while living; or have been bequeathed as

legacies on their decease. The Turks esteem the erect-

ing them as meritorious, and seldom go away, after per-

forming their ablutions or drinking, without gratefully

blessing the name and memory of the founder."

Then, after observing, that the method used by the an-

cients of obtaining the necessary supplies of water still

prevails, which he describes as done by pipes, or paved

channels, he goes on, "When arrived at the destined spot,

it is received by a cistern with vent ; and the waste cur-

rent passes below from another cistern, often an ancient

sarcophagus. It is common to find a cup of tin or iroa

hanging near, by a chain ; or a wooden scoop with an

handle, placed in a niche in the wall. The front is of

stone or marble ; and in some, painted and decorated

with gilding, and with an inscription in Turkish characters

in relievo."

The blessing the name and memory of the builder of one

of these fountains shows, that a cup of water is, in those

countries, by no means a despicable thing ; there are

however, refreshments that might be given of a much su„

perior quality. Such is milk ; so when Sisera asked Jael

for a little water to drink, because he was thirsty, she

opened a bottle of milk, and gave him drink, Judges iv. 19,

So the mother of an Eastern prince, among other instruc-

tions, bade him Give strong drink to them that were

ready lo perish, and wine to those that were of heavy

hearts, Prov. xxxi. 6.

The giving a thirsty traveller also a watermelon, such

as grow in great quantities on Mount Carmel, would be a

much nobler refreshment than a cup of water. The inhabit-

ants, Egmont and Heyman inform us,^' speaking of Mount
Carmel, ** chiefly employ themselves in improviDg thQir

'^ W.. ii. p. 12, V{.
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gardens, where they have among other fruits, excellent

melons, and pasteques, which, in goodness and taste, are

not at all inferior to those of Naples and the West Indies,

The latter are called, in America, watermelons, and very

properly, consisting of little else than a rind and delicious

water. The pulp of some is reddish, especially that part

nearest the centre of the fruit, where they have also

small seeds, the surface of which is blackish or reddish,

and beneath it a white, soft, and palatable substance, and

from whence a kind of oil is expressed, of great use in

colds, infiammations, and cutaneous disorders. The mel-

ons which have a white pulp, are also of a very agreeable

taste; but not so much esteemed as the other, probably

more from prepossessions than any solid reason. Both^

however, may supply the place of drink, as they dissolve

inthemouth, quench the thirst, and are of a cooling quality-

If from the Lesser Asia we pass into Egypt, and the

southern part of Arabia, under the conduct of Niebuhr

we shall find the providing water for the thirsty is con.

sidered as a work of considerable benevolence. " There

were upon this mountain," he says, "three madsjils, or

little reservoirs, which are always kept full of fine fresh

water, for the use of passengers. These reservoirs, which

are about two feet and a half square, and from five to sev-

en feet high, are round or pointed at the top, of mason's

work, having only a small opening in one of the sides, by

which they pour water into them. Sometimes we find,

near these places of Arab refreshment, a piece of a gourd

shell, or a little scoop of wood. However, instead of

trusting to such conveniences, travellers would do better

to carry a cup with them, and even to have with them, in

a long journey, a bardac, or vessel for water."^ He of-

ten speaks of these erections in Arabia.

As to Egypt, he says, " Among the public buildings of

Kahira, those houses ought to be reckoned, where they

daily give water gratis to all passengers that desire H

* Voy. tome i. p. 274-
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Some of these houses make a very handsome appearance ;

and those v^hose business it is to wait on passengers are

to have some vessels of copper, curiously tinned, and

filled with water, always ready on the window next the

street."^

This is a further confirmation of the justness of co.«

sidering the giving a cup of cold water as a benevole:;!

action of some moment, though it is supposed by our

Lord to be of the meaner kind.f

OBSERVATION IX.

DIFFERENT KINDS OF VEGETABLES ON WHICH THE

POORER SORT FEED.

Job speaks of some poor people, so severely oppressed

with poverty, that they wanted bread ; and fed on the

wild herbs of the wilderness, particularly, according to

our translation, on mallows. Biddulph saw poverty pro-

ducing the like eflfect in his travels.

It will be sufficient to set down the two passages, the

latter illustrating the former, at least as to one point.

fVho cut up mallows by the hushes, and juniper roots

for their meat. Job xxx. 4.

So Biddulph says, he " saw many poor people gather-

ing mallows, and three leaved grass, and asked them what

they did with it; and they answered, that it was all their

* P. 97.

f I may be allowed to add here, from the most authentic information,

that in India the Hindoos go sometimes a great way to fetch w^ter, and

then boil it that it raav not he hurtful to travellers who are hot; and after

this stand from morning till night in some great road where there is nei-

ther pit nor rivulet, and offer it in honor of their gods to be drunk by the

passengers. This necessary work of charity in these liot countries seems
to have been practised among the more pious and humane Jews ; and our

Lord assures them, that if they do this in his name, they shall not lose

their reward. This one circumstance of the Hindoos offering the water

to the fatigued passengers m /jo?ior o/f/iejr^or/s, is a better illustration of

our Lord's words, than all the collections of Mr. Harmer on the subject.

See the Asiatic Miscellany, vol. ii. p. 142, 4to. Calcutta. 17S6. Edit.

VOL. I. 50
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food ; and that they boiled it, and did eat it. Then wft

took pity on them, and gave them bread, which they re-

ceived very joyfully, and blessed God that there was

bread in the world."* This was in Syria, not far frora

Aleppo.

Whether mallows was one of the herbs Job precisely

uieant may be doubted ; it appears, however, to be a spe-

cies of herb actually used as food by the very poor peo-

ple of the East. And at the same time the joy they ex-

pressed, upon having a little bread given, shows that it

was not any gustfulness in those herbs which they eat,

which caused them to gather them, or the force of long

established habit, but the extremity of want.

As Biddulph went to Jerusalem, some time before the

translation of the Bible was undertaken by the command

of King James I. the observation he made, of the poor

people's eating mallows in Syria, might engage those

learned men so to render the word used in that passage of

the book of Job.

I have elsewhere taken notice of the different opinions

of the learned, concerning the tree or shrub which our

translators supposed was the juniper; and I expressed

my regret that the knowledge of the natural history of

the East is so imperfect : and as I have since remarked

an article in d'Herbelot's Bibliotheque Orientale, which

probably refers to this tree, I would here set it dowu,

though unhappily the particular species of the tree is not

thereby expressly determined.

*< Gadha and gadhat, a sort of tree, nearly resembling

the tamarisk, which grows in the sandy deserts. Cam-

els are very fond of its leaves, which, nevertheless, are apt

to give them the gripes. The wood of these trees is ex-

tremely proper to burn into charcoal, which has the prop-

erty of long preserving fire : on which account it is carried

into their cities, where there is a great sale for them.

* Collection of Voy. and Trav. from the library of the Earl of Oxford,

p. 8or.
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"* Wolves very comnionly lurk among these frees,

'svhich has given rise to a common sajing among the Arabs,

•when they would prevent their camels eating the leaves

of these trees, the wolf is near the gadha."^

This does not determine, whether this tree is a spe-

cies of the juniper, or not ; but it should seem to be meant

in the Scriptures by that word which our version renders

juniper. It grows in the deserts ; its coals long retain

fire; and it grows to a size capable of shading a person

from the heat, since it is called a tree.

The other properties that are mentioned, are its afford-

ing food to camels, of wiiich they are very fond, but which

is apt to gripe them ; and the frequent concealment of

wolves among trees of this species ; may make it still

more ea«y, for those that travel with camels through the

Eastern deserts, to determine whether the tree that an-

swers this description of d'Herbelot, and that of the

Scriptures, is the juniper, or not. And I would hope, it

may not be long before some curious traveller may ascer-

tain this matter,

I take no notice, here, of another supposed property of

this tree, according to our version of Job xxx. 4, in

which several other translations concur, and that is, that

its roots are capable of being made use of for food. For

I much question whether the roots of the juniper, or of

any other tree in those deserts, can afford nourishment

to the human body, on the one hand ; and on the other, I

would observe, that the interlineary translation of Arias

Montanus supposes, that the meaning of the passage is,

that they used the roots of the tree in question for fuel.

And certainly the same Hebrew letters may as well sig-

nify the one as the other ; that they used those roots for

warming themselves, as for brend,-f

The reason, I presume, that has inclined so many to

understand the word as our translators have done, has

• P. S56.

t on? lechera bread, being i)ut tor tDTlh lahem to themaelves, &s hais

been supposed in a preceding instance, page 379, notf. Edit.
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been, in part, the not knowing bow far the roots of this

tree of the deserts might be used for food, by these miser-

able outcasts from societj^ ; and, on the other hand, that

they could not want fire in those sultry deserts, for the

purpose of warming themselves. But as Irwin complains

not linfrequently of the cold of the night, and sometimes

of the day, in the deserts on the west side of the Red Sea ;

so, in sn appendix to the History of the Revolt of All

Bey, we find the Arabs that attended the author of that

journal, through the deserts that lay between Aleppo and

Bagdad, were considerably incommoded with the cold.

But if it were so with the poor wretches Job mentions,

why, it may be asked, are the roots of the juniper men-

tioned? Do we not find in the Travels of Rauwolff

published by Mr. Ray, that in the Wilderness, on the

Eastern side of the Tigris, ihey went out of doors, and

gathered dry boughs, and stalks of herbs, to dress some

food with, without mention of roots of any kind of tree?

and does not Thevenot mention the gathering broom for

boiling their coffee, and warming themselves, in the Wil-

derness, going from Cairo to Mount Sinai? W^hy then

any mention of juniper as used for fuel? I would answer,

that much slighter fuel would do for travellers that were

clothed, and wanted only to stay a little while to take some

refreshment, than would do for poor starving and almost

naked creatures, whose continual abode was in the deserts.

At the same time, it should seem, in the most destitute

state, without proper tools to cut down trees there, so that

the most substanlial, lasting, and comfortable fuel they

could procure, might well be the roots and refuse part of

those gadha trees, whatever that word in d'Herbelot

means, which were cut down to be made into charcoal,

for the use of those towns that lay on the borders of that

desert into which the outcasts mentioned by Job retired.

To depend on the chips, and castaway wood that others

cut, to warm themselves in their naked state, must be great

wretchednes?.
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OBSERVATION X.

WH^T IS GENERALLY EATEN WITH BREAD TO MAKE
IT PALATABLE.

Dr. Pococke, in describing his journey to Jerusalem

after his landing in Joppa, tells us,^ he was conveyed to

an encampment of Arabs, who entertained him as well as

they could, making him cakes, and bringing him fine oil of

olives, in which they usually dip their bread.

When he says usually, he means, I presume, when they

are more elegantly regaled ; for the Eastern people often

make use of bread with nothing more than salt, or some

such trifling addition, such as sumniersavory dried and

powdered, which, mixed with the salt, is eaten by »he

people of Aleppo, as a relisher of their bread* according

to the account of Dr. Russell.f The Septuagint transla-

tion of Job vi. 6, seems to refer to the same practice, when

it renders the first part of that xerseywill bread be eaten

without salt ? Ei €^wO>j(7tT<3t< oj^to? cmi\) oLKog,

It is to the same sort of frugality also, I suppose, Solo-

mon refers, when he says, he that loveth wine and oil,

shall not be rich.l One would have thought the using

oil with their bread, which answers to our bread and but-

ter, should not be thought extravagant ; but this account

of Dr. Russell shows it is a piece of delicateness in the

East, the expense of which they frequently avoid.

I would here produce a passage from St. Jerom, in which

this is mentioned, as well as a number of other curious

circumstances. This father exclaiming, in a letter to Ne-

potion, against some who abundantly compensated their

seeming austerities by a real delicacy in their way of

* Vol. ii. p. 5.

t Vol. i. p, 170. On this point Dr. Russell observes, MS. note, that bread

in the East is very often eaten by itself, and h farfiora being insipid like

the Nvhitc of an egg. Edit.

- Prov. ^'ci• K
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living, dies out, in words too spirited to be literally tr;ins»

lated, to this purpose :
" Let your fasts be pure, chaste,

simple, moderate, and not superstitious. What signifies

it to eat no oil^ if you seek those kinds of food that are

procured with trouble and difticulty, dried figs, spice, nuts,

and the fruit of palm trees, fine flour, honey, pistachios?

All the arts of gardening are exhausted, =^ that we may
carry our mortifications to such a height as not to eat

common bread. I hear there are some too that, in con-

tradiction to nature, drink no water, as well as eat no

bread; but they can swallow little delicate draughts, com-

posed of the juices of divers herbs, and that not in a cup,

but a shell. The severest fast is the confining one's self

to bread and water. But because this is not ostentatious,

as we all in common live on bread and water, this is reck-

oned too vulgar for such strictness of fasting as they pre-

tend to."

Nepotion resided in Italy, as appears from the next

epistle^ but the writer of this letter lived at Bethlehem,

and was blaming in it some monkish pretenders to austeri-

ty in those Eastern countries. The frequent making use

of oil with bread, is what is referred to here, which as a

delicacy, this austere generation would not be guilty of,

though it seems they would make use of cakes made of the

finest flour mingled with honey, which Moses speaks of,

Lev. ii. 11 ; or composed of almonds, pistachio nuts, &c.

for so, I suppose, the words are to be understood : which

niceties, perhaps, were not so old as the days of Moses,

but certainly as ancient as the days of Jerom. What he

* Vol. i. p. 16. ed. Basil 1565. Sinttibi pura, casta, siraplicia, moderata,

et con superstitiosa jejunia. Quid pi'odest oleo non vesci, et raolestias quas-

dam difficultatesque ciborum quserere, carvcas, piper, nuees, palmarum
fructus, similatn, mel, pistacia ? Tota hortorum cultura vexatur, ut cibario

non vescamur pane. Audio praeterea quosdam contra rerum hominumque

naturam, aquam non bibeie, nee vesci pane, sed sorbitiunculas dellcatas, et

contrita olera, betaruraque succum non calice sorbere, sed concha For-

tissimum jejunium est aqua et panis. Sed quia gloriam non habet, et cra-

nes pane et aqua Tivitnus, quasi publicum et commune, jejunium noa pu-

tatur.
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says of their drink deserves remark; but that belongs to

another place.

To keep to the consideration of the custom of dipping

their bread in oil, it is further to be remarked, that they

make use not only of what is pressed from the olive, in

their food, but also of less agreeable kinds of oil, for the

sake of cheapness, as both Russell and Maillet assure us.

The last in particular tells us, that the poor of Egypt use,

out of necessity, a sort of oil drawn from a plant called

there Cirika ; and the Jews, out of sparingness, make use of

it in the preparation of many of their meats, which must

make, he observes, a detestable cookery.^ To these

meaner kinds of oil, Rabshakeh seems to refer, 2 Kingg

xviii. 32, when he promised the Jews a land that should

produce the best oil, that of olives.

They make use of oil, and such like things, with their

bread, but in different ways. So Dr. Shaw observes, that

they break their bread, or cakes into little bits, and dip

them in their oil and vinegar, robb, hatted milk, honey ,f

&c. and Dr. Pococke, in the passage cited at the begin-

ning of this observation, takes notice of the Arabs dipping

their bread in a syrup called becmes, which is made by
boiling the juice of grapes to a due consistence

;J but in

another place of the same volume,§ describing his sitting

down to eat with one of the Egyptian sheiks, he tells us,

that a large wooden bowl was placed before them, fdled

with their thin cakes, broken into very small pieces, and

a syrup mixed with it.||

But the most extraordinary way of eating things ofthig

kind together, is that, I think^ described by Thevenot,^

in his account of the Mafrouca of the Arabs, which, he

* Un ragout detestable. Let. 9, p. 11. -j- P. 232.

t Vol. i. p. 58, 5 p. lis.

U This is not unfrequent in the IFest. CvLTrawtjeili/ is often eaten with
bread here in England ; and I have often seen the French spread the pulp

nf roasted app>t> on their bread instead of butter. Knir.

^ P. 2r.3,pnrfi
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sajs, is a great regale to them. " They mingle flour

with water in a wooden bowl, which they carry always

about with them, and knead it well into a paste; then

they spread il upon the sand, where the fire was made,

covering it up with hot embers, and live coals over them ;

and when it is baked on one side, they turn it upon the

other: when it is well baked, they break it into small

pieces, and with a little water knead it again anew, adding

thereto butler, and sometimes also honey; they make it

into a thick paste, and then break it into great pieces,

which they work and press between their fingers, and so

feed on them with delight ; and they look like those gob-

bets of paste that are given to geese to fatten them."

It may be fairly collected, I think, from these things,

that the pouring oil on the meatoffering baken in a pan,

and broken to pieces, according to Lev. ii. 6, was accord-

ing to the way of those times, when they would regale

their friends in a more elegant manner, and consequently

to be done out of respect to the priests of the Lord, to

whom they were appropriated, Lev. vii. 9. That these

words of Moses are by no means to be understood, accord-

ing to what is said^' to have been the opinion of Abar-

banel, dividing it as it laid baking upon the plate, but of

its being afterward broken in pieces, and presented to the

priest after the offerer had poured oil in a due quantity

upon the several bits, just as the bowl of bits of bread

and syrup was presented to Dr. Pococke : if not broken

in order to be kneaded again with oil, after the manner of

the Mafrouca of the Arabs ; which though perhaps not

so probable, I would by no means take upon me to affirm

does not come under the description of the lawgiver.

And that, most probably, this direction of the sixth verse

is not a peculiarity belonging to that sort of meatoffering,

but explanatory of that mingling with oil of the other

sorts, which is mentioned in the fourth and seventh verses.

* See Patrick upon Lev. ii. C.
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The Eastern people in their preparafions use honej,

the juice of the grape boiled up to a syrup, and such like ;

hut the law of God forbade every thing of this kind, in the

meatoffering, limiting them to the use of oil : but the man-

ner of mingling them, I should suppose to have been much
the same with theirs.

I do not remember that Moses expressly required the

use of the oil of olives ; but I do not apprehend it would

have been lawful for a Jew to have presented meatoffer-

ings with such oils as they now frequently use in those

countries, and which Maillet thinks must make their viands

detestable.* The neatness, not to say the magnificence,

required in their sacred offices, effectually forbade the use

of these sorts of oil. The silence, however, of Moses,

does not seem to have flowed, from the not knowing in his

time that oil might be drawn from other vegetables; for

he in express terms required oil olive for the lights of the

Sanctuary, but rather from their not having at that time

been wont to be used in food, only for lights.

OBSERVATION XI.

CURIOUS METHOD OF BAKING BREAD IN THE EAST.

Dr. Shaw informs us,f that in the cities and villages of

Barbary there are public ovens, but that among the Be-

douins, who live in tents, and the Kabyles, who live in

miserable hovels in the mountains, their bre^id made into

thin cakes, is baked either immediately upon the coals or

else in a Tajen, which he tells us is a shallow earlhen

vessel, like a fryingpan; and then cites the Septuagint, to

**' This, sa3'3 Dr. Russell, MS. note, does not follow. Maillet's taste

differs from that of many Jews, wlio iti certain dishes prefer *eern^e to

olive oil. The Arab butter has a strong, and to most Englishmen, disa-

greeable taste ; yet I have known many of them prefer it to English butter
in piUa-zv, though none could eat it at breakfast with bread. Much, how-
ever, depends on the mode of preparing the oil." Edit.

tP. 231.

VOL. I. 51
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show they supposed the pan, mentioned Lev. ii. 5, was^

the same thing as a Tajen.^

This account of the Doctor's is curious ; but as it does

not give us all the Eastern ways of baking, so neither

does it furnish us, 1 am afraid, with a complete comment

on that variety of methods of preparing the meatofferings,

which is mentioned by Moses in that chapter.

So long ago as Queen Elizabeth's time Rauwolff ob-

served,f that travellers frequently baked bread in the

deserts of Arabia on the ground, heated for that purpose by

fire, covering their cakes of bread with ashes and coals, and

turning them several times, until they were baked enough ;

but that some of the Arabians had in their tents stones, or

copperplates made on purpose for baking. Dr. Pococke,.

very lately, made a like observation,J speaking of iron

fiearths used for the baking their bread.

§

* The Tajen, according to Dr. Russell, is exactly the same among the

Bedouins as the Ti^ynvOv, a word of the same sound as wellas meaning, was

among the Greeks. So the Septuasint, Lev. ii 5. If % oblation be a

meatojfering baken in a paUy earro TOiyit.\au, it shall be offnefour unleav-

ened, mingled wiih oil.

t Ray's Travels, p. 149, 150. + Vol. ii. p. 96.

§ The sixth MS. C, mentioning the several ways of baking their bread in

the East, describes these iron plates as small and convex, a circumstance

not taken notice of, I think, by the other travellers I have examined.

These plates are most commonly used, he tells us, in Persia, and among

the wandering people that dwell in tents, as being the easiest way of baking,

and done with the least expense ; the bread being as thin as a skin, and

soon prepared. Another way, for he mentions four, is by baking on the

hearth. That bread is about an inch thick : they make no other all along

the Black Sea, from the Palus Mseotis to the Caspian Sea, in Chaldea, and

in Mesopotamia, except in towns. This he supposes is owing to their being

woody countries. These people make a fire in the middle of a room,

when the bread is ready for baking, they sweep a corner of the hearth, lay

the bread there, cover it with hot ashes and embers ; in a quarter of aa

hour they turn it: this bread is very good. The third way is that whicU

is common among us. The last way, and that which is common through

all Asia, is thus : they make an oven in the ground, four or five feet deep,

and three in diameter, well plastered with mortar. When it is hot, they

place the bread, which is commonly long, and not thicker than a finger,

ngainst the sides: it is baked in a moment. Ovens, he apprehends, were

not in use in Canaan, in the patriarchal age. All the bread, of that time,

was baked upon a plate, or under the ashes : that mentioned Gen. xviii.

C, was of this last sort. The shewbreaU he supposes was of the same kind;
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D'Arvieux mentions* another way, used by the Arabs

about Mount Carmel, who somelimesbake in an oven, and

at other times on the hearth; but have a third method,

which is, to make a fire in a great stone pitcher, and when

it is heated, they mix meal and water, as we do to make

paste to gbie things together, with which they apply with

the hollow of their hands to the outside of the pitcher, and

this extreme soft paste spreading itself upon it, is baked

in an instant. The heat of the pitcher having dried up

all the moisture, the bread comes off as thin as our wafers

;

and the operation is so speedily perfprmed, that in a very

little time a sufficient quantity is made.

Maimonidesf and the Septuagint differ in their expla«

nation of Lev. ii, 5, for that Egyptian rabbi supposes this

verse speaks of a flat plate, and these more ancient

interpreters of a tajen. But they both seem to agree

that these were two of the methods of preparing the meat-

offering: for Maimonides supposes the seventh verse

speaks of a fryingpan or tajen ; whereas the Septuagint,

on the contrary, thought the word there meant a hearth,

which terra takes in an iron or copperplate, though it ex-

tends further. Both then agree in the things, though their

explanations of the Hebrew words differ; and these two

methods answer, the Arab way of baking on a copper-

plate mentioned by Rauwolff, and baking in a tajen which

Dr. Shaw gives an account of.

The meatofferings of the fourth verse answer, as well

the Arab bread baked by means of their stone pitchers,

which are used by them for the baking of wafers ; as their

cakes of bread, mentioned by d'Arvieux, who describing

the way of baking among the modern Arabs, after men-

tioning some of their methods, says, ihey bake their best

sort of bread, either by heating an oven, or a large

pitcher half full of certain little smooth shining flints, upon

* Voy. dans la Pal. p. 193, 198. f See Patrick upon Lev. ii. S.
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which ihey lay the dough, spread out in form of a thin

broad cake.^^

The mention of wafers seems to fix the meaning of Mo-
ses to these oven pitchers, though perhaps it may be

thought an object, that this meatoffering is said to have

been baked in an oven : but it will be sufficient to observe,

the Hebrew words only signify a meatoffering of the

oven ; and consequently may be understood as well of wa-

fers baked on the outside of these oven pitchers, as of

cakes of bread baked in them. And if thou bring an

oblation of a meatoffering, a baked thing of the oven, it

shall be an unleavened cake offineflour mingled with oil,

or unleavened wafers anointed with oil.-f

Whoever then attends to these accounts of the Arab
stone pitcher, the tajen, and the copperplate or iron hearth,

will enter into this second of Leviticus, I believe, much
more perfectly than any commentator has done, and will

find in these accounts what answers perfectly well to the

description Moses gives us, of the different ways of pre-

paring the meatofferings.

A tajen, indeed, according to Dr. Shaw,J serves for a

fryingpan as well as for a baking vessel ; for he says,

the bagreah of the people of Barbary differs not much
from our pancakes, only that instead of rubbing the

tajen, or pan in which they fry them, with butter, they

rub it with soap to make them like a honeycomb. Moses

possibly intended a meatoffering of that kind might be

presented to the Lord ; and our translators seem to pre-

fer that supposition, since, though the margin mentions

the opinion of Maimonides, the reading of the text in the

sixth verse opposes a pan for baking, to a pan for frying

in the seventeenth verse. The thought however of Mai-

monides seems to be most just, as Moses appears to be

speaking of different kinds of bread only, not of other far-

inaceous preparations.

* Toy. dans la Pal p. 194. f Lev. ii, 4.

± Note i. p, 230.
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In all Ibis it may be observed, that though the precepts

of Moses were sufficient for the direction of Israel in

their settled state, yet they seem to have a particular re-

lation to the methods of preparing bread used by those

that live in tents : and his mentioning cakes of bread

baked in the oven, and wafers which are baked on the out-

side of these pitchers in the fourth verse, with bread

baked on a plate and in a tajen in the fifth and seventh

verses, would incline one to think their meatofferings were

prepared by the Israelites in their own tents, and brought

from thence and presented to the Lord, rather than that

they were baked in an orven, or pan, or on a plate, appoint-

ed for that purpose in the court of the tabernacle.

But whether this was so or not, the account these trav-

ellers give of the Arab manner of baking on a plate, will

make the notion of Jarchi, adopted by Abarbanel, as rep-

resented by Bishop Patrick,^ appear very odd. "They
suppose there was a vessel in the Temple, which was

only flat and broad, but had no rising on the sides of it

:

so that the oil being poured upon it, when it was set on

the fire, ran down and increased the flame, and made the

cake hard.'' The one of these was a French, and the other

a Portuguese rabbi, I think, and they seem to have as little

notion, ofexplaining the Old Testament by ancient customs

that remain in the East, as any Christian commentators

whatever.

These oven pitchers mentioned by d'Arvieux, and used

by the modern Arabs for baking cakes of bread in them,
and wafers on their outsides, are not the only portable

ovens of the East : St. Jerom, in his Commentary on
Lam. V. 10, describes an Eastern oven as a round vessel

of brass, blackened on the outside by the surrounding

fire, which heats it within.f Such an oven I have seen

* OnLev. ii. 5.

T Clibanus est coqiiendis panibus tenei vasculi dedacta rotunditas, qusp

sub urcntibus flamrais ardet intrinscciis.
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used in England. Which of these the Mishnah refers to,*

when it speaks of the women's lending their ovens to one

another, as well as their mills and their sieves, I do not

know : but the foregoing Observations may serve tore-

move a surprise, that this circumstance may otherwise

occasion in the reader of the Mishnah. Every body al^

most knows that little portable handmills are extremely

common in the Levant, moveable ovens are not so well

known.

Whether ovens, of the kind St. Jerom mentions, be

as ancient as the days of Moses, does not appear, un-

less the tajen be used after this manner ; but the pitcher

ovens of the Arabs are, without doubt, of that remote an-

tiquity.

OBSERVATION XIL

FURTHER INFORMATION CONCERNING THEIR MANNER
OF BAKING IN THE EAST.

Travellers agree that the Eastern bread is made in

small thin moist cakes, must be eaten new, and is good

for nothing when kept longer than a day. This, howev-

er, admits of exceptions. Dr. Russellf of late, and Rau-

wolffJ formerly, assure us, that they have several sorts of

bread and cakes. Some, Rauwolff tells us, done with

yelk of eggs, some mixed with several sorts of seeds, as

of sesamum, Romish coriander, and wild garden safFron,§

which are also strewed upon it : and he elsevvhere|| sup-

poses that they prepare biscuits for travelling. Russell also

mentions this strewing of seeds on their cakes, and says,

they have a variety of rusks and biscuits. To these au-

thors let me add Pitts,^ who tells us, the biscuits they

* In tit. Shebiith. f Vol. i. p. 116. i Ray's Travels, p. 95.

$ The cartharntiSt not wild saffron. Dr. Russell, MS, note. Edit.

I)
P. 140. % P. 88,
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i:arry wilh them from Egjpt will last them to Mecca, and

back again.

So the Scriptures supposes their loaves of bread were

Tery Small, three of them being requisite for the entertain-

ment of a single person, Luke xi. 5. That they were gen-

erally eaten new, and baked as they wanted them, as ap-

pears from the case of Abraham. That sometimes, howev-

er, they were made so as to keep several days, so the shew-

bread was fit food after having stood before the Lord a

week. And that bread for travellers was wont to be made

to keep some time, as appears from the pretences of the

Gibeonites, Josh, ix, 12 ; and the preparations Joseph

made for Jacob's journey into Egypt, Gen. xlv. 23.^

In like manner too they seem to have had <hen a variety

of eatables of this kind, as the Aleppines now have. In

particular some made like those on which seeds are strew-

ed, as we may collect from that part of the present of Jero-

boam's wife to the Prophet Ahijah, which our translators

have rendered eracknellsy 1 King xiv. iii. Buxtorff in-

deed supposes the original word anpJ nakkudeem signi-

fies biscuits, called by this name, either because they were

formed into little buttons like some of our gingerbread, or

because they were pricked full of holes after a particular

manner. Thelast of these two conjectures, I imagine,

was embraced by our translators ofthis passage, for crack"

nells, if they are all over England of the same form, are

full of holes, being formed into a kind of flourish of lat-

ticework. I have seen some of the unleavened bread of

our English Jews, made in like manner in a network form.

Nevertheless, I should think it more natural to under*

stand the word of biscuits spotted with seeds: for it is

used elsewhere to signify works of gold spotted with

• " The bread or rusks for travelling is often made in the form of large

rin^a, and is moistened op soaked in water before it is used." Russell, MS.
note, in loc. Edit.

•fEt buccellata 1 Reg. 14, 3, qute biscocta vulgo vocant, sic dicta qudd in

frusta exigua rotunda, quasi puucta conficerentur, aut quod siogulari forma
interpunctarcntur. Epit. Rad. Heb. p. 544.
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studs of silver; and, as it should seem, bread spotted

with mould, Josh. ix. .5-12 ; how much more natural then

is it to understand the word of cakes spotted with seeds,

which are so common, that not only RauwolfFand Russell

speak of them at Aleppo, but Hanwaj tells us too that

the cakes of bread that were presented to him, at the

house of a Persian of distinction, were in like manner

sprinkled with the seeds of poppies and other thins^s, than

of cracknells, on account of their being full of holes. It

is used for things that are spotted we know, never in any

other place for a thing full of holes. Our translators

then do not appear to have been very happy in the choice

of the word cracknells here.=^

As to all particulars of the ancient bread and cake kind,

it may be difficult to give an exact account at this dis-

tance of time. Ainsworth at least does not appear to

have been successful in a criticism of this sort, which he

has given the world in his note on Ps. xxxv. 16. He
thinks that as bread is used for all food, so a cake ji>'D

madog, seems to be used for all juncates or dainty meats ;

but it is used for those cakes Ezekiel was to eat, as expres-

sive of the hardships of a siege, which were so far from

being dainty meats, that they might rather be termed the

bread of affliction ; not to mention other places were noth-

ing of the idea supposed by Ainsworth appears. Ifwe will

allow the authority of the Septuagint, it signifies precisely

bread baked under the coals and ashes, for thus they per-

petually translate this, and a kindred word, iyK^v(pioc^, and

nothing, it is certain, forbids this interpretation. And
if so, it is no wonder Ezekiel abhorred the thought of eat-

ing bread prepared after this manner with human dung.

As for the other words, the Septuagint and other Greek

interpreters frequently differ in their translations ; and

* Sii" J. Chardin's MS.iii like manner, says, "several sorts of bread are

served up in Eastern feasts."

Dr. Russell, in a MS. note here, agrees with Mr. Hanway, and thinks the

conjecture just : but adds, that *• there are a variety of sweatmeats and

pastry made in UifFerent forms, but none made for long keeping." Edit.
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even the Septiiagint itself sometimes translates the same

Hebrew word by different terms, and different Hebrew

words by one Greek one ; the general meaning, however,

of most of these words maj perhaps be ascertained.

Is notnun^ lebiboth in particular, the word that in gen-

eral means rich cakes ? A sort of which Tamar used to

prepare that was not common, and furnished Amnon with

a pretence for desiring her being sent to his house, that

she might make some of that kind for him in the time of

his indisposition, his fancy running upon them.=^ To
make this account more clear, it is requisite to add, from

Dr. Pococke's travels', that the women of the East,

though they be very great persons, do themselves pre-

* See 2 Sam. xiii. 1-8. Parkhurst supposes tlie original word to signify

^'pancakesy and translate the root ^^^ labab, to move er toss up and do~vn.

And she took the dough i^^^*^1 vatalosh and kneaded ^^^i^"^ vattilabeb and

^os^eJzV in his sight, '7iy3ril vattibasheU and dressed the Gnkes. In this

passage, says Mr. P. it is to be observed, that ^^^ is distinguished from ^/

to kiiead, and from ^^^ to dress, whioh agrees with the interpretatioa

here given." The account which Mr. Jackson gives of an Arab baking

apparatus, and the manner of kneading and tossing their cakes, will al

once, if I mistake not, fix the meaning of this passage, and cast much light

upon Lev. xi. 35. "I was much amused by observing the dexterity of the

Arab women in baking their bread. They have a small place built with

clay between two and three feet high, having a hole at the bottom for the

convenience of drawing out the ashes, something similar to that of a lime-

kiln. The oven, which I think is the most proper name for this place, is

usually about fifteen inches wide at top, and gradually grows wider to the

bottom. It is heated with wood, and when sufficiently hot, and perfectly

clear from smoke, having nothing but clear embers at bottouri, which con-

tiuue to reflect great heat, they prepare the dough in a large bowl, and

mould the cakes to the desired size on a board or stone placed near the

oven. After they have kneaded the cake to a proper consistence, they

pat it a little, the?i toss it about with great dexterity in one hand til! it is as

thin as they choose to make it. They then wet one side of it with water,

at the same time wetting the hand and arm with which ihey put it into the

oven. The side of the cake adheres fast to the side of the oven till it is

sufficiently baked, v/hen, if not paid propel- attention to, it would f^^ll down

among the embers. If they were not exceedingly quick at this work, the

lieat of the oven would burn their arms, but they perform it v ith such

amazing dexterity, that one Avoman will continue keeping three or four

cakes in the even at once, till she has done baking. This mode, let me add,

does not require half the fuel that is made use of in Europe." Journey

from l7idia, p. 50. Edit.

VOL. I. •'>2
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pare dinner in their own apartments, or at least inspect

and direct it :''^ it appears from the case of Tamar, it was

so ancienlly.f

De Dieu seems to be as unhappy in his differing fronri

the Septuagint, as to the meaning of the word nr^; Kggah,

in Hosea vii. 8,J as Ainsworth. He gives us from Go-

lius, an eyewitness, much such an account of the Arab

pitchers for baking, as I have done from d'Arvieux, and

he supposes ugguh signifies a wafer hdked on the outside

of these earthen vessels, and fancies its name is expres-

sive of its concavo-convex form, derived from an Arabic

word :§ very unlucky this ! especially to be mentioned in

this text, which speaks of a uggah not turned ; for GoliuSj

even according to this gentleman, as well as d'Arvieux,

informs us these wafers are baked almost instantaneously,

but^the iyY.^\)(!^iccg of the Septuagint is turned over and

over again. Rauwolff^s account of them has been cited

hy authors, but must be repeated here, as it gives us the

best comment on these words of Hosea. "The woman

was not idle neither," speaking of his entertainment in the

tent of a Curter on the other side the Euphrates, "but

brought us milk and eggs to eat, so that v;e wanted for

nothing; which were about a finger thick, and about the"

bigness of a trencher, as is usual to do in the wildernessj

and sometimes in towns also, she laid them on hot stones,

and kept them a turning, and at length she flung the ashes

and embers over them, and so baked them thoroughly.

They were very good to eat, and very savoury."j|

* Vol. i. about page 184.

j Dr. Russell says, MS. note, " The Eastern ladies often wash their owt
hands, prepare cakes, pastry, &c. in their apartments. And some few par-

ticular dislies are cooked by themselves, but not in their apartments : on

sush occasion, tliey go to some room near the kitchen." Edit,

^ Vide PoliSyn. in loc.

§ The Arabic M-ord used by De Dieu is>^L^ ha-^ajay -which is probably

a mistake foi* /jj^\2^ hajiiiat "Nvhich Golius renders curvusfidt. Edit.

Ij
Ray's Travels, torn. i. p. 185? 186.
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Loaves are also sornelimes made of barley, but they

are only used by people in distress. "^ The common use

of that grain is for feeding horse<=5 : it was so anciently, 1

Kings iv. 28. If then Boaz, a mighty man of wealth, made

a present to Ruth of barley, after he had made a declara-

tion very much in her favour, it may be understood to be

owing to the preceding great scarcity of corn in that

country at that time, and Naomi's returning in the begin-

ning of barley harvest, and before any wheat was reaped ;

consequently the grain presented must almost necessarily

be barley, and after such a dearth might be a very ac-

ceptable and honorable present. In like circumstances,

loaves of barley were not thought an improper present to

be made to an eminent Prophet, 2 Kings iv. 42.

However, it may be further observed, that as the pre-

ceding famine might make barley for loaves very accepta-

ble to Naomi; so there are other preparations of it that

are used in the East, in the most plentiful times, and even

presented to persons whom they would treat with re-

spect. So Dr. Pococke, describingf a supper that was

sent him by a person of distinction in Egypt, an Aga, men-

tions, along with the piilaw, the goat's flesh boiled and

well peppered, and the hot bread, a soup of barley, with

the husk taken off like rice. J

OBSERVATION XIII.

OF THE EASTERN SEETHING POT.

That view of an Eastern seething pot, where the open-

ing into the small hollow underneath, into which the fuel

is put§ is right before the eye of the spectator, must, I

think, be what is called its/ace, Jer. i. 13 ; and our trans-

lation appears to me to be right, which supposes the face

of this pot, which Jeremiah saw in the visions of God,

* See Pitts, p. 35, 308.

f Vol. i. p. 122, 123. ^ See Observation xxiii.

§ For their pots for boiling are not placed over an open fire as with us,

but over a hole, with an aperture into it on one side, so as pretty much to

resemble our coppers. This, acoordiog to Rauwolff, is done to save fuei.
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was turned to the northward, intimating that the fuel to

be put under it was to be brought from the north.

For, as the people that were to destroy the Jews, of

that age, were incontrovertiblj to be brought from that

quarter, v. 15 ; and as that destruction is elsewhere rep-

resented by the consuming of meat boiled in a pot, Ezek.

xxiv. 3—14; the representing that circumstance of the

destruction of Jerusalem, I mean its being effected by a

people that came from the North, if that destruction was

represented by a seething pot at all, was most naturally

expressed by exhibiting the opening into the furnace as

turned northward, fuel being of course placed on the side

where the opening was.

This representation is very simple: and, after paying a

little attention to it, some comments of the learned of

former times will appear not a little odd. It is not how-

ever necessary to recite them,

OBSERVATION XIV.

CURIOUS ACCOUNT OF A ROYAL CAMEL FEAST AND THE
MANNER OF SEETHING IT.

That passage of Ezekiel,* cited in one of the last arti-

cles, makes but a strange appearance in our translation;

we know not what to make of the burning the bones under

the chaldron, neither in the literal or the figurative sense.

But it may perhaps receive a pretty clear illustration, es-

pecially the Septuagint translation of it, from the account

given us of a royal Arab camel feast, in the third volume

of the Philosophical Transactions abridged.

f

When I say royal, I mean a feast prepared for the en-

tertainment of the king of the Arabs of the Desert, but at

the expense of one of his grandees, of which two young

camels formed the principal part. *' Before midda},"

says the account, "a carpet being spread in the middle

tent, our dinner was brought in, being served up in large

* Ch. xxir. 3—12. f ^^^^ "• ^^^- -> art. 40, § 2.
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wooden bowls between two men ; and truly, to my appre-

hension, load enough for them. Of these great platters

there were about fifty or sixty in number, perhaps more,

with a great many little ones, I mean, such as one man
was able to bring in, strewed here and there among them,

and placed for a border or garnish round about the table.

In the middle of all was one of a larger size than all the

rest, in which were the camels' bones, and a thin broth in

"which they were boiled : the other greater ones seemed

all filled with one and the same sort of provision, a kind of

plum-broth made of rice, and the fleshy part of the camel,

with currantH and spices, being of a somewhat darker col-

our than what is made in our country. The less were,

for the most part, charged with rice, dressed after several

modes, some of them having laben a thick sour milk, pour-

ed upon them."

The Prophet has himself in another part of this sacred

book, given, in general, an explanation of this parable

:

the chaldron or pot means Jerusalem, as to its buildings

;

the flesh cooked in the pot, the inhabitants of that city,

that were to be slain and consumed in it. Ch. xi. 7.

If now we turn to the translation of this 24th chapter,

in the Septuagint, we shall find this destruction expressed

in terms that may remind us of that Arab feast I have

been mentioning. According to that version, the parable

speaks of " a pot or chaldron set ut>on its furnace ; water

poured into it ; the halves of animals that were fine, put

in, each consisting of the leg and shoulder ; not however

whole, but the flesh removed from the bones; that fire

was to be put under when the bones were placed beneath

the flesh ; the bones to be boiled and stewed in the midst

of the pot ; then, after some account of the meaning of

this parable, and the cause of God's anger, the allusion is

taken up again, when God threatens to heap on wood, and

to kindle the fire, so as to consume the flesh, and diminish

the quantify of the broth ; after which the emptied chal-

dron was to be laid on the coals, and its impurities to be

removed by the violence of fire."
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This is the siibsfanco of I heir account of this parable^

and we may see in it the taking off the flesh, as that of the

camels from their bones in the Arab feast; the boiling it

down to a pulpy substance, and a great diminution of the

liquid; and the supposition that the bones themselves

afforded something delicious. Thus far these ancient

Egyptian interpreters go in their account, quite agreeing

with the modern history of an Arab royal feast, and, with-

out doubt, with the managements of their own times.

Only it may be the Arabs stewed their bones by them-

selves ; anciently, it seems, they did it in the same pot

with the flesh.

If now we turn to the original Hebrew, it is visible that

the second clause of the fifth verse must be wrong trans-

lated : it could never signify burning the bones under the

pot, if for no other reason, yet for this, that in the close

of the 4th verse, and in the end of the 5th, it is supposed

they were to seethe them in it. The heaping them up,

which is the marginal translation, appears to be the true

meaning. And, as to what follows, it should seem we are

to understand the word as signifying the lower part of the

pot,-^ heap up the bones in the lower part of the pot, and

make it boil well.

The 10th verse mentions the consuming, ox dissolving

the flesh, the spicing or seasoning it, and the burning

bones, or rather leaving them dry. This brings to mind

the spices and the currants of the great camel feast, and

the emptying of the chaldron of its contents so entirely as

to leave nothing but bones in it.

The whole parable expresses the great slaughtep of the

Jews in the destruction of Jerusalem, not only those of

the lower rank, but those of the greatest ; for I do not think

that the choice of the flock is to be understood exclusive-

ly ofothers, but as comprehending many, very many of

them; that the people of Babylon would take as great

pleasure in destroying the Jewish people, a« men would

* Vide Job xxviii. 5.
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do in partaking of a delicious royal repast ; and that after

the city was emptied, it would be given up to purging

flames, as a filthy pot, made disagreeable by scunj and other

impurities, might be cleansed by being heated in the fire

to a high degree.'^

How the Egyptian translators of the Septuagiut version

came to leave out the spicing, or seasoning of this soup,

for the word, I presume, is not limited to spices properly

speaking, but comprehends every thing that seasons, or

heightens the taste; and how they came to divide what of

the flock was stewed just into halves, which the word they

have made use of pr^operly signifies, whereas the present

Arabs, when they would make pottage even of a chicken,

divide it into four parts, and a fowl into six or eight, I do

not know, since the Hebrew copies only suppose the ani-

mals put into the chaldron to be cut in pieces in general;

but must leave it to my reader to guess.

f

On the other hand, we are told by the same writer, that

in their grand repasts, they slew, not unfrequently, a whole

lamb or kid.J The parable, however, of Ezekiel, supposes

them divided into parts, whether halved or into single

joints^ the original does not determine, though the version

of the Septuagint does, after which both suppose the flesh

was taken from the bones.

OBSERVATION XV,

OF THE GRINDING OF THEIR CORN, AND THE TIME OF
THE DAY IN WHICH IT^ IS DONE.

The time for grinding their corn is the morning ; which

consideration makes the Prophet's selecting the noise of

millstones,§ and lighting up of candles, as circumstances

belonging to inhabited places, appear in a view which no

* See Numb. xxi. 22, 23. f Voy. dans la Pal. par dc la Roquc,
ch. 14, p. 199.

* P. 198. § Jcr. XXV. 10.
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commentators, that I have examined, have taken any no-

tice of.

lam indebted to Sir John Chardin's MS. for the know-

ledge of this fact. It informs ns that in the East they

grind their corn at break of day, and that on going out in

a morning, one hears every where the noise of the mill;

and that it is the noise that often awakens people.^

It has been commonly known that they bake every

day, and that they usually grind their corn as they want

it ; but this passage informs us, that it is the first work

done in a morning, as well as that this grinding of their

mills makes a considerable noise, and attracts every ear;

and as the lighting up of candles begins the evening, there

is an agreeable contrast observable in these words, 3fore-

over, Irvill takefrom them the voice of mirth, and the

voice ofgladness i the voice of the bridegroom, and the

voice of the bride, the sound of millstones, and the

light of the candle. And their whole land shall be a

desolation, &c. Gloomy shall be the silence of the morn-

ing, melancholy the shadows of the evening; no cheerful

noise to animate the one, no enlivening ray to soften the

gloom of the other. Desolation shall every where reign.

A land may abound with habitations, and furnish an

agreeable abode where the voice of mirth is not heard
;

none of the songs, the music, and the dances, of nuptial

solemnities ; but in the East, where no millstones are heard

in the morningjf no light seen in the evening, it must be a

dreary, dismal solitude.

* 111 a note on Luke xii. 42.

t Sir J. Chavdin, in another note of his MS. his note on Rev. xviii. 22,

supposes, that songs are made use of when they are grinding. It is very

possible, then, that when the sacred writers speak of the noise of the mill-

stones, they may mean not the noise made by the mills, but the noise ot

the songs of those that worked them : so Chardin understood the Avords oi

St. John, Rev. xviii. 22; and so consequently may Jeremiah be understood ;

and it is certain this is the noise Chardin meant, when he mentioned the

noise of grinding in a morning. His words are, " The noise of a millstone,

that is to say, the voice and songs of those that grind. The people of the

East commonly make use of handmilis, and those that grind sing From

hcnoc one hears a great noise in great cities."
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Thisearliness of grinding corn makes (he going of Re-

chab and Baanah,^ to fetch wheat //ic day before from

the palace to be distributed to the soldiers under them,

each one his portion, to be ground early in the morning,

very natural.f It appears from the history of David,J

that princes indulged themselves on their beds until the

coolness of the evening began to come on, and the corn to

be distributed to the soldiers must of course be had the

day before grinding : their coming then for corn, while

Ishbosheth was still indulging, had nothing suspicious in

it; and I must think the reading of our present Hebrew
copies more natural than that the Septuagint made use of,

if they kept close to their copy. The Egyptian women
are, indeed, very curious in cleaning their wheat before

they grind it, according to Monsieur Maillet ;§ and it is

not very w^onderful, if the female servants of an ancient

Jewish prince might make use of something of the like

care ; a female might be employed, possibly as a porter,|l

and at the same time have some care about preparing

corn for grinding: but, certainly, in such a case there

could be no necessity for the sacred historian to mention

this part of her employment, along with her sleeping; her

slumbering was abundantly sufficient
;
ye^, according to

* 2 Sam. iv. 2—7. >

f It is still a custom in the East, to allow tlieir soldiers a certain quantity

of meat, bread, butter, rice, and corn, per day, Dr. Perry tells us, p. 43, as

well as some pay.

\ 2 Sara. xi. 2. *' May not David have been lounging only on his divan ?

as to walking on his terrace, it naturally would be after sunset." Dr. Rus-

sell, MS. note. . Edit.

§ *' It may not be disagreeable to you to see, with what care they prepare

their corn, for making it into bread, in the houses of people of any distinc-

tion. They examine it first grain by grain ; they afterward wash it in

several waters, and dry it in the shade; after wliich they rub it between

two cloths, before they carry it to the mill. One may easily imagine what

neatness and delicacy must attend the bread made of such flour." Let. 9,

p. 8.

To this remark. Dr. Russell adds, MS. note, that "the females are very

careful ir» this respect at Aleppo." Edit.

II
John xviii. 17.
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(he Septuagint, all this is mentioned; the sixth verse, ac-

cording to 1 hem, being "And behold, the female por-

ter of the house was cleaning wheat; and she nodded,

and was sleeping. And the brethren, Rechab and Baa-

nah," &c.

It is remarked, in another place of this MS. that thej

are female slaves that are generally employed in the East

at these handmills ; that it is extremely laborious, and

esteemed the lowest^ employment in the house; about

which they set their black servants only, and those that

are the least fit for any thing else. He remarks, that most

of their corn is ground by these little mills ; that he did

not remember to have seen any windmills in the East,

but that he had seen watermills, especially at Ispahan,

and some of the other great cities of Persia ; and that

they sometimes make use of large mills wrought by

oxen or camels.

f

OBSERVATION XVI.

THE MANNER OF LEAVENING THEIR BREAD.

By the law of Moses, there was no leaven of any kind

to be suffered in the houses of the Israelites, for seven or

eight days jj this might have been a considerable incon-

venience in Great Britain, but none at all in Palestine.

For the MS. C. assures us, they use no kind of leaven

in the East,§ but dough kept until it is grown sour, which

they keep from one day to another : if then there should

be no leaven in all the country for some days, in twenty-

four hours some would be produced, and they would return

to their preceding state.

* Exod. xi. 5. f Dr. Russell observes, that " they use mules

and blind horses at Aleppo." Edit.
4: Exod. xii. 15, 19.

§ Yet in wine countries it should seem, by this writer, they use the lees

of wine as we do yeast.
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OBSERVATION XVII.

BURNING IN THE EAST, A

ING GRAPES AND OLIVES.

The Eastern way o^ churning, which is done by put-

ting the cream into a goat's skin, turned inside out, which

the Arabs suspend in their tents, and then pressing it to

and fro, in one uniforai direction, quickly occasion a sepa-

ration of the unctuous from the wheyey part.^ But Ihere

is another way, it seem's, of churning in the Levant, which

is by a man's treading upon the skin, which answers the

same purpose.

Mons. d'Arvieux informs us,f that the butter of the

Arabs is not very good, and always has something of the

taste of tallow : that they make it by churning in a leather

bottle,J which is not very cleanly; filling it up after-

ward with milk, and so make their cheese, which is white,

and of a very bad taste, but they make no other : that they

drink sometimes sweet milk, and sometimes make broth

of it; but that when it curdles they put the juice of an

herb to make it sourer, and consequently more refreshing:

that they also put some of it upon their pillaw,§ and eat it

mixed together.
||

Grapes, it is well known, are wont to be trodden with

the feet, when they want to make wine. Dr. Chandler

saw it practised near Smyrna, just as he left Asia. Black

grapes were spread on the ground in beds, and exposed

to the sun, to dry for raisins; while, in another part, the

juice was expressed for wine, a man, with feet and legs

bare, treading the fruit in a kind of cistern, with an hole

m
* Shaw, p. 168. D'Arvieux gives a similar account.

t Voy.dans la Pal. p. 200,201.

:t Hasselquist gives the same account, p. 159.

§ Their boiled rice. jj This which is mixed is termed leban. Russell
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or vent near the bottom, and a vessel beneath it to receive

the liquor.^

The Scriptures, which mention the treading grapes^f

for wine, inform us that olives also were trodden, to get

the oil contained in them,J Whether any previous prep-

aration was made use of in those ancient times, we are not

told ; but it seems certain that mills are now used for

pressing and grinding the olives, according to Chandler,

which grow in the neighbourhood of Athens. These mills

are in the town, and not on the spot in which the olives

grow; and seem to be used, in consequence of its being

found, that the mere weight of the human body is insuffi-

cient for an effectual extraction of the oil.

The treading of grapes then, and olives, are well

known facts ; but Dr. Chandler is the first so far as I have

observed, that has given us an account of the way of tread-

ing on skins full of cream, by men, in order to separate

the butter from its more watery part : and deserves at-

tention, not only on account of the novelty of the obser-

vation ; but as it maj^ possibly, throw some light over a

passage of Job, which I never saw well accounted for:

When I jvashed my steps with butter, and the rockpoiired

me out rivers of oil.
\]

Commentators have observed, what every sensible

reader must Iiave perceived without their help, that plenty

of butter and oil, in his possession, is what is meant in this

passage ; buf none, that i know of, have given any tolera-

ble account of the ground of his representing this exube-

rance of butter, produced by his kine after this manner.

The way in which a great man was to pass was sorae-

tinjcs swept, sometimes strewed with flowers, sometimes

watered, and might, possibly, sometimes be moistened with

waters of an odoriferous kind ; but was it ever moisfcned

with nicllcd butter? The feet were sometimes anointed

with oil, in v, hich odoriferous substances hud been infused,^

but was butter ever applied to them?

* P. 2- t Nch. \ili. 15, Is. Ixiii. 2, Judges ix. 27, kc

^r Mic. vi, 15, 1)eu(. xxxiii. '2i. || Ch. xxix. G.
f]

Luke. vii. 37, .38—46
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May we not rather suppose there is a reference, in these

words of Job, to the treading skins full of cream under

their feet, when they had very large quantities which they

wanted to churn ?

When a small quantity of grapes are to be squeezed, it

may be done commodiously enough by the hand : after this

manner Pharaoh's butler supposed he squeezed out new

wine into the royal cup, Gen. xl. 11. This indeed was only

a visionary scene, but it is to be supposed to be a natural

one. So when there was a quantify of cream, such as a

poor Arab may be supposed to be possessed of, it was

put into a skin, suspeiided in his tent, and the whole proc-

ess conducted by the females belonging to it ; but when

the number of a man's milch cattle was large, it became

requisite to put the cream into a number of skins, on which

he might tread, and by that means produce a large quan-

tity of butter. This seems to me no improbable account,

and by no means an unnatural explanation of the phrase,

/ washed my steps with butter,

Greece is indeed considerably distant from the land of

Uz ; and the age in which Job lived far removed from our

times ; but as a skin, which Chandler saw in Greece, is

still the churning vessel used by the Arabs in the Holy
Land, as well as of Barbary, and consequently, as the

customs of the Arabs so little vary, the use of a skin for

churning, though used in our times too, is to be understood

to be very ancient ; and the same reason that might in-

duce the more opulent Greeks to tread their cream, rather

than to confine themselves to the motion the Arabs gen-

erally use, might make the richer inhabitants of the more

Eastern countries do the like, and consequently Job,

who abounded in cattle.

The expression, it must be fillowed, is highly figuralive,

but not more so than what may be supposed to suit Ori-

ental poetry.

The word washing, when used poetically, certainly is

not confined to the cleansing the (eet by some purifying

fluid, for the dipping the feet in human blood shed in war.
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which, according to (he Mosaic law, was a very unclean

thing, is in a Jewish poetic writer stjied, notwithstand-

ing, a washing thefeetf Ps. Iviii. 10. The plunging the

feet then into cream, or butter, may without question, be

equally called washing the feet in butter, and walking in

it, washing the steps.

But it may be said, there is a wide difference in the two

cases : in walking round and round upon a number of skins

filled with cream, which, after a time, in part becomes but-

ter, the feet come not into contact with either, whereas

the Psalmist speaks of dipping the naked foot into the

blood of the slain.

In answer to this, not to say that it is by no means cer-

tain, that David thought particularly of the foot being

bare, when dipped in the blood of the wicked ; and that

on the contrary, the feet and legs of warriors of that an-

cient time were covered, sometimes with defensive ar-

mour of brass :=^ Jonah, in a prayer, or divine hymn, says.

The waters compassed vie about even to the soul : the

depth closed me round about, the weeds were wrapt about

my head. Now the weeds of the sea came not into con-

tact with his head, when in the belly of the fish. Job

then might as well, in the glowing language of Eastern

poetry, be said to have washed his feet in butter, as Jonah

said, that the weeds were wrapped about his head ; though

no contact in either case.

Before I finish this article, I beg leave to touch on

another passage of this ancient poem, which the manage-

ment that obtains in these countries may serve to illus-

trate : " He shall not see the rivers,^' says Zophar, " the

floods, the brooks of honey and butler,^^f

We, in these cooler countries, have no great notion of

butter being described as so extremely liquid ; it appears

among us in a more solid form. But as the plentiful flow-

ing of honey, when pressed from the comb, may be com-

pared, in strong language, to a little river, as it runs into

* I Sam. xvii. 6. t Job xx. 17.
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Ihe vessels in which it is to be kept ; so, as thej manage

matters, butter is equally fluid, and may be described af-

ter the same way : so Dr, Shaw, after giving an account

of making butter in a skin, says, " A great quantity of

butter is made in several places? of these kingdoms ;*

which, after it is boiled with salt, in order to precipitate

the hairs and other nastinesses occasioned in the churn-

ing, they put into jars, and preserve it for use. Fresh

butter soon grows sour and rancid."f Other authors

give a like account.

Streams of butter then, poured, when clarified, into

jars in which it is preserved, might as naturally be com-

pared to rivers, as streams of honey flowing, upon pres-

sure, into other jars, in which that other great article of

Eastern diet was wont to be kept, for after use. The
wicked man shall not see the rivulets^ much less the inv-

ers, less still the torrents of honey and butter which the

upright man may hope to enjoy : for such seems to be

the gradation, and it is so expressed in the interlineary

Latin translation of Pagnin, revised by Montanus.

Unluckily the beauty of the climax is lost in our trans-

lation. Instead of continuing to rise, it sinks in the

close; ending with hrooh, after having mentioned rivers

and torrents* The Vulgate uses only two of the words,

rivulets and torrents, and by thus ranging them does

not destroy the energy of the gradation, though it makes

it less complete.

Here are several things observable ; but it is the ac-

count of their manner of making butterj I would par-

ticularly remark, which is also used, according to Dr.

Shaw,(i in Barbary, because it seems to me to throw

light on what is said of Jael, in the 4th and 5th of

Judges: And he, Sisera, said unto her, give me, I pra^

• Those of Barbary. t P- ^^9. i P. 168.

11
Vol. i. p. 188. *' U the chemah, says Dr. RusscU, MS note, be the

same as the ka^mak of the Arabs, which is very probable, it is not sim-

ple cream, but cream prepared like that in Devoashirc and Cornwall.''

Edit.
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thee a little water to drinkf for I am ttiirsly : and she

opened a bottle of ntilkf and gave him drink, and cov-

ered hinu Judges iv. He asked watery and she gave

him milk, sJie brought forth butter in a lordly dish.

Judges V. 25.

Vitringa, in his commentary on Isaiah, tells us that

the word nxDn chemah, signifies not only butter but

ci'eam, and that this last is the genuine sense of the

word; he commends Alting for making this observation,

which he thinks that writer has effectually confirmed, by
comparing Judges v. 25, with Judges iv. 19. He adds

that Jarchi, who was an eminent French rabbi of the

twelfth century, had the same thought before Alting,

4 believe few people would think cream very proper

drink for one that was extremely thirsty. And if I am
not mistaken, a much clearer account may be given of

these two texts from Mons. d'Arvieux. Jael, it is to be

observed, was the wife of Heber the Kenite ; and that

Heber, as well tis the rest of the Kenites, dwelt in Pales-

tine in tents, just as the Arabs do now, being indeed an

Arab tribe. If the Kenites made butter then, as the mod-

ern Arabs do, and as there does not appear any refine-

ment in the present Arab custom, but all the marks of the

ancient simplicity, we may believe they did, the suppos-

ing Jael had been just churning will account, in the easiest

manner in the world, for these two Scriptures. Sisera

being thirsty, asked for some water to drink ; she opens a

bottle, a skin according to the original, a leather bottle,

that is, with which, agreeably to the Arab mode, she had

just been churning, and pouring its contents into a bowl

fit to be presented to a man of Sisera's quality, and doubt-

less the best she had in the tent, she offers him this butter-

milk to drink. This gave occasion to Deborah to speak

of milk and butter both. Sour milk is esteemed by those

people more refreshing than that which is sweet. Instead

then of giving him water, when he complained of thirst,

she gave him a better sort of liquid, but of a kind the most
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VefresLing, we maj believe, that she had then by her.

Every thing in these two texts agrees with the Arab cus-

toms. Chemah nxnn certainly signifies butler, as appears

Prov. XXX. 33; that it signifies cream may be true, but is

by no means proved by the collation of these passages, a^

Alting pretends.*

So have I known a British nobleman, of the first dis-

tinction, drink buttermilk with great relish when thirsty

after hunting. And what is still more to the purpose, Dr.

Pococke, when he is giving an account of an Arab's enter-

taining him in the Holy Land as well as he could, f informs

us that they brought ^akes which were sour, and fine oil

of olives to dip them in ; but perceiving he did not like it,

they served him up some sour buttermilk :J and every

meal was finished with coffee. It is to be remembered,

this was the entertainment of people that treated him in

the most respectful manner they could, and was produced,

when they found what was before prepared for him was

not 90 agreeable, desirous to do every thing they could to

accommodate him. So in the account which was publish-

ed of Commodore Stewart's embassy, to redeem some

British captives in 1721, we are told that buttermilk is

the chief dessert of the Moors f and that when they

would speak of the extraordinary sweetness of any thing,

I suppose agreeableness is meant> they compare it to but-

termiik.li

OBSERVATION XVIII.

or THEIR CHEESE IN THE EAST.

As to what la Roque has said, on the authority of Mons.

d'Arvieux, coftcerniog the Arab way of making cheese,

* •• I should, says Di*. Russell, MS. note, think Alting- in the riglit, for the

following reason ; the Arab butter is apt to be foul, and is commonly
passed through a strainer before it is served up. 1 never saw bxitter offered

to a stranger, but always kaymak ; nor did I ever observe them drink but-

tcrmilkt but ahvays kian dilated Yith water." F.dit.

•j- Vol. it. p. 2, p. 25. t Lehmiy not buttermilk. Edit.

1) To tebttn >• so Dr. Russell in hiaSIS. Jiotcs on thcsn two t>tRces. BmiT.

VOL. I. .04
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which was mentioned under the last Observation, a doubfc

having been made by some persons Qoncerned in our En-

glish dairies, whether milk could be sufficiently turned, by

buttermilk, into curds to make cheese, I had the experi*-

ment tried ; and when the buttermilk is a little sour, a&

we may believe it always is in those hot countries, it is

very sufficient for the purpose: and the cheese produced

in this manner, though not the very best, was found more

agreeable than was expected. But observations of this

kind do not belong to these papers.

In a language, I would remark then, so little copious as

the Hebrew, it is scarcely credible that there should be

three different words to signify cheese ; yet in the three

passages in which that word occurs in oar translation,"^

the original words are all different.

Cheese is eaten very commonly in the East, as well as

with us; one would have imagined therefore the Septua-

gint would have been at no loss in translating passages

which speak of cheese, or in determining what they meant,

if some other kind of milkmeats were meant in thera.

They nevertheless retain the original word in 2 Sam. xvii.

29, as if they did not understand its meaning; and other

translators have supposed that word signifies sucking

calves. The other two words the Septuagint translate

by two different Greek words, which are understood

to signify cheese ; the difference between them, if there

be a difference, not being, that I know of, well ascertained.

Dr. Shaw, in his account of the Barbary cheeses,f tells

us they are small,' rarely weighing above two or three

pounds, and in shape and size like our penny loaves. One

would imagine the ancient Jewish cheeses were of the

same shap», since the same word signifies a hill, which

in Job X. 10, is translated cheese. So the Septuagint

translate the high hills of Ps. Ixviii. 15, 16, by a word that

signifies cheeselike hills. This would hardly have been,

had their cheeses, which are commonly, if not always,

eaten new, been like the new cheese of our country.

* 1 Sam. XYii. 18, 2 Sam. xvii. 29, Job x. 10. f P- 168.
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The word in I Sam. xvii. 18, can hardly be imagined

to signify cheese directly, since milk is added in the orig-

inal, and cheeses of milk is so odd an expression : ail cheese

being made of milk of some kind or other. Our transla-

tors were so struck with this, that they have suppressed

the word milk as perfectly superfluous. But as the word

signifies a rolling instrument used for threshing, n)ay we

not suppose, that what Jesse bid his son David carry to

the officer of the army, were ten baskets, somewhat

of the shape of their threshing instruments, in which

there was coagulated milk? Baskets made of rv5shes, or

the dwarfpalm, are 'the cheesevats of Barbary i^ into

these they put the curds, and binding them up close,

press them. But the Eastern cheeses are of so very soft

a consistence after their being pressed, and even when

they are brought to be eaten, that Sandys imagined they

were not pressed at all :f a beastly kind of unpressed

cheese, that lie in a lump, being his description of this

part of the Eastern diet. Now if the cheeses sent by

Jesse were as soft and tender as those Sandys speaks of;

or if the milk was only coagulated, so as to be what wc

mean by the word curds, which according to Rauwolflf, in

a passage I shall have occasion very soon to quote, is a

considerable part of the diet of the East ? can we imagine

any way more commodious for the carrying them to the

army, than in the rush baskets in which curds were formed

into cheese ?

Nor would such baskets of coagulated milk have been an

improper present for an officer in the army of Saul, not-

withstanding Sandys thought it a beastly sort of food ; for

by comparing some passages of Dr. Pococke together, it

appears, that such sort of cheese is used in the East at

this time at the more elegant tables of persons of distinc-

tion. Thas, in describing the hospitality of the Arabs in

Egypt, he says, " The middling people amongst them,

and the Coptis, live much poorer. I have often sat down

with them only to bread, raw onions, and a seed pounded

• Shaw, ubi supra. t P- ^^'
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and put in oi!, which they call Serich, produced bj aisi

herb called Simsim, into which they dip their bread ;''^

yet, poor as these repasts are, the chief difference between

4 hem and the collation prepared for the Governor of

Faiume, with whom he travelled, and of whose way of

living he speaks with honor, consisted chiefly, according

to hiii own description, in the addition of new cheese, for

he says,f it was of bread, raw onions, and a sort of salt

pickled cheese. Ten cheeses then, of this sort, or ten

baskets of curds, was by no means an improper present for

Jesse to make on this occasion; but whether this may be

thought to be the meaning of the sacred writer, I leave with

my reader.

OBSERVATION XIX.

MILK, A GENERAL DIET IN THE EAST.

Milk is a great part of the diet of the Eastern

people. Their goats furnish them with some of it, and

Russell tells us,J are chiefly kept for that purpose ; that

they yield it in no inconsiderable quantity; and that it is

sweet and well tasted.

This, at Aleppo, is, however, chiefly from the beginning

of April to September; they being generally supplied

the other part of the year with cow's milk, such as it is :

for being commonly kept at the gardens, and fed with the

refuse, the milk generally tastes so strong of garlick, or

cabbageleaves, as to be very disagreeable. Might there

rjot be the same difference in Judea in the time of Solomon T

and may not his words, Prov. xxvii. 27, be designed to

express the superior quality of goat's qiilk to that of any

other kind in that country?

OBSERVATION XX.

DIF.i^EP>Er,T ARTICLES OF FUEL JN THE EAST.

If soiii^ of (the Eastern ways of baking and churning

!bay;e surjjiri^t'^d i;si., ,w,e shall be as much struck with their

* Vql. i.p. 18'J. The Scerige oil mentioned before, prorluced from the

^'esamwih Edit. f P. 56. t Vol. ii. p. liO.
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fuel. Wood is so scarce in those countries, that ilu-y

make use of things that we do not ih'wk of, though lil<!e

firing is burnt there, in comparison of what is consuiued in

colder countries.

Many travellers have taken notice of this, Dr, Rusaell

in particular tells us, that at Aleppo they use wood

and charcoal in their rooms, but heat their baths wilh

cowdunsi;, the parings of fruit, and such like thins;?,

which they employ people to gather for that purpose. "^

If these things are confined to the healing of baths at

Aleppo, they are not in other places ; for Pitts tells usf

there is such a scarcit-y of wood at Grand Cairo, that they

coaimonly heat their ovens with horse orcowdung, or dirt

of the streets, what wood they have being brought from

parts adjoining to the Black Sea, and sold by weight.

D'Arvieux in like manner,J complaining that one sort

of Arab bread smells of smoke, and tastes of the cowdung

used in baking it, informs us that the peasants often make

iis€ of the same fuel too, and that all who live in villages

where there is not plenty of wood, are very careful to

stock themselves with it ; the children, he says, gather up

the dung, and clap it against a wall to dry, from whence

the quantity that is necessary for baking, or warming them-

selves, is taken from time to time.||

But if this kind of turf is sometimes left sticking to the

wall until it is used, in some of the villages of Palestine,

it is not io be supposed that it continues there the rainy

season ; much less can we suppose the walls of the houses

at Grand Cairo are thus ornamented: doubtless this

stock of firing is laid up i« some oulhouse, or other con-

* Vol. i. p. 38. t P- 104, + Yoy. dans 1a Pal. p. 195, 194.

[\ Sir J. Chardin in his MS. tells us, " the Eastci*n people always used

cowdang for baking, boiling a pot, and dressing all kinds of victuals that are

easily cooked ; especially in countries that have but little wood. As tbrtJi/e

Indians, they use it for another reason : namely, lest in dressing their food

with wood, some worm or insect should be destroyed, for whose death thej^

would become guilty ; for this cause, in the Indies they bring carts full oi

dried cowdung to sell, for this creature they believe to be the holiest of all,

and much better than man."
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venieni pliice, as the same sort of fuel is by (hose of iKe

poor people of (his country who make use of it.^

This I have thought may, possibly, serve to explain

the complaint of Jeremiah, Lam. iv. 5. They that did

feed delicately, are desolate in the streets : they that

were brought up in scarlet, embrace dunghills. This

taking refuge in dunghills is not mentioned in European

descriptions of the horrors of war ; but if they in the East

burnt dung anciently, as much as they do now, and pre-

served a stock of it with the solicitude of these times, it

will appear quite natural to complain that those that had

fed delicately, were wandering without food in the ways
;

and they that had been covered, not only with clean gar-

ments, but with robes of magnificence, were forced, by

the destruction of their palaces, to take up their abode in

places designed for the reception of this sort of turf, and

to sit down upon those heaps of dried dung.

There is a passage in Philo which may be illustrated

by this account, and in return serves to confirm the ex-

planation I have given. That author, in his book against

Flaccus the president of Egypt, complaining of the inju-

ries done to the Jewish nation in that country, tells us

that Alexandria was divided into five parts ; that two of

them were called the Jewish wards, because mostly in-

habited by Jews, who dwelt also, though scatteringly, in

the other divisions ; that Flaccus suffered their enemies

to expel the Jews out of four of these, and to force them

all into one single quarter, and that the smallest, which not

being able to contain them on account of their multitude,

many of them were forced to go out of the city, to the

shores, monuments, and dunghills; that their enemies

spoiled their houses from which they had driven them,

* Dr. Russell remarks, MS. note " The Arabs carefully collect the dung
C(f the sheep and camel, as well as that of the cow." He further observes,

that " the dung, offals, &c. made use of in the Bagnios, after having been
new gathered in the streets, are carried out of the city and laid in great

heaps to dry, -where they become very offensive ; while dried in the town
adjoining to the Bagnios, they are intolerably offensive while drying; and

arc. so at all times when it rains, though they be stacked, pressed hard to^

gcther, and thatched at top," Edit.
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and finding nobody opposed them, broke open (heir shops

too, carrying away every thing they found there. "^

This passage is full of references to Eastern customs.

How far the editors of Philo have explained them, I know

not, my edition has few or no notes ; but it is very cer-

tain this account, if considered with attention, must be

puzzling to those that are strangers to the customs of the

East, Dr. Shaw observes,-)* that among the Moors the

graves of the principal citizens havs cupolas, or vaulted

chambers, of thpee, four, or more yards square, built over

them, and that they frequently lie open, and afford an oc-

casional shelter from Uie inclemency of the weather : this

circumstance explains, he supposes, the Demoniac's

dwelling among the tombs, Mark v. 3; and is equally a

comment, on that part of Philo's account which speaks of

the Jews going for shelter, out of the city, to the monu-

ments. A passage in Norden explains another as happi-

ly, which I was, I must confess, quite at a loss to account

for till! read that author : "What we have mentioned,"

says that Danish gentleman, " is too barren a spot to

continue there any longer. It is better to cast our eyes

on those little hollow places of the shore, which thej^

made use of for agreeable retreats ; where they diverted

themselves with enjoying the cool air ; and from whence?

without being seen, but when they chose it, they saw

every thing that passed in the port. Some rocks that jut

out, furnished a charming situation ; and natural grottos,

which those rocks had made, gave the opportunity of

forming there, with the assistance of the chissel, real places

of pleasure. In effect, we find entire apartments made?

in this manner, &c. J All these agreeable retreats, which

* P, 973, ed. Francfort 1691. See also the preceding note from Dr.

Russell. t P- 219.

+ In the late expedition of the British to Egypt, -which terminated in the

expulsion of the French from that country, when the English soldiers land-

ed, they dug, after the custom of the country, hollotu places on the shore^

as retreats from the heat and insects. On this very ground the French

cavalry charged, but falling among these hole?, thev were thrown into con

fusion, and completely routed. Edit
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are in great number, have, however, no other ornament.

The places, where the chissel has passed, are smooth ;

but the rest has the natural shape of the rock." As to

the third thing,^' their repairing to dunghills, it can only

be understood, I think, in the manner I have given an ac-

count of.f

After this, every one will see the propriety of that pas

sage, 1 Sam. ii. 8, He raiseth up the poor out of the dust^

lifteth tip the beggarfrom the dunghill y to set them among
princes, and to make them inherit the throne of glory*

He raiseth the beggar from the dunghill, out of a cottage,

that is, in which heaps of dried dung are piled up for fuel,

as some of the worst accommodated of our poor practise

with respect to the turf of his country : or, rather, he rais-

eth up a poor exile, forced to beg his bread in his wander-

ings, and to lodge in some outhouse where dung is laid up,

out of the city, in order to set him on the throne of a roy-

al palace built in the midst of it.

The applicableness of this account, concerning the fre-

quent burning of dung in the East, to the case of Ezekiel,t

• P. 22, 23, vol. i.

^ The Eastern management Philo refers to, in the other part of this pas-

sage, is what several authors have agreed in, that their houses are at a dis-

tance from their shops, which shops are ranged on each side of a covered

street, which they call a bazar, sliut up by a gate at each end. In these

shops they manufacture and se'l their goods.

i Ch. iv Monsieur Voltaire seems to be extremely scandalized at this

circumstance, for he has repeated the objection over and over again in his

writings He supposes somewhere, that the denying the Providence of

God is extreme impiety, yet in other places he supposes the prophetic

intimation to Ezekiel. that he should prepare his bread with human dung,
as expressive of the hardships Israel were about to undergo, could not come
from God, being incompatible with his Majesty : God then, it naturally

follows, never did reduce by his Providence any poor mortals into such a

state, as to be obliged to use human dung in preparing their bread ; never

could do it ; but those that are acquainted with the calamities of human life,

will nO' be so positive, upon this point as this lively Frenchman. Tc
make the objection as strong as possible, by raising the disgust of the ele

gant part of the world to the greatesi height, he, with his usual mgenious-
ness, supposes the dung was to be eaten with the bread perpared after this

manner, which would form an admirable confection, Comrae H n'est point

d'usage <W manger de telies confitures sur son pain, la plflpart des homme?
trouvent ces commanderaents indignes de la Majesty divine. La Raison
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13 much more visible. Cottiinentafors have observed

something of if, but I do not renieniber lo have met with

any who have thoroughly entered into the spirit of the di-

vine command; they only coldly observe, that several

nations make use of cowdung for fuel. He was first en-

joined to make use of human dung in the preparation of

his food, though at length the Prophet obtained permission

to use cowdungi for the baking that bread wliich was to

be expressive of the miserable food Israel should be

obliged to eat, in their dispersion atr.ong the Genliles:

had this been ordered at first, it would by no means have

sufficiently expressed ihose necessities, and that filthiness

in their way of living, to which they were to be reduced;

for very many of the Eas(ern people very commonly use

cow^lung in the baking of their^bread ; therefore he was

ordered to make use of human dung, which was terribly

significant of the extremities to which they were to be re-

duced. No nation made use of that miserable kind of fuel,

whereas the other was very common, though it is not

very agreeable for the purpose, the bread so baked being

burnt, smoky, and disagreeably tasted.

If cowdung was very much in use in Palestine for fuel,

as we have reason to think wood was not more plentiful

there anciently, when the country was much fuller of in-

habitants, than it is now, its extreme slowness in burning

must make the quickness of the fire of thorns very observ-

able, and give a liveliness to that passage. As the crack-

ling of thorns under a pot, so is the laughter ofthefool/^

and to some other places, which has Rot been, I think,

duly observed. The contrast is extremely remarkable.

La Roque, taking notice of the excessive slowness of the

par Alphabet, Art. Ezechicl. The eutlng bread hiiked by being covered

up under such embers wwuld most certainly be great misery, thougli ihe

ashes ^vere swept and blown off' with care ; but they couUl Iiardly be said to

eat a composition of bread and human excrements. With the same kind

of liberty he tells us, that cowdung is sometimes eaten through all Desert

Arabia, Lettre du Traducteur du Contique dcs Cantifjues, wliich is only-

true as explained to mean nothing more than that their bread is, not ua-

frequenlly, baked under the embers of cowdung : but is eating bread so

baked eating cowdung ?
* Ecciejs, vii. 6.

VOL. I. 55
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one,^ informs us, that it is a common thing among the

Arabs, on this account, to threaten a person with burning

him with cowdung, when they would menace him with a

dreadfully lingering punishment ; on the other hand,

every one must be apprized of the shortlived violence of

the fire of thorns, furze, and things of that kind: but to

make the thought complete, it is requisite to add, that

cowdung, this very slow fuel, is that which is commonly
used ; thorns, &c. less frequently.!

But when they do use this latter kind of fuel, it seems

to be under their pots, which further illustrates the ex'

pression, and accounts for the particularity that appears

in the menfioning of pots, as it seems otherwise to have

been suflScient to have said in general, as the crackling

of IhornSy so is the laughter of the fooL And till this

thought occurred, I must confess, Tdid not know what to

make of that account of d^Arvieux, when, in describing

the Arab methods of dressing their food, he tells us, they

sometimes put a whole lamb, or kid, into a kettle, covered

up close, over a fire of vine twigs,J &c. I could not con-

ceive why he should mention the sort of fuel they made
use of with such precision ; why vine twigs rather than any

other sort of wood ? why any thing more than the word

fire in general ? The true reason of this particularity I

have since thought, is, that the fuel he saw used almost

universally among them, was cowdung, but that a quicker

fire being necessary for the stewing a whole Iamb or kid,

he saw them make use of wood upon that occasion, and

it happened to be vine twigs, he set it down in his papers,

from whence la Roque, not distinguishing between the

simplicity of private memorandums, and what is fit to he

published in an extract drawn from them, mentions this

particular circumstance, though without doubt a fire of

thorns, furze, or any other quick burning sort of fuel

would have done as well. It serves, however, to illus-

trate the words of the royal preacher, as well as Ps. Iviii*

*Voy. dans la Pal. p. 44, note.

t Dr. Russell observes, MS. note, " Dung- is preserved by way of store,

but otherfuel is preferred whenever it can be found on the spot." EdiTp

t Voy. dans la Pal. p. )198.
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9, and Job xli. 31 : cowdung, a very slow faint fire, be-

ing used for fuel very commonly ; but thorns, or some-

thing of that kind, often for boiling.*

In like manner Sir John Chardin observes in his MS.
note, Ps. Iviii. " that on account of the scarcity of wood,

they burn most commonly in Persia, heath, &c. and that

these substances are wont to crackle ; and that they use

thorns to make their pot boil." He cites also Amos iv.

11, and Zech. iii. 2, as well as Eccles. vii. 6, as having

some relation to this observation. If I comprehend his

thought, which is indeed expressed in a v€ry short man-

ner, he supposes the -Prophets, In the two first places,

compare those of whom they were speaking, to such small

twigs, as must in a few minutes have been consumed, had

they not been snatched out of the burning, and not to those

battens, or large branches of great trees, we are wont to

burn in these northern countries, and which will lie long

on the fire before they are reduced to ashes. And it

must be confessed the image considered after this man-

ner, is much more strong and lively than otherwise it

would be.

The same thought is applicable to Isai. vii. 4: only

there, these slender firebrands are supposed to be smok-

ing; that is, as I apprehend, having the steam rising from

one end with force, from the violence of the fire burning

at the other, which, in such a state, must soon reduce

them to ashes. How lively the image ! The remains of

two small twigs, burning with violence at one end, as ap-

pears by the strong steaming of the other, sure therefore

soon to disappear, reduced into ashes : so shall these two

kings soon be no more. The curious Vitringa sadly fails,

I think, in his explanation of this metaphor.

As they have such a scarcity of fuel, they make use

not only of cowdung, but of parings of fruit, at Aleppo,

* On this passage Dr. Russell observes, MS. note, " Where vine iioigrs

were to be found, no doubt a variety of brushwood might be procured

The vine twigs, however, impart a less disagreeable tast*, and the ashcjs

are more useful for washing their lijien" Kdit,
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Dr. Russell tells iis,^ and such like things: douhtle^s he

means withered stalks of herbs and flowers.f Indeed, he

onij speaks of these things as used for heating their baths
;

but as cowdung is^ we know, by other authors, used for

baking, no reason, sure, can be imagined, why these other

things should not be used for the same purpose, where

lhe>^ were ^o be had : and Dr. Shaw, I remember, express-

ly tells us,J that myrtle, rosemary, and other plants, are

made use of in Biirbary, to heat their ovens, as well as

bagnios. Does not this give us a clear comment on those

words of our Lord, Matt. vi. 28, 29, 30? Consider the

lilies Gfthejield how they grow : they toil not, neither do

they spin. And yet I say unto you^ that even SoloinoUf

in all his glory, was not arrayed like one of these.

Wherefore ifGob so clothe the grass of the field, which

today is, and tomorrow is cast into the oven, shall he not

much more clothe you, O ye of littlefaith j* The grass of

the field here, 'c]pp^rent]y, is to he understood to include

the lilies of which our Lord had been speaking, conse-

quently' herbs in general : Critics have remarked this large

sense of the word ;:^c^7o?;|! nor can it be with any show of

reason pretended, that our Lord is speaking of the mor-

row in the rigid sense of the word, the day immediately

following, but of a little time after. Behold, says our

Lord, these lilies of the field, how- beauteous are their

vestments, how excjuisiiely are they perfumed. Solomon

in all his glory was not thus arrayed, thus perf(]med ! yet

magnificent as they appear one daj, they are in a manner

the next thrown into the oven, their dried stalks are, with

the dried stalks of other plants employed in heating the

ovens of the villages round about us; and will i:ol God
much more clothe you that are my disciples?

This account of the burning these things mny, perhaps^

be of some use to throw light on those passages of the

Mishnah,§ which speak of savoury, hyssop, and thyme.

• Vol. i. \^. 38. f " He does so ; whatever is thrown into the tlus' -

hole, or into the street." Dr. Kussell's MS. note. Edit.

+ P. 85. 11
See Leigh's Crit. Sac. upon the v on?

§ Vide Misnam in tit. Shebiilh.
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under the notion of wood, or of gafheikig fhe leaves oi

vines and reeds, both green and dry, which dry leaves of

vines can hardly be supposed lo have been gathered with

any other design than for fuel. But of how little conse-

quence soever the illustrating the Mishnah may be thought

fo be, the observation will not be unacceptable to an at-

tentive reader of his Bible, especially if he should remark

how much ingenious authors have been embarrassed with

this passage of St. Matthew. One of them in particulars

after having changed the word oven, in his translation,

into the wordfurnace or slillf gives us this note :^ " I ap-

prehend that this may be as properly the signification of

the word KhiQocvov, as oven, and that the sense will then ap-

pear fo be more easy ; for it can hardly be supposed, that

grass or flowers should be thrown into the oven the day

after they are cut down ; unless it was the custom to heat

their ovens with new hay, which seems not very natural."

Not very natural indeed, were hay made in those coun-

tries, which we are assured by authors in general is sel-

dom or never done! nor does it seem much more natural

to me, to throw grass into a stiil,f if it could be proved that

the Greek word signifies a still as well as an oven. And
I am afraid that even as to flowers themselves from many

of which the Eastern people at this time distil various

odoriferous waters, and might do fhe same anciently, the

thought would not be very conformable to the views of

our Lord, and consequently not what he meant : for his

sentiment here, without controversy, is, that if God covers

with so much glory things of no further value than to serve

the meanest uses, will he not take care of his servants who

are so precious in his eye, and designed for such import-

ant services in the world? consequently he cannot be

supposed to be speaking of precious flowers, distilled

either for medicinal purposes, or to make rich perfumes

;

* See Dofl. Fam. Exp. vol. i. p. 256. f Dr. Russell queries,

whether the Jews in the time of our Lord had any notion oi distillation

.

" Herbs, flowers, 8cc. he observes, are not put into the furnace the day

they are gathered, but are first permitted to dry. Herbage, v, hen cut down,

is dry in twentyfour hours ; but the shrubs, thorns, &c. are generally dry

b'^fore they are cut down." MS. note. Edit.
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but of those of which men raake no higher use, than thcj

do of cowdung and stubble.

OBSERVATION XXI.

METHOD OF SAVING FUEL.

The scarcity of fuel occasions another particular man-

agement among the Eastern people, of which Rauwolff

gives us the following account : " They raake in their

tents or houses a hole about a foot and a half deep, where-

in they put their earthen pipkins or pots, with the meat

in them closed up, so that they are in the half above the

middle: three fourth parts thereof they lay about with

stones, and the fourth part is left open, through which

they fling in their dried dung, and also sometimes small

twigs and straws, when they can have them, which burn

immediately, and give so great a heat, that the pot grow-

eth so hot as if it stood in the middle of a lighted coal

heap, so that they boil their meat with a little fire, quicker

than we do ours with a great one on our hearths."*

As the Israelites must have had as much cause to be

sparing of their fuel as any people, and especially when

they were journeying in the Wilderness, the preceding

quotation may he believed to be a better comment on Lev.

xi. 35, than is to be found in any of the writings of those

that are called commentators. One of thesef supposes

the word translated ranges for pots, signifies an earthen

pot to boil meat in with a lid ; another gives it feet ; but

such vessels come under the direction of the thirtythird

verse. Nor does the original word requiring its destruc-

tion agree with these explications ; for it does not signify

to destroy by breaking to pieces, as a vessel is broken, but

by breaking down, as altars, houses, walls of cities, &c.

are broken down, and destroyed. This perfectly agrees

with RauwolfF's description of the Eastern apparatus for

boiling a pot, which, though not expressed in the happiest

* p. im. t Vide Poll Syu. in loo.
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manHcr by his translators, yet is thus far sufficiently clear,

"three fourth parts thereof," says he, " they lay about

with stones," which little building this law of Moses re-

quired to be broken down. How clear is this ! What idea

our English translators of LeTiticus designed to convey^

by the term ranges for pots, I do not well know, but some-

thing distinct from a pot was evidently designed ; and

though it might be thought strange that any thing of build-

ing should be used, by those that lived such a flitting kind

of life as the Israelites in the Wilderness, for the boiling

their pots, yet we find, by Rauwolff, the Arabs make use

of such an apparatus^ and he gives us some description

ofit.*^

OBSERVATION XXII.

BAKERS AND BAKEHOUSES IN THE EAST.

But though an oven was designed only to serve a

single family, and to bake for them no more than the

bread of one day, in ancient times, which circumstance

ought to be recollected, in order to enter into the force of

Lev. xxvi. 26, and is an usage that still continues in some
places of the East

;
yet it appears that there were ancient-

ly, as there now are, some public bakehouses. So we
resid o^ the bakers* street, Jer. xxxvii.21. This might pos-

sibly be only a temporary regulation to supply the wants

of the soldiers, assembled from other places to defend Jeru-

salem, who might receive daily a proper quantity of bread

from the royal bakehouses ; as at Algiers, at this time,

according to Dr. Shaw,f besides some money, their sold-

iers that are unmarried receive each of them a number

of loaves every day. And if so, nothing could be more

natural than for the king to order Jeremiah a piece, or a

cake, of bread from thence, every day, after the same

manner. But however this may be, Pitts informs us,J

that they have public bakehouses at Algiers for people

* For a full deacriptioa of Ihrs bti^king; apparatus among; the Arabs, see

note on Obs. xi, p, 402', t P- 35^, 4 P. 65^
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in common, the women only preparing the dongh at home,*

and other persons making it their business to bake it, who

send their boys for that purpose about the streets, to

give notice of their being ready to take people's bread?

and to carry it to the bakehouses; "upon this the women
within come, and knock at the insfde of the door, which

the boy hearing, makes toward the house. The women

open the door a very little way, and hiding their faces,

deliver the cakes to him ; which, when baked, he brings

to the door again, and the women receive them in the

same manner as they gave them."

Pitts adds to this, that they bake their cakes every day,

or every other day, and give the boy who brings the

bread, a piece, or little cake, for the baking, which the

baker sells.

Small as the Eastern loaves are, they break them, it

seems, and give a piece only, according to this, to the ba-

ker, as a gratification for his trouble. This will illustrate

Ezekiel's account of the false prophetesses receiving as

gratuities pieces of bread ;f they are compensations still

used in the East, but compensations of the meanest kind,

and for services of the lowest sort.

OBSERVATION XXIIL

VARIOUS PREPARATIONS OF CORN FOR FOOD.

But they have other ways of preserving their corn for

food, besides making it into bread. Burgle,J Dr. Russell

tells us, is very commonly used among the Christians of

Aleppo : and in a note he informs us, that this " Burgle

is wheat boiled, then bruised by a mill, so as to take the

husk off; then dried, and kept for use. The usual way

of dressing it, is either by boiling it like rice into a pillaw,

or making it into balls with meat and spices ; and either

fried or boiled, these balls are called cubby." Rauwolff|{

and Ockley speak of the like preparation under the name

* " It is the same, says Dr. Russell, at Aleppo, each house makes its

own bread, " MS. note. Edit.

i Ezek. xiii. 19. t Vol. i. p. 1 17. IIP. 97.
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ofsawik;* but the first speaks of it as ivrf-pareil from

barley, and the oliier liori: bariey duil rice as well as wheat.

Ao;aiii Jone^, in his account of the diet of the Moors of

Wes{ Barbary,f makes menlion of the flour of parched

barley, which he says ia the chief pro\ision ibey make

for travelling, and that sofiie of llietn Jise it for their diet

at home, as well as in journeying. I will si^t doivN his

words. " VV hat is mo;-' used l»y traveller?, h zumett, iu-

meet, or flour cf parched barley fo:: liinpreere. Theye are

not Arabian, but Shiiha names; so 1 o<'!i'r> e it is of longer

standing than the Mohamedans in that part of 4fric.

They are all three nfade of parched barley floiu, v^'/ich

they carry in a leather satchel. Zumeet is the flour mix-

ed with honey, butter, and spice ; tnmeet is the same flour

done up with origan oil : and iJDereece is only mixed

with water, and so drank; this quenches thirst nujch bet-

ter than water alone, satisfies an hungry appetite, cools

and refreshes tired and weary spirit?;, overcoming tKose ill

effects a hot sun and fritiguing journey occasion." He
says also, that among the monntaineeisof Base this is U6*td

for their diet at home, as well as when they are on a jour-

ney.

May not one or other of these sorts of food be what is

meant in Scripture, by what we render part heo torn?

Russell and Ockley speak of the sawik or burgle as dried
;

and Jones expressly calls the chief provision the Moors of

West Barbary use in travellin?;, thej^o?/r ofparched barley*

Dr. Shaw is, I know, of a diiferent opinion. He si p-

posesj the kali of the Scriptures, which he truuslaies

parched pulse, means parched cicer«i, which he says are

in the greatest repute, after they yre parched \ii pens and

ovens ; and adds, as a strong confirmation, tliat there is

not, as far as he has been infoj-'ned, ai y other p'lKe pi e-

pared in this manner: but there is such a thii-^^ as dried

* Saicik is quite a diiTerent tlish : Mr, H. confot n<!s two distinct things.

Burgle is never [laiched like the corn, whicli is thus treated v.heu in the

ear. Edit.

f Miscell. Cur. vol. iii. p. 390, 391. See also Phil. Trans, abr. voL iii.

part 2 ch 3. art. 35. ^ P. liO.

voi,. I. 56
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corn, and of corn the Scriptures may speak, and are most

naturally understood to ^peak. This ingenious author's

own account of the parched cicers, affords rae a strong

objection against his supposition : for he tells us, they

never constitute a dish by themselves, but are strewed

singly, as a garnish over other dishes. Rauwolff^' contra-

dicts the cicers being the only pulse that is parched; for

he affirms, that the people of the East dress the orohus

after the same manner : however, he allows the parched

cicers being in great repute, for he says, they have them

brought to table, with cheese, after their meals, instead of

preserves or fruit, as cibebs, hazelnuts, and the like, for

they eat very mellow, and have a fine saltish taste. He
repeats, in another place,f this account of the cicers being

used in those countries as part of the dessert. Nor is this

a modern thing : St. Jerom speaks of parched cicers, in

his commentary on St. Matthew,J as used in desserts, and

for presents of smaller value, and joins them with raisins,

and other kinds of fruit. But would Boaz have carried

things of this kind to his reapers? Ruth ii. 14. Or, would

it have been recorded of the children of Israel, Josh. v.

11, that, upon their entrance into Canaan, they eat un-

leavened cakes of the old corn of the land, parched cicers,

and upon that manna ceased? are cicers of such moment

to the support of life ?{| cicers, which never constitute a

dish by themselves, and are only *he garnishing of other

dishes, or part of a dessert? We may be satisfied then, I

think, that the word kali does not signify parched cicers, or

any other pulse, but corn, and somehow or other parched.

§

Barley is the grain, it should seem, that Moses speaks

Travels published by Ray, torn. i. 68. t P- 98.

+ Cap. 21.
II
Antiq. lib. iii. cap. 10. § Perhaps it was

neither : fop, since this book was first published, 1 find that Hasselquist, in.

journeying from Acra to Seide, saw a shepherd eating his dinner, consist-

ing of half ripe ears ofwheat roasted, which he eat with as good an appe-

tite as a Turk does his pillaw. He treated Hasselquist, it seems, with the

aame dish ; and afterward gave him milk from the goats to drink. &'iich

sort offood, this author further tells, is much eaten in Egypt, by the poor,

being ears of maize, or Turkish wheat, and of tUuir dura, a kind of millet.

He speaks of it, however, as far inferior to bread: ** After all, how great

h the difference betwixt good bread, and ha\5 ripe ears of wheat roasted !'*
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tjf as parched, Lev. ii. 14, for he is speaking of fruit trees,

and barley is reaped in the Holy Land before the wheat

:

end so Josephus understood it. But whether in the form

of sawik, or of the Moorish flour of parched barley, is

another question. If we are rather disposed to think it

was the flour of parched barley, it may be proper for us

to observe how it was distinguished from common flour

;

this last is raw ; that made from barley parched was ready

to be used immediately, without any other preparation

than mixing it with oil, with butter, or with honey. The

Moors now think it proper for travelling, on this account, I

suppose ; and, for the same reason, it must have been

agreeable for Jesse to send into the camp to his children,

and for Abigail to present to David and his men, who was

frequently obliged to pass from place to place. Jones's ac-

count may also teach us, the propriety of what is added at

the close of the list of provisions, sent by the nobles on the

other side of Jordan to king David : Thei/ brought hedsy

mid basins, and earthen vesselSf and wheat, and barley,

andflour, andparched corn, and beans, and lenities, and

parched pulse, and honey, and butter, and sheep, and

cheese of kine, for David and for the people that were

with him to eat ; for they said, The people are hungry,

and weary, and thirsty, in the wilderness, 2 Sara.xvii,

28, 29, Which of all these things was designed to quench

their thirst? Jones observes, that the flour of parched

barley mixed with water, is thought to quench thirst bet-

ter than water alone, to satisfy hunger, and to cool and

refresh tired and weary spirits:^ it might be sent there-

fore to David with a view to relieve the people, as thirsty

and tired, as well as hungry. It appears, in like manner,

to have been a very proper provision for the repast of la-

bourers in the harvest field, or those employed in sheep-

shearing; and must have been very useful in a time when
the old corn was spent, and the new not sufliciently

are his words, p. 166, 167. This account will very clearly ej^plain some
passages of Scripture, which are more naturally understood of roasted half

ripe ears of barley or of wheat : but others still seem to refer to the sawik

and Moorish flower.

• This very drink, Dr. Russell obserres, MS. note, it used there ittfevers.

Edit.
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ripened to be made bread of:"^ on which occasions only

mention is made of il in Scripture.

Bui if this Jewish parched corn is to be understood of

ihe f.onr of paiched barley, it does not thence follow,

that burgle, SLivili, or boiled wheat dried, was unknown

amons; tbeai ; and I bare been readj to think, that this

niod{;r!i nianagement of corn will i;ive light to a remarka-

ble passage of the Jiisfory of Da\id, the concealment*

I mecai, of Lis ivio spies in a v/ell, whose mouth was

cohered viih corn,f 2 Sam. svii. 19. The exposing

coiT; in thh m?.!iner must have been comuion in Judea,

€b:e it wouUl rather have ;2;iven suspicion than safety.

Bdt wha^ ground corn, for so we translate it, should be

laM out for in ih& open air, if we suppose it was wcdJ,

ciiunot easily be iiiiagined Bishop Patrick supposes it

wascorr ri^wiy threshed out, which she pretended to dry,

though no guch thin^ is practised aujong us in a much
inoisier couniry ; and rhe word is elsewhere used to sig-

nify corn beaten in a very different manner, Prov. xxvii,

22. J S^iictius and Mariana both observed,§ fhat the

word there expr^^sses barley with the husk taken off, pearl

or Fnnch barley as we call it ; but as I suppose, the

Bishop did not imagine there was any other use for such

sort of b'lrley than as a medicine, as among us, he could not

think probable that the woman should have such a quan-

tify of it : but these r.crounts of burgle and sawik remove

ihe difficulty ; and it should seem, from this passage, the

preparafjon of corn after this manner is as ancient as the

time of David at least. To this may be added, that

quantities of the sawik are prepared at once, in order to

be laid up in store ||| whereas corn there is usually ground

* Fja'ched ears of corn roust have been niore so, such as Hasselquist de-

scribes, mentioned in the last note,

} ^' This in all y»robahil!tVt says Dr. Russell, MS. note, was burble, in

preparing ot which, after it has been softened in warm water, it is com

monly Isid out in tiie courtyard to dry. Edit.

i: The passage ill Proverbs, he further adds, alludes clearly to bur£i-iet

•^Thich is thus pounded in a trough or mortar with a wooden pestle- Edit
§ Vide Poll Syn in loc.

Ij
See Rauwolft'in Kay's Coll. of Travels, torn. i. p. 97.
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into meal in small parcels, the people of those countries

bakina, every diij, and grinding their corn as ihey want

it. What is more, d'Arvieux, who speaks of this prepar-

ed corn under the name of boiirgoul, expressly meations

its being dried in (he sun after haviiig spoken of theii pre-

paring a whole year's provision of it at once. Yoy. dans,

la Pal. p. 200.

OBSERVATION XXIV.

THE MA.^NER OF PRESERVING THEIR CORN,

Before f quit this part of their food, I ought to take

3oms3 notice oi' the manner in which they keep the corn

they are spending, which Sandys tells us* is by means

of long ^e:^j.el5 of clay, ii beino' subject to be eaten by

wor '.IS iVithoiU thai precaution. This he observed at

Gaza.

Agreeable (o ttm I remember Norden tells us that a

Bavbariri of Ur»per Egypt opened one of the great jars, in

orde* io shnw lAm how they preserved their corn there.f

That barrel in which the woman of Zarepha'h kept

her corn, of which she had only enough left to make an

handful of meal, 1 Kings xvii. 12, might be a vessel of

mu( h the same kind, and consequently improperly trans-

lated a barrel. It is certain it is the same word, in the

original, that is used for the vessels of which Gideon's

*P. 117.

fVol. ii p. 119. The MS. C mentions the sime thing in a note on

Bel and the Dragon, v. iii. where, observing that the Eastern word used

there signifies a measure for water, or some other liquid, not for ftour, it

informs us, that in the East they keep their flour in pots, jars, &c. not in

sacks or barrels, on accotmt of insects.

Dr. Kussell says, MS. note, that «* at Aleppo the corn is preserved in a

large wooden chest called ambev ; the grain is pot in at the top, and, -when

wanted, let out at a small opening or window at bottom." Edit.

Dr. Buchanan informs us. Journey through the Mysore, &c. vol. i. p. 91,

that in the Mysore country, the Paddy or rice in the husks, is kept in this

way. Some, says he, preserve it, in large earthen jars that are kept in the

house ; ethers preserve it in small cvUndrical stores which the potters

make of clay^ and are called tvoday, the mouth is covered by an inverted

pot, and the Paddy as vrantcd is drawn out of a hole at the bottom. Edit
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soldiers concealed their torches, and which they broke with a

clashing, terrifying noise, when they blew with their trumpets,

and both circumstances suppose their being vessels of earth.

It does not however follow, from hence, that they had these

things with them for the keeping their corn ; it might be for

fetching water, for we find the same word is expressive of the

vessels in which women were wont to fetch water ;* and no won-

der, since the same sort of vessels are still used for both pur-

poses. Norden speaking of great jars for corn, as I just now

remarked ; and Dr. Pococke on the other hand takes notice, al"

most twice together, of the women of that country carrying wa-

ter in earthen jars.

The four barrels of water then, said to have been ordered by

Elijah to be poured on the Sacrifice, 1 Kings xviii. 33, should

have been translated four jars. Rebecca most certainly did not

carry a barrel^ a vessel of above thirty gallons, upon her head.

OBSERVATION XXV.

THE MANNER OF SOWING THEIR CORN,

It may be proper also to make some remarks on their manner

©f raising corn, of which they use so much for food : and here we

may observe, that oxen and asses are made use of in sowing their

grounds ; and that some lands that are not well watered are ex-

tremely fertile.

Isaiah plainly supposes that oxen and asses were used in sowing

their lands, ch. xxxii. 20 ; it is still so in Syria.f When Dr. Rus-

sell gives his readers an account of the manner of sowing grain

about Aleppo, he says, " No harrow is used, but the ground is

ploughed a second time after it is sown, in order to cover the grain;

in some places, where the soil is a little sandy, they plough but once,

and that is after sowing. The plough is so light, that a man of mod-

erate strength may easily carry it with one hand : a little cow, or

at most two, and sometimes only an ass, is sufficient to draw it in

ploughing, and one man both drives and holds it with so much ease,

that he generally smokes his pipe at the same time.":}: Here we see

cows and asses used for ploughing, and ploughing instead of har-

• Gen. xxiv. 14, 15, 16, 18, &c.

f Moses, in like manner, supposes that oxen and asses were the animals

nsed for ploughing, Deut. xxii. 10. t Vol. i. p. 7S^
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i-owing for covering the seeds ; just as the Prophet joins sowing,

and the feet of the ox and the ass together.

Dr. Russell also gives us to understand, that many large plains in

Syria, which have no water, but the rain which falls in winter, yet

are exceedingly fertile. Are we then to understand Isaiah, in that

passage, of the sowing rice, and of the very important qualities of

that sort of grain, when he speaks of their being blessed who sowed

beside all waters ? So Sir J. Chardin understood the passage, and I

shall give the reader his note on these words, that he may judge for

himself.

After reciting the words ofthe Prophet, he goes on, " This exactly

answers the manner of planting rice, for they sow it upon the

water ; and before sowing it, while the earth is covered with water,

they cause the ground to be trodden by oxen, horses, and asses, who
go midleg deep,and this is the way of preparing the ground for sow-

ing."* He adds," as they sow the rice on the water, they transplant

it in the water." To this is joined a note in the margin, relating

to the excellent qualities of rice ;
" rice has this good and particu-

lar property, that it is good for all, and at all times : for infants the

day they are born, and for the dying."!

OBSERVATION XXVI.

THE METHOD OF PRESERVING THEIR FIGS.

Dii. Chani>ler tells us,| that some dried figs, which he pur-

chased, in his travels in Lesser Asia, were strung like beads, and

that he found them extremely good as well as cheap ; is it not

probable then, that those collections of figs, which the Scriptures

mention, were strings of this dried fruit, rather than cakes or lumps,

as our translators render the original word,(| Q'^^T debaleem ?

* He mentions the same circumstance in a note on Amos vi. 12; anJ sup-

poses the running on a rock, is opposed to the running to and fro on ground

•overed four fingers' deep with water.

t This eulogium is miserably overstrained. Rice is a poor aliment wliea

compared with wheat; and of what use can ricCf or indeed any thing else, be

to the dying ? See the different methods of sowing rice in Egypt and in the

East Indies. Obser. xxxiii. and xxxiy. at the beginning of the following vol-

ume. EpiT.

% P. 215.
(I
A marginal note of the Bishop's Bible is, " 0>'

foundc's. So many iiget as cleave together like a cake, are called a cake.''
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Dried figs, when closely packed, will certainiy adhere together,

and may be called cakes or lumps of fi:4,s, as is visible to everyone

that has visited our Enc-lish shops where they are sold ; and from

thence our translators seem to have derived their ider^s. But it

does not ibllow from thcnc?i that they appear in the like form ii- the

countries where they are actually dried, and laid up among their

other stores, fcr their o^vn consuniptlon.

Two circumstance?; seem to show that these ideas are net exact.

In the first pia^e, they seem to be spoken of as parcels of nearly

the same size : ./lbi,q-aU carried to David tivo hundred cakes ofJigs,

i Sam. XXV. 18. What notion can a reader form of the quantity of

figs, if the nccidental lumps of adhering figs were meant ? Some

lumps are ten times, it may be, larger than others, when they are

taken out of the vessel in wliichthey have been packed, and strong-

ly squeezed together. A more determinate notion seems t^ have

been intended to be conveyed by that term. So also when a lump

of figs was ordered to be applied to Hezekiah's bile, S Kings xx. 7.

A second thing is, that when a part of such a parcel is spoken of,

a word is used which signifies* cutting ; but cutting can by no

means be necessary to divide a lump ofour figs into parts. Nothing

is more easily divided. But a string of figs might I'oquire cutting.

The doctor has said nothing of the number of figs usually put

on one string, or of the weight of one oftliese strings. It should

seem they were but small, since Abigail carried David twice as

many strings of figs as dried bunches of grapes, 1 Sam. xxv. 18.

Future travellers, may ascertain these with so much precision

as may satisfy the curious.

I must however add, that I have somewhere met with an ac-

count, that some of the people of those countries press their dried

fisis into vessels of a determinate size, which must enable them to

make their lumps of figs equal to each other, and of a well known

bieness. But even in this case it cannot be necessary to part them

by cutting.
* n^3 Pelach. 1 Sam. xxx 12.

END OF THE FIRST VOLUME.
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